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An XML document is mainly hierarhical, but some applications need to simultaneously associate more
than one hierarchy to the same data. In general, concurrent hierarchies cannot be merged in order to
get a well-formed XML document. This work stands in this context: it aims at describing and querying
hierarchical XML structures defined over the same textual data in a concurrent way. Our proposal called
MSXD is composed of a data model (which can be seen as an index over the data and between all the
structures) and a dedicated query language defined as an extension of XQuery. The key idea is to propose a
method for a compact description of multiple tree-like structures over a single text based on segmentation.
Segmentation encoding allows querying overlap/containment relations of markups belonging to different
structures. This paper also tackles a solution to define a multistructured schema in order to describe the
relationships (as weak constraints) between parts of concurrent structures. Finally, this paper focuses on
the architecture of the XML environment implementing our proposals.

Povzetek: Sistem omogoča uveljavljanje več hierarhij v dokumentih XML.

1 Motivation

XML [10] is the de facto standard to describe structured
data. Several applications in the context of information
systems are based on their use: electronic publishing,
language engineering, technical documentation, digital li-
braries, Web, etc.

XML documents are mainly hierarchical. The hierar-
chy, captured in a tree-like structure [23], corresponds to
one level of analysis of the data contained in the document
(e.g a logical analysis). A large set of tools are now avail-
able and widely used in particular for edition, querying
(XPath [16], XQuery [7]) or transformation (XSLT [15]).
According to us, this success is due to the hierarchical
structure which is easier to exploit compared to the graph
structure. Moreover, manipulation remains simple in an
XML environment.

Recently, the title of an article published in the SIG-
MOD conference [27] claims that “ One hierarchy is not
enough ” for data-centric application context. Indeed, the
CONCUR feature of SGML [24] first pointed out this need
in the nineties but in context of document-centric encoding
where some applications need to consider more than one
hierarchy over the same text in a concurrent way. These last
years, several other works about concurrent markups have
been published [31, 30, 32, 22, 33, 19, 25, 14, 21]. All
these different works propose solutions to describe multi-
ple tree-like structures (with overlapping) into a single doc-
ument. The main problem with concurrent hierarchies is
that they cannot be merged in order to get a well-formed

XML document without using a flat representation or hy-
perlinks that make the structure difficult to query.

Our work stands in this context. It aims at representing
and querying concurrent hierarchical XML structures de-
fined over the same textual data. We call such data “ mul-
tistructured textual documents ”. The key idea is to pro-
pose a method for a compact description of multiple trees
over a single text based on its segmentation. Segmentation
encoding allows querying overlap/containment relations of
markups belonging to different structures. The solution
proposed, called MSXD for MultiStructured XML Docu-
ments1, is entirely XML compatible.

This paper describes on the first hand the MSXD model
and its relative query language, and on the other hand, it
details the way these proposals are implemented under an
XML environment. We also tackle the description of rela-
tionships between structures (as weak constraints) in order
to propose a solution to define a multistructured schema
enabling validation across multiple hierarchies [20].

This paper is an extended version of different prelimi-
nary contributions ( [11], [12] and [13]).

1.1 A running example
To illustrate the problem, we consider a mediæval
manuscript (Princeton, Garrett 80 (PG)) related to medico-
pharmaceutical recipes written in Occitan language [8].
This kind of text is studied by philologists of the University

1Funded by the french research agency (ANR) – Semweb project
(2004-2007)
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of Pisa (Italy) in the Department of Language and Romance
Literature. Philology is a science that studies ancient or
mediæval civilizations by the mean of literary documents.

Researchers are interested in studying the text of the
manuscript according to different points of view corre-
sponding to different uses of the document. Each analysis
results in a mainly hierarchical markup of the text which
could be easily represented in XML.

From the document represented as an image (see Fig-
ure 1), for illustrating our intention, we have extracted the
following textual content:
... Per recobrar maniar Ad home cant a perdut lo maniar

prin de l erba blanca ...

This same text has been segmented and marked up in
three ways: its physical structure S1 (the manuscript is or-
ganized into pages, on two columns composed of lines),
its syntactic structure S2 (the manuscript is composed of
sentences and words) and its semantic structure S3 (the
manuscript describes medical prescriptions which have
signs, ingredients, plants and effects). The result is shown
in Figure 2 where three XML documents hierarchically
organize the same text according to these three different
points of views.

Each structure marks up the text differently from an-
other (see Figure 3). For example the segment of text ‘Ad
home cant a perdut lo maniar’ is tagged by
Sign in S3, while it is tagged differently in S1: ‘Ad
home cant a perdut’ is marked by Line whereas
‘lo maniar’ begins another textual segment marked
also by Line. Moreover notice that a Sign can overlap
two lines. Therefore, these documents are independent
with potential overlapping.

Structures (but not the relations between them) could
be defined by means of a grammar like a DTD, an XML
schema [6] or a RelaxNG schema [17].

These XML documents are currently considered sep-
arately even if researchers identify correlations between
them. In particular, they would like to be able to express
the following queries: What are the sentences that follow
the signs? (this query combines syntactic and semantic
structures); What is the prescription that contains the larger
number of lines? (this query combines physical and seman-
tic structures); What are the words cut by an end of line?
(this query combines physical and syntactic structures).

Usual XML manipulation languages do not support con-
current structures, thus our issue is (1) to model multiple
hierarchical structures in order to query them in a concur-
rent way and (2) to provide an XML environment to sup-
port multistructured documents.

Finally, notice that the relationship (eventually weak) be-
tween parts of these three structures are not defined: for
example, one can remark that a page (in the physical struc-
ture) always begins with a prescription (in the semantic
structure). It could be useful to use this kind of constraint
during querying and to check consistency between struc-
tures. We tackle this issue by defining a schema to describe
the relationships between parts of the concurrent structures.

1.2 Objectives

Our objectives are the following:

A suitable – XML compatible – data model. This
model dedicated to multistructured textual documents is
called MSXD. It enables (1) to consider several segmen-
tations of the same text, and (2) to define a hierarchical
structure for each of these segmentations. Notice that the
structures could be weakly coupled and that there is no
main structure. The set of segmentations and the set of
hierarchical structures are deduced automatically from the
given XML structured documents (for example produced
by philologists). That is why they could be developed in
a distributed way. The replication of the common text (in
each XML document) can be seen as a drawback but (i) the
data storage according to the volume is not really a prob-
lem, and (ii) synchronisation is not an issue because the
common text is never updated: the only changing part (the
structure) is not replicated. Moreover, each user can then
edit its own copy offline. This data model is based on the
use of hedges [28], the foundation of grammar language
RelaxNG [17] (REgular LAnguage description for XML
New Generation);

An extension of XQuery [7]. Our objective is to query
the structures and the textual content in a concurrent way
and to use an as much as possible unchanged XQuery. One
of the original contribution of our proposal is that the Mul-
tiStructured document is never instantiated. As we said be-
fore, the set of structures can be syntactically described as
a distributed set of XML documents: we want to keep each
structure safe to use available XML tools and languages for
its construction and its manipulation. Given a set of XML
documents over the same textual value, a MSXD instance
can be seen as an index over the textual value and between
all the structures. This index is used to evaluate queries
using concurrent structures;

The description of relationships between structures.
We propose a solution to define a multistructured schema
in order to describe the relationships (as weak constraints)
between parts of the concurrent structures. This is done
as a set of rules by means of Allen’s relations to constrain
the relative position of fragments in the structures. This
work is a first step towards validation across multiple hier-
archies [20].

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 defines the
MSXD data model and shows the XML syntax associated
to an MSXD instance. Section 3 presents an extension of
XQuery to multistructure. Section 4 proposes a schema
enabling to express constraints between concurrent struc-
tures. Section 5 specifies the MSXD architecture. Section 6
is dedicated to the related works and section 7 concludes.
Currently, we only consider the definition of multiple struc-
tures in the single textual modality.
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Figure 1: A page from the manuscript

2 The MSXD model
We first choose to define the notion of a multistructured
document and then to introduce all the concepts used in
this definition. We illustrate the MSXD model with our
running example. Our data model is based on the use of
hedges (the foundation of RelaxNG). Informally, a hedge
is a sequence of trees. In the XML terminology, a hedge
is a sequence of elements possibly intervened by character
data; in particular, an XML document is a hedge [28].

2.1 Formal model definition

Definition 1. A Multistructured document is a triplet
(V, I,S) where V is a textual value, I a set of segmentations
of V and S a set of structures associated to segmentations
from I.

A multistructured document can be seen as a textual
value augmented with different hierarchical structures de-
fined over it. These structures share the same text but con-
cern (in general) different strings extracted from that text.

Definition 2. A segmentation of the textual value V of
length l is a list XV of strings such that XV = {xi|xi =
V [bi..ei] and b0 = 0 and ei ≥ bi and bi = ei−1 + 1 and
e|Xv|−1 = l− 1}, bi and ei are respectively the start and the
end positions of the fragment in V . We define two functions
for each XV [i], start(XV [i]) = bi and end(XV [i]) = ei. The
set XV makes a total partition of the textual value V .

For our example, V is the text extracted from
the manuscript (“...Per recobrar maniar Ad home cant a

perdut lo maniar prin de l erba blanca...”) and we con-
sider three segmentations X1

V , X2
V and X3

V (corresponding to
the set of textual contents of the XML elements from each
structure S1, S2 and S3, see Figure 2):

– X1
V = x1

1... ∪ ...x1
4, with in particular x1

1 = "Per
recobrar maniar" and x1

4 = "blanca...",

– X2
V = x2

1...∪ ...x2
15, with in particular x2

1 ="Per" and
x2

15 ="blanca",

– X3
V = x3

1... ∪ ...x3
4, with in particular x3

1 = "Per
recobrar maniar", and x3

4 = "erba
blanca".
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<!-- S1 physical structure -->
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<Manuscript>...

<Page>
<Column>...
<Line>Per recobrar maniar</Line>
<Line>Ad home cant a perdut</Line>
<Line>lo maniar prin de l erba</Line>
<Line>blanca ...</Line>...

</Column> ...
</Page>...

</Manuscript>

<!-- S2 syntactic structure -->
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<Manuscript>
<Syntax>...
<Sentence><W>Per</W><W>recobrar</W><W>maniar</W></Sentence>
<Sentence><W>Ad</W> <W>home</W> <W>cant</W><W>a</W>
<W>perdut</W><W>lo</W> <W>maniar</W> <W>prin</W>
<W>de</W><W>l</W> <W>erba</W><W>blanca</W> ...</Sentence>...

</Syntax>
</Manuscript>

<!-- S3 semantic structure -->
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<Manuscript>
<Prescriptions>...
<Prescription>Per recobrar maniar <Sign>Ad home cant
a perdut lo maniar</Sign>prin de l <Ingredient><Plant>erba
blanca</Plant>...</Ingredient></Prescription>...

</Prescriptions>
</Manuscript>

Figure 2: Physical (S1), Syntactic (S2) and Semantic (S3) structures

Per recobrar maniar Ad home cant a perdut lo maniar prin de l erba blanca ...

Line Line Line Line

Sign Plant

Ingredient

Figure 3: Multiple segmentations of the text

We use the concept of fragment to define structures:
fragments mark up a segmentation. Fragment positions in
the textual value are useful to compute their relative posi-
tions.

Definition 3. A fragment f is defined over a segmentation
XV of the textual value V and an alphabet ΣV , a set of la-
bels:

1. f = ε (the empty fragment),
start( f ) = end( f ) = 0

2. f = vi with vi ∈ XV , start( f ) = start(XV [i]),
end( f ) = end(XV [i])

3. f = v < x > with v ∈ ΣV and x a fragment,
start( f ) = start(x),
end( f ) = end(x) ( f is called a tree)

4. f = xy with x and y two fragments and
start(y) = end(x)+ 1,
start( f ) = start(x), end( f ) = end(y).

Notice some remarks about definition 3:

– Rule 1 defines the empty fragment. Recall that we
want to represent several segmentations of the same

text in order to define a hierarchical structure for
each of these segmentations (producing several struc-
tured documents over the same text). Using empty
fragments (as milestones) is not compatible with our
model because a fragment has to be related to a seg-
mentation. The only legal empty fragment is the one
associated with the empty document.

– Rule 3 uses the alphabet ΣV , which is a set of labels for
fragments having a tree-like structure corresponding
to XML element names:
for the physical analysis,
Σ1

V = {Manuscript,Page,Column,Line},
for the syntactic analysis,
Σ2

V = {Manuscript,Syntax,Sentence,W},
for the semantic analysis,
Σ3

V = {Manuscript,Prescription, Ingredient,
Sign,Plant}.

– Rule 4 produces sequences of fragments. We do not
make a distinction between a fragment and a single-
ton sequence containing that fragment and we do not
consider nested sequences.
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We now give some examples of fragments respectively
constructed over segmentations X1

V and X3
V :

– Over X1
V (two fragments):

(1) f 1
1 = x1

1 with x1
1 ="Per recobrar maniar",

start( f 1
1 ) = 1, end( f 1

1 ) = 19 and
(2) f 1

2 = Line < x1
1 >, start( f 1

2 ) = start( f 1
1 ),

end( f 1
2 ) = end( f 1

1 );

The fragment f 1
2 is represented in XML syntax by

<Line>Per recobrar maniar</Line>.

– Over X3
V (three fragments):

(1) f 3
4 = x3

4 with x3
4= "erba blanca",

start( f 3
4 ) = 60, end( f 3

4 ) = 70
(2) f 3

5 = Plant < f 3
4 >, start( f 3

5 ) = start( f 3
4 ),

end( f 3
5 ) = end( f 3

4 ) and
(3) f 3

6 = Ingredient < f 3
5 >, start( f 3

6 ) = start( f 3
5 ),

end( f 3
6 ) = 92) (we supposed that 92 is the end

position of the textual fragment marked by “..." in our
example);

The fragment f 3
6 is represented in XML by

<Ingredient>
<Plant>erba blanca</Plant>...

</Ingredient>.

Definition 4. A structure is a tree f (a labelled fragment)
over a segmentation of the textual valueV , end( f )= |XV |−
1 and start( f ) = 0.

Figure 4 illustrates our model over the two X1
V and X3

V
segmentations (we do not show the third segmentation to
make the reading of the figure easier) and the two struc-
tures S1 and S3 defined over them. The figure is composed
of two parts: the first indicates the segmentations (start and
end positions are associated to each textual segment inside
a segmentation; for convenience the numbering of start and
end positions only takes into account the segments used in
our example), and the second part shows the hierarchical
organization of fragments into a structure (physical struc-
ture on the left, semantic structure on the right).

In summary, from the XML documents of Figure 2, we
can extract the text V , we can deduce three structures (S1,
S2 and S3) built on three segmentations (X1

V , X2
V and X3

V ).
Fragments are constructed over segmentations.

2.2 Relative position of two fragments

Our model is designed so that Allen’s relations [2] can be
used on fragments in order to calculate their relative posi-
tion inside a segmentation or between two segmentations.

Definition 5. Predicates on two fragments f1 and f2 are
defined over one or two segmentations on the same textual
value:

be f ore( f1, f2) ≡ f inishes( f2, f1)
≡ end( f1)< start( f2)

be f ore( f1, f2,n) ≡ f inishes( f2, f1,n)
≡ start( f2)− end( f1) = n

meets( f1, f2) ≡ met-by( f2, f1)
≡ end( f1) = start( f2)

during( f1, f2) ≡ contains( f2, f1)
≡ start( f1)> start( f2)
and end( f1)< end( f2)

overlaps( f1, f2) ≡ is-overlapped( f2, f1)
≡ start( f1)< start( f2)
and end( f1)> start( f2)
and end( f1)< end( f2))

starts( f1, f2) ≡ started-by( f2, f1)
≡ start( f1) = start( f2)
and end( f1)< end( f2)

f inishes( f1, f2) ≡ f inished-by( f2, f1)
≡ end( f1) = end( f2)
and start( f1)> start( f2)

equals( f1, f2) ≡ start( f1) = start( f2)
and end( f1) = end( f2)

Notice that if f1 and f2 are defined on the same segmen-
tation the predicates meets and overlaps are always false.

Finally, we need to compute the level of a fragment in a
structure. This level captures the parent/child relationship
between two fragments in a structure.

Definition 6. Let F(s) (s is a structure) be the set of frag-
ments f such that f = s or ∃x∈ F(s), ∃a∈ΣV |x= a< f >.
The function level(s, f ) returns the level of the fragment f
in the structure s, it is calculated with the following algo-
rithm :

– level(s,s) = 0

– level(s,y) = level(s,x)+ 1 with x = a < y >
(x and y ∈ F(s)).

Figure 4 also shows the relative position of two frag-
ments in two segmentations. In particular, the two follow-
ing Allen’s predicates are true (they indicate that a Plant
overlaps two Lines):
overlaps(Plant(s′5,e′5),Line(s5,e5)) = true
overlaps(Plant(s′5,e′5),Line(s6,e6)) = true.

Lastly, notice that in Figure 4, we have associated to each
fragment its level in the hierarchical structure to which it
belongs. For example, in S1,
level(S1,Manuscript <>) = 0
level(S1,Page<>) = 1
level(S1,Column <>) = 2
level(S1,Line <>) = 3.

2.3 MSXD XML syntax
We see that for a given multistructured document, each
structure can be described using an XML syntax, thus its
schema can be described using RelaxNG (see Figure 5).
We choose RelaxNG because our model relies on hedges
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...Per recobrar maniar Ad home cant a perdut lo maniar prin de l erba blanca ....

s1 e1

s2 e2
s3 e3 s4 e4 s5 e5 s6 e6

s’3 e’3 s’5 e’5
s’4 e’4

s’1 e’1
s’2 e’2

Manuscript(s0,e0)
level=0

Page(s1,e1)
level=1

Column(s2,e2)
level=2

Line(s3,e3)
level=3

Line(s4,e4)
level=3

Line(s5,e5)
level=3

Line(s6,e6)
level=3

Prescriptions(s’1,e’1)
level=1

Prescription(s’2,e’2)
level=2

Sign(s’3,e’3)
level=3

Ingredient(s’4,e’4)
level=3

Plant(s’5,e’5)
level=4

Figure 4: Illustration of our model

to represent XML documents and the design of RelaxNG
is based on this theory [28]. Another equivalent solution
could have been to use XML Schemas.

We define an XML syntax for an MSXD instance (see
Figure 6). In this figure, we refer to the textual value of the
manuscript (identified by an uri), each structure (identified
by an uri) and its associated schema. Notice that segmen-
tations are implicit.

3 Querying MSXD instances

Our data model is close to XDM (XML Data Model)[23]
used in XQuery and XPath. Recall that XDM defines
unnested sequences of items (nodes or atomic values). For
querying, we propose an extension of XQuery to deal with
a multistructured document.

Indeed, we propose to define an XQuery item as an
atomic value or a fragment (instead of a node) and then we
still deal with sequences of items. Thus, the XQuery lan-
guage can be adapted to query a multistructured document.
A XQuery on an MSXD instance with a single structure is
equivalent to the same XQuery on the XML document cor-
responding to this structure. In the case of multiple struc-
tures, we extend the semantics of the filters of XQuery. For
that, we successively study and extend:

– The accessors defined in the XQuery Data Model
(XDM) [23]. Accessors can be seen as a set of prim-
itives to access an instance of the XML data model
(parent, child, . . . ).

– The axis defined in XQuery [7]. Axis are an higher
level access mode to instances of the XML data
model. An axis can be an accessor (for instance parent
and child) or can be based on accessors (for instance

the axis ancestor is defined by the recursive applica-
tion of the accessor parent).

– The normalization of an extended XQuery into a
core XQuery (as defined in the XQuery Formal se-
mantics [18]). To formally define the semantics of
XQuery, a subset of XQuery named XQuery core has
been defined. Every XQuery can be expressed in the
core. For instance, an XPath step is translated in a
For Let Where Return (FLWR) expression. The dy-
namic environment existing during the evaluation of
an XQuery is explicitly defined by binding a set of
standard variables in the XQuery core.

Our objective is to use an as much as possible unchanged
XQuery, that is why we choose to rely on the XQuery nor-
mative documents.

3.1 Extending XDM accessors and XQuery
axis

To navigate in every structure and to adapt Allen’s rela-
tions, we choose to slighty modify the semantics of some
accessors or operators (close to Allen’s relations). In other
cases, we define new functions.

Accessors. First, to express the containment we adapt
the parent/child relationship: The dm:children and
dm:parent accessors have been extended to return ev-
ery parent and every child of a fragment in every structure
it belongs to.

Axis. As a fragment does not belong to every structure
and as we want them to be as general as possible, the
axis ancestor and descendant cannot be defined
by applying recursively the accessors dm:parent and
dm:children as it is done in XQuery2. Thus, we define

2http://www.w3.org/TR/xquery/
id-full-axis-feature
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<!-- Physical Structure -->
start =

element Manuscript {

element Page {
element Column {

element line {
text+

}+
}+

}+
}

<!-- Syntactic Structure -->
start =

element Manuscript {
element Page {

element Column {
element line {

text+
}+

}+
}+

}

<!-- Semantic structure -->
start =

element Manuscript {
element Prescriptions {
element Prescription {
(text | Dosage | Effect | Ingredient

| AdministrationMode
| element Sign { text }
| element Concoction {

(text
| Effect
| AdministrationMode
| element Action { (text | Ingredient)+ })+

})+
}+

}
}

Effect = element Effet { text }
Sign =

element Ingredient {
(text | Dosage
| element Mineral { text }
| element Plant { text })+

}
AdministrationMode = element AdministrationMode { text }
Dosage = element Dosage { text }

Figure 5: Schemas for the Physical (S1), Syntactic (S2) and Semantic (S3) structures

<MsXmlDoc xmlns="http://lsis.univ-tln.fr/msxd/doc/v1/">
<TextalValue
uri="http://lsis.univ-tln.fr/msxd/value/manuscript"/>

<Structure
type="http://lsis.univ-tln.fr/msxd/structure/manuscript/physical"
uri="http://lsis.univ-tln.fr/msxd/instance/S1.xml"/>

<Structure
type="http://lsis.univ-tln.fr/msxd/structure/manuscript/syntactic"
uri="http://lsis.univ-tln.fr/msxd/instance/S2.xml"/>

<Structure
type="http://lsis.univ-tln.fr/msxd/structure/manuscript/semantic"
uri="http://lsis.univ-tln.fr/msxd/instance/S3.xml"/>

</MsXmlDoc>

Figure 6: XML syntax for the multistructured manuscript
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two new accessors:
dmmsxd:ancestor and dmmsxd:descendant
which respectively return the sequence of fragments con-
taining a fragment or contained in a fragment (according
to start and end positions).

Order. We need to consider Allen’s relations used to
compute relative position between two fragments inside a
segmentation or between two segmentations. A partial or-
der on fragments in a given multistructured document can
be defined on start and end positions. As in XQuery, the
boolean operators n1 << n2, n1 >> n2 and n1 is n2 can
be defined. They are respectively true for the fragments n1
and n2, if n1 is before n2, n1 is after n2 and if n1 and n2
are the same fragment. We use the two first boolean op-
erators (<<, >>) to express the following (after) and
preceding (before) Allen’s relations.

New functions. We introduce each of the remaining re-
lations as functions (evaluated according to the relative po-
sitions of two fragments). We only give here the definition
of two Allen’s relations (equals and overlaps) and the
corresponding operators because they are used in the query
examples given below. The remaining relations can be de-
fined in the same way.

– the function msxd:is-equal(n1,n2) and the op-
erator is-equal, are true if n1 and n2 have the same
start and end positions in the same multistructured
document,

– the function msxd:is-overlapping(n1,n2)
and the operator is-overlapping, are true if
start(n1) < start(n2) and end(n1) > start(n2) and
end(n1)< end(n2).

3.2 Extending the dynamic evaluation
In the formal semantics of XPath and XQuery, the dynamic
context is explicitly defined by binding variables. In partic-
ular $fs:sequence, $fs:dot, $fs:position and
$fs:last variables respectively represent the sequence
of context items, the context item, the context position, and
the context size. The side effect of each operator is also
explicit in the core XQuery.

It is necessary to extend the dynamic context to carry
information about every structure associated with an
MSXD instance. We extend it by binding a new vari-
able $msxd:selected_structures to a sequence of
strings that represents the set of ids of the structures to be
taken into account during the evaluation of the query.

In our example, when the document is loaded by default:
$msxd:selected_structures =
{"http://lsis.univ-tln.fr/msxd/instance/S1.xml",
"http://lsis.univ-tln.fr/msxd/instance/S2.xml",
"http://lsis.univ-tln.fr/msxd/instance/S3.xml"};

This variable can be used to restrict the set of structures.
If it is set to a subset of the structures, only this subset is
taken into account by the XQueries.

We need to define two basic functions to return exist-
ing structures in a document and to create the instance of a
document:

– msxd:structures($arg as
fragment()*) as xs:string*
returns a sequence of strings which represents the ids
of structures to which every fragment of the sequence
$arg belongs.

– msxd:doc($uri as xs:string?) as
document-node()?
retrieves the XML description of an MSXD instance
using $uri and returns its document fragment
$root (equivalent to fn:doc() in http:
//www.w3.org/TR/xpath-functions/).
This changes the dynamic context by bind-
ing $msxd:selected_structures to
msxd:structures($root), ie by default
every structure of a document are consired during a
query.

Finally, we slightly modify the normalization of a path
expression in XQuery (a step followed by a relative path
expression) to return only fragments of the selected struc-
tures. The new rule is given in Figure 7.

The standard normalization transforms an XPath step
into a FLWR expression and it sets the dynamic environ-
ment after the evaluation of the first step, and for each item
of the result ($fs:sequence) the relative path is eval-
uated (Lines 3,4 and 5). In our extension, we restrict the
results to items from the selected structures (Lines 6, 7 and
8). Lines 1 and 2 ensure that each fragment is unique and
that every fragment is sorted according to the document
global order.

3.3 Query examples
We propose some queries for our running example:
Prolog - Binding the multistructured document to a global
variable
declare variable

$msdoc := msxd:doc("manuscript.msxd");

Q1 – Children of Manuscript
$msdoc//Manuscript/*
returns every child of the fragmentManuscriptwhich is
shared by every structure (the results is the sequence Page
from S1, Syntax from S2 and Prescriptions from
S3, see Figure 2),

Q2 – First Sentence of Prescriptions described on
one Column
$msdoc//Column//Prescription//Sentence[1]

Q3 – Words cut by an end of Line
for $v in $msdoc//Line
return $msdoc//W[. is-overlapping $v]
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[StepExpr / RelativePathExpr]Expr
==

1 fs:apply-ordering-mode (
2 fs:distinct-doc-order-or-atomic-sequence (
3 let $fs:sequence as node()* := [StepExpr]Expr return
4 let $fs:last := fn:count($fs:sequence) return
5 for $fs:dot at $fs:position in $fs:sequence return
6 for $msxd:fragment in [RelativePathExpr]Expr return
7 if ([(msxd:structures($msxd:fragment)) = $msxd:selected_structures]Expr)
8 return $msxd:fragment
9 else return (); ))

Figure 7: Extended normalization of a Path expression

Q4 – Columns which are Sentences
for $v in $msdoc//Sentence
return $msdoc//Column[. is-equal $v]

Q5 – Sentences containing Plant
$msdoc//Sentence[descendant::Plant]

Q6 – First Sentence after a Sign
$msdoc//Sign/following::Sentence[1]

Q7 – First Sentence after a Sign
for $h in $msdoc//Sign
return $msdoc//Sentence[. >> $h][1]
is the same as Q6 but using the order operator instead of
the following axis.

Q8 – Children of Manuscript in S1
let $msxd:selected_structures :=
"http://lsis.univ-tln.fr/msxd/instance/
S1.xml"
return $msdoc/Manuscript/*
is the same as Q1 but returns only children from S1 be-
cause the variable $msxd:selected_structures is
explicitly set to the identifier of S1.

4 A Schema for multistructured
documents

We define a schema for multistructured documents as a set
of rules (vs a content model definition) because our struc-
tures are weakly coupled and the multistructured docu-
ment is not hierarchical. Allen’s relations (starts, overlaps,
equals, . . . ) enable to constrain the relative position of
fragments belonging to different structures. The constrains
are expressed using XPath based predicates, we suppose
that an XPath expression applied to a structure returns a
sequence of fragments.

Definition 7. A Multistructured document schema is a pair
(GS,C) where GS is a set of grammars defining valid struc-
tures and C = {ci|ci = c(p1 in s1, p2 in s2)} is a set of
constrains, where c is the name of an Allen’s predicate

and p1, p2 are XPath expressions applied to the structures
s1 and s2. The constrain is true if for each fragment f1
in val(p1), it exists a fragment f2 in val(p2) such that
c( f1, f2) is true. A document is valid according to the
schema if and only if every constrains in C are true.

Figure 8 (see comments in the figure) shows an XML
syntax for multistructured documents schemas and illus-
trates some constrains between fragments of the three
structures of our running example (notice that each con-
strain is applied to two structures). Every constrain could
be read in the same way, for example

– Rule 1: Root fragments of physical and syn-
tactic structures are equal. Each fragment
matching /Manuscript in every document
valid according to the structure (whose alias is)
manuscript_physical must be equal to at least
one fragment matching /Manuscript in every
document valid according to the structure (whose
alias is) manuscript_syntactic;

– Rule 3: A page starts by a prescription. Each fragment
matching Page in every document valid according to
the structure (whose alias is)
manuscript_physical starts by at least one
fragment matching Prescription in every docu-
ment valid according to the structure (whose alias is)
manuscript_semantic;

– Rule 4: A prescription contains sentences. Each
fragment matching /Prescription in every doc-
ument valid according to the structure (whose alias
is) manuscript_semantic contains at least a
fragment matching sentence in every document
valid according to the structure (whose alias is)
manuscript_syntactic.

This work is a first step towards validation across multi-
ple hierarchies [20]. It enables to check the conformance
of concurrent annotations attached to the same textual doc-
ument related to predefined weak relationships between
parts of different structures. Even if the validation is op-
tional, it is useful to use this kind of constraints in case
of distributed annotation to check the consistency of struc-
tures before querying.
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<MsXmlSchema xmlns="http://lsis.univ-tln.fr/msxd/v1/">
<!-- IDENTIFICATION OF THE STRUCTURES -->
<MsXmlDoc>
<Structure type="http://lsis.univ-tln.fr

/msxd/structure/manuscript/physical"
alias="manuscript_physical"
grammar="manuscript_physical.rnc"/>

<Structure type="http://lsis.univ-tln.fr
/msxd/structure/manuscript/syntactic"

alias="manuscript_syntactic"
grammar="manuscript_syntactic.rnc"/>

<Structure type="http://lsis.univ-tln.fr
/msxd/structure/manuscript/semantic"

alias="manuscript_semantic"
grammar="manuscript_semantic.rnc"/>

</MsXmlDoc>
<Constraints>
<!-- RELATIVE CONSTRAINTS BETWEEN STRUCTURES -->
<!-- Rules 1 and 2: Manuscripts in the

three structures are Equals -->
<Equals>

<Fragments name="manuscript_physical
select="/Manuscript"/>

<Fragments name="manuscript_syntactic"
select="/Manuscript"/>

</Equals>
<Equals>

<Fragments name="manuscript_physical"
select="/Manuscript"/>

<Fragments name="manuscript_semantic"
select="/Manuscript"/>

</Equals>
<!-- Rule 3: A page starts by a prescription -->
<Starts>

<Fragments name="manuscript_semantic"
select="Prescription"/>

<Fragments name="manuscript_physical"
select="Page"/>

</Starts>
<!-- Rule 4: A prescription contains sentences -->
<Contains>

<Fragments name="manuscript_semantic"
select="Prescription"/>

<Fragments name="manuscript_syntactic"
select="Sentence"/>

</Contains>
</Constraints>

</MsXmlSchema>

Figure 8: A grammar for our multistructured document
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Figure 9: MSXD functional architecture

5 Implementation of the MXSD data
model and query language

In this section, we describe the architecture of an imple-
mentation of the MSXD data model and of a XQuery en-
gine extended to support multistructured documents. Fig-
ure 9 presents the functional architecture of our prototype
and a typical use case in four steps. The figure is organized
in two lines and two columns. The first line presents the
user level and the second the MXSD engine level. The first
column describes the design and the indexing an MSXD
instance from a set of XML documents, the second column
illustrates the querying.

5.1 User space: An almost usual XML
environment

The user space (parts 1 and 3 in Figure 9) is close to an
usual XML environment. First, each user can describe its
structures in XML documents which mark up the same text
(see Figure 2). Notice that the structures could be dis-
tributed over a network. Then the user defines a (virtual)
MXSD instance with respect to MSXD XML syntax (see
Figure 6). To do this the user only needs an XML editor,
he does not have to change its habits.

To query an MXSD instance, a user can express it using
the language defined in Section 3. The indexing is auto-
matically done if needed (see next section). Recall that the
language extends XQuery: if the user queries a single struc-

ture, it is the standard XQuery. Query result is a sequence
of fragments represented in XML.

5.2 MSXD Engine: indexing and querying
structures and content

As we have shown in Section 2, an MSXD document is a
XML meta-document which refers to one XML document
for each structure (both of them sharing the same textual
value); our implementation of the data model can be seen
as a dynamically built index between them (part 2 in Fig-
ure 9). We choose to separate the indexing of the structure
and the indexing of the content.

The analysis of the first structure enables us to deduce
the textual value. The textual value is indexed only once
in a specific component which is in charge of the textual
indexing (to answer full text queries) and in charge of the
access to the textual values of fragments (to build XML
answers to the queries). When the other structures are ana-
lyzed, the consistency of the text is checked, and an align-
ment by means of spaces, tabulations or end of line is au-
tomatically processed if necessary. For the storage of the
textual value and its indexing, we use Apache Lucene3.

The analysis of each structure enables the creation of a
relational representation of the structures. We define three
main relations for a given document to store: (1) the frag-
ments with their node type (element, attribute, text, . . . ),
their start and end positions in the normalized textual

3http://lucene.apache.org
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value, their label, (2) the structures and (3) the structure
contents (id of the structure, id of the fragment, level of
the fragment in the structure). Notice that this representa-
tion is independent from the textual value, it uses start
and end positions (the textual value manager stores real
values) and it computes the level of fragments into each
structure (a fragment can then be shared between struc-
tures). In our prototype, we choose to embed a java
RDBMS4 but an external one can also be used.

We define an API consisting in usual DOM [1] API ac-
cessors extended with operators based on Allen’s relations
(as defined in definition 5). We store segmentations as tu-
ples in a RDBMS, so we implemented it in SQL. This API
provides a high level access to multistructured documents.
MSXD instances conform to the DOM API and provide
new methods such as the access to overlapping fragments.
The query langage prototype relies on this API.

To implement the query engine (part 4 in Figure 9) for
this academic prototype, we choose to work step by step
and to use standards. First, we translate the user query in
the XQuery Core language5. Even if it is not designed to
be the foundation of prototypes, we choose it because we
need a clean “ simple ” language with a well defined se-
mantics. Then, the XQuery Core query is used to build a
query tree, which is optimized before its evaluation. Most
of our operators are implemented to work in pipe line, the
XQuery filters operators (operators which give access to
children, ancestors, ... of a given fragment) use the ex-
tended DOM API. Notice that, the SQL translation remains
visible at query time for future optimization (for example
by grouping several SQL queries nested with FLWR oper-
ators into a single SQL query).

Figures 10 and 11 show two screenshots of the main win-
dow of the application and of the query tree display win-
dow. Figure 10 shows a capture from our prototype dur-
ing the evaluation of query Q2. A user can select (from a
set of test cases) or edit an extended XQuery (top/right).
The automatic translation in XQuery Core is shown bot-
tom/right and the result (either in XML or in internal for-
mat by means of start and end positions) is displayed at
bottom/left.

The second figure displays the query tree corresponding
to the core query and displays dynamic information dur-
ing the execution (number of items created or filtered by
operators, . . . ).

Finally, we developed an implementation of the multi-
structured schema validation where constraints are checked
sequentially. In order to obtain a more efficient valida-
tion and to provide a more intuitive way to express con-
traints, we are investigating the use of ontologies. We
currently tackle this proposal with a linguistic application
of multilevel analysis of multimodal data (OTIM–http:
//lpl-aix.fr/~otim).

4http://www.hsqldb.org/
5http://www.w3.org/TR/xquery-semantics/

6 Related works
If we look at XML standards, it seems clear that the stan-
dard tree-like model [23] and namespaces [9] could be used
to represent multistructured documents if each structure is
hierarchical and can be merged with others. But, this is not
the case in general. In our example, some elements from
the physical and syntactic structures can overlap (Line
and Sentence). The problem of overlapping is not recent
see [20] for a review. Several works have studied multi-
structured documents in the context of XML for document-
centric encoding. We classify the main proposals into three
categories.

The first one concerns the very first works about the
representation of several hierarchical structures inside the
same text (the CONCUR feature [24] of SGML, TEI6);
these solutions are often syntactic. TEI’s solutions need
to choose either a flat representation of the multistructured
document or a main (hierarchical) structure and to use ref-
erences (ID/IDREF) for the description of the other struc-
tures.

The second category is based on proprietary graph mod-
els. LMNL7 proposes a new markup language and model
such as to overcome the limitations of hierarchical markup
in XML and to get an instance of a multistructured docu-
ment. LMNL graph-based model is not XML compatible
even if it is able to import/export. Notice that LMNL con-
siders user annotations but no solution for querying. Mul-
tiX [14] is a proprietary graph-based model. It is possible to
serialize an instance of it in an unique XML document. The
multistructured querying is achieved by means of a set of
XQuery [7] functions which in particular, deals with over-
lapping. Based on [14], [29] proposed a methodology for
the construction of multistructured documents. This high
level approach aims at defining structures during the con-
struction process. To our knowledge, none other contri-
bution considers a priori the problem of that construction
which leads to restructuring and automatic differentiation
of structures. We did not yet consider the problem of mul-
tistructured document edition.

MVDM (Multiview Document Model) [21] is a propri-
etary graph-based model. The model aims at considering
multimedia documents and therefore at representing dif-
ferent kind of relationship between two document entities
(and not only hierarchical relation). MVDM focuses on
the notion of view which corresponds to a particular or-
ganization of a document. Stored in a document reposi-
tory, multistructured documents can be queried according
to criteria linked to one or several views of that document
(automatic generation of SQL queries taking into account
overlapping); another solution to navigate in the repository
is proposed with a multidimensional analysis (OLAP).

At last, Annotation graphs (AG) [5] are coming from the
linguistic domain. Annotation graphs propose a proprietary
formal model for the representation over the same flow (au-

6http://www.tei-c.org/P4X/NH.html
7http://www.lmnl.net/
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Figure 10: Evaluation of XQuery Q2 in our prototype

Figure 11: Tree of the XQuery Core for Q2 in our prototype
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TEI (mile-
stones)

None XML Syntax yes no yes

Annotation
graphs (AG)

Proprietary graph XML Syntax for serialisation no no not for querying Multistructure but only an XPath
linguistic extension

LMNL Proprietary graph specific markup and XML import / ex-
port

no no no

MultiX Proprietary graph XML import / export yes no specific XQuery functions for querying and struc-
ture manipulation

Colored trees Extension of the
XML data model

XML export no no XPath step extension

Based on
Goddag

Goddag DOM Extension and XML import/export no no XPath axis extension

MSXD Extension of the
XML data model

An XML document for each structure no weak
con-
straints

XQuery semantics extension and new functions

MVDM Proprietary graph XML Syntax by structure no no repository (SQL with overlapping management and
multidimensional analysis)

Figure 12: Proposals related to Multistructure

dio, text, . . . ) of several structures (may not be hierarchi-
cal). An XML “ flat ” representation of an AG is proposed
but no solution for querying.

The third category presents XML compatible contribu-
tions. A very interesting framework is proposed in [19]. It
is a new model based on the Goddags data structure [31]
which can be seen as a generalization of DOM trees for the
representation of multi hierarchical XML documents. This
proposal defines also an extension of XPath [26] to navi-
gate between different structures sharing the same textual
data (with a specific axis for concurrent querying such as
overlapping, xancestor or xdescendant). An-
other proposal, the colored trees [27], deals with multi-
ple hierarchies in a data-centric context. It aims at sharing
atomic data and it does not consider overlapping thus it is
out of our scope. The idea is to build several hierarchies
(called colors) over the same set of values (text nodes).
Thus, nodes are multicolored. In order to navigate between
colors/hierarchies, the authors extend the notion of step in
XPath. A step begins by a choice of a color (and thus of a
structure) before the usual selection of an axis, a test node
and some predicates.

Figure 12 summarizes the main features of each pro-
posal related to multistructured documents according to
some criteria: Data model, XML compatibility, Existence
of a main structure (the user at the logical level or the sys-
tem at the physical level chooses a main structure so others
structures have to be set with regard to this main structure),
Validation of a multistructured document (is it possible
to define a schema for multistructured documents valida-
tion across multiple hierarchies [20]) Operators (for query-
ing several structures and content in a concurrent way).
No query language has been defined for querying annota-
tion graphs, but it exists operators that complete the XML
propositions (XPath in particular [3, 4]), they are related to
the linguistic context .

Our proposal belongs to the third category, our objective

is to remain close to XML standard. Our model is close to
Goddags. Indeed, we want to keep the hierarchical aspect
of each structure, so that classical XML tools remain avail-
able. But, Goddag does not provide mechanisms to add
annotations (as LMNL does) and it does not describe rela-
tionships between structures for enabling validation across
multiple hierarchies [20] (none of these proposals, what-
ever the approach is, proposes it). We do not detail user an-
notation but our proposal considers it (see [11] and [12]).
Annotations represent textual data added by a user to the
text in one structure and so missing in the other structures.
It represents specific information que the user needed to
integrate to its analysis.

For querying several hierarchies over the same textual
content in a concurrent way, we chose to extend the seman-
tics of the filter of XQuery. Our objective is not to add new
axis (like Goddag) or to extend XPath step with colors (as
with colored trees). Moreover, even if we propose every
Allen’s relations, we choose to stay simple and to use an
as much as possible unchanged XQuery by only adding the
necessary function (Unlike MultiX).

7 Conclusion

In this paper, our intention was twofold. First, we defined
a XML compatible model for multistructured textual doc-
uments which is based on the use of hedges (the founda-
tion of RelaxNG). A multistructured textual document is
a text which has several concurrent hierarchical structures
defined over it. Each structure corresponds to an analysis of
the text according a specific use. Secondly, we proposed an
extension of XQuery in order to query structures and con-
tent in a concurrent way. We applied our proposals using a
medieval manuscript text written in occitan. Finally, we de-
scribe the architecture of an implementation of the MSXD
data model and of a XQuery engine extended to support
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multistructured documents. Our solution is entirely XML
compatible and conforms to standards.

A multistructured textual document is defined as a set of
fragments defined on the same textual value and grouped in
concurrent hierarchical structures. The key idea is to pro-
pose a method for a compact description of multiple trees
over a single text based on segmentation. Segmentation
encoding allows querying overlap/containment relations of
markups belonging to different structures. We showed how
each structure can be described in an XML document. The
multistructured textual document is never instantiated.

To query a multistructured textual document, we chose
to extend the semantics of the filter of XQuery. We show
how to take into account equality, overlapping and other
Allen’s relations. For that we added functions and opera-
tors to XQuery. We are trying to avoid changing the struc-
ture of XQuery (as colored trees did without considering
overlapping). Moreover, we did not simply add a new axis
(as goddag did by adding xancestor xdescendant),
but one can notice that it makes the query easier to read.
However, normalization of xancestor, xdescendant
or even a new axis associated to Allen’s relations can be
rewritten into our proposal.

Moreover, we defined a multistructured schema in or-
der to express weak constraints between structures; it is
defined as a set of rules, Allen’s relations are used to con-
strain the relative position of fragments in the structures.
An alternative solution could rely on the use of ontologies.
It could offer more flexibility. We currently tackle this pro-
posal with a linguistic application of multilevel analysis of
multimodal data (Project OTIM 8).

Our main perspective is the definition of multiple struc-
tures in other modalities than the single textual one. For
example, it could be useful to define one or several struc-
tures associated to the image of a manuscript as it is done
for its textual transcription. Then, the objective would be
to manipulate the set of all these structures in a concurrent
way. Secondly, we plan to extend our query engine to dis-
tribute parts of queries in a P2P network and to enable data
sharing.
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Developing university schedules that could take into account factors such as faculties’ preferences to 
courses, timeslots, and classrooms, in a timely fashion while being unbiased and meeting university 
requirements, is a hurdle in many universities around the world.This paper exploits the use of three-
stage integer goal programming (IGP) technique to solve the university scheduling problem, as an 
expansion of an earlier two-stage model attempt conducted by the authors.  Segmenting the problem into 
three stages enabled reaching a complete schedule in a timely manner and a high satisfactory level 
among faculties, while meeting all university requirements. The output of every stage is used as an input
to the following stage, and goals are satisfied using the priority sequence approach according to their 
order of importance based on some college, department, and major regulations and requirements.  

Povzetek: Z novo metodo IGP naredijo univerzitetni urnik.

                                                          
* Corresponding Author

1 Introduction
The utilization of optimization techniques to ensure more 
efficient and effective operational workflow has long 
been a major factor in the success of organizations in 
different industries; hence the need for such techniques 
in the educational sector is no exception.  Scheduling 
problems in universities, such as offering required 
courses at the same time on the same day, assigning the 
wrong class size to the wrong classroom, inevitable 
biased faculty-course assignment, and relatively long 
time to complete the schedule have all been problematic 
issues associated with using manual and judgmental 
approaches when developing course schedules. This 
paper exploits the use of three-stage integer goal 
programming (IGP) technique to solve the university 
scheduling problem, as an expansion of an earlier two-
stage model attempt conducted by the authors [12]. The 
three-stage model is developed and solved in a sequential 
order, where faculties assigned to courses, courses 
assigned to different time slots, and then time slots 
assigned to classrooms respectively. In our approach, 
each stage is optimally solved such that the outputs of 
each stage are fed as inputs to the following stage. In 
every stage, university, college, and departments 
regulations are considered as a set of goals to be 
achieved along with faculties’ preferences.  The model 
has been tested at the College of Business Administration 
in Kuwait University using Excel Premium Solver.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:  
Section 2 present a selective review of literature, Section 

3 covers the Three-Stage integer goal programming(IGP) 
model formulation, Section 4 cover the experimentation 
and discusses the results of the three stages follow by an 
overall analysis and assessment of the three stage model 
in section, conclusion and future research are discussed 
in Section 6.

2 Review of literature
The idea of developing sophisticated models to solve the 
university scheduling problem has been around since the 
early 70s [14] [11].  The techniques used range from the 
utilization of optimization models to complex heuristics 
models.  Some models solved the problem of faculties’ 
assignment to courses only [23] [6].  Other models took 
into consideration the time slot factors as well [10] 
[6][7][15][17] and some models took into account 
faculty-time-classroom assignment [13][1][2].

Most of the work mentioned used the approach of 
decomposing the problem into distinct and interrelated 
stages versus the approach of solving the problem as a 
complex single stage model.  Using such approach has 
the advantage of significantly reducing computation time 
while finding a relatively satisfying solution. 

Heuristics approaches and the aid of decisions 
support systems have also been utilized to solve the 
university scheduling problem in order to overcome 
complexities that could arise from using optimization 
techniques.  The major reason of using such approaches 
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is to reach a relatively close to optimality solution in 
relatively reasonable time [13][16] [8] [3][9].

More recently, the use of variable neighbourhood 
search (VNS) approaches for the university examination 
timetabling problem has been investigated.  The 
technique has proven to produce high quality solution 
across a wide range of problems, but with relatively large 
amount of computational time [18].   Another heuristic 
approach that has been utilization in the College of 
Engineering at Virginia Tech is the use of Benders' 
partitioning.  An improved quality course schedules, in 
terms of the total distance travelled by the faculty 
members from their offices to the classrooms where the 
courses are offered, has been obtained [19].  Moreover, 
the use of genetic algorithm meta-heuristic has been 
another heuristic approach to the university timetabling 
problem.  The approach considers timetable in a bottom-
up fashion at the various levels of department, faculty or 
entire university, which is claimed to be the first 
application of meta-heuristics to a timetabling problem 
[20].  Hyper-heuristics method has also been utilized in 
solving the university timetabling problem. Burke used a 
novel direction in hype-heuristics, unified graph-based 
hyper-heuristic (GHH) framework, under which a 
number of local search-based algorithms are studied to 
search upon sequences of low-level graph colouring 
heuristics [21].  More complicated approaches has also 
been utilized by using a multi-objective evolutionary 
algorithm that uses a variable-length chromosome 
representation and incorporates a micro-genetic 
algorithm and a hill-climber for local exploitation and a 
goal-based Pareto ranking scheme for assigning the 
relative strength of solutions [22].

The aim of this paper is to solve the university
scheduling problem by extending the work of Badri [6]
by using a three-stage (sequential) integer goal 
programming (IGP) model with different university, 
college, department and major rules and regulations as 
shown in Figure 1.  Introducing goal programming 
technique into every stage has enabled the fulfilment of 
many rules and regulations. The use of integer goal 
programming technique in developing a comprehensive 
schedule at the College of Business Administration in 

Kuwait University has proven to outperform manual 
approaches that had been adopted. Results have proven 
to be both efficient and effective. Resources are 
optimally utilized, faculties are fairly satisfied, and 
students are efficiently progressed in a timely manner 
through their graduation requirements.

The work of this paper represents an extension of an 
earlier study conducted by the authors [12].  The major 
difference of this study and that of Badri’s [6][7] and 
Hasan’s[12] is the inclusion of the classroom availability 
regulations to the model.  Hence, a complete schedule 
that could take into account faculty preferences to 
courses and timeslots, and classroom availability 
regulations of the college can be developed.

3 A sequential three-stage integer 
goal programming (IGP) model 
formulation

The approach that has be followed to solve the university 
scheduling problem is through segmenting the problem 
into three distinct yet interrelated stages, the faculty-
course assignment stage, the courses-timeslot assignment 
stage, and then the timeslot-room assignment stage. The 
inputs of every stage is translated into goals and solved 
according to their order of importance, where goals are 
given priorities according to their order of importance. 
The output of every stage, which represents an optimal 
assignment, is then fed to the next stage to act as an 
input. This process continues until the final stage is 
solved and a complete scheduled is created.  Figure 1 
shows the schematic diagram of the entire modelling 
process for solving the university scheduling problem.

A detailed description of the three-stage integer 
goal linear programming (IGP) model that is applied to 
solve the university scheduling problem is discussed 
next. See Hasan. et al[12] for a full description of the 
two-stage integer goal programming model.

Figure 1:  Faculty Course Schedule Block Diagram and Information Flow.
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3.1 Stage I: faculty-course assignment 
integer goal programming (IGP) model 
formulation

3.1.1 Stage I model notations:
:i Faculty member
:j Courses number
:iL Maximum number course loads for faculty i
:jN Number of sections offered for course j

:ijX Number of sections for course j that will be    

           assigned to faculty member i
:ijR The preference for faculty member i to teach

          course j , where ijR = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} such that   
          the value of 5 represents is a very favourable
          course, and 0 not desired at all.

4

Stage I model goals and 
constraints

In this section we formulate the integer goal 
programming (IGP) model of stage I that represents the 
rules and regulations of Kuwait University, College of 
Business Administration, and the requirements of the 
Department of Quantitative Methods for assigning 
courses to faculty.

Stage I  IGP model:

Satisfying goals with their priorities and the other 
requirements, Stage I GLP model can be written as 
following:

Stage I  IGP Model has five goals and one hard 
constraint and are described as follows: 

Goal 1:
Each faculty member i should take exactly his 
maximum course loads iL .  This goal has a priority 1P

and the objective is to minimize both of 
id1 and id i 

  1 .

Goal 2:
The number of course sections jN for course j should 
all be covered by faculty members.  This goal has a 

priority 1P and the objective is to minimize both of 


jd2 and 
jd2    j .

Goal 3:
Each faculty member should take at least one of the 
College Level Courses (CLC) course section. This goal is 
a department level requirement and is given a priority 
level 2P and the objective is to minimize 

id3 i .

Goal 4:
Each faculty member should take at least one of the 
Major Level Courses (MLC) section. This goal 
represents another department level requirement and is 
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given a priority level 3P and the objective is to minimize 

id4 i .

Goal 5:
Maximize the total preference for each faculty member i
that has a course loads iL .  This goal has a priority 4P

and the objective is to minimize 
id5 i .

Hard Constraints:
Finally we have one more hard constrain that does not 
allow any faculty member i to take more than two 
sections for the same course j . This constraint is 
represented by the following formula: 

nj,...,m, iX ij ,...,2,1and21          2 

4.1 Stage II: faculty-course-time 
assignment integer goal programming 
model formulation

4.1.1 Stage II model notations:
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4.1.2 Stage II model goals and constraints:
In this section we formulate the goal programming model 
that represents the rules and regulation of Kuwait 
University, College of Business Administration 
requirements for assigning time slots to Faculty-Course
assignment resulting from stage I. 

Stage II IGP model:
Satisfying the goals with their priorities and the other 
requirements, the second stage IGP can be written as 
follows:
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ij
t

tkji kjiX
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Stage II  IGP Model has seven goals and three
hard constraints and are described as follows: 

Goal 1:
Total number of courses assigned in a specific time slot 
cannot exceed the number of rooms available for that 
time slot. This goal has a priority 1P and the objective is 

to minimize dpt td
dp


1 .

Goal 2:
This goal eliminates timing conflict of courses that can 
be taken at the same time for similar CLC. Total number 
of similar CLC assigned during a specific time slot in 
morning-time cannot exceed 2 sections for the same 
course. This goal has a priority 2P and the objective is to 

minimize dmjt tCLCjd
dm

and2  .

Goal 3:
Total number of similar CLC assigned during a specific 
time slot in afternoon-time cannot exceed 1 section for
the same course. This goal has a priority 3P and the 

objective is to minimize dajt tCLCjd
da

and3  .

Goal 4:
Reduce the gaps between MLC. The MLC should be 4    
times more condensed during the morning-time than they 
are during the afternoon-time, where 4 is just any number 
that the department wishes to choose. This goal has a 

priority 4P and the objective is to minimize 
4d .

Goal 5:
This is more like a guideline, where 60% of courses 
should preferably be offered during the odd days and 
40% during the even days. This goal has a priority 5P

and the objective is to minimize 
5d .

Goal 6:
This is more like a guideline, where 70% of courses 
should preferably be offered during the morning-time 
and 30% during the afternoon-time. These goals have a 

priority 6P and the objective is to minimize 
6d , 

7d

Goal 7:
This goal maximizes the faculty preferences on their 
class times. This goal has a priority 7P and the objective 

is to minimize id i     8

Hard Constrains: 

1. Sum of sections taught for every faculty in every 
specific time slot must be at most equal to 1.

dp
j k

tkji tIiX
ij

dpij
 ,1   

2. Sum of MLC offered during a specific time slot 
during same day must equal at most 1.

dp
i MLCj

tji tX
dp

 


11

3. Sum of time slots for each section for every faculty, 
every course, and every section must equal 1.

ij
t

tkji kjiX
dp

dpij
,,1 

4.2 Stage III: room assignment integer 
goal programming model formulation

4.2.1 Stage III model notations:
:L Floor Level, where  3,2,1L

:C Room size category, where  4,3,2,1C

C

rLC

category       

sizeandLlevelfloor innumberroom:

 318,...,301,214,...,201,112,...,101LCrwhere

}3,2,1{wherelocation,

levelfloorthebasednumberdepartment:

L

L

D

D

:LCp Room level location preference, where 
 5,4,2LCp such that 2 is the least preferred room 

          level location, and 5 is highly preferred room level 
          location for a course to be placed.

4.2.2 Stage III model goals and constraints:

Stage III IGP model:

            dMinimize

Subject to: 
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LCdpcijcLC
r

rtkijr
i j tk

MddXp
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LCdpcijc ijdp
r
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L C
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LCdp
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rtkij rCLtX
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0'allandbinary,areall sdX
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Stage III IGP Model has one goal and two hard 
constraints and are described as follows:

Goal 1:
The primary goal in stage III model is to locate each 
previously assigned course to a room of the right size as 
close as possible to the department that is offering the 
course.  This is accomplished by achieving a high 
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enough sum-product of the decision variable
LCdpcijc rtkijX , 

the assignment of faculty i to course cj of size category 
C section 

cijk in time period dpt to a room location LCr , 

with the location preference
LCrp and M is a large 

number.  The objective is to minimize the under 
deviation, d of the sum-product.

Hard Constraints

1. Each section of a course that has been assigned a 
specific faculty and time should be located in 
one room only.

c

LC

LCdpcijc ijdp
r

rtkij
L C

kitX ,,1 
2. Each room is assigned to at most one faculty in a 

specific time period.

LCdp
i

rtkij rCLtX
LCdpcijc

,,1 ,

5 Experimentation
The model was initially applied to generate the schedule 
for 4 different majors representing 2 different 
departments at the College of Business Administration in 
Kuwait University for the semester of fall 2009.  
Namely, the Marketing major (MRKT) at the 
Department of Management and Marketing; and the 
majors of Information Systems (IS), Logistics and 
Supply Chain Management (LSCM) and Statistics 
(STAT) at the Department of Quantitative Methods and 
Information Systems (QMIS).

5.1 Data collection
Each of the above mentioned majors had to fill in the 
model inputs for every stage sequentially until the final 
schedule is completed.  Model inputs include faculty 
members, number of courses and their sections to be 
offered, faculty-course preferences, required load to be 
taught for every faculty, course-timeslot preferences, and 
the university, college, and department rules and 
regulations of assignment. Examples of these regulations 
include the ratio of courses to be offered in the morning 
sessions versus in the afternoon sessions, the ratio of 
courses to be offered during Day 1 (Sunday, Tuesday, and 
Thursday) versus Day 2 (Monday and Wednesday), and 
the amount of dispersion of major level classes. For 
further discussion of stage I and stage II models, please 
refer to [12].

The same procedure has been followed in stage III, 
the timeslot-room assignment model.  Inputs of this model 
include room information, i.e. number of rooms, their size 
category, and their floor location.  Each room was given a 
size category, room category (RC) based on its capacity as 
shown in Table1.  This distinction ensures that rooms are 
assigned to courses of the right Expected Course Category 
(ECC) size only. Moreover, departments are located in 3 
different Levels, Room Level (RL), at the College of 
Business Administrations in Kuwait University; hence 

rooms were distinguished based on their floor level in 
order to be able to assign them as close as possible to the 
department that is offering the course. Table 2 shows the 
room characterization where RN is the Room Number.

Table 1: Room Size Category.

Size 
Category

Cap
acity

1 25
2 30
3 40 - 44
4 65

Table 2: Room Characterization.

RL RC RN

1 2 105-106, 111-112
3 101-104, 107-110

2 2 205-207, 212-214
3 201-204, 208-211

3

1 312-314
2 305-207
3 301-304, 308-311
4 315-318

5.2 Stage I results
The output of this stage, the faculty-course assignment 
stage, represents an optimal assignment of faculty 
members to courses and their sections according to the 
imposed rules and regulations.  Thirteen different 
scenarios were tested to ensure the effectiveness of the 
model.  These scenarios take into account the occurrences 
of three different cases that could arise when developing a 
schedule.  Cases include the situation where the faculties’ 
loads = the total course sections offered, the faculties’ 
load > the total course sections offered, and the faculties’ 
load < the total course sections offered.  

In the first case, most goals were 100% met except for 
the last goal, the faculty-course preferences goal.  
Satisfaction level of this goal, i.e. faculty getting their first 
choice of courses, ranged from 85.2% to 73.3%.  
However, when it came to the second choice preferences, 
all faculties were 100% satisfied.

In the second and third cases, where the load of 
faculties available is not equal to the amount of courses 
offered, the satisfaction of the goals ranged from 100% to 
54.9% based on the amount of variation of the faculties’ 
load available and the amount of courses offered.  For 
further discussion of stage I results, please refer to [12].

5.3 Stage II results
The output of this stage, the course-timeslot assignment 
stage, represents an optimal assignment of course, that 
were already assigned to different faculty members, to 
timeslots according to the imposed rules and regulations. 
Most goals were met up to 100% with the exception of 
goal 4, the dispersion of MLC in the morning versus the 
afternoon timeslots.  The model was able to condense the 
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MLC during the morning timeslots as desired, hence 
there has been an under achievement of the goal by 42%.  
Moreover, about 90% of the faculties got their first 
choice of preferences when it came to their desired 
timeslot in the schedule. Combining the faculty 
satisfaction level of the two stages together, 73.6% of the 
faculties were able to get their first choices of 
preferences, and 100% of the faculties were able to get at 
least their second choice of preferences.  For further 
discussion of stage II model, please refer to [12].

5.4 Stage III results 
Upon the completion of stage I & II of the model, an 
optimal assignment of both faculties to courses, and then 
those courses to different timeslots is obtained.  The 
result is then used as an input to stage III model, 
timeslot-room assignment.  Based on the formulation of 
stage III model, a complete schedule was obtained . 
Table 3 shows part of the generated schedule.

All timeslots were successfully assigned to different 
room locations, the right course size were assigned to the 
right room size, and courses were distributed in the 
college to the desired floor based on the department that 
is offering these courses.

Table 3: Room Assignment Distribution.

6 Overall analysis and assessment of 
the three stage model

Breaking the university scheduling problem into three 
stages has greatly improved the solution process and 
computation time of such a complex problem.  Once all 
the required input data of every stage were available, 
computation time for each stage were few seconds using 
the Excel Premium Solver.  Moreover, although the 
output of every stage represents a local optima of the 
overall problem, considering the satisfaction level of 
assigning faculties to courses and courses to different 
timeslots, then the efficient and effective allocation of 
timeslots to the right rooms, and the computation time of 
solving the entire problem, the decomposition of the 
scheduling problem is considered an advantage rather 
than a disadvantage.  On the other hand, solving the 
entire scheduling problem in one complex model might 
result in an infeasible solution when global optimum is 
desired.

7 Conclusion and future research
Developing an effective, unbiased, and timely schedules 
have long been an issue in universities around the world. 
The utilization of optimization techniques, however, has 
proven to overcome such a complex problem. Although 
different approaches have been used to resolve this 
problem and reach an “optimal” schedule, the 

consideration of factors such as faculties’ preferences to 
different courses and timeslots, an efficient room 
assignment, and university rules and regulations of 
assignment have all been hindrances to be considered all 
at once.  Moreover, computation time has always been a 
problem when all of the above factors were considered in 
one complex model.   

This paper utilizes the integer goal programming(IGP) 
technique and the idea of breaking (decomposing) the 
problem into smaller sub problems, i.e. different stages, in 
order to simplify formulation and swiftly reach a satisfying 
solution to the overall scheduling problem. The method 
used in satisfying goals is the priority sequence approach, 
where goals are satisfied according to their order of 
importance based on some university, college, and 
department regulations and requirements. The output of 
every stage has been used as an input to the subsequent 
stage until a complete schedule is developed. 

After successful results of the first two stages of the 
model has been verified in an earlier study conducted by 
the authors, a new stage, timeslot-room assignment stage, 
has been added to the previous model and contributed to 
the development of a complete schedule that took into 
account all different factors when  developing a schedule is 
desired. The overall model has been tested in Kuwait 
University at the College of Business Administration using 
4 different majors in 2 different departments.  Results 
showed that faculties satisfaction level obtained reached up 
to 85.2% in stage I, and 88. 8% in stages II of the model as 
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shown in an earlier study.  The overall satisfaction level 
when combining the two results reached up to 73.6%, as far 
as faculties getting their first choices of preferences.  
Nonetheless, faculties’ satisfaction level reached up to 
100% when it came to getting at least their second choices 
of preferences.  The room assignment stage has 
successfully used the results obtained in the previous stages 
and efficiently distributes courses with an assigned 
timeslots to the desired room location.

Work is underway to eventually integrate the three-
stage model of this paper with a Decision Support 
System (DSS) such as the ScheduleExpert of Cornell in 
order to build an ultimate scheduling tool that will enable 
users to develop quick and effective schedules that are 
demand driven by the students through a new 
development of students planer DSS rather than supply 
driven by the college. The integration between the 
University scheduling DSS and the student planer DSS in 
a unique integrated DSS, will be a great tool that will 
efficiently and effectively enhance the whole Kuwait 
University registration system.
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Recently, we had proposed a novel network density and mobility aware energy-efficient broadcast route 
discovery strategy (called DMEF) to discover stable routes in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). 
DMEF works by letting each node to dynamically choose its own broadcast transmission range for the 
route discovery messages depending on the perceived number of neighbour nodes in its default 
maximum transmission range and the node’s own mobility values at the time of route discovery. A node 
surrounded by more neighbours makes itself available to a smaller neighbourhood and vice-versa. 
Similarly, a slow moving node broadcasts the route discovery message to a majority of its neighbours so 
that links formed using this node can be more stable. A fast moving node advertises itself only to the 
neighbours closer to it. The effectiveness of DMEF has been so far tested only for MANET unicast and 
multi-path routing protocols. In this paper, we study the impact of DMEF on the performance of 
MANET multicast routing protocols. We investigate the minimum-hop based Multicast Ad hoc On-
demand Distance Vector (MAODV) routing protocol, the minimum-link based Bandwidth-Efficient 
Multicast Routing Protocol (BEMRP) and our recently proposed non-receiver aware and receiver 
aware multicast extensions to the Location Prediction Based Routing (NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR) 
protocols. Exhaustive simulation studies of these multicast routing protocols with DMEF and the default 
flooding as the route discovery strategies have been conducted. Performance results for each multicast 
routing protocol illustrate DMEF to be effective in discovering multicast trees that exist for a longer 
time with a lower energy consumed per node and without any appreciable increase in the hop count per 
source-receiver path.

Povzetek: Predstavljeno je testiranje nove metode DMEF za iskanje stabilnih povezav v mobilnih 
omrežjih.

1 Introduction
A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a dynamic 
distributed system of mobile, autonomous wireless 
nodes. The network has limited bandwidth and the nodes 
have limited battery charge. In order to conserve battery
charge, each node has a limited transmission range (i.e., 
transmits the data signals only to a limited distance). As a 
result, MANET routes are typically multi-hop in nature. 
As nodes move independent of each other, routes 
between a source and destination node often break and 
new routes have to be discovered. MANET routing 
protocols are of two types. Proactive protocols require 
the nodes to periodically exchange the table updates to 
pre-determine routes between any pair of source-
destination nodes. Reactive protocols determine routes 
only when a route is required from a source to a 
destination. In dynamically changing environments, 
typical of MANETs, reactive on-demand routing 

protocols incur lower control overhead to discover routes 
compared to the proactive routing protocols [5]. In this 
paper, we work only with the reactive routing protocols. 

Flooding is the default route discovery approach for 
on-demand MANET routing protocols [14]. The flooding 
algorithm to discover routes can be briefly explained as 
follows: Whenever a source node needs a route to a 
destination node, it broadcasts a Route Request (RREQ) 
message to its neighbours. Neighbour nodes of the source 
node broadcast the received RREQ further, if they have 
not already done so. A RREQ message for a particular 
route discovery process is forwarded by a node exactly 
once. The destination node receives the RREQs along 
several routes, selects the best route according to the 
route selection principles of the particular routing 
protocol and notifies the selected route to the source 
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through a Route-Reply (RREP) packet. The source starts 
sending data packets on the discovered route. 

Flooding is inefficient and consumes significantly 
high energy and bandwidth. When a node receives a 
message for the first time in its neighbourhood, at least 
39% of the neighbourhood would have seen it already 
and on the average only 41% of the additional area could 
be covered with a rebroadcast [15]. In an earlier work 
[11], we had proposed a novel density and mobility 
aware energy-efficient broadcast strategy, referred to as 
DMEF, to reduce the energy consumption in broadcast 
route discoveries by letting a node to broadcast only 
within a limited neighbourhood. The neighbourhood size 
to which a node advertises itself as part of the route 
discovery process is independently decided at the node 
based on the number of neighbours surrounding the node 
and the mobility of the node. The neighbourhood size for 
rebroadcast is reduced in such a way that the RREQ 
packets still make it to the destination through one or 
more paths with a reduced energy spent per route 
discovery and such paths are also more stable compared 
to those discovered using flooding. 

The effectiveness of DMEF has been so far studied 
only for MANET unicast [11] and multi-path routing 
protocols [12]. In this paper, we study the impact of 
DMEF on the performance of MANET multicast routing 
protocols. Multicasting is the process of sending a stream 
of data from one source node to multiple recipients by 
establishing a routing tree, which is an acyclic connected 
subgraph of the entire network. The set of receiver nodes 
form the multicast group. While propagating down the 
tree, data is duplicated only when necessary. This is 
better than multiple unicast transmissions. Multicasting 
in ad hoc wireless networks has numerous applications 
[21]: collaborative and distributing computing like 
civilian operations, emergency search and rescue, law 
enforcement, warfare situations and etc. We investigate 
the minimum-hop based Multicast Ad hoc On-demand 
Distance Vector (MAODV) routing protocol [18], the 
minimum-link based Bandwidth-Efficient Multicast 
Routing Protocol (BEMRP) [16] and our recently 
proposed non-receiver aware and receiver aware 
multicast extensions to the Location Prediction Based 
Routing protocol [9], referred to as NR-MLPBR and R-
MLPBR protocols [10] respectively. Exhaustive 
simulation studies of these multicast routing protocols 
with DMEF and the default flooding as the route 
discovery strategies have been conducted in this paper. 
Performance results for each multicast routing protocol 
illustrate DMEF to be effective in discovering multicast 
trees that exist for a longer time with a lower energy 
consumed per node and without any appreciable increase 
in the hop count per source-receiver path.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 
2 briefly describes the DMEF strategy. Section 3 reviews 
the multicast routing protocols studied. Section 4 
discusses the simulation environment and presents the 
simulation results illustrating the effectiveness of DMEF 
vis-à-vis flooding. Section 5 reviews state-of-the-art 
related work on different optimal broadcast route 
discovery strategies proposed in the literature and 

discusses the advantages of DMEF and differences with 
related work. Section 6 concludes the paper and 
discusses future work. Throughout this paper, the terms 
‘path’ and ‘route’, ‘link’ and ‘edge’, ‘message’ and 
‘packet’ are used interchangeably. They mean the same.

2 DMEF strategy

2.1 Terminology and assumptions
Every node (say node u) in the network is configured 
with a maximum transmission range ( Rangeu

Max ). If the 

distance between two nodes is less than or equal to the 
maximum transmission range, the two nodes are said to 
be within the “complete neighbourhood” of each other. 
Each node broadcasts periodically a beacon message in 
its complete neighbourhood. The time between two 
successive broadcasts is chosen uniform-randomly, by 
each node from the range [0…Twait]. Using this strategy, 
each node learns about the number of nodes in its 
complete neighbourhood. 

2.2 Basic idea of DMEF
The twin objectives of DMEF are to discover stable 
routes with a reduced energy consumption compared to 
that incurred using flooding. DMEF achieves this by 
considering the number of neighbours of a node (a 
measure of node density) and node mobility. The basic 
idea behind DMEF is as follows: The transmission range 
of a RREQ broadcast for route discovery is not fixed for 
every node. A node surrounded by more neighbours in 
the complete neighbourhood should broadcast the RREQ 
message only within a smaller neighbourhood that would 
be sufficient enough to pick up the message and forward 
it to the other nodes in the rest of the network. On the 
other hand, a node that is surrounded by fewer 
neighbours in the complete neighbourhood should 
broadcast the RREQ message to a larger neighbourhood 
(but still contained within the complete neighbourhood) 
so that a majority of the nodes in the complete 
neighbourhood can pick up the message and rebroadcast 
it further. A node rebroadcasts a RREQ message at most 
once. The density aspect of DMEF thus helps to reduce 
the unnecessary transmission and reception of broadcast 
RREQ messages and conserves energy. 

To discover stable routes that exist for a longer time,
DMEF adopts the following approach: A node that is 
highly mobile makes itself available only to a smaller 
neighbourhood around itself, whereas a node that is less 
mobile makes itself available over a larger 
neighbourhood (but still contained within the complete 
neighbourhood). The reasoning is that links involving a 
slow moving node will exist for a longer time. Hence, it 
is better for a slow moving node to advertise itself to a 
larger neighbourhood so that the links (involving this 
node) that are part of the routes discovered will exist for 
a longer time. On the other hand, a fast moving node will 
have links of relatively longer lifetime with neighbours 
that are closer to it. Hence, it is worth to let a fast moving 
node advertise only to its nearby neighbours.
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2.3 DMEF mathematical model
DMEF effectively uses the knowledge of neighbourhood 
node density and mobility so that they complement each 
other in discovering stable routes in a more energy-
efficient fashion. The transmission range used by a node 
u, Rangeu

RREQ , to rebroadcast a RREQ message is given 

by the following model:

Range Range
Neighbors

vu
RREQ

u
Max u

u  
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The idea behind the formulation of equation (1) is 
that the larger the value of the term, 
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transmission range chosen by a node for broadcasting the 
RREQ message. For a fixed value of parameters α and β, 
the above term in equation (1) could become larger for a 
node if it has a larger number of neighbours and/or is 
moving faster with a larger velocity. 

In order to make sure, Rangeu
RREQ is always greater 

than or equal to zero, the value of parameter α should be 
chosen very carefully. For a given value of parameter β, 
the necessary condition is: 
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In practice, the value of α has to be sufficiently 
larger than the value obtained from (2), so that the RREQ 
message reaches neighbours who can forward the 
message further to the rest of the network. Otherwise, 
certain source-destination nodes may not be reachable 
from one another even though there may exist one or 
more paths between them in the underlying network.  

2.4 Dynamic selection of DMEF parameter 
values

The specialty of DMEF is that it allows for each node to 
dynamically and independently choose at run-time the 
appropriate values for the critical operating parameters α
and β depending on the perceived number of nodes in the 
complete neighbourhood of the node and the node’s own 
velocity. A node has to be simply pre-programmed with 
the appropriate values of α and β to be chosen for 
different values of the number of nodes in the complete 
neighbourhood and node velocity. 

Let the maximum number of neighbours a node 
should have in order to conclude that the complete 
neighbourhood density of the node is low and moderate
be represented respectively by maxNeighb_lowDensity, 
maxNeighb_modDensity. If a node has more than 
maxNeighb_modDensity number of neighbours, then the 
node is said to exist in a complete neighbourhood of high 
density. Let lowDensity_α, modDensity_α and 
highDensity_α represent the values of α to be chosen by 
a node for complete neighbourhoods of low, moderate 
and high density respectively. Let maxVel_lowMobility, 
maxVel_modMobility represent the maximum velocity 

values for a node in order to conclude that the mobility of 
the node is low and moderate respectively. If the velocity 
of a node is more than maxVel_modMobility, then the 
mobility of the node is said to be high. Let 
lowMobility_β, modMobility_β and highMobility_β
represent the values of β to be chosen by a node when its 
mobility is low, moderate and high respectively.

Let Neighborsu
t and vu

t represent the set of 

neighbours in the complete neighbourhood and velocity 
of a node u at time t. Note that the set Neighborsu

t is 

determined by node u based on the latest periodic beacon 
exchange in the complete neighbourhood formed by the 
maximum transmission range, Rangeu

Max . The 

algorithm, DMEF_Parameter_Selection, to dynamically 
choose the values of parameters α and β (represented as 

u
t andu

t ) is illustrated below in Figure 1:

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Input: Neighborsu

t and vu
t

Auxiliary Variables: 
minimum_u

t // minimum value of α to be chosen to 

avoid the transmission range of a node from becoming 
negative

Rangeu
Max // the maximum transmission range of a node 

for complete neighbourhood
Density related variables: maxNeighb_lowDensity, 
maxNeighb_modDensity, lowDensity_α, modDensity_α, 
highDensity_α

Node Velocity related variables: maxVel_lowMobility, 
maxVel_modMobility, lowMobility_β, modMobility_β, 
highMobility_β

Output: u
t andu

t

Begin DMEF_Parameter_Selection

if (vu
t ≤ maxVel_lowMobility) 

   u
t lowMobility_β

else if (vu
t ≤ maxVel_moderateMobility) 

u
t moderateMobility_β

  else 

u
t highMobility_β

   minimum_u
t  |

*
Neighbors

Range
vu

t

u
Max u

t u
t


















        

  if (| Neighborsu
t | ≤ maxNeighb_lowDensity) 

u
tMaximum (minimum_u

t , lowDensity_α)

   else if (| Neighborsu
t | ≤ maxNeighb_modDensity)

u
tMaximum (minimum_u

t , modDensity_α)

    else
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u
tMaximum (minimum_u

t , highDensity_α)

     return u
t andu

t

End DMEF_Parameter_Selection

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Figure 1: Algorithm to Dynamically Select the Parameter 

Values for DMEF.

3 Review of MANET multicast 
routing protocols

In this section, we discuss the working of the MANET 
multicast routing protocols (MAODV, BEMRP, NR-
MLPBR and R-MLPBR) whose performance under 
DMEF and default flooding is studied through 
simulations in this paper. We also provide a brief 
overview of LPBR before discussing its two multicast 
extensions.

3.1 Multicast extension of ad hoc on-
demand distance vector (MAODV) 
routing protocol

MAODV [18] is the multicast extension of the well-
known Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) 
unicast routing protocol [17]. Here, a receiver node joins 
the multicast tree through a member node that lies on the 
minimum-hop path to the source. A potential receiver 
wishing to join the multicast group broadcasts a RREQ 
message. If a node receives the RREQ message and is 
not part of the multicast tree, the node broadcasts the 
message in its neighbourhood and also establishes the 
reverse path by storing the state information consisting of 
the group address, requesting node id and the sender 
node id in a temporary cache. If a node receiving the 
RREQ message is a member of the multicast tree and has 
not seen the RREQ message earlier, the node waits to 
receive several RREQ messages and sends back a RREP 
message on the shortest path to the receiver. The member 
node also informs in the RREP message, the number of 
hops from itself to the source. The potential receiver 
receives several RREP messages and selects the member 
node which lies on the shortest path to the source. The 
receiver node sends a Multicast Activation (MACT) 
message to the selected member node along the chosen 
route. The route from the source to receiver is set up 
when the member node and all the intermediate nodes in 
the chosen path update their multicast table with state 
information from the temporary cache. A similar 
approach is used in NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR when a 
new receiver node wishes to join the multicast group. 

Tree maintenance in MAODV is based on the 
expanding ring search (ERS) approach, using the RREQ, 
RREP and MACT messages. The downstream node of a 
broken link is responsible for initiating ERS to issue a 
fresh RREQ for the group. This RREQ contains the hop 
count of the requesting node from the source and the last 
known sequence number for that group. It can be replied 
only by the member nodes whose recorded sequence 

number is greater than that indicated in the RREQ and 
whose hop distance to the source is smaller than the 
value indicated in the RREQ.

3.2 Bandwidth-efficient multicast routing 
protocol (BEMRP)

According to BEMRP [16], a newly joining node to the 
multicast group opts for the nearest forwarding node in 
the existing tree, rather than choosing a minimum-hop 
count path from the source of the multicast group. As a 
result, the number of links in the multicast tree is reduced 
leading to savings in the network bandwidth. 

Multicast tree construction is receiver-initiated. 
When a node wishes to join the multicast group as a 
receiver, it initiates the flooding of Join control packets 
targeted towards the nodes that are currently members of 
the multicast tree. On receiving the first Join control
packet, the member node waits for a certain time before 
sending a Reply packet. The member node sends a Reply
packet on the path, traversed by the Join control packet, 
with the minimum number of intermediate forwarding 
nodes. The newly joining receiver node collects the 
Reply packets from different member nodes and would 
send a Reserve packet on that path that has the minimum 
number of forwarding nodes from the member node to 
itself. 

To provide more bandwidth efficiency, the tree 
maintenance approach in BEMRP is hard-state based, i.e. 
a member node transmits control packets only after a link 
breaks. BEMRP uses two schemes to recover from link 
failures: Broadcast-multicast scheme – the upstream 
node of the broken link is responsible for finding a new 
route to the previous downstream node; Local-rejoin 
scheme – the downstream node of the broken link tries to 
rejoin the multicast group using a limited flooding of the 
Join control packets.

3.3 Location prediction based routing 
(LPBR) protocol

LPBR works as follows: Whenever a source node has 
data packets to send to a destination node but does not 
have a route to that node, it initiates a flooding-based 
route discovery by broadcasting a Route-Request (RREQ) 
packet. During this flooding process, each node forwards 
the RREQ packet exactly once after incorporating its 
location update vector (LUV) in the RREQ packet. The 
LUV of a node comprises the node id, the current X and 
Y co-ordinates of the nodes, the current velocity and 
angle of movement with respect to the X-axis. The 
destination node collects the LUV information of all the 
nodes in the network from the RREQ packets received 
through several paths and sends a Route-Reply (RREP) 
packet to the source on the minimum hop path traversed 
by a RREQ packet. 

The source starts sending the data packets on the path 
learnt (based on the RREP packet) and informs the 
destination about the time of next packet dispatch through 
the header of the data packet currently being sent. If an 
intermediate node could not forward a data packet, it 
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sends a Route-Error packet to the source node, which then 
waits a little while for the destination to inform it of a new 
route predicted using the LUVs gathered from the latest 
flooding-based route discovery. If the destination does not 
receive the data packet within the expected time, it locally 
constructs the current global topology by predicting the 
locations of the nodes. Each node is assumed to be 
currently moving in the same direction and speed as 
mentioned in its latest LUV. If there is at least one path in 
the predicted global topology, the destination node sends 
the source a LPBR-RREP packet on the minimum hop 
path in the predicted topology. If the predicted path 
actually exists in reality, the intermediate nodes on the 
predicted route manage to forward the LPBR-RREP 
packet to the source. The source uses the route learnt 
through the latest LPBR-RREP packet to send the data 
packets. A costly flooding-based route discovery has been 
thus avoided. If an intermediate node could not forward 
the LPBR-RREP packet (i.e., the predicted path did not 
exist in reality), the intermediate node sends a LPBR-
RREP-ERROR packet to the destination informing it of 
the failure to forward the LPBR-RREP packet. The 
destination discards all the LUVs and the source node 
initiates the next flooding-based route discovery after 
timing out for the LPBR-RREP packet.

3.4 Multicast extensions to the LPBR 
protocol (NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR) 

Both the multicast extensions of LPBR, referred to as 
NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR, are aimed at minimizing 
the number of global broadcast tree discoveries as well as 
the hop count per source-receiver path of the multicast 
tree. They use a similar idea of letting the receiver nodes 
to predict a new path based on the locally constructed 
global topology obtained from the location and mobility 
information of the nodes learnt through the latest 
broadcast tree discovery. Receiver nodes running NR-
MLPBR (Non-Receiver aware Multicast extensions of 
LPBR) are not aware of the receivers of the multicast 
group, whereas each receiver node running R-MLPBR 
(Receiver-aware Multicast Extension of LPBR) is aware 
of the identity of the other receivers of the multicast 
group. NR-MLPBR attempts to predict a minimum hop 
path to the source, whereas R-MLPBR attempts to 
predict a path to the source that has the minimum number 
of non-receiver nodes. 

The multicast extensions of LPBR work as follows: 
When a source attempts to construct a multicast tree, it 
floods a Multicast Tree Request Message (MTRM) 
throughout the network. The location and mobility 
information of the intermediate forwarding nodes are 
recorded in the MTRM. Each node, including the 
receiver nodes of the multicast group, broadcasts the 
MTRM exactly once in its neighbourhood. Each receiver 
node of the multicast group receives several MTRMs and 
sends a Multicast Tree Establishment Message (MTEM) 
on the minimum hop path traversed by the MTRMs. The 
set of paths traversed by the MTEMs form the multicast 
tree rooted at the source. If an intermediate node of the 
tree notices a downstream node moving away from it, the 

intermediate node sends a Multicast Path Error Message 
(MPEM) to the source. The source does not immediately 
initiate another tree discovery procedure. Instead, the 
source waits for the appropriate receiver node (whose 
path to the source has broken) to predict a path to the 
source. The receiver predicts a new path based on the 
location and mobility information of the nodes collected 
through the MTRMs during the latest global tree 
discovery procedure. The receiver attempts to locally 
construct the global topology by predicting the locations 
of the nodes in the network using the latest location and 
mobility information collected. 

NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR differ from each other 
based on the type of path predicted and notified to the 
source. NR-MLPBR determines and sends a Multicast 
Predicted Path Message (MPPM) on the minimum hop 
path to the source. R-MLPBR attempts to choose a path 
that will minimize the number of newly added 
intermediate nodes to the multicast tree. In pursuit of 
this, R-MLPBR determines a set of node-disjoint paths to 
the source on the predicted topology and sends the 
MPPM on that path that includes the minimum number 
of non-receiver nodes. If there is a tie, R-MLPBR 
chooses the path that has the least hop count. The source 
waits to receive a MPPM from the affected receiver 
node. If a MPPM is received within a certain time, the 
source considers the path traversed by the MPPM as part 
of the multicast tree and continues to send data packets 
down the tree including to the nodes on the new path. 
Otherwise, the source initiates another global tree 
discovery procedure by broadcasting the MTRM. R-
MLPBR has been thus designed to also reduce the 
number of links that form the multicast tree, in addition 
to the source-receiver hop count and the number of 
global tree discoveries.

4 Simulations
The network dimension used is a 1000m x 1000m square 
network. The transmission range of each node is assumed 
to be 250m. The number of nodes used in the network is 
25, 50 and 75 nodes representing networks of low, 
medium and high density with an average distribution of 
5, 10 and 15 neighbours per node respectively. Initially, 
nodes are uniformly randomly distributed in the network. 
We implemented all of the four multicast routing 
protocols (MAODV, BEMRP, NR-MLPBR and R-
MLPBR) in the ns-2 simulator [4]. The broadcast tree 
discovery strategies simulated are the default flooding 
approach and DMEF. The DMEF parameter values are 
given in Table 1.

Table 1: DMEF Parameter Values.

DMEF Parameter Value
maxNeighb_lowDensity 5
maxNeighb_modDensity 10
lowDensity_α 5
modDensity_α 10
highDensity_α 20
maxVel_lowMobility 5
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maxVel_modMobility 15
lowMobility_β 1.6
modMobility_β 1.3
highMobility_β 1.1
Twait 10 seconds

The signal propagation model used is the Two-ray 
ground reflection model [4]. The Medium Access 
Control (MAC) layer model is the IEEE 802.11 [3] 
model. The channel bandwidth is 2 Mbps. The node 
queues operate on a First-in First-Out (FIFO) basis, with 
a maximum queue size of 100 packets. The node 
mobility model used is the Random Waypoint model [2], 
with the node velocity chosen from [vmin,…, vmax]; vmin

was set to 0 and the values of vmax used are 10m/s, 30m/s 
and 50m/s representing scenarios of low, moderate and 
high node mobility respectively. The pause time is 0 
seconds. Simulations are conducted with a multicast 
group size of 2, 4 (small size), 8, 12 (moderate size) and 
24 (larger size) receiver nodes. For each group size, we 
generated 5 lists of receiver nodes and simulations were 
conducted with each of them. Traffic sources are 
constant bit rate (CBR). Data packets are 512 bytes in 
size and the packet sending rate is 4 data packets/second. 
The multicast session continues until the end of the 
simulation time, which is 1000 seconds. The 
transmission energy and reception energy per hop is set 
at 1.4 W and 1 W respectively [6]. Initial energy at each 
node is 1000 Joules. Each node periodically broadcasts a 
beacon message within its neighbourhood to make its 
presence felt to the other nodes in the neighbourhood.

4.1 Performance metrics
The performance metrics studied through this simulation 
are the following. The performance results for each 
metric displayed in Figures 2 through 14 are an average 
of the results obtained from simulations conducted with 5 
sets of multicast groups and 5 sets of mobility profiles 
for each group size, node velocity and network density 
values. The multicast source in each case was selected 
randomly among the nodes in the network and the source 
is not part of the multicast group. The nodes that are part 
of the multicast group are merely the receivers. 
 Number of Links per Multicast Tree: This is the 

time averaged number of links in the multicast trees 
discovered and computed over the entire multicast 
session. The notion of “time-average” is explained as 
follows: Let there be multicast trees T1, T2, T3 with 
5, 8 and 6 links used for time 12, 6 and 15 seconds 
respectively, then the time averaged number of links 
in the multicast trees is given by (5*12+8*6+6*15)/ 
(12+6+15) = 6 and not merely 6.33, which is the 
average of 5, 8 and 6. 

 Hop Count per Source-Receiver Path: This is the 
time averaged hop count of the paths from the source 
to each receiver of the multicast group and computed 
over the entire multicast session. 

 Time between Successive Broadcast Tree 
Discoveries: This is the time between two 

successive broadcast tree discoveries, averaged over 
the entire multicast session. This metric is a measure 
of the lifetime of the multicast trees discovered and 
also the effectiveness of the path prediction approach 
followed in NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR. 

 Energy Throughput: This is the average of the ratio 
of the number of data packets reaching the 
destination to the sum of the energy spent across all 
the nodes in the network.

 Energy Consumed per Node: This is the sum of the 
energy consumed at a node due to the transfer of 
data packets as part of the multicast session, 
broadcast tree discoveries as well as the periodic 
broadcast and exchange of beacons in the 
neighbourhood. 

 Energy Consumed per Tree Discovery: This is the 
average of the total energy consumed for the global 
broadcast based tree discovery attempts. This 
includes the sum of the energy consumed to transmit 
(broadcast) the MTRM packets to the nodes in the 
neighbourhood and to receive the MTRM packet 
sent by each node in the neighbourhood, summed 
over all the nodes. It also includes the energy 
consumed to transmit the MTEM packet from each 
receiver to the source of the multicast session.

4.2 Number of links per multicast tree
The number of links per multicast tree (refer Figures 2 
and 3) is a measure of the efficiency of the multicast 
routing protocol in reducing the number of link 
transmissions during the transfer of the multicast data 
from the source to the receivers of the multicast group. 
The smaller is the number of links in the tree, the larger 
the link transmission efficiency of the multicast routing 
protocol. If fewer links are part of the tree, then the 
chances of multiple transmissions in the network increase 
and this increases the efficiency of link usage and the 
network bandwidth. Naturally, the BEMRP protocol, 
which has been purely designed to yield bandwidth-
efficient multicast trees, discovers trees that have a 
reduced number of links for all the operating scenarios. 
This leads to larger hop count per source-receiver paths 
for BEMRP as observed in Figures 4 and 5. 

R-MLPBR, which has been designed to choose the 
predicted paths with the minimum number of non-
receiver nodes, manages to significantly reduce the 
number of links vis-à-vis the MAODV and NR-MLPBR 
protocols. R-MLPBR attempts to minimize the number 
of links in the multicast tree without yielding to a higher 
hop count per source-receiver path. But, the tradeoff 
between the link efficiency and the hop count per source-
receiver path continues to exist and it cannot be nullified. 
In other words, R-MLPBR cannot discover trees that 
have minimum number of links as well as the minimum 
hop count per source-receiver path. Nevertheless, R-
MLPBR is the first multicast routing protocol that yields 
trees with the reduced number of links and at the same 
time, with a reduced hop count (close to the minimum) 
per source-receiver path.
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Performance with Flooding as Tree Discovery 
Strategy
 Impact of Node Mobility: For a given network 

density and multicast group size, we do not see any 

appreciable variation in the number of links per tree 
for each of the multicast routing protocols studied. 

  Figure 2.1: 25 nodes, 10 m/s.               Figure 2.2: 25 nodes, 30 m/s.                 Figure 2.3: 25 nodes, 50 m/s.

  Figure 2.4: 50 nodes, 10 m/s.                Figure 2.5: 50 nodes, 30 m/s.                 Figure 2.6: 50 nodes, 50 m/s.

  Figure 2.7: 75 nodes, 10 m/s.               Figure 2.8: 75 nodes, 30 m/s.                 Figure 2.9: 75 nodes, 50 m/s.

Figure 2: Average Number of Links per Multicast Tree (Tree Discovery Procedure: Flooding).

 Impact of Network Density: For a given multicast 
group size, the number of links per tree for MAODV 
and NR-MLPBR is about 4-15%, 8-28% and 10-
38% more than that incurred with BEMRP in 
networks of low, moderate and high density 
respectively. This illustrates that as the network 
density increases, BEMRP attempts to reduce the 
number of links per tree by incorporating links that 
can be shared by multiple receivers on the paths 
towards the source. On the other hand, both 
MAODV and NR-MLPBR attempt to choose 
minimum hop paths between the source and any 
receiver and hence exploit the increase in network 
density to discover minimum hop paths, but at the 
cost of the link efficiency. On the other hand, R-
MLPBR attempts to reduce the number of links per 
tree as we increase the network density. For a given 
multicast group size, the number of links per tree for 
R-MLPBR is about 4-15%, 8-18% and 10-21% more 
than that incurred by BEMRP. This shows that R-
MLPBR is relatively more scalable, similar to 
BEMRP, with increase in the network density.

 Impact of Multicast Group Size: For a given level of 
node mobility, for smaller multicast groups (of size 
2), the number of links per tree for MAODV, NR-
MLPBR and R-MLPBR is about 3-7%, 8-11% and 
9-14% more than that incurred for BEMRP in low, 
medium and high-density networks respectively. For 
medium and large-sized multicast groups, the 

number of links per tree for both MAODV and NR-
MLPBR is about 7-15%, 17-28% and 22-38% more 
than that incurred for BEMRP in low, medium and 
high-density networks respectively. On the other 
hand, the number of links per tree for R-MLPBR is 
about 6-15%, 12-18% and 16-21% more than that 
incurred for BEMRP in low, medium and high-
density networks respectively. This shows that R-
MLPBR is relatively more scalable, similar to 
BEMRP, with increase in the multicast group size.

Performance with DMEF as the Tree Discovery 
Strategy
 Impact of Node Mobility: For each multicast routing 

protocol, as the maximum node velocity is increased 
from 10 m/s to 30 m/s, the number of links per 
multicast tree increases as large as up to 24% (for 
multicast groups of small and moderate sizes) and 
3% (for larger multicast groups). As the maximum 
node velocity is increased from 10 m/s to 50 m/s, the 
number of links per tree increases as large as up to 
15% (for multicast groups of small and moderate 
sizes) and 5% (for larger multicast groups). Thus, 
DMEF can yield multicast trees with reduced 
number of links in low node mobility, especially for 
multicast groups of small and moderate sizes.

 Impact of Network Density: For a given group size, 
the number of links per tree for MAODV and NR-
MLPBR is about 4-15%, 8-28% and 10-35% more 
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than that incurred with BEMRP in networks of low, 
moderate and high density respectively. For a given 
group size, the number of links per tree for R-
MLPBR is about 3-9%, 8-18% and 9-24% more than 
that incurred by BEMRP. The results are more or 

less similar to what has been obtained using flooding 
as the tree discovery strategy.

 Impact of Multicast Group Size: For a given level of 
node mobility, for smaller multicast groups (of size

                
          Figure 3.1: 25 nodes, 10 m/s.                 Figure 3.2: 25 nodes, 30 m/s.                 Figure 3.3: 25 nodes, 50 m/s.

          Figure 3.4: 50 nodes, 10 m/s.                 Figure 3.5: 50 nodes, 30 m/s.                 Figure 3.6: 50 nodes, 50 m/s.

    
           Figure 3.7: 75 nodes, 10 m/s.                 Figure 3.8: 75 nodes, 30 m/s.                 Figure 3.9: 75 nodes, 50 m/s.

Figure 3: Average Number of Links per Multicast Tree (Tree Discovery Procedure: DMEF).

2), the number of links per tree for MAODV, NR-
MLPBR and R-MLPBR is about 4-7%, 8-9% and 9-
14% more than that incurred for BEMRP in low, 
medium and high-density networks respectively. For 
medium and large-sized multicast groups, the 
number of links per tree for both MAODV and NR-
MLPBR is about 7-15%, 17-28% and 21-35% more 
than that incurred for BEMRP in low, medium and 
high-density networks respectively. On the other 
hand, the number of links per tree for R-MLPBR is 
about 6-8%, 11-18% and 15-24% more than that 
incurred for BEMRP in low, medium and high-
density networks respectively. These results are 
almost the same as that obtained when flooding is 
used as the tree discovery strategy.

4.3 Hop count per source-receiver path
All the three multicast routing protocols – MAODV, NR-
MLPBR and R-MLPBR, incur almost the same average 
hop count per source-receiver and it is considerably 
lower than that incurred for BEMRP. The hop count per 
source-receiver path is an important metric and it is often 
indicative of the end-to-end delay per multicast packet 
from the source to a specific receiver. BEMRP incurs a 
significantly larger hop count per source-receiver path 
and this can be attributed to the nature of this multicast 
routing protocol to look for trees with a reduced number 
of links. When multiple receiver nodes have to be 

connected to the source through a reduced set of links, 
the hop count per source-receiver path is bound to 
increase. In performance Figures 4 and 5, we can see a 
significant increase in the hop count per source-receiver 
path as we increase the multicast group size. In the case 
of flooding, the hop count per source-receiver path for 
BEMRP can be as large as 41%, 57% and 59% more 
than that of the hop count per source-receiver path 
incurred for the other three multicast routing protocols. 
In the case of DMEF, the hop count per source-receiver 
path for BEMRP can be as large as 36%, 49% and 53% 
more than that of the hop count per source-receiver path 
incurred for the other three multicast routing protocols. 
The increase in the hop count per source-receiver path 
for BEMRP is slightly less than that obtained under 
flooding.

Performance with Flooding as the Tree Discovery 
Strategy
 Impact of Node Mobility: For a given network 

density and group size, we do not see any 
appreciable variation in the hop count per source-
receiver path for each of the multicast routing 
protocols studied. 

 Impact of Network Density: As we increase the 
network density, the hop count per source-receiver 
path decreases. This is mainly observed in the case 
of the minimum-hop based MAODV, NR-MLPBR 
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and R-MLPBR. In the case of BEMRP, the impact of 
network density on the decrease in the hop count is 
relatively less as it is a bandwidth-efficient multicast 
routing protocol attempting to reduce the number of 
links in the tree. In networks of moderate density (50 

nodes), the hop count per source-receiver path for 
the three minimum hop based multicast protocols is 
about 6%, 9-12% and 15-19% less than that incurred 
in low-density networks for multicast groups of 
small, medium and larger sizes respectively.  In high

          Figure 4.1: 25 nodes, 10 m/s.              Figure 4.2: 25 nodes, 30 m/s.                Figure 4.3: 25 nodes, 50 m/s.

   Figure 4.4: 50 nodes, 10 m/s.              Figure 4.5: 50 nodes, 30 m/s.               Figure 4.6: 50 nodes, 50 m/s.

    Figure 4.7: 75 nodes, 10 m/s.             Figure 4.8: 75 nodes, 30 m/s.               Figure 4.9: 75 nodes, 50 m/s.

Figure 4: Average Hop Count per Source-Receiver Path (Tree Discovery Procedure: Flooding).

density networks (75 nodes), the hop count per 
source-receiver path for the three minimum-hop 
based multicast protocols is about 7-9%, 11-18% 
and 15-19% less than that incurred in low-density 
networks for multicast groups of small, medium and 
larger sizes respectively. In the case of BEMRP, the 
maximum reduction in the hop count with increase 
in network density is within 10%.

 Impact of Multicast Group Size: For smaller 
multicast groups (of size 2), the hop count per 
source-receiver path for BEMRP can be 6-10%, 8-
12% and 10-12% more than that of the other three 
multicast routing protocols in networks of low, 
moderate and high density respectively. For medium 
sized multicast groups, the hop count per source-
receiver path for BEMRP can be 14-29%, 21-30% 
and 23-37% more than that of the other three 
multicast routing protocols in networks of low, 
moderate and high density respectively. For large-
sized multicast groups, the hop count per source-
receiver path for BEMRP can be 27-41%, 35-57% 
and 33-59% more than that of the hop count per 
source-receiver path for the other three multicast 
routing protocols in networks of low, moderate and 
high density respectively.

Performance with DMEF as the Tree Discovery 
Strategy

 Impact of Node Mobility: For each of the multicast 
routing protocols, as the maximum node velocity is 
increased from 10 m/s to 30 m/s, we observe that the 
hop count per source-receiver path increases as large 
as up to 17% (for multicast groups of small and 
moderate sizes) and 7% (for multicast groups of 
larger size). As the maximum node velocity is 
increased from 10 m/s to 50 m/s, we observe that the 
number of links per multicast tree increases as large 
as up to 13% (for multicast groups of small and 
moderate sizes) and 15% (for multicast groups of 
larger size). This shows that DMEF can yield 
multicast trees with reduced hop count per source-
receiver path under low node mobility, especially for 
multicast groups of small and moderate sizes.

 Impact of Network Density: The impact is similar to 
that observed in the case of flooding. For the 
minimum-hop based multicast protocols, with 
increase in network density, the hop count per 
source-receiver path decreases significantly. On the 
other hand, in the case of BEMRP, the decrease in 
the hop count per source-receiver path is relatively 
less, with increase in the network density. 

 Impact of Multicast Group Size: For smaller 
multicast groups (of size 2), the hop count per 
source-receiver path for BEMRP can be 6-9%, 9-
12% and 10-12% more than that of the other three 
multicast routing protocols in networks of low, 
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moderate and high density respectively. For medium 
sized multicast groups, the hop count per source-
receiver path for BEMRP can be 13-28%, 20-29% 
and 23-34% more than that of the other three 
multicast routing protocols in networks of low, 
moderate and high density respectively. For large-

sized multicast groups, the hop count per source-
receiver path for BEMRP can be 24-36%, 33-50% 
and 36-54% more than that of the hop count per 
source-receiver path for the other three multicast 
routing protocols in networks of low, moderate and 
high density respectively.

    Figure 5.1: 25 nodes, 10 m/s.            Figure 5.2: 25 nodes, 30 m/s.               Figure 5.3: 25 nodes, 50 m/s.

     Figure 5.4: 50 nodes, 10 m/s.            Figure 5.5: 50 nodes, 30 m/s.               Figure 5.6: 50 nodes, 50 m/s.

    Figure 5.7: 75 nodes, 10 m/s.            Figure 5.8: 75 nodes, 30 m/s.               Figure 5.9: 75 nodes, 50 m/s.

Figure 5: Average Hop Count per Source-Receiver Path (Tree Discovery Procedure: DMEF).

4.4 Time between successive broadcast 
tree discoveries

The time between successive broadcast tree discoveries 
is a measure of the stability of the multicast trees and the 
effectiveness of the location prediction and path 
prediction approach of the two multicast extensions. For 
a given condition of node density and node mobility, 
both NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR incur relatively larger 
time between successive broadcast tree discoveries for 
smaller and medium sized multicast groups. MAODV 
tends to be more unstable as the multicast group size is 
increased, owing to the minimum hop nature of the paths 
discovered and absence of any path prediction approach. 
For larger multicast groups, BEMRP tends to perform 
better by virtue of its tendency to strictly minimize only 
the number of links in the tree. On the other hand, NR-
MLPBR attempts to reduce the hop count per source-
receiver path and ends up choosing predicted paths that 
increase the number of links in the tree, quickly leading 
to the failure of the tree. The time between successive 
tree discoveries for R-MLPBR is 15-25%, 15-59% and 
20-82% more than that obtained for MAODV in 
networks of low, moderate and high density respectively. 
For a given level of node mobility and network density, 
MAODV trees become highly unstable as the multicast 
group size increases. For multicast groups of size 2 and 

4, the time between successive broadcast tree discoveries 
for NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR is greater than that 
obtained for BEMRP, especially in networks of low and 
moderate network density. For larger multicast group 
sizes, when we employ flooding, BEMRP tends to incur 
larger time between successive broadcast tree discoveries 
compared to NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR. On the other 
hand, when we employ DMEF, R-MLPBR tends to incur 
larger time between successive broadcast tree discoveries 
compared to BEMRP, even for larger group sizes.

Performance with Flooding as the Tree Discovery 
Strategy
 Impact of Node Mobility: For a given multicast 

group size, network density and multicast routing 
protocol, the time between successive broadcast tree 
discoveries at maximal node velocity of 30 m/s is 
roughly about 28-47% of that obtained at maximal 
node velocity of 10 m/s. The time between 
successive broadcast tree discoveries at maximal 
node velocity of 50 m/s is roughly about 21-36% of 
that obtained at maximal node velocity of 10 m/s.

 Impact of Network Density: For each multicast 
routing protocol, for a given multicast group size and 
level of node mobility, as the network density 
increases, the time between successive broadcast tree 
discoveries decreases. This is mainly observed for 
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the minimum-hop based multicast protocols 
(especially MAODV and NR-MLPBR) which incur 
a reduced hop count per source-receiver path as we 
increase the network density. But, such minimum 
hop paths obtained in moderate and high-density 
networks are relatively less stable than those 

obtained in low-density networks. For a given 
multicast group size and low node mobility, the time 
between successive tree discoveries in networks of 
moderate density (50 nodes) for MAODV and NR-
MLPBR is 67-90% and for R-MLPBR and BEMRP 
is 73-96% of those incurred in low-density networks.

   Figure 6.1: 25 nodes, 10 m/s.              Figure 6.2: 25 nodes, 30 m/s.                 Figure 6.3: 25 nodes, 50 m/s.

  
  Figure 6.4: 50 nodes, 10 m/s.              Figure 6.5: 50 nodes, 30 m/s.                  Figure 6.6: 50 nodes, 50 m/s.

  
  Figure 6.7: 75 nodes, 10 m/s.               Figure 6.8: 75 nodes, 30 m/s.                  Figure 6.9: 75 nodes, 50 m/s.

Figure 6: Average Time between Successive Tree Discoveries (Tree Discovery Procedure: Flooding).

For a given multicast group size and low node 
mobility, the time between successive tree 
discoveries in networks of high density (75 nodes) is 
51-80% for MAODV and NR-MLPBR and for R-
MLPBR and BEMRP is 70-90% of those obtained in 
networks of low-density. 

In low-density networks, the time between 
successive route discoveries for R-MLPBR and NR-
MLPBR is about 10-15% more than that obtained for 
BEMRP for smaller multicast groups and is almost 
the same as that of BEMRP for moderately sized 
multicast groups. For larger multicast groups, the 
time between successive route discoveries for R-
MLPBR and NR-MLPBR can be about 10-23% less 
than that obtained for BEMRP. In moderate and high 
density networks, the time between successive route 
discoveries for R-MLPBR  is about 7-25% more 
than that obtained for BEMRP for smaller multicast 
groups and is about the same of moderately size 
multicast groups. For larger multicast groups, the 
time between successive route discoveries for R-
MLBPR can be about 15-25% less than that obtained 
for BEMRP. In both moderate and high-density 
networks, R-MLPBR incurs larger time between 
successive route discoveries (as large as 30%) 
compared to NR-MLPBR.  

 Impact of Multicast Group Size: For a given network 
density and node mobility, the time between 
successive route discoveries decreases as the 
multicast group size increases. For smaller group 
sizes, the time between successive broadcast tree 
discoveries for MAODV and BEMRP is respectively 
about 80%-90% and 85%-94% of that incurred for 
NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR. For larger group sizes, 
the time between successive broadcast tree 
discoveries for MAODV is about 70%, 51% and 
41% of that incurred for BEMRP in networks of 
low, moderate and high density respectively. 
Similarly, for larger group sizes, the time between 
successive broadcast tree discoveries for NR-
MLPBR is about 76%, 64% and 57% of that 
incurred for BEMRP in networks of low, moderate 
and high density respectively. On the other hand, R-
MLPBR tends to incur relatively larger time 
between successive tree discoveries even for larger 
multicast group sizes. For larger multicast groups, 
the time between successive tree discoveries for R-
MLPBR is about 75%-80% of that incurred for 
BEMRP for all network densities.

Performance with DMEF as the Tree Discovery 
Strategy
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 Impact of Node Mobility: For a given multicast 
group size, network density and multicast routing 
protocol, the time between successive broadcast tree 
discoveries at maximal node velocity of 30 m/s is 
roughly about 38-59% of that obtained at maximal 
node velocity of 10 m/s in networks of low, 
moderate and high density respectively. The time 

between successive broadcast tree discoveries at 
maximal node velocity of 50 m/s is roughly about 
34-50% of that obtained at maximal node velocity of 
10 m/s. In each instance, the increase in the time 
between successive route discoveries while using 
DMEF is at least 10-15% more than that obtained 
due to flooding.

  Figure 7.1: 25 nodes, 10 m/s.                Figure 7.2: 25 nodes, 30 m/s.                Figure 7.3: 25 nodes, 50 m/s.

  Figure 7.4: 50 nodes, 10 m/s.                 Figure 7.5: 50 nodes, 30 m/s.            Figure 7.6: 50 nodes, 50 m/s.

   Figure 7.7: 75 nodes, 10 m/s.                Figure 7.8: 75 nodes, 30 m/s.               Figure 7.9: 75 nodes, 50 m/s.

Figure 7: Average Time between Successive Tree Discoveries (Tree Discovery Procedure: DMEF).

 Impact of Network Density: As we increase the 
network density from 25 nodes to 50 nodes, we 
observe that the time between successive broadcast 
tree discoveries for MAODV, NR-MLPBR, R-
MLPBR and BEMRP decreases by 13%, 9%, 6% 
and 6% respectively. On the other hand, as we 
increase from 25 nodes to 75 nodes, we notice that 
the larger number of nodes in the neighbourhood is 
taken into account by DMEF to discover stable 
routes and there is no appreciable difference in the 
time between successive tree discoveries for NR-
MLPBR, R-MLPBR and BEMRP. In the case of 
MAODV, the time between successive tree 
discoveries decreases by 8%.

 Impact of Multicast Group Size: For a given network 
density and node mobility, the time between 
successive route discoveries decreases as the 
multicast group size decreases. For smaller group 
sizes, the time between successive broadcast tree 
discoveries for MAODV and BEMRP is respectively 
about 82% and 87% of that incurred for NR-MLPBR 
and R-MLPBR. For moderate group sizes, the time 
between successive broadcast tree discoveries for 
MAODV, NR-MLPBR and BEMRP is about 77-
86%, 96% and 96% of those incurred for R-MLPBR. 
For larger group sizes, the time between successive 

broadcast tree discoveries for MAODV and NR-
MLPBR is about 80-89% and 92-94% of that 
obtained for R-MLPBR and BEMRP.

4.5 Energy consumed per node
Energy consumption in multicast routing is directly 
proportional to the number of links in the tree. Larger the 
number of links, more the transmissions and more will be 
the energy consumption in the network and vice-versa. 
The simulation results in Figures 8 and 9 clearly illustrate 
this. BEMRP incurs the least energy consumption per 
node and MAODV incurs the largest energy 
consumption per node. The energy consumed per node 
for the two multicast extensions is in between these two 
extremes. The energy consumed per node for R-MLPBR
is less than that of NR-MLPBR as the former also 
attempts to simultaneously reduce the number of links as 
well as the hop count per source-receiver path. The 
energy consumption per node increases as the multicast 
group size increases. For a given multicast group size 
and multicast routing protocol, the energy consumed per 
node increases with increase in network density as well 
as with increase in node mobility.

Performance with Flooding as the Tree Discovery 
Strategy
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 Impact of Node Mobility: For a given multicast 
group size, network density and multicast routing 
protocol, the energy consumed per node at maximal 
node velocity of 30 m/s can grow as large as 10-35% 
of that obtained at maximal node velocity of 10 m/s. 
The energy consumed per node at maximal node 
velocity of 50 m/s can grow as large as 10-40% of 

that obtained at maximal node velocity of 10 m/s. 
BEMRP and MAODV incur the largest increase in 
energy consumed per node with increase in node 
mobility. NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR incur a 
relatively lower increase in the energy consumed per 
node with increase in node mobility. This can be 
attributed to the tendency of these multicast routing 

Figure 8.1: 25 nodes, 10 m/s.                 Figure 8.2: 25 nodes, 30 m/s.                  Figure 8.3: 25 nodes, 50 m/s.

Figure 8.4: 50 nodes, 10 m/s.                  Figure 8.5: 50 nodes, 30 m/s.                  Figure 8.6: 50 nodes, 50 m/s.

Figure 8.7: 75 nodes, 10 m/s.                 Figure 8.8: 75 nodes, 30 m/s.                  Figure 8.9: 75 nodes, 50 m/s.

Figure 8: Average Energy Consumed per Node (Tree Discovery Procedure: Flooding).

protocols to reduce the number of broadcast tree 
discoveries using effective tree prediction. 

 Impact of Network Density: For multicast groups of 
size 2 and 4, we observe that with increase in 
network density from 25 to 50 nodes and from 25 to 
75 nodes, the energy consumed per node decreases. 
This can be attributed to the smaller group size, 
leading to the effective sharing of the data 
forwarding load among all the nodes in the network. 
For larger group sizes, all the nodes in the network 
end up spending more energy (due to 
transmission/reception or at least receiving the 
packets in the neighbourhood). As a result, for 
multicast group sizes of 8, 12 and 24, as we increase 
the network density from 25 nodes to 50 nodes, the 
increase in the energy consumed per node for 
MAODV, NR-MLPBR, R-MLPBR and BEMRP is 
by factors of 47%-134%, 46%-133%, 42%-122% 
and 30%-96% respectively. As we increase the 
network density from 25 nodes to 75 nodes, the 
increase in the energy consumed per node for 
MAODV, NR-MLPBR, R-MLPBR and BEMRP is 
by factors of 52%-158%, 50%-154%, 42%-125% 
and 25%-100% respectively. MAODV and NR-
MLPBR incur a relatively larger energy consumed 
per node at high network densities due to the nature 
of these multicast routing protocols to discover trees 

with minimum hop count. R-MLPBR and BEMRP 
discover trees with reduced number of links and 
hence incur relatively lower energy consumed per 
node at high network density. 

 Impact of Multicast Group Size: As we increase the 
multicast group size from 2 to 24, the energy 
consumed per node for MAODV and NR-MLPBR 
increases by a factor of 2.1 to 2.6, 5.7 to 5.9 and 6.0 
to 7.0 for low, medium and high density networks 
respectively. In the case of BEMRP and R-MLPBR, 
as we increase the multicast group size from 2 to 24, 
the energy consumed per node increases by a factor 
of 2.1 to 2.5, 4.9 to 5.2 and 4.6 to 6.2 in networks of 
low, medium and high density respectively. The 
increase in the energy consumed per node is below 
linear. Hence, all the four multicast routing protocols 
are scalable with respect to the increase in multicast 
group size. 

Performance with DMEF as the Tree Discovery 
Strategy
 Impact of Node Mobility: For a given multicast 

group size, network density and multicast routing 
protocol, the energy consumed per node at maximal 
node velocity of 30 m/s and 50 m/s can grow as large 
as 5-20% of that obtained at maximal node velocity 
of 10 m/s. This indicates the effectiveness of DMEF 
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vis-à-vis flooding in reducing the energy consumed 
per node. DMEF discovers relatively more stable 
trees by involving only slow moving nodes in the 
tree. As a result, the multicast trees exist for a long 
time and incur less energy for tree discoveries. 
Similar to that observed for flooding, BEMRP and 
MAODV incur the largest increase in energy 
consumed per node with increase in node mobility. 

NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR incur a relatively lower 
increase in the energy consumed per node with 
increase in node mobility. 

 Impact of Network Density: Similar to the observed 
for flooding, for multicast groups of size 2 and 4, we 
observe that with increase in network density from

  
Figure 9.1: 25 nodes, 10 m/s.                 Figure 9.2: 25 nodes, 30 m/s.                  Figure 9.3: 25 nodes, 50 m/s.

  
Figure 9.4: 50 nodes, 10 m/s.                  Figure 9.5: 50 nodes, 30 m/s.                 Figure 9.6: 50 nodes, 50 m/s.

  
Figure 9.7: 75 nodes, 10 m/s.                  Figure 9.8: 75 nodes, 30 m/s.             Figure 9.9: 75 nodes, 50 m/s.

Figure 9: Average Energy Consumed per Node (Tree Discovery Procedure: DMEF).

25 to 50 nodes and from 25 to 75 nodes, the energy 
consumed per node decreases. For multicast group 
sizes of 8, 12 and 24, as we increase the network 
density from 25 nodes to 50 nodes, the increase in 
the energy consumed per node for MAODV, NR-
MLPBR, R-MLPBR and BEMRP is by factors of 
54%-157%, 53%-156%, 48%-136% and 38%-118% 
respectively. As we increase the network density 
from 25 nodes to 75 nodes, the increase in the 
energy consumed per node for MAODV, NR-
MLPBR, R-MLPBR and BEMRP is by factors of 
49%-173%, 47%-172%, 42%-146% and 27%-114% 
respectively. MAODV and NR-MLPBR incur a 
relatively larger energy consumed per node at high 
network densities due to the nature of these multicast 
routing protocols to discover trees with minimum 
hop count. R-MLPBR and BEMRP discover trees 
with reduced number of links and hence incur 
relatively lower energy consumed per node at high 
network density. For a given network density, the 
energy consumed per node due to flooding can be as 
large as 5%-16%, 12%-23% and 22%-37% more 
than that incurred using DMEF in the presence of 
low, medium and high node mobility respectively. 

 Impact of Multicast Group Size: As we increase the 
multicast group size from 2 to 24, the energy 

consumed per node for MAODV and NR-MLPBR 
increases by a factor of 2.2 to 2.4, 5.6 to 5.8 and 6.0 
to 7.1 for low, medium and high density networks 
respectively. In the case of BEMRP and R-MLPBR, 
as we increase the multicast group size from 2 to 24, 
the energy consumed per node increases by a factor 
of 2.2 to 2.4, 4.9 to 5.4 and 4.8 to 6.4 in networks of 
low, medium and high density respectively. The 
increase in the energy consumed per node is below 
linear. Hence, all the four multicast routing protocols 
are scalable with respect to the increase in multicast 
group size. 

4.6 Energy throughput
For each of the multicast routing protocols and for a 
given network density and node mobility, the energy 
throughput decreases with increase in the multicast group 
size. This can be attributed to the need to spend more 
energy to deliver a given multicast packet to more 
receivers vis-à-vis few receivers. For a given network 
density and multicast group size, the energy throughput 
of a multicast routing protocol decreases slightly as the 
node velocity is increased from low to moderate and 
high. For a given multicast group size and node mobility, 
the energy throughput of a multicast routing protocol 
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decreases with increase in network density. This can be 
attributed to the involvement of several nodes (for larger 
network density) in distributing the offered traffic load to 
the multicast group. For a given simulation condition, the 
energy throughput of BEMRP is slightly larger than that 
of the other multicast routing protocols. This can be 
attributed to the lower energy consumed per node (and 
less number of links) for BEMRP.

Performance with Flooding as the Tree Discovery 
Strategy
 Impact of Node Mobility: As we increase the node 

mobility, the energy throughput for a multicast 
protocol reduces as large as by 8%-12%, 12%-17% 
and 24%-26% in low, moderate and high density
networks respectively. For a given network density,

  
         Figure 10.1: 25 nodes, 10 m/s.              Figure 10.2: 25 nodes, 30 m/s.               Figure 10.3: 25 nodes, 50 m/s.

    
  Figure 10.4: 50 nodes, 10 m/s.             Figure 10.5: 50 nodes, 30 m/s.              Figure 10.6: 50 nodes, 50 m/s.

  
  Figure 10.7: 75 nodes, 10 m/s.               Figure 10.8: 75 nodes, 30 m/s.              Figure 10.9: 75 nodes, 50 m/s.

Figure 10: Energy Throughput: # Packets Delivered per Joule (Tree Discovery Procedure: Flooding).

the reduction in the energy throughput with increase 
in node mobility is due to the relatively larger 
amount of energy spent for broadcast tree 
discoveries.

 Impact of Network Density: The decrease in energy 
throughput with increase in network density is more 
for MAODV and NR-MLPBR, relatively lower for 
R-MLPBR and is the least for BEMRP. At network 
density of 50 nodes, the energy throughput of 
MAODV and NR-MLPBR is 45%-64% and that of 
R-MLPBR and BEMRP is 50%-65% of that 
observed at network density of 25 nodes. At network 
density of 75 nodes, the energy through of MAODV, 
NR-MLPBR, R-MLPBR and BEMRP is 29%-48%, 
30%-50%, 33%-50% and 38%-50% of that observed 
at network density of 25 nodes. 

 Impact of Multicast Group Size: As the multicast 
group size is increased from 2 to 4, the energy 
throughput of the multicast routing protocols 
decreased by 30%-40%, 36%-40% and 24%-45% in 
networks of low, moderate and high density 
respectively. As the multicast group size is increased 
from 2 to 24, the energy throughput of the multicast 
routing protocols decreased by about 78%, 83% and 

85% in networks of low, moderate and high density 
respectively.

Performance with DMEF as the Tree Discovery 
Strategy
 Impact of Node Mobility: As we increase the node 

mobility from low to moderate and high, the energy 
throughput for a multicast routing protocol reduces 
as large as by 7%-8%, 8%-12% and 16%-17% in 
networks of low, moderate and high density 
respectively. The relatively higher energy throughput 
while using DMEF can be attributed to the tendency 
of the broadcast strategy to involve only relatively 
slow moving nodes to be part of the trees. As a 
result, less energy consumed for broadcast tree 
discoveries. 

 Impact of Network Density: The decrease in energy 
throughput with increase in network density is more 
for MAODV and NR-MLPBR, relatively lower for 
R-MLPBR and is the least for BEMRP. At network 
density of 50 nodes, the energy throughput of 
MAODV, NR-MLPBR, R-MLPBR and BEMRP is 
48%-63%, 47%-63%, 52%-64% and 58%-69% of 
that observed at network density of 25 nodes. At 
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network density of 75 nodes, the energy through of 
MAODV, NR-MLPBR, R-MLPBR and BEMRP is 
32%-47%, 32%-48%, 36%-48% and 42%-50% of 
that observed at network density of 25 nodes. 

 Impact of Multicast Group Size: As the multicast 
group size is increased from 2 to 4, the energy 
throughput of the multicast routing protocols 
decreased by 36%-44%, 35%-45% and 30%-47% in 
networks of low, moderate and high density 
respectively. As the multicast group size is increased 

from 2 to 24, the energy throughput of the multicast 
routing protocols decreased by about 80%, 84% and 
84% in networks of low, moderate and high density 
respectively. 

4.7 Energy consumed per tree discovery
For a given broadcast strategy, the energy consumed per 
tree discovery is the same for all of the four multicast 

    
Figure 11.1: 25 nodes, 10 m/s.               Figure 11.2: 25 nodes, 30 m/s.               Figure 11.3: 25 nodes, 50 m/s.

  
Figure 11.4: 50 nodes, 10 m/s.              Figure 11.5: 50 nodes, 30 m/s.               Figure 11.6: 50 nodes, 50 m/s.

      
Figure 11.7: 75 nodes, 10 m/s.              Figure 11.8: 75 nodes, 30 m/s.              Figure 11.9: 75 nodes, 50 m/s.

Figure 11: Energy Throughput: # Packets Delivered per Joule (Tree Discovery Procedure: DMEF).

routing protocols. For both flooding and DMEF, the 
energy consumed increases with increase in network 
density, attributed to the involvement of multiple nodes 
in the broadcast of the MTRMs. In low-density networks, 
the energy consumed per tree discovery using flooding is 
10-22%, 19-35% and 14-20% more than that of the 
energy consumed per tree discovery using DMEF in low, 
moderate and high node mobility conditions respectively. 
In moderate density networks, the energy consumed per 
tree discovery using flooding is about 15%, 23% and 
28% more than that of the energy consumed per tree 
discovery using DMEF in low, moderate and high node 
mobility conditions respectively. In high-density 
networks, the energy consumed per tree discovery using 
flooding is about 18%, 30% and 37% more than the 
energy consumed per tree discovery using DMEF. As 
observed, DMEF performs better than flooding with 
increase in network density and/or node mobility. 

Figure 12: Energy Consumed per Broadcast Tree 
Discovery: Flooding vs. DMEF (25 Nodes).

For a given multicast group size, the energy 
consumed while using flooding in moderate (50 nodes) 
and high density (75 nodes) networks is respectively 
about 3.8 and 8 times more than that incurred in 
networks of low density. This indicates that as the 
number of nodes is increased by x times (x = 2 for 
moderate density and x = 3 for high density), the energy 
consumed due to flooding increases by 2x times. In the 
case of DMEF, for a given multicast group size, the 
energy consumed in moderate density networks is about 
3.7, 3.5 and 3.2 times more than that observed in low 
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density networks for low, moderate and high node 
mobility conditions respectively. For a given multicast 
group size, the energy consumed during DMEF in high-
density networks is about 7.8, 7.2 and 6.6 times more 
than that observed in low-density networks for low, 
moderate and high node mobility conditions respectively. 
Thus, the energy consumed while using DMEF does not 
increase exponentially as observed for flooding. DMEF 
performs appreciably well in lowering the energy 
consumed per tree discovery with increase in node 
mobility and/or increase in network density.

Figure 13: Energy Consumed per Broadcast Tree 
Discovery: Flooding vs. DMEF (50 Nodes).

Figure 14: Energy Consumed per Broadcast Tree 
Discovery: Flooding vs. DMEF (75 Nodes).

5 Survey of MANET broadcast 
route discovery strategies

We surveyed the literature for different broadcast route 
discovery strategies proposed to reduce the route 
discovery overhead and we describe below the strategies 
relevant to the research conducted in this paper. In 
Section 5.3, we qualitatively analyse the advantages of 
our DMEF broadcast strategy compared to the broadcast 
strategies described below in Sections 5.1 and 5.2.

5.1 Reliable route selection (RRS) 
Algorithm

In [20], the authors proposed a Reliable Route Selection 
(referred to as RRS) algorithm based on Global 
Positioning System (GPS) [8]. The RRS algorithm 
divides the circular area formed by the transmission 
range of a node into two zones: stable zone and caution 
zone. A node is said to maintain stable links with the 
neighbour nodes in its stable zone and maintain unstable 
links with the neighbour nodes lying in its caution zone. 
If R is the transmission range of a node, then the radius 
of the stable zone is defined as r = R-δS where S is the 

velocity of the node. The status zone is a circular region 
(with its own centre) inscribed inside the circular region 
formed by the transmission range of the node. The centre
of the status zone need not be the centre of the circular
region forming the transmission range of the node, but 
always lies in the direction of movement of the node. 

RRS works as follows: The Route-Request (RREQ) 
message of a broadcast route discovery process includes 
the co-ordinates representing the current position of the 
transmitter of the RREQ message, the co-ordinates 
representing the centre of the stable zone of the 
transmitter, the value of parameter δ to be used by an 
intermediate node and the stable zone radius of the 
transmitter of the message. The source node of the route 
discovery process broadcasts the RREQ message in the 
complete neighbourhood formed by the transmission 
range R. The RRS-related fields are set to initial values 
corresponding to the source node. An intermediate node 
receiving the RREQ message broadcasts the message 
further, only if the node lies in the stable zone of the 
transmitter. If a route discovery attempt based on a set 
value of δ is unsuccessful, the source node decrements 
the value of δ and launches another global broadcast 
based route discovery. This process is continued (i.e., the 
value of δ decremented and global broadcast reinitiated) 
until the source finds a path to the destination. If the 
source cannot find a route to the destination even while 
conducting route discovery with δ set to zero, then the 
source declares that the destination is not connected to it. 

5.2 Probability, counter, area and 
neighbour-knowledge based methods

In [15], the authors propose several broadcast route 
discovery strategies that could reduce the number of 
retransmitting nodes of a broadcast message. These 
strategies can be grouped into four families: probability-
based, counter-based, area-based and neighbour-
knowledge based methods: 
(i) Probability-based method: When a node receives a 

broadcast message for the first time, the node 
rebroadcasts the message with a certain probability. 
If the message received is already seen, then the 
node drops the message irrespective of whether or 
not the node retransmitted the message when it 
received the message for the first time. 

(ii) Counter-based method: When a node receives a 
broadcast message for the first time, it waits for a 
certain time before retransmitting the message. 
During this broadcast-wait-time, the node maintains 
a counter to keep track of the number of redundant 
broadcast messages received from some of its other 
neighbours. If this counter value exceeds a threshold 
within the broadcast-wait-time, then the node 
decides to drop the message. Otherwise, the node 
retransmits the message. 

(iii) Area-based method: A broadcasting node includes 
its location information in the message header. The 
receiver node calculates the additional coverage area 
obtained if the message were to be rebroadcast. If 
the additional coverage area is less than a threshold 
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value, all future receptions of the same message will 
be dropped. Otherwise, the node starts a broadcast-
wait-timer. Redundant broadcast messages received 
during this broadcast-wait-time are also cached. 
After the timer expires, the node considers all the 
cached messages and recalculates the additional 
coverage area if it were to rebroadcast the particular 
message. If the additional obtainable coverage area 
is less than a threshold value, the cached messages 
are dropped. Otherwise, the message is rebroadcast. 

(iv) Neighbour-knowledge based method: This method 
requires nodes to maintain a list of 1-hop neighbours
and 2-hop neighbours, learnt via periodic beacon 
exchange. Using these lists, a node calculates the 
smallest set of 1-hop neighbours required to reach all 
the 2-hop neighbours. The minimum set of 1-hop 
neighbours that will cover all of the 2-hop 
neighbours is called the Multi Point Relays (MPRs). 

5.3 Advantages of DMEF and differences 
with related work

The DMEF strategy is very effective in discovering 
relatively long-living routes in an energy-efficient 
manner and differs from the RRS algorithm in the 
following ways:
 RRS is highly dependent on location-service 

schemes like GPS, while DMEF is not dependent on 
any location-service scheme.

 RRS requires the RREQ message header to be 
changed while DMEF does not require any change in 
the structure of the RREQ messages used for 
broadcasting. DMEF can be thus used without 
requiring any change in a MANET routing protocol.

 In RRS, a node lying in the stable zone of the 
transmitter of the RREQ rebroadcasts the message in 
its complete neighbourhood. However, it is only the 
recipient nodes in the stable zone of the transmitter 
that rebroadcast the RREQ. Hence, RRS is not 
energy-efficient. In DMEF, the transmission range 
for broadcast at a node is dynamically and locally 
determined using the node’s velocity and 
neighbourhood density and is usually considerably 
less than the maximum transmission range.

 RRS does not properly handle the scenario where the 
value of δ*S exceeds the transmission range, R, of 
the node. The value of δ has to be iteratively reduced 
(by trial and error) to determine the connectivity 
between the source and destination nodes. DMEF is 
better than RRS because it requires only one 
broadcast route discovery attempt from the source to 
determine a route to the destination if the two nodes 
are indeed connected. The values of the DMEF 
parameters are dynamically determined at each node 
by the nodes themselves because a node knows 
better about its own velocity and neighbourhood, 
compared to the source of the broadcast process.

 The network density does not influence the stable 
zone radius selected by RRS. In RRS, the number of 
nodes retransmitting the RREQ message in a 

neighbourhood increases significantly as the network 
density is increased. DMEF is quite effective in 
reducing the number of nodes retransmitting the 
RREQ message in high-density networks.

The advantages of the DMEF scheme when 
compared with the broadcast route discovery strategies 
discussed in Section 5.2 are summarized as follows: 
 The probability and MPR-based methods do not 

guarantee that the broadcast message will be routed 
on a path with the minimum hop count or close to 
the minimum hop count. Previous research [13] on 
the impact of these broadcast strategies on the 
stability and hop count of DSR routes indicates that 
the hop count of the paths can be far more than the 
minimum and the routes have a smaller lifetime than 
the paths discovered using flooding. The probability-
based method cannot always guarantee that the 
RREQ message gets delivered to the destination. 
Also, with increase in network density, the number 
of nodes retransmitting the message increases for 
both the probability-based and MPR-based methods. 

            DMEF determines paths with hop count being 
close to that of the minimum hop count paths and 
such paths have a relatively larger lifetime compared 
to those discovered using flooding. DMEF almost 
always guarantees that a source-destination route is 
discovered if there is at least one such route in the 
underlying network. DMEF effectively controls the 
RREQ message retransmission overhead as the 
network density increases.

 The counter and area-based methods require careful 
selection of the threshold values for their proper 
functioning. Each node has to wait for a broadcast-
wait-time before retransmitting the message. This 
can introduce significant route acquisition delays. 
The area-based method also requires the nodes to be 
location-aware and include the location information 
in the broadcast messages. 

      With DMEF, there is no waiting time at a node to 
rebroadcast a received RREQ message, if the message 
has been received for the first time during a particular 
route discovery. DMEF does not depend on any location-
aware services for its operation and the structure of the 
RREQ message need not be changed.

5.4 Other relevant optimizations for 
multicast routing overhead

In addition to the methods described in Sections 5.1 and 
5.2, some of the other optimizations that have been 
proposed in the MANET literature include: (i) A Swarm 
Intelligence based multicast routing protocol for ad hoc 
networks (MANHSI) has been proposed in [1]; (ii) In 
[19], the authors propose an independent tree ad hoc 
multicast routing (ITAMAR) framework that includes a 
number of heuristics to compute a set of alternate trees to 
improve the mean time between interruptions in 
multicast communication, achieved with a small increase 
in the route discovery overhead; and (iii) A virtual 
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overlay mesh of unicast paths has been proposed for 
efficient discovery of multicast routes in [7].  

6 Conclusions and future work
Simulations have been conducted with both flooding and 
DMEF as the broadcast tree discovery strategies. DMEF 
helps the multicast routing protocols to discover stable 
trees and at the same time does not increase the source-
receiver hop count appreciably. Hence, the energy 
consumed per node with DMEF is lower than that 
incurred with flooding. With the use of DMEF as the tree 
discovery strategy, the performance of NR-MLPBR and 
R-MLPBR with respect to the time between successive 
tree discoveries and energy consumed per node actually 
improved relatively more than that observed for BEMRP 
and MAODV. This can be attributed to the effective path 
prediction of the two multicast extensions, an idea 
inherited from LPBR, and complemented by DMEF. 
Thus, DMEF has been demonstrated to be an effective 
broadcast strategy to discover multicast trees. In a related 
work [12], we have also demonstrated the effectiveness 
of DMEF to discover node-disjoint multi-path routes for 
MANETs. Thus, DMEF is an effective broadcast strategy 
to discover stable unicast, multicast and multi-path routes 
for MANETs with relatively lower energy consumption 
than the default flooding approach.

The related work listed in Sections 5.1 and 5.4 
require the strategies to be embedded into the design of 
the protocols and require changes built-in to the route 
discovery procedure of the protocols. Ours is the first 
such effort to study the impact of protocol-independent 
broadcast strategies (like DMEF and flooding) on the 
performance of multicast routing protocols. In future, we 
will evaluate the impact of the probability, counter, area 
and neighbour-knowledge based methods on the 
performance of the multicast routing protocols.
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An Extended TOPSIS Method deals with multiple attribute group decision making problems in which the 
attribute values and weights take the form of the generalized interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy numbers
(GIVTFN). First, some properties are defined, such as the concept and the relational calculation rules 
of GIVTFN, the distance and its characteristics of GIVTFN, and the method which can transform the 
linguistic terms into GIVTFN. Second, the normalization method of GIVTFN is illustrated, and an
extended TOPSIS method based on the GIVTFN is presented in detail. The order of the alternatives is 
ranked based on the relative closeness coefficient of TOPSIS. Finally, an illustrate example is given to show 
the effectiveness of this method and this decision making steps.

Povzetek: Z izboljšano metodo TOPSIS so dosegli boljše rezultate pri odločanju z mnogoterimi atributi.

1 Introduction
Multiple attribute decision making (MADM) is an 
important part of modern decision science. It has been 
extensively applied to various areas, such as society, 
economics, management, military and engineering 
technology. For example, the investment decision-
making, project evaluation, the economic evaluation, the 
personnel evaluation etc. Since the object things are 
fuzzy, uncertainty and human thinking is ambiguous, the 
majority of the multi-attribute decision-making is 
uncertain and ambiguous, which is called the fuzzy 
multiple attribute decision-making (FMADM). Since 
Bellmanhe and Zadeh [1] initially proposed the basic 
model of fuzzy decision making based on the theory of 
fuzzy mathematics, FMADM has been receiving more 
and more attentions. Many achievements have been 
made on FMADM problems [2-5,7-21]. 

TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by 
Similarity to Ideal Solution) is proposed by Hwang and 
Yoon [6], and it is a popular approach to MCDM 
problems. The basic principle is that the chosen 
alternative should have the shortest distance from the 
positive ideal solution and the farthest distance from the 
negative ideal solution. In the TOPSIS, the performance 
ratings and the weights of the criteria are given as crisp 
values. In many cases, crisp data are inadequate to model 
real life situations. Jahanshahloo et al [7] extends the 
TOPSIS method to the fuzzy decision making situations 
by considering interval numbers and defining crisp 
Euclidean distance between two interval numbers. Wang
and Elhag[8] proposes a fuzzy TOPSIS method based on 
alpha level sets and presents a nonlinear programming 

(NLP) solution procedure by considering triangular fuzzy
numbers. Liu and Zeng [9] proposes a new TOPSIS 
method to deal with the fuzzy multiple attribute group 
decision making problem based on the expected value 
operator of the trapezoidal fuzzy number when the fuzzy 
decision matrixes and the weights of the decision 
attributes and decision makers are all given by the 
trapezoidal fuzzy number. Tsaur et al. [10] convert the 
fuzzy MCDM problem into a crisp one via centroid 
defuzzification and then solve the non-fuzzy MCDM 
problem by the TOPSIS method. Chu and Lin [11]
changed the fuzzy MCDM problem into a crisp one. 
Differing from the others, they first derive the 
membership functions of all the weighted ratings in a 
weighted normalized decision matrix and then convert 
them to crisp values by defuzzifying and then use 
TOPSIS method to solve this problem. 

The concept of the interval-valued fuzzy set is 
initially proposed by Gorzlczany[12]and Turksen[13].
Some researchers focused on this research topic of 
interval-valued fuzzy numbers [12-18] in resent years,
because the interval-valued fuzzy numbers are more 
general and better to express fuzzy information. Wang 
and Li [14-15] defined the expansion operation of the 
interval-valued fuzzy numbers, and proposed the concept 
and properties of the similarity coefficient based on the 
interval-valued fuzzy numbers. Hong and Lee [16]
proposed the distance of the interval-valued fuzzy 
numbers. Ashtiani,et al[17] proposed definition of the 
interval-valued triangular fuzzy numbers and presented 
the extended TOPSIS group decision making method for
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the interval-valued triangular fuzzy numbers. Wei and 
Chen[18]proposed similarity measures between the 
generalized interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy numbers
(GIVTFN) for risk analysis. This paper proposed an
extended TOPSIS Method to solve the multiple attribute 
group decision making problems of which the attribute 
weights and values are given with the form of GIVTFN.

In this paper we develop an extended TOPSIS 
method for multiple attribute group decision making 
based on the generalized interval-valued trapezoidal 
fuzzy numbers by defining the distance of GIVTFN. The 
remaining of this study is organized as follows. In the 
next section, we will briefly introduce the basic concept 
and the operation rules of the GIVTFN, and define the 
distance of GIVTFN. Section 3 describes the extended 
TOPSIS method to solve the multiple attribute group 
decision making problems by using GIVTFN. Section 4
gives a numerical example to explain validity of the 
decision-making steps and the method. The study is 
concluded in Section 5.

2 The basic concept of the interval-
valued trapezoidal fuzzy numbers

2.1 The generalized trapezoidal fuzzy 
numbers

(1) The concept of the generalized trapezoidal fuzzy 
numbers
Definition 1 [19]: The generalized trapezoidal fuzzy 
numbers can be defined as a vector 

1 2 3 4( , , , ; )
A

A a a a a w 
 (as shown in Fig1), and the 

membership function ( ) : [0,1]a x R  is defined as 
follows:

1
1 2

2 1

2 3

4
3 4

3 4

1 4
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(1)
where 1 2 3 4a a a a   and [0,1]

A
w  .

The elements of the generalized trapezoidal fuzzy 
numbers x R are real numbers, and its membership 
function ( )a x is the regularly and continuous convex 
function, showing the membership degree to the fuzzy 

sets. If 1 2 3 41 1a a a a      , then A is called 
the normalized trapezoidal fuzzy number. Especially, if 

1
A

w  , then A is called the trapezoidal fuzzy 

number 1 2 3 4( , , , )a a a a ; if 1 2 3 4a a a a   , then A

is reduced to a triangular fuzzy number. 

If 1 2 3 4a a a a   , then A is reduced to a real 
number.

      

Figure 1: The generalized trapezoidal fuzzy number A .
            

(2) The operation of the generalized trapezoidal fuzzy 
number

   Suppose that 

1 2 3 4( , , , ; )aa a a a a w  , 1 2 3 4( , , , ; )
b

b b b b b w 
 are

the generalized trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, then the 
operational rules of the generalized trapezoidal fuzzy 
number are shown as follows:[20]

(i)  1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4

( , , , ; ) ( , , , ; )
( , , , ;min( , ))

a b

a b

a b a a a a w b b b b w

a b a b a b a b w w

  

    





  

(2)

(ii)   1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 4 2 3 3 2 4 1

( , , , ; ) ( , , , ; )
( , , , ;min( , ))

a b

a b

a b a a a a w b b b b w

a b a b a b a b w w

  

    






(3)

(iii)   1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4( , , , ; ) ( , , , ; )
( , , , ;min( , ))

a b

a b

a b a a a a w b b b b w

a b c d w w

  







  

(4)

where 

1 1 1 4 4 1 4 4min( , , , )a a b a b a b a b     ,

2 2 2 3 3 2 3 3min( , , , )b a b a b a b a b    

2 2 2 3 3 2 3 3max( , , , )c a b a b a b a b     ,

1 1 1 4 4 1 4 4max( , , , )d a b a b a b a b    
If 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4, , , , , , ,a a a a b b b b are the positive

numbers, then 

1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4( , , , ;min( , ))a b
a b a b a b a b a b w w      



(iv)  1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 4 2 3 3 2 4 1

/ ( , , , ; ) / ( , , , ; )
( / , / , / , / ;min( , ))

a b

a b

a b a a a a w b b b b w

a b a b a b a b w w









    

(5)

(3) The center of the gravity (COG) point of the 
generalized trapezoidal fuzzy numbers 

Chen and Chen [21] proposed the concept of the
COG point of the generalized trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, 
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and suppose that the COG point of the generalized
trapezoidal fuzzy numbers

1 2 3 4( , , , ; )aa a a a a w  is ( , )a ax y  , then [21]:

3 2

4 1
1 4

1 4

2 3 1 4

2

6

2
( ) ( ) ( )

2

a

a

a

a a a
a

a

a a
w

a a
if a ay

w if a a

y a a a a w y
x

w

   
                

       
 







  




            (6)

2.2 The interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy 
numbers

(1)The interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy numbers 
[18]

Wang and Li [15] proposed the interval-valued 
trapezoidal fuzzy numbers 

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4, ( , , , ; ),( , , , ; )L U

L U L L L L U U U U

A A
A A A a a a a w a a a a w          

    

shown in Fig. 2, where 

1 2 3 40 1L L L La a a a     , 1 2 3 40 1U U U Ua a a a     ,

0 1L UA A
w w    

and L UA A   .  In Fig. 2, we can 

conclude that the interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy 

numbers A are consist of the lower values of the

interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy number LA and the 
upper values of the interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy 

number UA .  (Shown in Fig. 2)

Figure 2: the interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy numbers.

(2) The operation of the interval-valued trapezoidal 
fuzzy numbers [18]

Suppose that 

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4, ( , , , ; ),( , , , ; )L U

L U L L L L U U U U

A A
A A A a a a a w a a a a w          

     ,

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4, ( , , , ; ),( , , , ; )L U

L U L L L L U U U U

B B
B B B b b b b w b b b b w           

    

are the two interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, 

where 1 2 3 40 1L L L La a a a     , 1 2 3 40 1U U U Ua a a a     ,

0 1L UA A
w w    

, L UA A   , 1 2 3 40 1L L L Lb b b b     ,

1 2 3 40 1U U U Ub b b b     , 0 1L UB B
w w    

,

L UB B
w w  

.Then the operation is shown as follows:

(i) The sum of two interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy 

numbers A B  ， :

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4

1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4

( , , , ; ),( , , , ; )

( , , , ; ),( , , , ; )

( , , , ;min( , )),

( , , , ;

L U

L U

LL

L L L L U U U U
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L L L L U U U U

B B

L L L L L L L L

BA

U U U U U U U U

A B a a a a w a a a a w

b b b b w b b b b w

a b a b a b a b w w

a b a b a b a b

   
  
    

    

  

  

  

  

min( , ))UU BA
w w 

  

(7)

(ii) The difference of two interval-valued trapezoidal 

fuzzy numbers A B  ，

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 4 2 3 3 2 4 1

1 4 2 3 3

( , , , ; ),( , , , ; )
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a b a b a

   
  

    

   

  

  

  

  

2 4 1, ;min( , ))UU

U U U

BA
b a b w w    

(8)
(iii) The product of two interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy 

numbers A B  ，

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4

1 1 2 2 3 3

( , , , ; ),( , , , ; )

( , , , ; ),( , , , ; )
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( , , ,

L U

L U
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B B
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a b a b a b
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U U
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     (9)

(iv) The quotient of two interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy 

numbers A B  ， :

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
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1 4 2 3 3 2 4 1
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U U U
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   (10)

(v) The product between an interval-valued trapezoidal 

fuzzy number A and a constant number ( 0  ):
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1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

( , , , ; ),( , , , ; )

( , , , ; ),( , , , ; )

L U

L U

L L L L U U U U

A A

L L L L U U U U

A A

A a a a a w a a a a w
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  (11)

2.3 The distance of the interval-valued 
trapezoidal fuzzy numbers

Suppose that

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4, ( , , , ; ),( , , , ; )
L U

L U L L L L U U U U

A A
A A A a a a a w a a a a w          

     ,

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4, ( , , , ; ),( , , , ; )L U

L U L L L L U U U U

B B
B B B b b b b w b b b b w           

    

are any two generalized trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, then 
the distance of two interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy 

numbers( A and B ) is calculated as follows:

(1)Utilize the formula (6) to calculate the coordinate of 
the COG point 

 ,
L LA A

x y  
,  ,U UA A

x y  
,  ,L LB B

x y  
,  ,U UB B

x y  

which belongs to the generalized trapezoidal fuzzy 

numbers , , ,L U L UA A B B       respectively.

(2) The distance of two interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy 
numbers is:

 2 2 2 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( , ) 4

L L U UL L U UB B B BA A A A
y y x x y y x x

d AB
      


                   

       (12)

where ( , )d A B   satisfies the following properties:

(i) if A and B are the normalized interval-valued 

trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, then 0 ( , ) 1d A B   

(ii) ( , ) 0A B d A B      

(iii) ( , ) ( , )d A B d B A    

(iv) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )d A C d C B d A B         

Obviously, the properties (i) and (iii) are satisfied.

For the properties (ii), if A B   , then 

( , ) 0d A B    . If ( , ) 0d A B    , then the COG of A is 

equal to B ’s, so we approximately believe that A B   .

For properties (iv): In order to simplify the expression in distance formula, we suppose that

1 2 3, ,LL LBA C
x x x        

, 1 2 3, ,LL LBA C
y y y        

, 1 2 3, ,UU UBA C
x x x        

, 1 2 3, ,UU UBA C
y y y        
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where
1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3

1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3

2[( )( )( )( ) ( )( )( )( )
( )( )( )( ) ( )( )( )( )]
dC                
               

          

         

 2
20 ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) 0 ( , ) ( , ) ( , )dA dB d A B d B C d A C d A B d B C d A C                             

2.4 Utilize the interval-valued trapezoidal 
fuzzy numbers to represent the 
linguistic terms

In the real decision making process, it is difficult to 
adopt the form of generalized interval-valued trapezoidal 

fuzzy numbers to give the attribute values and weights 
directly by the decision makers. So we usually adopt the 
form of linguistic terms. Wei and Chen [18] utilizes the 
interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy numbers to represent 
the 9-member linguistic terms. (shown in Table 1)

Table 1: A 9-member interval linguistic term set.
linguistic terms                 linguistic terms             generalized interval-valued trapezoidal
(the attribute values)          (weights)                                       fuzzy numbers

Absolutely-poor(AP)          Absolutely-low(AL) [(0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00;0.8), (0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00;1.0)]
Very-poor(VP)                     Very-low (VL)        [(0.00,0.00,0.02,0.07;0.8), (0.00,0.00,0.02,0.07;1.0)]
poor (P)                                     low (L)               [(0.04,0.10,0.18,0.23;0.8), (0.04,0.10,0.18,0.23;1.0)]
Medium-poor(MP)             Medium-low(ML)   [(0.17,0.22,0.36,0.42;0.8), (0.17,0.22,0.36,0.42;1.0)]
Medium (F)                          Medium (M)         [(0.32,0.41,0.58,0.65;0.8), (0.32,0.41,0.58,0.65;1.0)]
Medium-good(MG)           Medium-high(MH)     [(0.58,0.63,0.80,0.86;0.8), (0.58,0.63,0.80,0.86;1.0)]
good(G)                                      high(H)             [(0.72,0.78,0.92,0.97;0.8), (0.72,0.78,0.92,0.97;1.0)]
Very-good(VG)                  very-high (VH)      [(0.93,0.98,1.00,1.00;0.8), (0.93,0.98,1.00,1.00;1.0)]
Absolutely-good(AG)     Absolutely-high (AH) [(1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00;0.8), (1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00;1.0)]

3 Group decision making method

3.1 The description of the decision making 
problems

Let  1 2, , , qE e e e  be the set of decision makers in 

the group decision making, and  1 2, , , mA A A A  be 

the set of alternatives, and  1 2, , , nC C C C  be the 
set of attributes. Suppose that 

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4( , , , ; ),( , , , ; )L L L L L U U U U U
ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijka a a a a w a a a a w   


is the attribute value given by the decision maker ke , 

where ijka
~~ is an interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy 

number for the alternative iA with respect to the 

attribute jC , 
and

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4( , , , ; ),( , , , ; )L L L L L U U U U U
kj kj kj kj kj kj kj kj kj kj kj             


is the attribute weight given by the decision maker ke , 

where kj
~~ is also an interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy 

number. Let 1 2( , , , )q     be the weight vector 

of decision makers, where k is a real number, 

and
1

1
q

k
k




 . Then we use the attribute weights, the 

decision makers’ weights, and the attribute values to rank 
the order of the alternatives. 

3.2 Normalize the decision-making 
information

we need normalize the decision-making information, in 
order to eliminate the impact of different physical 
dimension to the decision-making result. Consider that 
there are generally benefit attributes ( 1I ) and cost 

attributes ( 2I ). The normalizing method is shown as 
follows:

For benefit attributes, where 4( )U
jk ijk

i
m max a .

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

( , , , ; ),( , , , ; )

( , , , ; ),( , , , ; )

L L L L L U U U U U
ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk

L L L L U U U U
ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijkL U

ijk ijk
jk jk jk jk jk jk jk jk

x x x x x w x x x x w

a a a a a a a a
w w

m m m m m m m m

  
  

      



                                                                                (13)

For cost attributes, where 1min( )L
jk ijki

n a .
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1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

( , , , ; ),( , , , ; )

( , , , ; ),( , , , ; )

L L L L L U U U U U
ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk

jk jk jk jk jk jk jk jkL U
ijk ijkL L L L U U U U

ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk

x x x x x w x x x x w

n n n n n n n n
w w

a a a a a a a a

  
  

      



                                                                                   (14)

3.3 Combine the evaluation information of 
each decision maker

We can get the collective attribute values and weights,
according to the different projects’ attribute values and 
weights which were given by different experts under 
different attribute.

   The combining steps are shown as follows:

   

   

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
1 1

1 2
1 1

( , , , ; ), ( , , , ; )

( , , , ; ), ( , , , ; )

, ,

L L L L L U U U U U
ij ij ij ij ij ij ij ij ij ij ij

q q
L L L L L U U U U U

k ijk k ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk ijk
k k

q q
L L

k ijk k ijk k
k k

x x x x x w x x x x w

x x x x x w x x x x w

x x

 

  

 

 

   

     



 

 





   

       

3 4
1 1

1 2 3 4
1 1 1 1

, ;min( ) ,

, , , ;min( )

q q
L L L
ijk k ijk ijkk

k k

q q q q
U U U U U

k ijk k ijk k ijk k ijk ijkk
k k k k

x x w

x x x x w



   

 

   

  
  
  
    
   

 

   

                         (15)

   

       

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
1 1

1 2 3 4
1 1 1 1

( , , , ; ), ( , , , ; )

( , , , ; ), ( , , , ; )

, , ,

L L L L L U U U U U
j j j j j j j j j j j

q q
L L L L L U U U U U

k kj k kj kj kj kj kj kj kj kj kj kj
k k

q q q q
L L L L

k kj k kj k kj k kj
k k k k

          

            

       

 

   

   

      



 

   





       1 2 3 4
1 1 1 1

;min( ) ,

, , , ;min( )

L
kjk

q q q q
U U U U U

k kj k kj k kj k kj kjk
k k k k



        
   

  
  
  
    
   
   

                           (16)

3.4 Construct the weighted matrix

Let ij m n
V v


   

   be the weighted matrix, then:

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4

1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4

( , , , ; ), ( , , , ; )

( , , , ; min( , )),

( , , , ; min( , ))

L L L L L U U U U U
ij ij ij ij ij ij ij ij ij ij ij ij j

L L L L L L L L L L
ij j ij j ij j ij j ij j

U U U U U U U U U U
ij j ij j ij j ij j ij j

v v v v v v v v v x

x x x x w

x x x x w

  

    

    

    
 

 
 

   




                                               (17)

3.5 The extended TOPSIS decision making 
method 

(1) Determine the positive ideal solution and the 
negative ideal solution of the evaluation objects

  Suppose that the positive ideal solution and the negative 

ideal solution are 
1 1

,j jn n
V v V v   

 
       

     , then :

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

( , , , ; ), ( , , , ; )

(max( ), max( ), max ( ), max( ); max( )),

(max( ), max( ), max ( ), max( ); max( ))

L L L L L U U U U U
j j j j j j j j j j j

L L L L L
ij ij ij ij ij

i i i i i

U U U U U
ij ij ij ij ij

i i i i i

v v v v v v v v v

v v v v

v v v v

 





             
 
 

 





                                                   (18)
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1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

( , , , ; ), ( , , , ; )

(min ( ), min( ), min( ), min( ); min( )),

(min ( ), min( ), min( ), min( ); min( ))

L L L L L U U U U U
j j j j j j j j j j j

L L L L L
ij ij ij ij iji i i i i

U U U U U
ij ij ij ij iji i i i i

v v v v v v v v v

v v v v

v v v v

 





             
 
 

 





                                                      (19)

(2) Calculate the weighted matrix and the COG of 
each attributes with respect to the positive ideal 
solution and the negative ideal solution
Based on the formula (6), we can calculate the 
COG 4 5

( , )vy x


of each element in the weighted matrix 
and the barycentric 

coordinates
5

( , )
V

y x    and
5

( , )
V

y x    of each 

element with respect to the positive ideal solution and the 
negative ideal solution.
(3) Calculate the weighted distance between each 

project iA and the ideal solution V  and negative ideal 

solutionV  :

2

1
( , )

n

i j ij
j

d d v v 



                      (20)

2

1
( , )

n

i j ij
j

d d v v 



                        (21)

where njmi  ,2,1,2,1  .

(4) Calculate the relative closeness coefficient iC :

i
i

i i

d
C

d d



 


                        (22)

(5) Rank the alternatives
We rank each alternative, based on the relative closeness 
coefficient. The bigger the relative closeness coefficient is, 
the better the alternative is, vice versa.

4 Illustrative example
Suppose that a Telecommunication Company intends to 
choose a manager for R&D department from four 
volunteers named A1, A2, A3 and A4. The decision 
making committee assesses the four concerned 
volunteers based on five attributes: (1) the proficiency in 
identifying research areas (C1), (2) the proficiency in 
administration (C2), (3) the personality (C3), (4) the past 
experience (C4) and (5) the self-confidence (C5). The 
number of the committee members is three, labeled as
DM1, DM2 and DM3, respectively, and the weight 

vector of the decision makers is
1 1 1, ,
3 3 3

    
 

. Each 

decision maker utilizes the linguistic terms to assess the 
importance of each attribute, and the evaluation 
information of four volunteers is shown in Tables2, 3, 4 
and 5, respectively [17].

Table 2: The attribute weights given by three DMs.

1c       2c      3c       4c       5c
DM1     VH       H       H       VH       M
DM2      VH       H       MH      H        MH
DM3      VH       MH     MH     VH       M        

Table 3: The evaluation information given by DM1.

1c     2c        3c        4c       5c

1a     VG      VG     VG       VG    VG

2a       G        VG      VG       VG    MG

3a      VG     MG     G         G       G

4a       G          F          F          G       MG

Table 4: The evaluation information given by DM2.

1c         2c        3c      4c      5c

1a          G        MG       G        G         VG

2a          G         VG     VG       VG       MG

3a          G          G        MG       VG        G

4a        VG         F        MG       F         G

Table 5: The evaluation information given by DM3.

1c          2c      3c        4c         5c

1a       MG       F        G         VG      VG

2a       MG       MG     G      MG        G

3a       VG       VG     VG       VG      MG

4a       MG     VG     MG       VG       F

The decision making steps are shown as follows:
(1) Convert the linguistic terms into the interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, and then get:
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[ ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 1 . 0 ) ] ,
[ ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 1 . 0 ) ] ,
[ ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 1 . 0 ) ] ,

 [ ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 7 2






, 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 1 . 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 1 . 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 1 . 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 1 . 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 1 . 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 1 . 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 1 . 0 ) ] ,  
 [ ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 1 . 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 1 . 0 ) ] ,
[ ( 0 . 3 2 , 0 . 4 1 , 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 5 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 3 2 , 0 . 4 1 , 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 5 ; 1 . 0 ) ]
[ ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 1 . 0 ) ]
[ ( 0 . 3 2 , 0 . 4 1 , 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 5 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0




. 3 2 , 0 . 4 1 , 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 5 ; 1 . 0 ) ]






[ ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
[ ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
[ ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
[ ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,

 [ ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 3








2 , 0 . 4 1 , 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 5 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 3 2 , 0 . 4 1 , 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 5 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 3 2 , 0 . 4 1 , 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 5 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 3 2 , 0 . 4 1 , 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 5 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
[ ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 ) ]
[ ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ,


1 . 0 ) ]
[ ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 , 1 . 0 ) ]
[ ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 , 1 . 0 ) ]








[ ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
[ ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
[ ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
[ ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,

 [ ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 3








2 , 0 . 4 1 , 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 5 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 3 2 , 0 . 4 1 , 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 5 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 3 2 , 0 . 4 1 , 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 5 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 3 2 , 0 . 4 1 , 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 5 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
[ ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 ) ]
[ ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ,


1 . 0 ) ]
[ ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 , 1 . 0 ) ]
[ ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 , 1 . 0 ) ]








3 5k j


   


1 4 5ija


   


2 4 5ija
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[ ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
[ ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
[ ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
[ ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,

 [ ( 0 . 3 2 , 0 . 4 1 , 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 5 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 3 2 , 0 . 4 1 , 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 5 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 .








9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 1 . 0 0 ) ] ,
[ ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 , 0 . 9 8 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 ) ]
[ ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 7


, 1 . 0 ) ]
[ ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 3 , 0 . 8 0 , 0 . 8 6 , 1 . 0 ) ]
[ ( 0 . 3 2 , 0 . 4 1 , 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 5 ; 0 . 8 ) , ( 0 . 3 2 , 0 . 4 1 , 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 6 5 , 1 . 0 ) ]








(2) Combine the individual preferences in order to obtain a collective preference value of each alternative:

[ ( 0 .7 4 3 ,0 .7 9 7 ,0 .9 0 7 ,0 .9 4 3 ; 0 .8 0 0 ) , ( 0 . 7 4 3 , 0 .7 9 7 ,0 .9 0 7 ,0 .9 4 3 ; 1 .0 0 0 ) ] ,
[ ( 0 . 6 7 3 ,0 .7 3 0 ,0 .8 8 0 ,0 .9 3 3 ; 0 .8 0 0 ) , ( 0 . 6 7 3 , 0 .7 3 0 ,0 .8 8 0 ,0 .9 3 3 ; 1 .0 0 0 ) ] ,
[ ( 0 . 8 6 0 ,0 .9 1 3 ,0 .9 7 3 ,0 .9 9 0 ; 0 .8 0 0 ) , ( 0 . 8 6 0 , 0 .9 1 3 ,0 .9 7 3 ,0 .9 9 0 ; 1 .0 0 0 ) ] ,
[ ( 0 . 7 4 3 ,0 .7 9 7 ,0 .9 0 7 ,0 .9 4 3 ; 0 .8 0 0 ) , ( 0 . 7 4 3 ,0 . 7 9 7 ,0 .9 0 7 ,0 .9 4 3 ; 1 .0 0 0 ) ] ,

 [ ( 0 . 6 1 0 ,0 .6 7 3 ,0 .7 9 3 ,0 .8 3 7 ; 0 .8 0 0 ) , ( 0 . 6 1 0 ,0 .6 7 3 ,0 .7 9 3 ,0 .8 3 7 ; 1 .0 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 8 1 3 ,0 .8 6 3 ,0 .9 3 3 ,0 .9 5 3 ; 0 .8 0 0 ) , ( 0 . 8 1 3 ,0 .8 6 3 ,0 .9 3 3 ,0 .9 5 3 ; 1 .0 0








0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 7 4 3 ,0 .7 9 7 ,0 .9 0 7 ,0 .9 4 3 ; 0 .8 0 0 ) , ( 0 . 7 4 3 ,0 .7 9 7 ,0 .9 0 7 ,0 .9 4 3 ; 1 .0 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 5 2 3 ,0 .6 0 0 ,0 .7 2 0 ,0 .7 6 7 ; 0 .8 0 0 ) , ( 0 . 5 2 3 ,0 .6 0 0 ,0 .7 2 0 ,0 .7 6 7 ; 1 .0 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 7 9 0 ,0 .8 4 7 ,0 .9 4 7 ,0 .9 8 0 ; 0 .8 0 0 ) , ( 0 . 7 9 0 ,0 .8 4 7 ,0 .9 4 7 ,0 .9 8 0 ; 1 .0 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 8 6 0 ,0 .9 1 3 ,0 .9 7 3 ,0 .9 9 0 ; 0 .8 0 0 ) , ( 0 . 8 6 0 ,0 .9 1 3 ,0 .9 7 3 ,0 .9 9 0 ; 1 .0 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 7 4 3 ,0 .7 9 7 ,0 .9 0 7 ,0 .9 4 3 ; 0 .8 0 0 ) , ( 0 . 7 4 3 ,0 .7 9 7 ,0 .9 0 7 ,0 .9 4 3 ; 1 .0 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 4 9 3 ,0 .5 5 7 ,0 .7 2 7 ,0 .7 9 0 ; 0 .8 0 0 ) , ( 0 . 4 9 3 ,0 .5 5 7 ,0 .7 2 7 ,0 .7 9 0 ; 1 . 0 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 8 6 0 ,0 .9 1 3 ,0 .9 7 3 ,0 .9 9 0 ; 0 .8 0 0 ) , ( 0 . 8 6 0 ,0 .9 1 3 ,0 .9 7 3 ,0 .9 9 0 ; 1 .0 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 8 1 3 ,0 .8 6 3 ,0 .9 3 3 ,0 .9 5 3 ; 0 .8 0 0 ) , ( 0 . 8 1 3 ,0 .8 6 3 ,0 .9 3 3 ,0 .9 5 3 ; 1 .0 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 8 6 0 ,0 .9 1 3 ,0 .9 7 3 ,0 .9 9 0 ; 0 .8 0 0 ) , ( 0 . 8 6 0 ,0 .9 1 3 ,0 .9 7 3 ,0 .9 9 0 ; 1 .0 0 0 ) ] ,
 [ ( 0 . 6 5 7 ,0 .7 2 3 ,0 .8 3 3 ,0 .8 7 3 ; 0 .8 0 0 ) , ( 0 . 6 5 7 ,0 .7 2 3 ,0 .8 3 3 ,0 .8 7 3 ; 1 .0 0 0 ) ] ,
[ ( 0 . 9 3 0 ,0 .9 8 0 ,1 .0 0 0 ,1 .0 0 0 ; 0 .8 0 0 ) , ( 0 . 9 3 0 , 0 .9 8 0 ,1 .0 0 0 ,1 .0 0 0 ; 1 .0 0 0 ) ]
[ ( 0 .6 2 7 ,0 .6 8 0 ,0 .8 4 0 ,0 .8 9 7 ; 0 .8 0 0 ) , ( 0 . 6 2 7 ,0 .6 8 0 ,0 .8 4 0 ,0 .8 9 7 ; 1 .


0 0 0 ) ]
[ ( 0 .6 7 3 ,0 .7 3 0 ,0 .8 8 0 ,0 .9 3 3 ; 0 .8 0 0 ) , ( 0 . 6 7 3 , 0 .7 3 0 ,0 .8 8 0 ,0 .9 3 3 ; 1 .0 0 0 ) ]
[ ( 0 .5 4 0 ,0 .6 0 7 ,0 .7 6 7 ,0 .8 2 7 ; 0 .8 0 0 ) , ( 0 . 5 4 0 , 0 .6 0 7 ,0 .7 6 7 ,0 .8 2 7 ; 1 .0 0 0 ) ]








[(0 .9 3 0 ,0 .9 8 0 ,1 .0 0 0 ,1 .0 0 0 ;0 .8 0 0 ),(0 .9 3 0 ,0 .9 8 0 ,1 .0 0 0 ,1 .0 0 0 ;1 .0 0 0 )],
 [(0 .6 2 7 ,0 .6 8 0 ,0 .8 4 0 ,0 .8 9 7 ;0 .8 0 0 ),(0 .6 2 7 ,0 .6 8 0 ,0 .8 4 0 ,0 .8 9 7 ;1 .0 0 0 )],
 [(0 .6 2 7 ,0 .6 8 0 ,0 .8 4 0 ,0 .8 9 7 ;0 .8 0 0 ),(0 .6 2 7 ,0 .6 8 0 ,0 .8 4 0 ,0 .8 9 7 ;1 .0 0 0 )],


 [(0 .9 3 0 ,0 .9 8 0 ,1 .0 0 0 ,1 .0 0 0 ;0 .8 0 0 ),(0 .9 3 0 ,0 .9 8 0 ,1 .0 0 0 ,1 .0 0 0 ;1 .0 0 0 )],
 [(0 .3 2 0 ,0 .4 1 0 ,0 .5 8 0 ,0 .6 5 0 ;0 .8 0 0 ),(0 .3 2 0 ,0 .4 1 0 ,0 .5 8 0 ,0 .6 5 0 ;1 .0 0 0 )]

(3)Calculate the weighted decision making matrix:

3 4 5ija


   


4 5i jx


   


5j   
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[(0 .691 ,0 .7 81 ,0 .907 ,0 .9 43 ;0 .800 ),(0 .691 ,0 .7 81 ,0 .90 7 ,0 .9 43 ;1 .00 0)],
[(0 .626 ,0 .7 15 ,0 .880 ,0 .9 33 ;0 .800 ),(0 .626 ,0 .7 15 ,0 .88 0 ,0 .9 33 ;1 .00 0)],
[(0 .800 ,0 .8 95 ,0 .973 ,0 .9 90 ;0 .800 ),(0 .800 ,0 .8 95 ,0 .97 3 ,0 .9 90 ;1 .00 0)],
[(0 .691 ,0 .7 81 ,0 .907 ,0 .9 43 ;0 .80 0),(0 .691 ,0 .7 81 ,0 .907 ,0 .9 43 ;1 .00 0)],

 [(0 .38 2 ,0 .458 ,0 .6 66 ,0 .750 ;0 .8 00),(0 .3 82 ,0 .458 ,0 .6 66 ,0 .750 ;1 .0 00)],
 [(0 .51 0 ,0 .587 ,0 .7 84 ,0 .855 ;0 .8 00),(0 .5 10 ,0 .587 ,0 .7 84 ,0 .855 ;1 .0 0








0)],
 [(0 .46 6 ,0 .542 ,0 .7 62 ,0 .846 ;0 .8 00),(0 .4 66 ,0 .542 ,0 .7 62 ,0 .846 ;1 .0 00)],
 [(0 .32 8 ,0 .408 ,0 .6 05 ,0 .687 ;0 .8 00),(0 .3 28 ,0 .408 ,0 .6 05 ,0 .687 ;1 .0 00)],
 [(0 .49 5 ,0 .576 ,0 .7 95 ,0 .879 ;0 .8 00),(0 .4 95 ,0 .576 ,0 .7 95 ,0 .879 ;1 .0 00)],
 [(0 .53 9 ,0 .621 ,0 .8 18 ,0 .888 ;0 .8 00),(0 .5 39 ,0 .621 ,0 .8 18 ,0 .888 ;1 .0 00)],
 [(0 .46 6 ,0 .542 ,0 .7 62 ,0 .846 ;0 .8 00),(0 .4 66 ,0 .542 ,0 .7 62 ,0 .846 ;1 .0 00)],
 [(0 .30 9 ,0 .379 ,0 .6 10 ,0 .708 ;0 .8 00),(0 .3 09 ,0 .379 ,0 .6 10 ,0 .708 ;1 .0 00)],
 [(0 .80 0 ,0 .895 ,0 .9 73 ,0 .990 ;0 .8 00),(0 .8 00 ,0 .895 ,0 .9 73 ,0 .990 ;1 .0 00)],
 [(0 .75 6 ,0 .846 ,0 .9 33 ,0 .953 ;0 .8 00),(0 .7 56 ,0 .846 ,0 .9 33 ,0 .953 ;1 .0 00)],
 [(0 .80 0 ,0 .895 ,0 .9 73 ,0 .990 ;0 .8 00),(0 .8 00 ,0 .895 ,0 .9 73 ,0 .990 ;1 .0 00)],
 [(0 .61 1 ,0 .709 ,0 .8 33 ,0 .873 ;0 .8 00),(0 .6 11 ,0 .709 ,0 .8 33 ,0 .873 ;1 .0 00)],
[(0 .29 8 ,0 .402 ,0 .58 0 ,0 .650 ;0 .8 00),(0 .29 8 ,0 .402 ,0 .5 80 ,0 .650 ;1 .0 00)]
[(0 .20 1 ,0 .279 ,0 .48 7 ,0 .583 ;0 .8 00),(0 .20 1 ,0 .279 ,0 .4 87 ,0 .583 ;1 .


0 00)]
[(0 .21 5 ,0 .299 ,0 .51 0 ,0 .607 ;0 .8 00),(0 .21 5 ,0 .299 ,0 .5 10 ,0 .607 ;1 .0 00)]
[(0 .17 3 ,0 .249 ,0 .44 5 ,0 .537 ;0 .8 00),(0 .17 3 ,0 .249 ,0 .4 45 ,0 .537 ;1 .0 00)]








(4) Determine the positive ideal solution and the negative ideal solution :   

V  

[(0.800,0.895,0.973,0.990;0.800),(0.800,0.895,0.973,0.990;1.000)],
 [(0.510,0.587,0.784,0.855;0.800),(0.510,0.587,0.784,0.855;1.000)],
 [(0.539,0.621,0.818,0.888;0.800),(0.539,0.621,0.818,0.888;1.000)],


 [(0.800,0.895,0.973,0.990;0.800),(0.800,0.895,0.973,0.990;1.000)],
[(0.298,0.402,0.580,0.650;0.800),(0.298,0.402,0.580,0.650;1.000)]

V    

[(0.626,0.715,0.880,0.933;0.800),(0.626,0.715,0.880,0.933;1.000)],
 [(0.328,0.408,0.605,0.687;0.800),(0.328,0.408,0.605,0.687;1.000)],
 [(0.309,0.379,0.610,0.708;0.800),(0.309,0.379,0.610,0.708;1.000)],


 [(0.611,0.709,0.833,0.873;0.800),(0.611,0.709,0.833,0.873;1.000)],
 [(0.173,0.249,0.445,0.537;0.800),(0.173,0.249,0.445,0.537;1.000)]

(5) Calculate the weighted matrix and the COG of each attributes with respect to the positive ideal solution and the 
negative ideal solution ( , )y x :

 4 5
( , )vy x




[(0.3333,0.8283),(0.4166,0.8283)],[(0.3422,0.5645),(0.4278,0.5645)],[(0.3429,0.6863),
[(0.3381,0.7873),(0.4227,0.7873)],[(0.3427,0.6837),(0.4284,0.6837)],[(0.3418,0.7159),
[(0.3215,0.9107),(0.4019,0.9107)],[(0.3438,0.6540),(0.4298,0.6540)],[(0.3438,0.6540),
[(0.3333,0.8283),(0.4166,0.8283)],[(0.3397,0.5071),(0.4246,0.5071)],[(0.3441,0.5026),

(0.4287,0.6863)],[(0.3215,0.9107),(0.4019,0.9107)],[










(0.3341,0.4809),(0.4176,0.4809)]
(0.4273,0.7159)],[(0.3258,0.8691),(0.4072,0.8691)],[(0.3393,0.3880),(0.4242,0.3880)]
(0.4298,0.6540)],[(0.3215,0.9107),(0.4019,0.9107)],[(0.3386,0.4084),(0.4233,0.4084)]
(0.4301,0.5026)],[(0.3299,0.7540),(0.4123,0.7540)],[(0.3383,0.3515),(0.4229,0.3515)]








5
( , )

V
y x    




[(0.3215,0.9107),(0.4019,0.9107),(0.3427,0.6837)],[(0.4284,0.6837),(0.3418,0.7159),

(0.4273,0.7159),(0.3215,0.9107)],[(0.4019,0.9107),(0.3341,0.4809),(0.4176,0.4809)]




[(0 .3381 ,0 .7873),(0 .4227 ,0 .7873)],[(0 .3397,0 .5071),(0 .4246 ,0 .5071)],[(0 .3441,0.5 026),

(0 .4301 ,0 .5026)],[(0 .3299 ,0 .7540),(0 .4123 ,0 .7540)],[(0 .3383 ,0 .3515),(0 .4229 ,0 .35 15)]

4 5ijv
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y x 
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(6) Calculate the weighted distance between each 
project iA and the ideal solution and negative ideal 
solution:

   0.1050 0.1140 0.0707 0.2500d  

 0.2002 0.2136 0.2097 0.0292d  
(7) Calculate the relative closeness coefficient:

 0.6560 0.6520 0.7479 0.1046 C 
(8) Rank the alternatives:

Based on relative closeness coefficient, we can rank 
the order of each alternatives: 3 1 2 4a a a a   .
(9)  Analysis:

In this example, our approach produces the same ranking 
as the literature [17], which proves the approach 
presented in this paper is effective. Comparing with the 
literatures [7-11], all of them utilize the TOPSIS method 
to deal with the decision making problems under the 
fuzzy information environment. The method in this paper, 
however, can deal with the more complex decision 
making problems under the generalized interval-valued 
trapezoidal fuzzy information environment. Comparing 
with the literature [17], in the fuzzy information, this 
method solves the FMADA problem based on the 
generalized interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy information, 
and the literature [17] solves the FMADA problem based 
on the interval-valued triangular fuzzy numbers. In 
decision making method, literature [17] firstly uses the
lower limits and the upper limits of the interval-valued
triangular fuzzy numbers to calculate the relative closeness 
coefficient based on the TOPSIS method, then it uses the 
mean closeness coefficient to rank the order of the alternatives, 
so this method is not considering the interval-valued
triangular fuzzy numbers as a whole;  in this study, we 
proposed the extended TOPSIS based on the definition of  
the distance and the comparison method between the
generalized interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy numbers.  
Comparing with the literature [18], both of them are the 
decision making problems based on the generalized 
interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy numbers.  The literature 
[18] ranks the order of the alternatives based on the 
similarity which is hard to calculate. The method 
proposed in this paper, however, is easy to calculate the 
similarity.

5 Conclusion
Fuzzy multiple attribute decision making (FMADM) is 
wildly used in various areas. The interval-valued 
trapezoidal fuzzy numbers can be precisely express the 
attribute values and weights of the decision making 
process. This study proposes an extended TOPSIS 
method for solving the MADM problems which the 
attribute weights and values are given with the form of
GIVTFN and the decision making steps. This method is 
simple and easy to understand. This method constantly 
enriches and develops the theory and method of
FMADM, and it proposes a new idea for solving the 
FMADM problems.
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In this paper, decision tree SVMs architecture is constructed to solve multi-class problems. To maintain 
high generalization ability, the optimal structure of decision tree is determined using statistical 

measures for obtaining class separability. The proposed optimal decision tree SVM (ODT-SVM) takes 

advantage of both the efficient computation of the decision tree architecture and the high classification 

accuracy of SVM. A robust non-parametric test is carried out for statistical comparison of proposed 

ODT-SVM with other classifiers over multiple data sets. Performance is evaluated in terms of 

classification accuracy and computation time. The statistical analysis on UCI repository datasets 

indicate that ten cross validation accuracy of our proposed framework is significantly better than widely 

used multi-class classifiers. Experimental results and statistical tests have shown that the proposed 
ODT-SVM is significantly better in comparison to conventional OvO and OAA in terms of both training 

and testing time. 

Povzetek: Metoda odločitvenega drevesa s SVM dosega signifikantno boljše rezultate kot izvirni SVM.  

1 Introduction 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) has been proved to be a 
successful learning machine in literature, especially for 
classification. SVM is based on statistical learning 
theory developed by Vapnik [6, 25]. Since it was 
originally designed for binary classification [3], it is not 
easy to extend binary SVM to multi-class problem. 
Constructing k-class SVMs (k > 2) is an on-going 
research issue [1, 4]. Two approaches are suggested in 
literature to solve multi-class SVM. One is considering 
all data in one optimization [7]. The other is 
decomposing multi-class into a series of binary SVMs, 
such as "One-Against-All" (OAA) [25] and "One-
versus-One" (OvO) [16].  
It has been reported in literature that both conventional 
OvO and OAA SVMs suffer from the problem of 
unclassifiable region [19, 24]. To resolve unclassifiable 
region in conventional OvO, decision tree OvO SVM 
formulation is proposed [19]. Takashaki and Abe [24] 
proposed class separability measure i.e.  Euclidean 
distance between class centers to construct decision tree 
based OAA SVM to overcome unclassifiable region. In 
literature, other than Euclidean distance a large number 
of distance measures were used to determine the class 
separability, each having its own advantages and 
disadvantages. Few more realistic and effective 
statistical measures used in literature are information 
gain, gini index, chi-square and scatter-matrix-based 
class separability in kernel-induced space for measuring 
class separability. 
In this paper, we evaluate the performance in terms of 
classification accuracy and computation time of 
proposed OvO ODT-SVM [17] and OAA ODT-SVM 

[18]. In both models, class separability is determined 
using statistical measures i.e. information gain, gini 
index, chi-square and scatter-matrix-based class 
separability in kernel-induced space. A robust non-
parametric test is carried out for statistical comparison of 
proposed ODT-SVM with other classifiers over multiple 
data sets. 
In section 2 we briefly describe the basics of SVM. In 
section 3 we discuss decision tree OvO and OAA SVMs 
approach. Section 4 presents our proposed ODT-SVMs 
framework using four statistical class separability 
measures. In section 5, we discuss the theoretical 
analysis and empirical estimation of training and testing 
time of both the proposed schemes. The experimental 
results demonstrate the effectiveness of our ODT-SVMs 
in comparison to conventional OvO and OAA SVMs. 
Section 6 includes the conclusion. 

2 Support vector machines 
Support Vector Machines (SVM) is based on statistical 
learning theory developed by Vapnik [6, 25]. It classifies 
data by determining a set of support vectors, which are 
members of the set of training inputs that outline a 
hyperplane in feature space [15].  
Let us assume {(  , y1),…,(   , yn)} be a training set 
with        and    is the corresponding target class. 
The basic problem for training an SVM can be 
reformulated as:  
Maximize:   = ∑    

 

 

 
   ∑ ∑   

 
   

 
         〈  

    〉 
Subject to    ∑     

 
           and            

            (1) 
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The computation of dot products between vectors 
without explicitly mapping to another space is 
performed by a kernel function         . Use of a 
kernel function [22] enables the curse of dimensionality 
to be addressed and the solution implicitly contains 
support vectors that provide a description of the 
significant data for classification. Substituting 
        for     

      in eqn. (1) produces a new 
optimization problem: 
Maximize:    
      ∑   

 
    

 

 
∑ ∑   

 
   

 
                 

 
 

         
 

Subject to                        
and ∑   

 
        

(2) 

Solving it for    gives a decision function of the form 

             (∑  

 

   

   (     )    ) 

(3) 

Whose decision boundary is a hyperplane and translates 
to nonlinear boundaries in the original space. 

3  Decision tree based SVM 
The most common way to build a multi-class SVM is by 
constructing and combining several binary classifiers 
[14]. To solve multi-class classification problems, we 
divide the whole classification problem into a number of 
binary classification problems. The two representative 
ensemble schemes are OvO and OAA [21].  
Convetional OvO SVM has the problem of 
unclassifiable region. To resolve unclassifiable region 
for OvO SVM, Decision Directed Acyclic graph 
(DDAG) SVM) [19] based on decision tree OvO SVM is 
proposed in literature. They have shown with an 
example three-class problem the existence of 
unclassifiable regions which can lead to degradation of 
generalization ability of classifier. In general, the 
unclassifiable region is visible and generalization ability 
of classifier is not good for k-class problem where k >2.  
In DDAG OvO scheme [19], VC dimension, LOO error 
estimator and Joachim‟s ξα LOO measures were used 
for estimating the generalization ability of pairwise 
classifier at each level of decision tree. During training 
at the top node, a pair         that has the highest 
generalization ability is selected from an initial list of 
classes          . Then it generates the two lists 
deleting    or    from the initial list. If the separated 
classes include the plural classes, at the node connected 
to the top node, the same procedure is repeated for the 
two lists till one class remains in the separated region. 
This means that after only     steps just one class 
remains, which therefore becomes the prediction for the 
current test sample.  
Gjorgji et al. [13] proposed binary tree architecture 
(SVM-BDT) that uses SVMs for making binary 
decisions in the nodes which takes advantage of both the 
efficient computation of the tree architecture and high 

accuracy of SVMs. The hierarchy of binary decision 
subtasks using SVMs is designed with clustering 
algorithms. In proposed scheme SVM-BDT, the classes 
are divided in two disjoint groups g1 and g2 using 
Euclidian distance as distance measure. The two disjoint 
groups so obtained are then used to train a SVM 
classifier in the root node of the decision tree. The 
classes from first and second clustering group are being 
assigned to left and right subtree respectively. This 
process continues recursively until there is only one 
class is left in a group which defines a leaf in the 
decision tree. 
Takashaki and Abe [24] proposed OAA SVM based 
decision tree formulation in literature to overcome the 
problem of unclassifiable region to improve 
generalization ability of SVM. They have shown with an 
example of unclassifiable regions for a three-class 
problem which can lead to degradation of generalization 
ability of classifier. In general, the unclassifiable region 
is visible and generalization ability of classifier is not 
good for k-class problem where     . 
In Takashaki and Abe [24] proposed scheme, the 
hyperplane is determined that separates a class from 
others during training at the top node. If the separated 
classes include the plural classes, at the node connected 
to the top node, the hyperplane is determined that 
separates the classes. This process is repeated until one 
class remains in the separated region. This can resolve 
the problem of unclassifiable regions that exist in OAA 
SVM.  They proposed different types of decision trees 
based on class separability measure i.e.  Euclidean 
distance between class centers.  

4 Proposed decision tree SVMs 
framework using statistical 
measures 

Euclidean distance measure used in the construction of 
decision tree (i.e. OvO SVM-BDT and Takashaki and 
Abe [24] OAA SVM formulation) does not take into 
account within class variability of patterns. Hence, it 
may not be suitable for measuring class separability 
between two different classes of patterns. To understand 
better picture of the overlap of the subspaces occupied 
by individual classes, statistical distance measures are 
employed by pattern recognition community which 
constitutes a natural concept of measuring class 
separability. 

4.1 Statistical class separability measures 
Among statistical measures information gain (  ) [20] is 
a measure based on entropy [23] which indicates degree 
of disorder of a system. It measures reduction in 
weighted average impurity of the partitions compared 
with the impurity of the complete set of samples when 
we know the value of a specific attribute. Thus, the value 
of IG signifies how the whole system is related to an 
attribute. IG is calculated using: 

    |           |   
(4) 
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where     |   is the information gain of the label   for 
a given attribute E,      is the system‟s entropy 
and    |   is the system‟s relative entropy when the 
value of the attribute E is known. 
The system‟s entropy indicates its degree of disorder and 
is given by the following formula 

       ∑    

 

   

             

(5) 

where       is the probability of class   . The relative 
entropy is calculated as  

   |   ∑    

| |

   

 ( ∑ (  |  )

 

   

    (  |  )) 

(6)  

Where       is the probability of value j for attribute e, 
and  (  |  ) is the probability of    with a given   . 
The optimal binary SVM model is selected on the 
basis of maximum value of    that signifies more 
separability between patterns belonging to two 
different classes.    for a given independent binary 
SVM containing ni elements of Ci and nj elements of 
Cj can be calculated as 
         (     )

 [      (     )   (  )        ] 
(7) 
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where   ,  
 
,   , and  

 
 denote number of true 

positive, false positive, true negative and false 
negative data points respectively.  
The higher value of    signifies less overlap or more 
distance between two different classes of data points. 
Hence,    can be a natural measure to determine class 
separability of different classes of data points.  
Similarly for every independent binary OAA SVM, 
assume there are two classes of dataset,    and      and 
training set D contains    elements of    and     
elements of class     .    for a given OAA SVM model 
i can be calculated as 
      
 (       )  [      (     )   (    )        ]  
(10) 

Gini index is another popular measure for feature 
selection in the field of data mining proposed by 
Breiman et al. [5]. It measures the impurity of given set 
of training data D and can be calculated as 

          ∑       
 

 

   

 

(11) 

For a binary split, a weighted sum of the impurity of 
each resulting partition is computed. The reduction in 
impurity that would be incurred by a particular binary 
split in binary SVM between two classes    and    is 
calculated as  

                              
(12) 

where            [              (  )       ] 
(13) 

Where Gini(L) is the Gini Index on the left side of the 
hyperplane and Gini(R) is that on the right side. OvO 
SVM model between class pair         that maximizes 
the reduction in impurity (i.e. Gini index) is selected as 
splitting node in decision tree SVM at a particular level 
Similarly for every independent binary OAA model 
assume there are two classes of dataset,    and     . The 
reduction in impurity that would be incurred by a 
particular binary split   is given by 

                          
(14) 

where         [             (    )       ]      
(15)  

Chi-square [9] another criterion used for binary split in 
data mining and machine learning, is a statistical test in 
which the sampling distribution of the test statistic is a 
chi-square distribution when the null hypothesis is true. 
We are interested in determining whether a particular 
decision rule is useful or informative. In this case, the 
null hypothesis is a random rule that would place tp data 
points from    and fp data points from    independently 
in the left branch of decision tree and the remainder in 
the right branch of decision tree respectively. The 
candidate decision rule would differ significantly from 
the random rule if the proportions differed significantly 
from those given by the random rule. The chi-square 
statistic    will be given by 
    (   (     )     )   (               )

     (   (     ) (  ))

  (           (  )) 
(16) 

where                 
               

      
   

The higher the value of    , the less likely is that the null 
hypothesis is true. Thus, for a sufficiently high   , a 
difference between the expected and the observed 
distributions is statistically significant; one can reject the 
null hypothesis and can consider candidate rule is 
informative. Hence OvO SVM model for class pair 
        or OAA SVM model   that maximizes    is 
selected as splitting node in ODT-SVM at a particular 
level. 
To measure class variability of patterns, the ratio of 
interclass and intra class scatters in kernel-induced 
feature space can also be used which better depicts the 
physical relationship of data in input space and thereby 
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providing high generalization ability of classifier based 
on decision tree. The scatter-matrix based measure (S) of 
training set D in original space [10] is defined as  
  

      

      
                             

(17) 

where    is the between class scatter matrix and     is 
the within class scatter matrix, defined as                
                    

    
   
where     
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     and    represents mean vector of data from class    
and class    respectively. 
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where  
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 are given as 
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Using kernel trick [7], data points from    and    are 
implicitly mapped from     to a high dimension feature 
space     Let             denote the mapping and 
  (     )  〈       (  ) 〉 denote the kernel 
function, where   is the set of kernel parameters and 
〈    〉 is the inner product. K denotes the kernel matrix 
and { }    is defined as    (     ).  Let KA, B be kernel 
matrix computed with the data points from A and B 
which denote two subsets of training sample set D. Let 
  
  and   

  denotes the between class scatter matrix and 
within class scatter matrix in  , respectively and 
defined as follows 
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where   

  denotes the mean of training data points from 
   and    is the mean of all the training data points in 
 . 
let F is vector whose elements are all “1”. Its size will be 
decided by the context. Then 
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Now the class separability (SC) in a feature space   is 
obtained as  

   
  (  

 )

  (  
 )

 

(29) 

4.2 Algorithm for construction of ODT-
SVM 

For the construction of Optimal Decision Tree SVM 
model (ODT-SVM), we can use one of the class 
separabilty measures to determine the structure of 
decision tree. Here for illustration purpose, we consider 
information gain in proposed optimal decision tree 
algorithm. The outline for OvO ODT-SVM using IG 
class separability measure for k-class is given below: 

1 Generate the initial list {       }  
2 Calculate   (       ) using eqn. (8) for 

          and       
3 Calculate  (       ),           ,  p(  ), and 

p(  ) using eqn. (8) and eqn. (9) respectively. 
4 Compute         using eqn. (7). 
5 Determine class pair (       for which         

takes maximum value from the list. If data 
points belong to class    then delete     from 
the list else delete class   .  

6 If the remaining classes are more than one, 
repeat Steps 2-5 otherwise terminate the 
algorithm. 

Similar computational steps are followed for other three 
measures to determine the structure of OvO ODT-SVM.  
Similarly, the outline for OAA ODT-SVM using IG 
class separability measure for k-class is given below: 

1 Generate the initial list {  , …,   ). 
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2 Calculate            using eqn. (8) for 
        and     . 

3 Calculate  (       ),           , p(  ) and 
p(    ), using eqn. (8) and eqn. (9) respectively. 

4 Compute       using eqn. (10). 
5 Determine model   for which        takes 

maximum value from the list.   
6 If   is multi-class, repeat steps 2-5. Otherwise, 

terminate the algorithm. 
Similar computational steps are followed for other three 
measures to determine the structure of OAA ODT-SVM. 

4.3 Time complexity 
In order to compute the time complexity of training 
phase of OvO SVM, we assume without loss of any 
generality that the number of data points in each class is 
approximately same i.e. 

 

 
 . To solve k-class problem 

using conventional OvO, 
      

 
  binary SVM classifiers 

are developed. Assuming the time complexity of 
building a SVM with n data points and d features 
is        , it can be shown that training time of 
conventional OvO,         

     , is           In worst case 
the decision tree generated in SVM-BDT is skewed if 
classes in two groups at every level is divided into 
uneven size. Under the assumption that group g1 contain 
only one class and group g2 contain remaining classes or 
vice versa, the decision tree so generated will be of 
depth       for k-class problem. Hence, the training 
time of SVM-BDT will be given by 
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(30) 

In SVM-BDT approach under best case, the class in two 
groups at every level is divided into approximately same 
size. The decision tree so generated will be almost height 
balanced of maximum depth ⌈       ⌉. The number of 
nodes in decision tree at depth i is 2i-1, each containing  
 

    
  data points. Hence, the training time for SVM-BDT 

in best case is given by 
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However, in general the structure of OvO decision tree 
generated using statistical measures is almost height 
balanced of maximum depth ⌈      ⌉. There are 2

i-1 

nodes at i
th level and each node uses (

  

 
) data points. 

Hence, the training time for OvO ODT-SVM using 
statistical measure is 
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(32) 

During testing phase of the conventional OvO, 
      

 
  

decision functions are to be evaluated. Also the majority 
voting is computed with  

      

 
 operation. Hence, the 

testing time              
     for each sample is given by  

      

 
   In worst case the depth of SVM-BDT is       

which requires testing time   for each sample. However, 
in best case the depth of SVM-BDT is ⌈       ⌉ which 
requires ⌈       ⌉ testing time for each sample. Since, 
the maximum depth of OvO ODT-SVM is ⌈       ⌉, the 
testing time requires ⌈       ⌉ operations.  According to 
the above analysis it is evident that the training and 
testing time for OvO ODT-SVM will always take less 
computation time in comparison to conventional OvO 
SVM and SVM-BDT. 
For k-class problem, (k-1) hyperplanes are to be 
calculated in case of OAA ODT-SVM, whereas k times 
SVM model is developed in case of conventional OAA 
SVM approach which is more than number of SVM 
models required in decision tree OAA SVM. Assuming 
the time complexity of building a SVM model is given 
by         where n is the number of data points and d is 
number of attributes. The overall time complexity of 
training SVM using conventional OAA approach is 
proportional to        . In order to compute training 
time              

      required by OAA ODT-SVM, we 
assume that the number of data points in each class is 
approximately same i.e. 

 

 
. At first level of OAA ODT-

SVM model will take time proportional to      . While 

at the second stage SVM model will have (  
 

 
) 

number of data points. It can be shown that at ith stage, 

time required to build SVM model ((  
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Time,              
      required for decision tree based 

SVM is given by 
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(33) 

Under the above assumption the time required for 
training an OAA ODT-SVM is approximately three 
times lesser than the conventional OAA. While in testing 
phase, the values of all the hyperplanes need to be 
determined in case of OAA formulation whereas in 
OAA ODT-SVM, the value of all the hyperplanes need 
not be computed in general. Hence the time complexity 
of testing will also be less in case of OAA ODT-SVM in 
comparison to conventional OAA.  

5 Experimental results 
To evaluate the performance of our proposed ODT-SVM 
framework using information gain, gini index, chi-
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square and scatter-matrix-based class separability in 
kernel-induced space, we have performed experiments 
on publically available UCI [2] benchmark datasets. 
Table 1 describes the datasets used in our experiments. 
In yeast dataset in actual ten classes are given. We have 
merged data of six classes into one class to make it a five 
class problem. The kernel functions used in experiments 
are given in Table 2.  
Performance of classifiers is evaluated in terms of 
classification accuracy, training time and testing time 
measures on each data set. We have applied Friedman 
test [11],[12] which is a non-parametric test for 
statistical comparison of multiple classifiers over 
multiple data sets. For each dataset, we rank competing 
algorithms. The one that attains the best performance is 
ranked 1; the second best is ranked 2, and so forth. A 
method‟s mean rank is obtained by averaging its ranks 
across all datasets. Compared to mean value, mean rank 
can reduce the susceptibility to outliers [8]. As 
recommended by Demsar [8], the Friedman test is 
effective for comparing multiple algorithms across 
multiple datasets. It compares the mean ranks of 
approaches to decide whether to reject the null 
hypothesis, which states that all the approaches are 
equivalent and, so, their ranks should be equal. If the 
Friedman test rejects its null hypothesis, we can proceed 
with a post hoc test, the Nemenyi test. It can be applied 
to mean ranks of competing approaches and indicate 
whose performances have statistically differences.  

 
Problem #train 

data 
#test 
data 

#class #attributes 
Iris 150 0 3 4 
Wine 178 0 3 13 
Vehicle 846 0 4 18 
Glass 214 0 6 9 
Segmentation  210 0 7 19 
Ecoli 336 0 8 7 
Satimage 4435 2000 6  36 
New_Thyroid 215 0 3 5 
Yeast 1484 0 5 8 
Movement_Libra 360 0 15 90 
HeartDisease_Cleveland 303 0 5 13 

Table 1: Description of datasets. 

To see the effectiveness of our proposed OvO ODT-
SVM and OAA ODT-SVM, we compared our methods 
with conventional OvO, SVM-BDT, and conventional 
OAA SVMs respectively. We have used five kernel 
functions with value of C = 1000 and γ = [2-11, 2-10, 2-9… 
20]. The classification accuracy is determined using ten 
cross-validations. For a given kernel function and C, we 
determine the value of γ for which the maximum 
classification accuracy is achieved. 
Table 3 and Table 4 show the comparison of maximum 
classification accuracy between conventional OvO and 
OvO ODT-SVM, and conventional OAA and OAA 
ODT-SVMs respectively. 

Kernel  Function  , iK x x       for 0  

Gaussian 
)||exp( 2

ixx  
Laplace 

| )|exp( ixx  
Cauchy 

( )||1(1 2
ixx  ) 

Hypersecant 
| ))|exp(|)|(exp(2 ii xxxx    

Square sync 
22 | )|(| )|(sin ii xxxx    

Table 2:  Kernel functions. 

Table 5 shows comparison of maximum classification 
accuracy between both models of ODT-SVM, 
conventional OvO, conventional OAA and commonly 
used multi-class classifiers in literature i.e. C45, Multi 
Layer Perceptron (MLP). C4.5 and MLP implemented in 
WEKA machine learning environment [26] are used in 
our experiments with their default values of parameters. 
The best classification accuracy for each dataset is 
shown in bold. When we apply the Friedman test, with 7 
algorithms and 11 datasets, FF is distributed according to 
the F distribution with (7-1)            degrees of 
freedom. The critical value of F(6,10) at the 0.05 critical 
level is 2.25. FF calculated from the mean ranks is 12.31. 
Since 12.31 > 2.25, we can reject the null hypothesis and 
infer that there exists a significant difference among 
adversary classifiers. 

Dataset Kernel Choice  
OvO 

OvO ODT-SVMs 
ED SC IG Gini Chi-squared 

Iris Gaussian 98 98 98 98 98 98 
Laplace 96 96 96 96 96 96 
Cauchy 98 98 98 98 98 98 
Hypersecant 98 98 98 98 98 98 
Square sync 95.33 94.67 97.45 98 97.99 98 

Satimage Gaussian 89.43 88.87 92.89 89.66 89.57 91.99 
Laplace 91.21 90.76 92.41 91.23 91.42 91.12 
Cauchy 90.46 90.61 92.78 89.34 92.98 90.89 
Hypersecant 89.71 90.09 93.78 91.34 91.98 93.98 
Square sync 74.51 76.43 77.87 78.86 77.8 76.76 

Wine Gaussian 82.58 98.98 96.32 96.65 97.98 97.52 
Laplace 82.58 92.23 92.67 95.55 93.58 91.58 
Cauchy 82.02 82.02 82.02 82.62 82.87 82.02 
Hypersecant 93.26 93.36 93.26 94.26 92.13 93.26 
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Square sync 75.28 76.89 76.97 77.97 75.28 76.97 
Vehicle Gaussian 76.83 79.95 84.45 84.82 85.24 85.24 

Laplace 77.42 78.3 80.61 81.61 80.74 80.24 
Cauchy 76.48 82.85 84.52 84.52 84.58 85.65 
Hypersecant 83.33 81.59 84.28 84.28 84.98 84.98 
Square sync 71.51 80.57 81.32 81.32 81.99 81.56 

Glass Gaussian 72.43 62.9 71.5 71.21 69.63 75.43 
Laplace 75.70 76.17 76.64 74.64 75.7 77.57 
Cauchy 72.90 72.21 72.43 71.03 68.92 73.36 
Hypersecant 71.96 72.90 71.5 70.09 69.16 71.03 
Square sync 66.36 64.2 64.78 62.62 62.62 56.07 

Segmentation Gaussian 84.76 87.85 89.24 89.29 88.87 87.43 
Laplace 87.14 88.19 89.62 89.67 89.87 90.87 
Cauchy 86.19 91 89.87 89.69 89.71 89.99 
Hypersecant 90 89.14 90.87 89.52 92.05 91.95 
Square sync 81.9 79.05 79.52 80.13 80.95 79.05 

Ecoli Gaussian 85.42 84.98 85.42 86.01 84.79 86.14 
Laplace 86.97 87.2 86.99 86.9 86.99 87.9 
Cauchy 85.42 85.42 86.98 84.82 86.52 85.71 
Hypersecant 85.42 85.42 88.45 88.82 85.42 85.74 
Square sync 85.12 84.23 87.65 85.12 87.85 86.15 

New_Thyroid 
 

Gaussian 97.21 97.21 97.21 100 98.21 97.21 
Laplace 96.74 96.74 100 96.89 96.89 96.74 
Cauchy 96.74 96.84 100 96.89 96.89 97.74 
Hypersecant 97.67 100 98.67 98.89 100 100 
Square sync 94.88 94.88 96.49 96.49 96.49 96.49 

Yeast 
 

Gaussian 58.43 59.92 62.40 60.32 63.95 61.92 
Laplace 59.56 60.31 62.43 63.32 65.17 61.86 
Cauchy 61.54 62.37 64.17 65.41 66.54 62.54 
Hypersecant 59.45 67.76 67.65 67.54 65.56 64.76 
Square sync 57.98 57.32 58.68 59.45 60.12 58.98 

Movement_Libra Gaussian 74.45 79.94 81.91 78.94 77.74 76.94 
Laplace 81.73 83.77 85.77 85.87 87.97 82.77 
Cauchy 76.45 78.13 79.89 78.54 76.89 78.89 
Hypersecant 72.23 78.64 77.65 73.64 77.18 76.64 
Square sync 42.22 42.22 42.22 42.22 42.22 42.22 

HeartDisease_Cleveland Gaussian 43.56 41.23 34.87 42.27 12.54 43.56 
Laplace 22.11 23.43 23.91 32.31 11.88 22.11 
Cauchy 15.23 34.38 17.47 13.45 12.21 15.18 
Hypersecant 22.44 24.34 25.32 25.41 12.21 22.44 
Square sync 12.78 15.38 12.23 11.23 13.43 12.09 

Table 3: Classification accuracy of conventional OvO Vs OvO ODT-SVMs  [%]. 

Dataset Kernel 
Choice 

OAA OAA ODT-SVM 
ED SC IG Gini Chi-

square Iris Gaussian 96 98 98 98 98 98 
Laplace 96 96 96 96.44 96 96 
Cauchy 96 98 98 98 98 98 
Hypersecant 98 98 98 98 98 98 
Square sinc 96 94.67 98 98 98 98 

Satimage Gaussian 89.43 88.87 92.89 89.66 89.57 91.99 
Laplace 89.95 90.76 92.41 91.23 91.42 91.12 
Cauchy 89.46 90.61 92.78 89.34 92.98 90.89 
Hypersecant 89.71 90.09 93.78 91.34 91.98 93.98 
Square sinc 74.51 76.43 77.87 78.86 77.8 76.76 

Wine Gaussian 82.01 98.98 96.32 96.65 97.98 97.52 
Laplace 82.58 92.23 92.67 95.55 93.58 91.58 
Cauchy 82.15 82.02 82.02 82.62 82.87 82.02 
Hypersecant 93.82 93.36 93.26 94.26 92.13 93.26 
Square sinc 74.72 76.89 76.97 77.97 75.28 76.97 

Vehicle Gaussian 84.63 79.95 84.45 84.82 85.24 85.24 
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Laplace 80.61 78.3 80.61 81.61 80.74 80.24 
Cauchy 84.52 82.85 84.52 84.52 84.58 85.65 
Hypersecant 84.87 81.59 84.28 84.28 84.98 84.98 
Square sinc 78.45 80.57 81.32 81.32 81.99 81.56 

Glass Gaussian 60.75 62.9 71.5 71.21 69.63 75.43 
Laplace 76.17 76.17 76.64 74.64 75.7 77.57 
Cauchy 68.69 72.21 72.43 71.03 68.92 73.36 
Hypersecant 63.55 72.9 71.5 70.09 69.16 71.03 
Square sinc 61.21 64.2 64.78 62.62 62.62 56.07 

Segmentation Gaussian 84.36 87.85 89.24 89.29 88.87 87.43 
Laplace 86.19 88.19 89.62 89.67 89.87 90.87 
Cauchy 85.71 91 89.87 89.69 89.71 89.99 
Hypersecant 88.57 89.14 90.87 89.52 92.05 91.95 
Square sinc 80.48 79.05 79.52 80.13 80.95 79.05 

Ecoli Gaussian 84.01 84.98 85.42 86.01 84.79 86.14 
Laplace 86.90 87.2 86.99 86.9 86.99 87.9 
Cauchy 86.90 85.42 86.98 84.82 86.52 85.71 
Hypersecant 82.74 85.42 88.45 88.82 85.42 85.74 
Square sinc 82.74 84.23 87.65 85.12 87.85 86.15 

New_Thyroid 
 

Gaussian 95.45 97.98 97.54 100 98.21 97.89 
 Laplace 96.78 98.89 100 98.52 96.89 98.49 

Cauchy 97.34 97.65 98.94 97.89 100 97.96 
Hypersecant 96.38 100 98.99 98.89 98.90 98.99 
Square sinc 93.54 95.56 96.49 96.78 98.67 97.45 

Yeast 
 

Gaussian 59.65 59.92 63.90 61.54 66.65 62.32 
Laplace 61.26 61.43 64.77 65.54 67.65 64.23 
Cauchy 59.46 63.23 64.17 67.41 66.54 65.43 
Hypersecant 59.99 68.72 68.65 65.54 65.56 61.34 
Square sinc 56.54 58.32 58.68 59.45 60.12 59.98 

Movement_Libra Gaussian 73.44 77.76 85.21 82.61 76.41 76.34 
Laplace 82.48 84.43 84.67 84.42 85.54 83.75 
Cauchy 76.14 78.93 74.71 85.54 78.65 78.89 
Hypersecant 73.43 77.84 78.45 77.61 78.65 74.64 
Square sinc 42.2 

2 
42.22 42.22 42.22 42.22 42.22 

HeartDisease_Cleveland Gaussian 43.43 42.36 44.54 42.51 12.21 43.53 
Laplace 29.13 43.03 23.34 31.43 16.78 24.12 
Cauchy 45.73 49.38 27.47 43.45 22.35 25.38 
Hypersecant 22.44 24.64 27.62 25.32 13.61 21.45 
Square sync 12.78 15.48 13.61 11.23 12.43 14.37 

Table 4: Classification accuracy of conventional OAA Vs OAA ODT-SVMs  [%]. 

Dataset OvO OAA SVM_BDT OvO ODT-SVM OAA ODT-SVM C4.5 MLP 
Iris 98 98 98 98 98 96 97.33 
Satimage 91.21 89.95 91.65 93.61 93.98 85.7 88.12 
Wine 93.26 96.45 92.63 96.76 98.98 90.96 92.51 
Vehicle 83.33 84.87 82.98 84.95 85.65 71.83 81.98 
Glass 75.7 76.17 72.69 76.17 77.57 67.61 63.08 
Segmentation 90 90 90 93.78 92.05 86.6 90.48 
Ecoli 87.97 86.9 85.78 89.98 88.82 85.08 84.34 
New_Thyroid 97.67 97.34 100 100 100 91.59 95.33 
Yeast 61.54 61.26 68.59 67.65 68.65 56.71 61.43 
Movement_Libra 81.73 82.48 87.45 87.97 85.54 67.13 80.78 
HeartDisease_Cleveland 43.56 45.73 49.43 43.56 49.38 50.33 52.65 

Table 5: Comparison of best average classification accuracy of ODT-SVMs with other multi-class classifiers.

To determine which classifiers are significantly 
different, we carried out Nemenyi test whose results are 
illustrated in Figure 1. In this figure, the mean rank of 
each classifier is pointed by a circle. The horizontal bar 
across each circle indicates the „critical difference‟. The 

performance of two methods is significantly different if 
their corresponding mean ranks differ by atleast the 
critical difference i.e. their horizontal bars are not 
overlapping. Figure 1 reveals that OvO ODT-SVM is 
significantly different from C4.5 and MLP but not 
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significantly different from conventional OvO, 
conventional OAA, SVM-BDT, OAA ODT-SVM in 
terms of classification accuracy. Rather we can say that 
the proposed scheme is comparable with all the variants 
of SVM. 
 Table 6 and Table 7 shows the computation time of 
OvO ODT-SVM for training and testing phase 
respectively for Gaussian kernel with γ = 2-11 and 
C=1000.Table 6 and Table 7 shows that the time 
required for training and testing of OvO ODT-SVM is 
significantly less in comparison to conventional OvO 
SVM and SVM-BDT approach. Similarly, Table 8 and 
Table 9 shows that that the time required for training and 
testing of OAA ODT-SVM is significantly less in 
comparison to conventional OAA SVM.  
The Friedman test indicates that there exist significant 
differences among OvO classifiers on both training and 
testing time. 
Figure 2 and Figure 3 illustrate the results of the 
Nemenyi test to reveal what those differences are among 
OvO classifiers on training and testing time respectively.  
Consistent with our time complexity analysis, all 
variants of OvO ODT-SVM scheme other that Gini 
measure, are most efficient in terms of training time in

comparison to conventional OvO and SVM-BDT. 
Figure 3 shows that OvO ODT-SVM using Gini is 
ranked best and is significantly better than conventional 
OvO and SVM-BDT. All the variants of OvO ODT-
SVM schemes are not significantly different from each 
other in terms of both training and testing time.   
Similarly, the Friedman test indicates that there exist 
significant differences among OAA schemes on both 
training and testing time.  Figure 4 and Figure 5 
illustrate the results of the Nemenyi test to reveal what 
those differences are among OAA schemes on training 
and testing time respectively. Again consistent with our 
time complexity analysis, all variants of OAA ODT-
SVM scheme other that gini measure, are most efficient 
in terms of training time in comparison to conventional 
OAA. Figure 5 shows that OAA ODT-SVM using IG is 
ranked best and is significantly better than conventional 
OAA. Similar to OvO schemes, all the variants of OAA 
ODT-SVM schemes are not significantly different from 
each other in terms of both training and testing time 
Among four measures employed for determining the 
structure of decision tree, neither of them is clear winner 
over other in terms of computation time for training and 
testing. 

Figure 1: Apply the Nemenyi test to mean ranks of classification accuracy of various classifiers. 

Dataset OvO SVM-BDT OvO ODT-SVM 
ED SC IG Gini  Chi-square 

Iris 2.84 5.18 2.15 2.13 2.19 2.17 2.79 
Satimage 1065.06 2852.82 867.71 864.77 873.48 958.32 871.47 
Wine 2.15 3.53 1.96 2.08 2.11 2.13 2.05 
Vehicle 189.96 508.81 154.76 154.24 155.79 170.92 155.43 
Glass 12.31 16.89 8.93 8.60 9.05 10.06 8.99 
Segmentation 3.00 5.26 2.20 2.52 2.49 2.45 2.39 
Ecoli 26.48 45.90 17.28 24.09 20.07 21.97 17.55 
New_Thyroid 5.31 8.54 3.93 3.13 2.99 3.23 3.58 
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Yeast 245.87 675.43 178.62 176.32 173.34 198.14 189.54 
Movement_Libra 534.78 1432.76 433.56 437.76 446.34 476.73 436.42 
HeartDisease_Cleveland 8.42 13.23 4.67 6.87 5.43 6.48 6.65 

Table 6: Training time OvO ODT-SVM Vs OvO and SVM-BDT [sec]. 

Dataset OvO SVM-BDT OvO ODT-SVM 
ED SC IG Gini  Chi-square 

Iris 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 
Satimage 10.44 18.53 9.96 9.32 9.07 7.79 8.53 
Wine 0.03 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 
Vehicle 0.44 0. 79 0.43 0. 44 0.43 0. 33 0. 36 
Glass 0.04 0.06 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.02 
Segmentation 0.05 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.04 
Ecoli 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 
New_Thyroid 0.07 0.09 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.05 
Yeast 0.98 1.79 0.86 0.89 0.86 0.69 0.78 
Movement_Libra 5.89 9.89 4.96 4.89 4.43 3.86 4.54 
HeartDisease_Cleveland 0.09 0.10 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.06 

Table 7: Testing time OvO ODT-SVM Vs OvO and SVM-BDT [sec]. 

 
Figure 2: Apply the Nemenyi test to mean ranks of training time of OvO schemes. 
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Figure 3: Apply the Nemenyi test to mean ranks of testing time of OvO classifiers. 

Dataset OAA OAA ODT-SVM 
ED SC IG Gini  Chi-square 

Iris 28.09 12.13 21.65 12.07 15.95 15.75 
Satimage 3451.82 858.09 945.91 940.30 989.37 989.43 
Wine 5.20 2.95 2.53 2.51 2.52 2.52 
Vehicle 615.65 153.04 168.71 167.71 176.46 453.63 
Glass 135.60 22.85 27.18 27.18 69.02 21.34 
Segmentation 6.70 2.17 2.53 2.51 4.80 4.82 
Ecoli 80.68 23.34 30.02 31.02 78.42 79.80 
New_Thyroid 10.34 4.54 4.23 5.67 5.13 5.67 
Yeast 1278.76 306.98 367.87 306.76 359.54 567.87 
Movement_Libra 1734.41 428.87 472.87 478.24 478.91 456.69 
HeartDisease_Cleveland 102.34 24.76 23.43 21.23 32.23 24.54 

Table 8: Training time OAA Vs OAA ODT-SVM [sec]. 

Dataset OAA OAA ODT-SVM 
ED SC IG Gini  Chi-square 

Iris 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
Satimage 13.95 7.72 9.07 7.59 9.05 7.87 
Wine 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 
Vehicle 0.59 0.33 0.39 0.32 0.38 0.33 
Glass 0.05 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 
Segmentation 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 
Ecoli 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.03 
New_Thyroid 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.05 
Yeast 1.28 0.76 0.89 0.66 0.78 0.69 
Movement_Libra 6.89 3.78 4.57 3.87 4.56 4.08 
HeartDisease_Cleveland 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.03 

Table 9: Testing time OAA Vs OAA ODT-SVM [sec]. 
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Figure 4: Apply the Nemenyi test to mean ranks of training time of OAA classifiers. 

 
Figure 5: Apply the Nemenyi test to mean ranks of testing time of OAA classifiers 

6 Conclusion 
In this paper, we evaluate the performance in terms of 
classification accuracy and computation time of proposed 
OvO ODT-SVM and OAA ODT-SVM using the 
statistical measures i.e. information gain, gini index, chi-
square and scatter-matrix-based class separability in 
kernel-induced space. We have also shown theoretically 
that the computation time of training and testing of both 
the ODT-SVMs using statistical measures is better in 
comparison to conventional SVMs. A robust non-
parametric test is carried out for statistical comparison of 
classifiers over multiple data sets. 

The results of the experiment on UCI repository datasets 
indicate that accuracy of our proposed framework are 
significantly better than conventional OvO SVM, 
conventional OAA SVM and two widely used multi-class 
classifiers such as C4.5 and MLP for most of the 
datasets. Our experimental results also demonstrate that 
the computation time of proposed ODT-SVMs 
formulation is significantly less in comparison to 
conventional SVM and SVM-BDT models.  
Statistical test performed over multiple classifiers also 
shows that the performance of ODT-SVM model is 
significantly better in comparison to other natural multi-
class classifiers like C4.5 and MLP. Among four 
measures employed for determining the structure of 
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decision tree, neither of them is clear winner over other 
in terms of computation time for training and testing. 
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We propose an adaptive learning machine-based branch predictor – the shadow dynamic finite state 
machine (SDFSM) – that enables more accurate branch predictions by learning unique branching 
patterns through a self-modifying technique. SDFSM states represent branch pattern bits. If a state 
mispredicts a branch, the state is swapped with its shadow state, which represents the correct branching 
pattern bit. Therefore, the prediction accuracy can reach 100% if the number of states matches a 
branch’s pattern length. When compared to a 2-bit saturating counter using bimodal branch predictors, 
the SDFSM decreases average misprediction rates by 18.3%, with individual decreases as high as 55%.

Povzetek: Predstavljena je metoda za učenje vejitvenih vzorcev v procesorju.

1 Introduction and related work
In order to meet high performance demands, modern 
processor architectures exploit varieties of dynamic 
branch prediction topologies ([4]-[6] provide an excellent 
introduction and research coverage) to increase
instruction-level parallelism (ILP). 

Dynamic branch predictors use run-time branch 
execution history to predict branch direction. Most 
previous techniques use a branch pattern history table 
(known as PHTs, BHTs, or BPHTs) to record past branch 
behavior (e.g., global and/or local) and these tables are 
indexed using a function/subset of the branch address. 
Nearly all dynamic branch predictors explored in the last 
10 years have been based on tables containing 2-bit 
saturating counters [7][8]. Extensive simulations of 
branch predictors reveal that the 2-bit saturating counter 
performs the best on average [9][10], and thus are used in 
modern commercial processors.

In recent years, research has explored more 
advanced branch prediction techniques such as neural 
networks [11][12] and other forms of machine learning. 
Despite their impressive simulation accuracy, to the best 
of our knowledge no commercial efforts have publicly 
announced incorporating such branch predictors because 
these branch predictors are commonly known to exhibit 
high prediction latency and long training periods with 
increased area and energy per prediction [13]. 

In order to provide increased branch prediction 
accuracy with low area and power overheads, in this 

paper we propose a novel adaptive learning machine-
based shadow dynamic finite state machine (SDFSM). 
The SDFSM learns/predicts an application’s unique 
branching pattern using the prediction values (taken/not 
taken) stored in each state. Upon branch execution, state 
transition is input independent and the value of the target 
state predicts the branch outcome. Each state has a 
corresponding shadow state, which contains the alternate 
branch prediction value. In the event of a mispredicted 
branch, the SDFSM performs self-modification by 
swapping the current state with the current state’s 
shadow state, which contains the correctly predicted 
branch outcome. This method of state swapping 
dynamically records unique branch patterns, thus 
specializing the branch predictor to the needs of an 
application. Extensive experimental results compare the 
SDFSM prediction accuracy to the commonly used 
bimodal [1][2] counter-based predictor and reveal that, 
for a subset of benchmarks, an SDFSM with six shadow 
states provides more accurate predictions than counter-
base predictors with one-to-one prediction latency.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 describes the proposed SDFSM as an 
alternative replacement for 2-bit saturating counters and 
presents the SDFSM architecture. Section 3 and Section 
4 present our simulation methodology setup and branch
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predictor analysis, respectively. Section 5 compares 
counter-based predictors and SDFSM-based predictors. 
Section 6 presents a performance analysis and finally, 
section 7 gives conclusions and suggested future 
dynamic branch prediction development. 

2 Shadow dynamic finite state 
machine (SDFSM) branch 
prediction

In this section, we present our shadow dynamic finite 
state machine (SDFSM) branch prediction technique for 
learning/predicting an application’s unique branching 
patterns. 

2.1    SDFSM operation
Figure 1 depicts the SDFSM using a 4-state SDFSM 
automaton (larger SDFSMs are similarly represented 
using more states). SDFSM state values record/predict 
branch outcomes. SDFSM operation consists of two 
phases: the training phase and the operational phase. 
During the training phase, SDFSM states are 
manipulated such that they learn the application’s 
branching pattern. SDFSM state transition is 
deterministic upon each branch execution and the next 
state’s value corresponds to the predicted branch 
outcome. In other words, branch prediction is determined 
by the branch history pattern and not by the input 
condition leading to the next state. If a state’s prediction 
value is correct, no change is made to the SDFSM. If a 
state’s prediction value is incorrect, the SDFSM self-
modifies to adapt to the branching pattern. 

In order to learn branching patterns, each state has a 
corresponding shadow state (positioned adjacent to the 
state), and the shadow state contains the opposite 
prediction value. Thus, if a state’s value does not 
correspond to the branching pattern, the state is swapped 
with its shadow state in order to swap the state’s branch 
prediction value. During the training phase, the states 
record the observed pattern and during the operational 
phase, the states predict taken/not taken. This implies 
that the SDFSM learns a distinct pattern on-the-fly and 
then predicts this pattern perfectly. Furthermore, the 
training and operational phases are not necessarily 
mutually exclusive as the SDFSM transitions to the 
training phase anytime there is a misprediction.

Figure 2 illustrates the 4-state SDFSM using a 
repeated pattern of 1010, which is commonly known to 
produce poor prediction rates for saturating counter 
techniques [14]. All state values are initialized to 0. Upon 
first execution of the branch, the SDFSM enters the 
initial state (step 1), whose state value is 0 and predicts 
the branch as not taken. After branch resolution, if the 
state mispredicted the branch outcome, the state is 
swapped with its shadow state and the state’s predicted 
value becomes 1. On the next execution of the branch, 
the SDFSM transitions to the next state (step 2), which 
correctly predicts the branch as not taken. On the next 
execution of the branch, the SDFSM transitions to the 
next state (step 3), which predicts the branch as not 

taken. Again, branch resolution determines that the 
branch was mispredicted and the shadow state is 
swapped in. On the next execution of the branch, the 
SDFSM transitions to the next state (step 4), which 
correctly predicts the branch as not taken. On the next 
execution of the branch, the SDFSM transitions back to 
the initial state, which ends the training phase and begins 
the operational phase. The SDFSM now correctly 
predicts the branch outcome on every branch execution.

Perfect branch pattern prediction only occurs if the 
pattern repeats itself with a repetition cycle equal to (or a 
divisor of) the number of states. A 4-state SDFSM can 
perfectly predict any 2- or 4-entry branch pattern. This 
restriction can be generalized to any x-entry pattern, 
which would require an SDFSM with x states or any 
multiple of x states. In Section 4, we provide an in-depth 
analysis of numerous SDFSM sizes.

During context switching, in addition to traditional 
branch predictor state saving techniques, SDFSM 
operational state can be quickly saved and restored using 
special hardware to read and save state on a single clock 
cycle. State saving area overhead would be small, as only 
one n-bit counter is required for each context.

Currently, SDFSM operation is not pipelined, thus 
mispredicted branches and branch overlap are not 
accounted for. However, these operational enhancements 
could be easily incorporated into the SDFSM by adding 
additional steering logic and mispredicted rollback 
capabilities. These additions would be straightforward 
and could be done such that the prediction accuracy 
would be unaffected, and are a focus of our future work.

2.2     SDFSM architecture
Figure 3 depicts the generalized SDFSM architecture 
(with N states) consisting of an array of N prediction 
states and a shift register to selectively enable the 
appropriate prediction state. Prediction state architectural 

Figure 1: The proposed shadow dynamic finite state 
machine (SDFSM) using four states.

Figure 2: The SDFSM updates state predictions by 
swapping states with shadow states based on the 
observed pattern.
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components include a single D-type flip-flop (DFF) to 
store the state’s predicted value, a two input multiplexor 
to swap the predicted value (effectively implementing a 
swap with the shadow state), and several gate level 
components. Prediction state inputs are similar to those 
used for 2-bit saturating counters, which are initialize 
(IN), prediction input pattern (PIP), enable (Z), and the 
clock (CLK) signal. Prediction states have a single 
output, which is the predicted value. The outputs of all 
prediction states are connected to a common output 
(Prediction Output Value) using tri-state buffers. The 
shift register is composed of N DFFs, whose outputs Q
(also denoted as Z) are connected to the adjacent DFFs 
inputs D and selectively enable the prediction states. The 
shift register is clocked using the BRANCH signal, which 
is asserted each time the branch associated with this 
predictor is fetched.

At system startup, IN is asserted to reset the system. 
IN is connected to each DFF’s reset (RES) port, 
effectively setting all register values to 0, except for the 
last DFF in the shift register. IN is connected to the set 
(SET) port of this DFF in order to set this DFF’s value to 

1. The shift register is responsible for selectively 
enabling a single prediction state, thus only one bit in the 
shift register should ever have a value of 1. Each time the 
BRANCH signal is asserted, the shift register updates its 
values, which enables the next sequential prediction state 
via the Z signal.

SDFSM prediction states consist of two operational 
phases: the predict operation and correct operation. The 
predict operation provides the branch prediction value 
while the correct operation swaps the branch prediction 
value with the shadow state value if the branch is 
mispredicted. During the predict operation, the enabled 
prediction state’s output drives the Prediction Output 
Value using Z’s assertion to enable the tri-state buffer. 
During this time, the PIP input value should correspond 
to the Prediction Output Value (not shown in Figure 3) 
so that the DFF value does not change.

If a branch is mispredicted, the PIP value will 
change to the branch outcome value and the prediction 
state enters the correct operational phase. During this 
phase, simple logic gates controlling the multiplexor’s 
inputs and select line swap the DFF’s stored value with 
the shadow value. Thus, in order to swap the DFF’s 
stored value, the PIP must be different than the currently 
stored value and Z must be asserted. 

The SDFSM has been architecturally designed to 
complete in one fast clock cycle. Assuming the DFFs are 
constructed using two levels of 3-input NAND gates and 
the multiplexor is constructed using standard two level 
logic gates, the longest register-register delay is seven 
gates (since DFF updating for the shift registers and 
prediction states is mutually exclusive, no phase flows 
through both DFFs). This situation occurs during the 
correct operational phase. 

Table 2 depicts hardware area estimates in number 
of hardware components based on the number of 
prediction states N, where total hardware area grows at a 
rate of O(N). To minimize the output steering logic, 
prediction state outputs share a common output wire 
using tri-state buffers. In addition, to minimize active 
power, the DFFs in each prediction state are only 
activated on a misprediction. Overall, the SDFSM 
architecture is highly cost-effective in terms of 
performance, area, and power.

Component Type Number of 
components

D-Type Flip-Flop 
(DFF)

2N

Two-input Multiplexer N
AND gate logic N
XOR gate logic N

Tri-state gate logic N

Table 2: Total number of hardware components based 
on the number of SDFSM prediction states (N).

Parameter Configuratio
n

BTB, assoc, cache line size 128KB, 4-way, 
32B

L2 unified size, assoc, cache line 
size

256KB, 4-way, 
64B

L1 data size, assoc, cache line size 8KB, 4-way, 32B
L1 instruction size, assoc, cache 

line size 8KB, 4-way, 32B
Branch predictor techniques Bimodal 

Reorder buffer size 512
L3 unified size, assoc, cache line 

size
4 MB, 2-way, 

64B
Pipeline depth 40

Table 1: Architectural parameters.

Figure 3: SDFSM predictor hardware structure.
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3 Simulation methodology and 
evaluation metrics

In order to perform an in depth analysis of the SDFSM, 
we exhaustively simulated the SPEC2000 benchmark 
suite [16] (we simulated each application in its entirety 
for all provided input stimuli) using the SimpleScalar 
PISA processor simulator version 4 [15]. We modified 
sim-bpred to implement the SDFSM and simulated the 
SDFSM with 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 states. Our 

comparison framework focused on comparing the 
SDFSM to a popular branch prediction technique 
(bimodal) using 2-bit saturating counters with branch 
prediction table sizes ranging from 256k- to 16k-entries. 
We compare with the bimodal predictor because the 
bimodal predictor is a branch predictor cornerstone and 
allows us to establish the fundamental contribution of our 
SDFSM. Table 1 summarizes the base system’s 
architectural parameters, which represent common 
modern system parameters, yet are conservative with 
respect to future technologies.

Figure 4: Prediction accuracy for each benchmark using a 4k-entry BHT for the bimodal branch predictor using a 2-bit 
saturating counter (counter) and SDFSMs with 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 states (SDFSM-X).

Figure 5: Prediction accuracy for the six advantageous benchmarks using a 4k-entry BHT for the bimodal branch 
predictor using a 2-bit saturating counter (counter) and SDFSMs with 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 states (SDFSM-X).

(a) (b)
Figure 6: Arithmetic mean of the prediction accuracy for (a) all benchmarks and (b) for the six advantageous 
benchmarks for the bimodal branch predictor with a 2-bit saturating counter (Counter) and SDFSMs with 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 
10, and 12 states (SDFSM-X) for BHT sizes ranging from 256 to 128k entries.
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Each branch prediction table entry contains an FSM, 
which can be either the SDFSM or a 2-bit saturating 
counter.  Hence, the predictor storage budget (PSB) in 
bits is determined by:

 FSM)Statesof(number log2PSB 2
N 

where N is the number of index bits used for the branch 
prediction table. In the conventional bimodal branch 
predictor, the low-order J bits of the branch address 
index into a branch history table (BHT) of size 2J entries. 
The BHT entries can either be 2-bit saturating counters 
or can be replaced with SDFSMs of any size. Since it is 
difficult to precisely compare predictors with exactly the 
same hardware budgets, we compare predictors based on 
number of table entries, which provides a fair 
performance comparison because these tables account for 
the majority of the hardware budget.

Cumulative prediction rate accuracies are computed 
and analyzed using the arithmetic mean for averaging 
prediction rates, over all benchmarks, based on predictor 
storage budget. In addition, individual branch prediction 
accuracies for every benchmark and every branch 
prediction technique studied were measured for 
increasing hardware budgets, reflecting branch predictor 
sizes available in commercial microprocessors. 

Improving processor performance, measured in 
number of instructions executed per cycle (IPC), is 
considered the key motivation for combining improved 
branch prediction accuracy with low latency branch 
prediction. High prediction latency nullifies any 
prediction accuracy advantages due to decreased IPC. 
For a 2-bit saturating counter, since each up-down 
counter only requires 2 bits to record the branch 
behavior, the technique requires simple hardware and 
little storage space. In addition, the 2-bit saturating 
counter’s inherent simplicity results in simple single-
cycle prediction computation, thus guaranteeing low 
prediction latency. In contrast, perceptron-based 
predictors require comparatively complicated 
computation using adder components. The prediction 
latency of the original perceptron predictor was more 
than 4 cycles [13], which required heavy pipelining to 
hide such latencies. This pipelining led to problems 
similar as those encountered when designing modern 
hyperpipelined execution cores [12]. Thus, since the 
SDFSM has the same access delay (single-cycle) as the 
2-bit saturating counter, the key evaluation metric is 
SDFSM prediction accuracy compared to 2-bit saturating 
counters with a fixed hardware budget.

4 Experimental results

Figure 4 shows the prediction accuracy for all 
benchmarks for the bimodal branch predictor with a 2-bit 
saturating counter (counter) and SDFSMs with 2, 3, 4, 6, 
8, 10, and 12 states (SDFSM-X) using a 4k-entry BHT.
On average over all benchmarks, the 2-bit saturating 
counter outperforms all SDFSMs. However, we reiterate 

that branch predictors behave differently for all 
applications, and there is no one branch predictor that 
outperforms all other branch predictors for all 
applications. 

Figure 5 subsets the results and depicts the six 
applications where the SDFSM shows improved 
prediction accuracy over the 2-bit saturating counter. On 
average, the 6-state SDFSM provides the largest 
prediction accuracy improvements with an average 
misprediction rate decrease of 18.3%, with individual 
decreases ranging from 6.3% to 55%. Figure 5 also 
reveals that for each benchmark, the optimal sized 
SDFSM is quite different. The optimal SDFSM sizes for 
ammp, equake, gzip_graphic, mcf, mesa, and 
perlbmk_makerand are the 6-state, 12-state, 8-state, 2-
state, 12-state, and 6-state SDFSMs, respectively. 

(a)
Figure 6 (a) depicts the arithmetic mean of the 

prediction accuracy for all benchmarks for the bimodal 
branch predictor with a 2-bit saturating counter (counter) 
and SDFSMs with 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 states 
(SDFSM-X) for BHT sizes ranging from 256 to 128k-
entries. The prediction accuracy increases as BHT size 
increases and saturates asymptotically. On average, the 
2-bit saturating counter still outperforms all SDFSMs, 
with the 2-bit predictors prediction accuracy saturating at 
92.3% and the next accurate predictor (6-state SDFSM) 
saturating at 91%. On average, the 2-bit saturating 
counter with 16k-entries (a practical hardware budget) 
provides 1.7% more accuracy than the next most accurate 
predictor.

(a)
Figure 6 (b) subsets the results from 
Figure 6 (a) and averages the six applications where 

the SDFSM shows improved prediction accuracy over 
the 2-bit saturating counter. For these benchmarks, the 6-
state SDFSM is 1.2% more accurate than the 2-bit 
saturating counter, saturating asymptotically at 93.5%. 
This figure also shows that both the 6- and 12-state 
SDFSMs outperform the 2-bit saturating counter.

Overall, results reveal that our SDFSM has the 
potential to further enhance the accuracy of 2-bit 
saturating counters. Since literature shows that the most 
advanced branch prediction methods adopt neural or 
saturating elements, the SDFM has the potential to 
improve on these methods as a replacement for the 
saturating elements. The SDFSM is intended to enhance 
branch prediction for certain applications that exhibit 
particular behaviors such as aliasing, damping, and other 
irregularities such as those found in artificial intelligence 
and gaming applications (see Section 5 for details). 

5 Comparison analysis
In this section, we analyze the exhaustive results 
presented in Section 4 and discuss comparative 
advantages and disadvantages of the 2-bit and SDFSM 
branch predictors considering aliasing interference, 
damping, adaptability, training time, and latency.
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5.1 Aliasing interference and damping
Since the BHT size is generally much less than the total 
number of branches in an application, the bimodal branch 
predictor uses the low-order J bits to index into the BHT. 
Therefore, if two conditional branches have the same 
low-order J bits, their branch streams will be 
intermingled and sent to the same predictor. We define 
this situation as aliasing interference. Due to aliasing 
interference, and because we use the bimodal branch 
predictor, both the 2-bit saturating counter and our 
SDFSM-based predictor generally result in lower 
prediction accuracy in the presence of significant aliasing 
interference. Aliasing interference can be alleviated 
through two methods. Simply increasing the BHT size 
can significantly reduce aliasing interference. 
Additionally, using other branch prediction techniques 
such as per-address branch predictors (PAs) can reduce 
aliasing interference by using a two level indexing 
method [14]. The first level is indexed using a subset of 
H bits of the branch address to index into a pattern 
history table of size 2H, which stores the unique local 
branch history pattern of that branch. This pattern is then 
used to index into the second level, which contains either 
global pattern histories (PAg) or per-address pattern 
histories (PAp) [3]. 

In general, aliasing interference does not directly 
imply prediction accuracy penalties. For example, if two 
branches alias to the same BHT entry but their 
executions are mutually exclusive, (the first branch 
executes 1000 times followed by 1000 executions of the 
second branch) the prediction accuracy lost due to
aliasing interference is negligible. However, if two 
branch executions are not mutually exclusive (the worst 
case being that the two branches alternate executions), 
then aliasing interference may lead to a significant 
decrease in prediction accuracy. To analyze the effects of 
aliasing interference in the case of two interfering 
branches, we define the most frequently executing 
branch as the majority branch and the least frequently 
executing branch as the minority branch. We further 
define a majority run as consecutive majority branch 
executions with no intervening minority branch 
executions. Minority runs are similarly defined.

Smith [1] observed that 2-bit saturating counters 
implicitly provided an appropriate amount of damping 
(or hysteresis) which alleviated some of the aliasing 

interference. The damping mechanism in 2-bit saturating 
counters requires two consecutive mispredictions before 
the prediction value changes, thus ignoring minority runs 
of length one. Damping trades off adaptability for 
vulnerability to short minority runs. In addition, damping 
also allows loop branches to incur just one misprediction 
per loop iteration, instead of two mispredictions (one on 
loop exit and one on loop entry). 

On the other hand, the SDFSM’s implicit damping 
mechanism is quite different than the 2-bit saturating 
counter. The SDFSM simply learns the branching pattern 
that maps to a particular BHT entry. Therefore, as long 
as the combined patterns of the interfering branches 
produce a learnable pattern, the SDFSM will learn that 
pattern. However, since these combined patterns are 
likely longer than individual branching patterns, this 
implies that SDFSMs with more states provide increased 
damping. The SDFSM predictor actually provides 
high/perfect prediction accuracy for applications with 
short minority runs as well as long minority/majority 
runs, by minimizing or even eliminating aliasing 
interference. On the contrary, in the presence of aliasing 
interference, damping in saturating counters only works 
well for long minority runs. 

Literature shows that the bimodal predictor is widely 
known to have a significant amount of aliasing 
interference even as the hardware budget increases 
[2][4]. In our experiments, since both the 2-bit saturating 
counter and the SDFSMs use a bimodal predictor, large 
amounts of aliasing interference will favor the counter-
based predictor since the counter based predictor can 
better tolerate aliasing interference. 

Figure 4 shows that on average the 2-bit saturating 
counter can reduce the misprediction rate by 14.3% over 
the best SDFSM predictor (SDFSM-6). On the other 
hand, for the six benchmarks where SDFSMs are 
advantageous, short minority runs (which are considered 
a limitation of counter-based predictors) favor the 
SDFSM predictor. For these six benchmarks, Figure 5
shows that the SDFSM can decrease misprediction rates 
by 18.3% on average. 

5.2 Recurring patterns
Researchers have shown that aliasing in the pattern 
history tables can significantly degrade the performance 
of bimodal branch predictors. [3][4][21][23] showed that 
a repeating pattern of length one (i.e., “1111…1” or 
“0000…0”) was detected for approximately 50% of the 
branches, indicating that a significant amount of branch 
inference may occur if the PHTs are updated for these 
branches. For these situations, a simple predictor such as 
a bimodal predictor would typically outperform the 
SDFSM predictor, which would incur every interference 
update.

In addition, research showed bimodal predictors 
could accurately predict branches with short repeating 
patterns, while branches with a repeating pattern of 
length six tended to have higher mispredication rates 
[21][22][23], as is show in Figure 7 from [23]. Since 
Section 4 revealed that the 6-state SDFSM was the best 

Figure 7: Bimodal predictor misprediction rates for 
various pattern lengths.
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performing number of states on average, the 6-steate may 
provide improved performance for these branching 
patterns of length 6. In addition, our results demonstrated 
that SDFSMs with a smaller number of states suffered 
less branch interference penalty as compared to SDFMs 
with a larger number of states, which could explain why 
the 6-state SDFSM outperformed the 12-state SDFSM 
(or for any SDFSM with a multiple of 6 states). 

5.3 Adaptability and training time
Branches typically exhibit high biasing (usually 70% 

[4]) towards one outcome (taken or not taken). This bell 
distribution (bell peaks at 70%) is key to a counter-based 
predictor’s high prediction accuracy and explains why 
the 2-bit saturating counter outperforms the SDFSM for 
the majority of the benchmarks. To provide better 
prediction accuracy for low biasing applications, 
previous work shows [3][5] that applications with 
branches that show low biasing require dynamic 
adaptability in order to achieve high prediction 
accuracies. This dynamic adaptability enables the 
predictor to specialize itself to a branch’s biasing during 
application execution. Dynamic adaptability provides the 
added benefits of not requiring any static profiling or 
branch predictor training during system/application 
design time. The 2-bit saturating counter lacks dynamic 
adaptability. On the other hand, our N-state SDFSM-
based predictor can dynamically adapt to any branch 
pattern of length equal to (or a divisor of) N. The larger
the number of states, the more flexibility the SDFSM has 
for adapting to different pattern lengths.

However, SDFSMs with a large number of states can 
negatively impact the prediction accuracy due to longer 
training times. Figure 5 exemplifies this impact with the 
6- and 12-state SDFSMs. Ammp, gzip_graphic, mcf, and 
perlbmk_makerand show increased prediction accuracy 
for a 6-state SDFSM even though the 12-state SDFSM 
captures the same branching pattern. On the other hand, 
equake and mesa show decreased prediction accuracy for 
the 6-state SDFSM because these benchmarks likely 
have longer branch patterns, thus requiring more SDFSM 
states. On average, the 6- and 12-state SDFSMs decrease 
misprediction rates by 18.3% and 15.4% compared to the 
2-bit saturating counter, respectively. The 6-state 
SDFSM decreases misprediction rates by 4% compared 
to the 2-bit saturating counter. This overhead is due to 
the 12-state SDFSM’s increased training time. Similar 
trends are evident when comparing 2- and 6-state 
SDFSMs, as well as any other SDFSM with common 
divisors.

5.4    Latency
Few hardware resources are required to implement 

both the 2-bit saturating counter and the SDFSM 
predictors and thus these techniques require only modest 
storage space. In addition, this inherent simplicity results 
in simple predictions and computations, which 
guarantees low prediction latency (a critical component
for high performance in processors). The SDFSM-based 
predictor requires only a single cycle for training and 

prediction, while 2-bit saturating counter-based 
predictors require two cycles for training and predicting. 
Thus, the overall prediction latency of the SDFSM-based 
predictor is 50% less than that of the 2-bit saturating 
counter-based predictor, resulting in a higher instruction-
per-cycle (IPC).

6 Performance evaluation
(a)

Figure 6 (a) showed that the counter-based predictor was 
more accurate on average than the SDFSM with respect 
to the arithmetic mean. However, the counter-based 
predictor’s misprediction latency cycles is twice that of 
the SDFSM, as was described in Section 5.4. The 
additional misprediction cycle adversely affects overall 
processor performance due to stalls while waiting for the 
training and subsequent prediction. Therefore, in order to 
more fairly compare complete predictor performance, we 
must consider the mispenalty latency in conjunction with 
the misprediction rate.

We evaluate the SDFSM and counter-based bimodal 
type predictors with respect to the misprediction per 
cycle (MPC) and the prediction accuracy rates (PAs) as 
determined by simulation. In order to provide an analysis 
that is independent of the processor clock speed, the 
misprediction rate is normally measured in cycles rather 
than in seconds, such that:

  cycles2PA100%MPC countercounter 
and:

  cycles1PA100%MPC SDFSMSDFSM 

Figure 8 shows the MPCs with respect to hardware 
budget in number of entries and Figure 10 subsets these 
results as in (a)
Figure 6 (a) (i.e., those where the SDFSM showed 
improvement over the counter-based predictor with 
respect to misprediction rates), Similarly to the 
misprediction rates for these subsetted benchmarks, the 
MPCs for all SDFSMs improves with respect to counter 
predictor, with an average overall performance increase 
of 37%. However, on average over all benchmarks the 
counter-based predictor still had the lowest misprediction 
rate. 

Branch predictor performance can also be evaluated 
using the misprediction speedup, as derived in [17], such 
that:

SDFSM

counter

MPC
MPC

Speedup 

Figure 9 shows the misprediction speedup verses 
hardware budget in number of entries for various 
SDFSM sizes compared to the counter-based predictor. 
These speedups are in line with speedups obtained for 
other recent innovations in branch predictors [18]-[20].  
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7 Conclusion and future work
This paper proposes the shadow dynamic finite state 
machine (SDFSM), a new branch predictor where the 
FSM states are dynamically trained during rum-time to 
learn unique branch pattern behaviors. Whereas the 
SDFSM can be generalized to any arbitrary number of 
states, we explored several SDFSM sizes and compared 
extensive simulation results on the SPEC2000 
benchmark suite with 2-bit saturating counters using a 
conventional bimodal-based branch predictor. Results 
revealed that the SDFSM decreases average 
misprediction rate for six benchmarks, which have 
irregular branching tendencies (i.e. those seen in artificial 
intelligence and gaming applications). Furthermore, in 
the situations where the SDFSM was slightly less 
accurate than the 2-bit predictor, this reduced accuracy 
was due to the nature of the bimodal predictor 
architecture (and not a failure of the SDFSM), which 
inhibits a large percentage of aliasing phenomena that 
severely affects the performance of our SDFSM 
automaton on prediction accuracy. The SDFSM will 

likely show marked improvements when coupled with 
predictors that are less affected by aliasing such as PAs 
and GAs.

In addition, the SDFSM uses a simple hardware 
structure, which provides single cycle training and 
prediction latency; in contrast, the 2-bit counter predicts 
and corrects in two cycles. This single cycle advantage 
for the SDFSM offsets the accuracy advantage of the 2-
bit counter by trading off performance with respect to the 
instructions-per-cycle (IPC) rate. 

Finally, we explored and analyzed the number of 
SDFSM states in the scope of adaptability, training, 
damping, and aliasing in order to determine their affect 
on prediction accuracy. Results show that a 6-state 
SDFSM is a good average configuration for optimal 
length for bimodal predictor topology. Thus, our results
encourage researchers to explore the SDFSM combined 
with more advanced predictor methods, thus improving 
the accuracy of those predictors.

Our future work is motivated by the per-application 
variation in optimal SDFSM size as shown in Figure 5. 
Consequently, choosing the best number of states is a 
key design decision since the SDFSM structure does not 

Figure 8: Mispredictions per cycle per benchmark with a hardware budget of 4KB.

Figure 10: Average mispredictions per cycle verses 
hardware budget in number of entries.

Figure 9: Misprediction speedup verses hardware budget 
in number of entries for various SDFSM state sizes
compared to the counter-based predictor.
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dynamically alter its number of states based on pattern 
entries. Therefore, our future work includes architecting 
an adaptive SDFSM capable of dynamically altering its 
number of states based on actual branch pattern length. 
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A multi-story can be generated by the interactions of users in the interactive storytelling system. In this 
paper, we suggest narrative structure and corresponding Storytelling Markup Language. Actor, Action, 
and Constraint are declared and programmed using interactive storytelling system which generates the 
stories. Generated stories can be transformed to multimedia formats which are texts, images, animations, 
and others.

Povzetek: Opisan je sistem za generiranje mnogoterih zgodb.

1 Introduction
A term called ‘Digital Storytelling’ is being used in 
various sectors of society nowadays. Studies are being 
conducted not only in the academic fields that previously 
have a field of storytelling, such as literature, but also in 
media studies, computer engineering, and others, owing 
to its involvement with digital technology. Although the 
term has not been defined concretely, it is recognized as 
a storytelling in the digital era.

One definition of digital storytelling is a storytelling 
that is done by applying digital technology in the medial 
environment or as an expression means. In other words, 
digital storytelling in a broad sense indicates the case, 
wherein digital technology is applied to entire media 
environment in the production process of the audiovisual 
materials, or, at least, to creating story and discourse as a 
means of expression.

Interactive storytelling is one area of digital 
storytelling. This concept is a type of narrative using an 
interaction between the emotional and dramatic aspects 
of the story and the computer, indicating storytelling on 
which the user makes an influence so as to change the 
direction which the story proceeds in. 

The closest examples are edutainment, videogames
in which the progress and an ending of the story can be 
various depending on the choices made by the user.  
Especially in games, such a characteristic can be found in 
RPG (Role Playing Game) or adventure game, visual 
novels and others.

Studies on such interactive storytelling are not being 
actively conducted yet, but various attempts are now 
being made along with the development of online 
contents such as online game. This study gives a 
consideration to followings as essential components of 
interactive storytelling. 

1) Narrative Structure 

- The essential elements for processing stories and 
the structure to express such elements are 
required.

2) Script language to embody narrative structure.
- A system, where the narrative structure is 
expressed in the type of languages which authors 
or programmers can understand so that the 
computer can process it, needs to be arranged.

3) Story generator and authoring tool assisting in 
generation of story and narrative structure even 
without professional knowledge of programming 
languages. 
- The development environment, which allows 
story makers to create stories easily even if they 
do not have knowledge of script languages, should 
be supported. The story generator interprets input 
information as narrative structure, converts it in 
script language, and then generates the story based 
on it.  The authoring tool are implemented as the 
graphical user interface environment including the 
story generator.

Figure 1 shows the constituents of an interactive 
storytelling system. 

Figure 1: An Interactive Storytelling System
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Among various important elements constituting an 
interactive storytelling system, the narrative structure and 
the interactive storytelling script language based on it are 
suggested in this paper. For this purpose, the existing 
script languages and their expression modes are 
described in section 2, and the constraint-based narrative 
structure is suggested in section 3.  In section 4, SML 
(Storytelling Markup Language) is suggested for the 
system. This script language is fundamental to an 
interactive storytelling system and is used to develop 
story generator and authoring tools, making it possible to 
generate stories. The last section summarizes this study, 
discussing the method of utilizing this study and future 
tasks.

2 Related works
Languages that have been used in an interactive 
storytelling system so far can be largely divided into 
three types; natural language, logic programming 
language, and markup language derived from XML.

A natural language is the most suitable language to 
narrate actions, characters, events, and other source of 
story because it expresses a human language as it is. 
Although using a natural language provides convenience 
for users and increases accessibility or legibility, there 
are many difficulties compared to processing the existing 
programming languages. In previous studies, such a 
natural language system was used in integration with a 
speech recognition system, which was the system that 
shows the final stories by processing natural language 
came through the speech recognition system.

Since logic programming languages use an artificial 
intelligence planning technique in the narrative structure 
of an interactive storytelling system, programming 
languages that are compatible with logic programming 
are used. For example, there are STRIPS (STanford 
Research Institute Problem Solver) [2] and languages 
derived from STRIPS.  STRIP, which was introduced to
solve problems of Al, is the most suitable for expressing 
a planning algorithm of narrative structure, thus it is used 
in an interactive storytelling system [3] [4].

Lastly, there is XML (eXtensible Markup 
Language). HTML (Hyper-Text Markup Language), a 
subordinate concept of XML, is used as the standard 
output format of the World Wide Web all over the world, 
and many users, thus, know or can easily learn the 
format. Along with such an environmental factor, XML 
expresses all information in letter that users know, 
leading to high legibility. XML has been widely used as 
the standard to express information since proposed by 
W3c (World Wide Web Consortium), and it is even 
suggested that it might replace HTML. Many developing 
tools have already included the libraries dealing with 
XML and are continuously developing it. Accordingly, 
HTML has an advantage of being widely used.

Most of all, XML, a language with the property of 
generality, can add various formats and express almost 
any imaginable formats.

In regard to XML-derived languages used in an 
interactive storytelling system such as MPML (Multi-
modal Presentation Markup Language) [5], AIML 
(Artificial Intelligence Markup Language) [6], 
APML(Affective Presentation Markup Language)[7], 
FML(Functional Markup Language)[8], BML(Behavior 
Markup Language)[9].

MPML is a markup language suitable for controlling 
actions of characters similar to the real world. MPML is 
a powerful language which can provide the control for 
behavior of second dimensional characters, the 
presentation flow, and the integration of external objects. 
FML and BML are designed to unify representational 
framework for Embodied Conversational Agents to 
produce multimodal behaviours of computer-generated 
characters in a broad range of circumstances. APML is 
another attempting version for ECA able to generate 
context-adapted behaviours based on Mind-Body 
interface; Mind which represents the personality of an 
agent, and Body reflects its appearance and expressive 
behaviours. However, they have some shortcomings to 
be the script language for generating stories which this 
study aims at, because it is a language for controlling the 
agent.

In the VISTA (Virtual Interactive Story Telling 
Agents) project [10], AIML was used to write programs. 
AIML is a XML style script language supporting for AI 
application program, and the Vista system used AIML 
interlocked with Prolog. AIML was used in the question-
answer relationship applied to stories, while Prolog was 
used to generate various action rules. With regard to 
AIML, however, all the questions and answers should be 
defined in advance, and it is hard to produce various 
results inferred from the various conditions. Besides, 
there is another difficulty that general users who are not 
familiar with programming should know Prolog.

In addition to language to formalize narrative 
structure, authoring tools which assist to program the 
language and specify the information have been 
investigated and developed: INSCAPE[11] and 
PRISM[12] . In INSCAPE, an author writes an 
interactive story idea; prepares characters, props, and 
stages; and plan entire flow of story with those assets to 
achieve desired goals. It also adopted XML-style 
language, called ICML(Inscape Communication Mark-up 
Language) for underlying data model. It is designed to 
create interactive stories for edutainment, simulation, 
training, and other areas of nonlinear story. PRISM 
provides story map to set up interactive story in a similar 
way to INCACPE and it adopts hybrid narrative structure 
combining “condition based branching narrative” and 
“planning” methods to generate interactive story

3 Narrative structure
As examined previously, various script languages have 
been used in an interactive storytelling system. This 
paper suggests SML based on XML. Although there are 
already script languages derived from XML, such as 
MPML or AIML, these languages cannot defined the 
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narrative structure or have difficulties in generating the 
variety of stories. In comparison, SML suggested in this 
study has following strength: it defines the narrative 
structure so that authors can intuitively program stories 
without difficulties and then can define the languages 
conforming to XML format according to this narrative 
structure.

3.1 Constraint based narrative structure
The previous studies have expressed stories mainly in 
STRIPS or Lisp format in order to solve problems based 
on AI planning techniques [1][4][13]. In regard to a 
planning algorithm of narrative structure, there are HTN 
(Hierarchical Task Network) and HSP (Heuristic 
Planning). STRIPS is used in the systems using HTN and 
HSP. The structure of HTN can be represented as a tree, 
in which the conclusion of story is a route and each sub-
conclusion is a child. This employs a top-down method, 
which leads to good narrative coherence. In contrast, 
HSP generates the route from an initial state to a goal 
state, which makes it possible to generate stories flexibly 
[3]. It can be said that the method introduced in a text is a 
kind of HSP.

HTN constructs a story using a tree. The route node 
and each non-terminal node indicate the conclusion and 
the sub-conclusion of the story, respectively, while the 
terminal node indicates occurrence of a certain action. In 
regard to the way of constructing the story, the final 
conclusion is divided into several sub-conclusions, each 
of which is divided again into another sub-conclusion, 
and then the story is generated by solving each sub-
conclusion. Here, several actions are collected to solve 
the smallest unit of sub-conclusion. 

In other words, it is considered that the story is the 
combination of sub-conclusions and the lowest level sub-
conclusion includes the collection of the specific 
character’s actions. The story is generated using a divide-
and-conquer planning technique based on Al, in which 
the problem is divided into the smaller units, which are 
then solved and combined. In such a structure, the 
conclusion cannot be reached unless the sub-conclusion 
is satisfied, which, in turn, guarantees the coherent flow 
of the story. In another aspect, the story is processed 
centering on the only actions that are preconditions for 
the conclusion, so only stories expressed on the route of 
HTN are formed, thereby causing the decrease in the 
degree of freedom. 

In case of an ideal type of interactive storytelling, the 
story should have a high degree of freedom while 
maintaining its coherent flow. It is, however, not easy to 
realize an interactive storytelling system satisfying both 
of them, because these two are usually in a contradictory 
relationship [13]. This study aims at the direction of story 
generation that makes it possible for authors to adjust the 
degree of freedom and the coherence of stories.

The previous studies have maintained a causal 
relationship through the divide-and-conquer planning 
based on AI, but reached the limit for the degree of 
freedom. Therefore, this study suggests the form that 
escapes from such a frame by eliminating the 

hierarchical structure. In other words, contrary to the 
existing structures, the stories are seen as the continuous 
actions of the character after eliminating the step of sub-
conclusion. Instead of the eliminated sub-conclusions, 
the constraint conditions such as a causal relationship or 
a temporal relationship between actions are declared in 
order to maintain the unity of the story. And through the 
degree of such constraint conditions, the degree of the 
coherence and the degree of freedom can be properly 
adjusted to the extent which the author wants. 

The narrative structure suggested in this study is 
divided to constituent declaration and constraint 
declaration. The constituent declaration defines actor, 
action property, stage, and props, while the constraint 
declaration suggests the various condition-relation 
structures that can control the flow of the story and 
support the nonlinear process of the story.

3.2 Constituent declaration
In the constituent declaration, the basic constituents 
necessary for stories are declared. The constituents 
defined in the declaration include property, stage, actor, 
props, action and others. Figure 2 shows the constituents 
defined in the declaration and the interdependence 
among them.

Figure 2: Declaration Constituents and Relationships

- Property
A property expresses the characteristic of actors 

or props numerically. Actors or props can have the 
value corresponding to necessary properties for each 
as a numerical value.

- Stage
A Stage displays the space where the story 

proceeds.

- Actor
An Actor is the constituent that becomes the 

subject or the object of the story, which performs 
itself or is performed. There is a name for each 
actor, and it contains the types of properties that the 
actor has, the value of each, and the stage 
information that marks the space in which the actor 
is at the very beginning of the story.

- Props
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Props refer to things that cannot be the subject 
but object of actions. Thus, things or actors who 
cannot be the subject of actions are defined as props.

- Action
An action indicates the motion that actors can 

take. It displays actors who can carry out such an 
action, properties necessary for the action, stages 
where the action can occur, and how many objects 
of the action are.

In this constraint based narrative structure, properties 
commonly exist between actors and actions. This is the 
device for generating stories, wherein more logical 
choice can be made in deciding the motions of actors. 
Let’s consider one example in order to understand uses 
of such a device. Followings are assumed; an actor ‘A’ 
has properties of talkative = “80” and aggressive = “30”,
an action ‘attack’ has properties of talkative = “30” and 
aggressive = “80”, and an action ‘talk’ has properties of 
talkative = “80” and aggressive = “30”. 

<actor actorid="A">
<propertyR propertyId="talkative">80</propertyR>
<propertyR propertyId = "aggressive">30</propertyR>

</actor>
<action actionid = "attack">

<subR subId="A"/>
<propertyR propertyId = "talkative">30</propertyR>
<propertyR propertyId = "aggressive">80</propertyR>

</action>
<action actionid = "talk">

<subR subId="A"/>
<propertyR propertyId = "talkative">80</propertyR>
<propertyR propertyId = "aggressive">30</propertyR>

</action>

If an actor ‘A’ is in a situation where he or she has to 
perform one motion either ‘attack’ or ‘talk’, the 
possibility of carrying out ‘talk’ motion increases due to 
the property value. It is necessary to fully unitize this 
structure in a story generator in order to establish the 
balance between characteristics and actions of actors.

The constituents listed above are combined, thereby 
generating an event. In brief, an event means that a 
specific actor carries out a certain motion, wherein the 
defined form of the action determines the presence of an 
object.

Figure 3: Components of event

Figure 3 shows the necessary components of an 
event. To put it concretely, an event is expressed as actor, 
stage, action, and props are combined in such form as
“Specific actor does what action (something) (to 
someone) where”. The generation of story in this 
structure means the generation of such an event. In 
addition, a special component called ‘viewpoint’ is 
placed in order to reduce the complexity in story 
generation. This indicates the stage at which the user is 
currently looking. The generation of all the stories is 
limited to the current viewpoint, which is in line with a 
play where audiences see only one stage. As a curtain 
comes down when the stage is changing, the change of 
viewpoint is required to change the stage in this 
structure. As an initial stage should be specified in a 
play, the viewpoint for a beginning point of the story 
should be specified in the constituent declaration as well.

3.3 Constraint declaration
In the constraint declaration, various constraint 
conditions that can control the direction of narrative flaw 
are declared. Such constraint conditions play a role of 
framework holding the direction in which the story 
proceeds, preventing the story from taking the wrong 
way. The degree of freedom is determined according to a 
dynamic of constraint conditions, and the types of 
constraint condition are shown below. The parts 
explained here is conceptual, so it is necessary to support 
a wildcard character (‘?’) or logical operation so as to 
control the stories more delicately when writing these in 
an actual script language.

1) Ending : (event)  (end)

This is a condition that ends the story. If a given 
event occurs, the story ends.  The multiple endings 
can be setup by assigning several kinds of events.

<ending endingId = "HappyEnding">
<preEventList>

<preEvent>
<preSub subtype=”actor” preSubId= "Monica"/>
<actionR actionId = "love"/>
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<preObj objType=”actor” actorId = "Joseph"/>
</prevent>

</preEventList>
</ending>

2) Transaction : (pre event)  (post event)

Two events occur together like a transaction. This 
condition is set in order to induce another event to 
occur in sequence upon occurrence of a specific 
event. In script languages, the function, where post-
event can refer to the subject and the object of pre-
event, should be provided in order to make 
extensive forms of transaction condition. For 
example, let’s assume the case where a wildcard 
character “?” designated as any actor, is given as a 
condition, and pre-event is defined as “?” hit “?”. It 
should be possible to define post-event for this case 
in the same construction with ‘[The object of pre-
event] hit [the subject of pre-event]’. In this case, 
the subject and the object of post-event are 
determined at the time pre-event occurs.

<transaction transactionId = "HitAfter">
<preEventList>

<preEvent>
<preSub  subType="actor" preSubId ="ALL” />
<actionR actionId = "hit" />
<preObj objType="actor” objId="All"/>

</preEvent>
</preEventList>
<postEventList>

<postevent>
<postSub type="actor" postSubId="Robert"/>
<actionR actionId = "hit"/>
<postObj type="actor" postObjId="RS"/>

</postEvent>
</postEventList>

</transaction>

3) Transition : (event/action)  (change property)

Transition constraint is to change the value of a 
specific property upon occurrence of a designated 
event or action. The condition is set, for example, as 
the construction of ‘reduce a property of an object, 
‘health’, for a ‘hit’ action.’ This is useful to define 
the motion accompanied with changes of a specific 
state.

<transit transitId = "Work">
<preEventList>

<preEvent>
<preSub subType="actor"

preSubId ="Monica" />
<actionR actionId = " work" />

</preEvent>
</preEventList>
<postTransitList>

<postTransit transiType="actor” 

transitSubId="RS" propertyId = "tiredness"
value = "20"/>

</postTrasitList>
</transit>

4) Induction : (condition of property) 

event/action)

It can declare to perform an event or a motion when 
a specific attribute satisfies a certain condition. The
condition is set, for example, as the construction of 
“eat rice when hungry is less than 30.” This 
constraint condition is assigned to make an actor 
perform a specific motion according to the change 
of state.

<induction inductionId = "Hungry">
<preTransitList>

<propTransit TransitSubId ="ALL" 
propertyId = "hungryness" 
value = "80" compare="GT"/>

</preTransitList>
<postEventList>

<postEvent>
<PostSub Type="actor" postSubId="RS" />
<actionR actionId = "eat" />

</postEvent>
</postEventList>

</induction>

5) Must : (pre event)  (post event)

This is a constraint condition that executes various 
functions. The semantic view of this condition 
indicates that ‘When pre-event is performed without 
occurrence of post-event, post-event must occur 
before the story ends.’ In other words, this 
constraint condition is used if an event that occurs 
as a result must occur upon occurrence of an event 
corresponding to a cause in a causal relationship, 
Also, a negative option can be placed in post-event 
so that post-event should never occur when pre-
event occurs. This can put a constraint so that 
another event can never follow when a specific 
event occurs. In addition, an event that must occur 
on any occasion can be indicated by setting only
post-event not pre-event.

<must mustId = "EatAfter">
<preEventList>

<preEvent>
<preSub subtype="actor" preSubId="Monica"/>
<actionR actionId = "eat" />

</preEvent>
<preEventList>
<postEventList>

<postEvent>
<actor actorId = "Monica" />

<action actionId = "wash" />
<props prosId = ”dish” />
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</postevent>
</must>

6) Ordering : (pre event)  (post event)

This is a declaration to adjust the logical flow of the 
story. It makes no difference even if events assigned 
here don’t occur. It only indicates ‘pre-event must 
occur prior to post-event at all times’. In other 
words, if pre-event doesn’t occur, post-event 
wouldn’t occur either.

<ordering orderingId = "WinAfter">
<preEventList>

<preEvent>
<preSub subtype="actor"preSubId="ALL"/>
<actionR actionId = "win" />

</preEvent>
</preEventList>
<postEventList>

<postEvent>
<postSub Type="actor” postSubId="RS" />
<actionR actionId="get"/>
<props prosId=”money”/>

</postEvent>
<postEventList>

</ordering>

7) Stage Change : (event)  (change stage)

This is a constraint declaration that changes the 
current stage of the subject or the object of an event 
when a specific event occurs. This is similar to an 
effect that makes characters on stage withdraw or 
makes characters appear on stage in a play.

<stageChange stageChangeId = "Work">
<preEventList>

<preEvent>
<preSub Type="actor" preSubId="Monica"/>
<actionR actionId="leave" />

</preEvent>
</preEventList>
<targetStage>

<ActorR actorId="Monica"/>
<stageR stageid="office"/>

</targetstage>
</stageChange >

In summary, the basic environment and constituent 
required in the story are defined in the constituent 
declaration, and the constraint items holding the outline 
of overall direction of story are assigned in the constraint 
declaration.

4 SML (Storytelling Markup 
language)

4.1 SML
The narrative structure with the purpose of an interactive 
storytelling was defined previously. However, the 
previously defined structure is simply a kind of an 
abstract data type. In order to generate stories, it is 
necessary to express above components in definite 
language so that the story generation engine can process 
them. The language for expressing narrative structure 
requires following characteristics.

First, the legibility should be good enough so that 
users can easily understand the meanings without any 
difficulty and add what they want.  There would be no 
occasion to write codes, because the authoring tools are 
basically used. However, good legibility is necessary so 
that there would be no difficulties even in the case of 
writing codes directly.

Second, there should be good expressiveness. In the 
previously suggested structure, an actor or an action has 
subordinate constituents in complex form. In particular, 
the way the motion is defined demands information of 
properties necessary for the motion, actors who can 
perform the motion, and stages where the motion can 
occur. Each motion, however, has different number of 
such constituents. 

The structures defined in the constraint declaration 
are combined by a relationship of ‘AND’ or ‘OR’ and 
demands a wildcard character, and a reference structure, 
thereby becoming more complex. The language should 
be able to express such structures that are defined as 
being complex and multilateral.

Third, the structure should be easy to deal with. It 
requires the operation of generating or parsing the codes 
written in the given language using an authoring tool or a 
story generator. The structure of the language should be 
easy to deal with, so that it would be easy to develop an 
authoring tool or a story generator that supports such a 
language. Such a characteristic of the language can be 
considered very important in case that an authoring tool, 
a story generator and a script language are independent 
from each other, which even makes it possible to develop 
various authoring tools or story generators to support the 
language afterwards.

The language should be defined with the above 
conditions in mind in order to achieve satisfactory 
results. When taking the structures of already existing 
languages into consideration, a XML (eXtensible 
Markup Language) format can be easily considered first. 
XML can be seen as a super-ordinate concept of HTML 
(Hyper-Text Markup Language). HTML is well known 
to many users because HTML is used as a standard 
output mode of World Wide Web. Many users, in turn, 
can read and write HTML. Thus, the XML mode can be 
considered to have quite excellent legibility.

In addition, XML itself is a language that can add 
various formats freely, leading to fairly good 
expressiveness. Also, since XML is widely known and 
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used, there are many related libraries. Since it is easy to 
deal with languages with help of libraries, the XML 
format is, in a sense, the ‘easy-to-handle structure’.

As described, XML satisfies all the conditions 
required as a language listed above. This study, thus, 
defines the previously defined narrative structure in the 
XML format, naming the language as SML (Storytelling 
Markup Language). The DTD (Document Type 
Definition) of SML is not included in a text, since the 
constituents and the constraint conditions of the 
previously presented narrative structure are large in 
quantity and complicated.

4.2 An example of SML

Figure 4: An Example of Story Structure.

Figure 4 is a drawing which illustrates some part of the 
story, while Figure 5 simply shows only the necessary 
part for the story illustrated in Figure 4 in SML. The 
event of ‘Frodo finds the One Ring in the Middle Earth’ 
or ‘Gollum finds the One Ring in the Middle Earth’ is set 
to occur for sure with constraint ‘must’ with no ‘pre-
event’. With constraint ‘transaction’, upon generation of 
an event that ‘somebody finding the One Ring in the
Middle Earth’, ‘the finder rules or is ruled by the One
Ring.’, in such a case, whether ruled by the One Ring or 
not depends on properties of Frodo and Gollum. The 
property value of ‘ruling’ is higher value than that of 
‘being ruled by’ in case of Frodo, while the property 
value of ‘being ruled by’ is higher in Gollum. In such 
cases, an event, in which an action of ‘ruling’ occurs, has 
a higher possibility of being generated as for Frodo, 
while the possibility of generating an event, in which an 
action of ‘being ruled by’ occurs, increases as for 
Gollum.

4.3 Story generator
In previous sections, the narrative structure was defined, 
along with the language to express it. At this point, 
complier or interpreter is needed to interpret the codes 
written in the given language and to perform the 
operation. In other words, a story generator, which 
receives given SML codes and generates stories, is 
required.

Figure 5: Example for expression of story structure using 
SML

When the story is viewed as the connection of 
continuous events, the generation of a high-quality story 
depends on how proper the order these events are 
sequenced in. When Stem refers to a set having ‘item’ as 
domain, Sevent can be expressed as followings.

Ssubject = Sactor

SDO = Sactor ∪ Sprops

SIO = Sactor ∪ Sprops

SEvent = {(xsubject, xstage, xaction, xDO, xIO) | xsubject∈ Ssubject, 

xstage∈ Sstage, xaction∈ Saction, xDO∈ SDO, xIO∈ SIO}
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In other words, a set of events can be viewed as a 
Cartesian product of domains; subject, stage, action, DO 
and IO, and one event is represented as a tuple of 
(subject, stage, action, DO, IO). In a wider prospective, if 
the tuple is viewed as node of graph, a story can be 
considered as a connection of nodes.  Therefore, the 
generation of story can be understood as setting a proper 
path of the graph, wherein events are nodes.

From this point of view, this study excludes AI 
techniques and suggests a story generator using graph in 
which a node is an event, in contrary to previous studies.

As explained above, when an event is seen as a node 
in graph, a story can be one path connecting a series of 
nodes in graph. In this case, the story generation is soon 
down to the issue of setting the graph path in order that is 
not contrary to the constraint conditions. Thus, most of 
the problems to consider can be thought by converting 
them to graph problems.

First let’s consider the expression of an event. 
Although it is said that an event can be seen as a node, 
nodes can be large in number according to the amount of 
data if all types of generable events are actually 
generated and the path between each node is specified as 
other graph problems. In case of events containing a 
wildcard character, in particular, the number of nodes 
will increase by geometric progression when all events 
are generated.  Thus, even though it can be perceived as a 
graph problem in the conceptual aspect, the realization 
that uses memory on a practical level should be 
considered. In that, 

It should be approached with the form in which not 
all events are generated as nodes but generated events are 
managed as nodes.  Also, with managing the list of 
constraint conditions, it would be realistic to determine 
whether to set a route or not by comparing such a list and 
an event to be generated.

The problem of generating events can be seen as the 
problem of selecting one among many paths that can be 
chosen at the current node, which requires a function or a 
value that becomes a benchmark of path choice. In 
Prim’s MST (Minimum Spanning Tree) algorithm, for 
example, the closest node in MST constructed so far 
becomes a benchmark of selecting a path. 

This study considers the method which put a great 
deal of weight on the node having the highest value of 
property combination among available actions choices, 
which was also mentioned earlier in relation to [Figure 
4]. Because when a specific person should select one 
among more than two actions, it is believed that it’s more 
reasonable to carry out action suiting to one’s propensity.

The condition of this choice needs to be processed 
by the concept of possibility in order to avoid the 
uniformity of the narrative. The problem of adhering to 
constraint conditions can be understood as a problem of 
dynamically managing the path between the nodes in 
graph, a problem of managing topological order, and a 
problem of preventing the path from repeating infinitely. 
If an event B cannot occur right after an event A in a 
conceptual aspect, then it can be understood as there is 
no path from node A to a node B. Moreover, when a 
temporal relationship exists between two events such as 

‘transaction’, ‘must’, and ‘ordering’, the constraint 
conditions can be satisfied by establishing topological 
order. Also, the conflict among constraint conditions can 
be prevented by prohibiting the generation of indefinite 
repetition.

4.4 Example of story generation
The story was generated through a story generator based 
on the algorithm suggested above, after the construction 
of The Lord of the Rings story was simplified and then 
expressed in SML defined above, Figure 6 is the 
currently realized authoring tool, and Figure 7 shows one 
example of created stories.

Figure 6: Interactive storytelling authoring tool

Figure 7: Example of story generation

Depending on the property values of Frodo and 
Gollum, the story that is completely different from what 
we previous knew could be generated. Besides this, 
several kinds of different endings can be generated. The 
results are printouts in a plain text format. However, if it 
is expressed in script language and then combined with 
the output interpreter by extending this study further, it 
would be possible to express it in other media such as 
picture and animation. The output interpreter, which 
prints the generated text in the form of a series of 
drawings, is in development.

5 Conclusions
The text investigates the concept and the structure of an 
interactive storytelling system, and then suggests the 
narrative structure and the language to express it. The 
narrative structure suggested in this study cannot be 
considered as an ideal one for generating stories. 
However, it suggests a possibility in regard to how to 
express the structure constructed in such a way in 
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language and what else is required to generate stories 
using the language that is expressed in such a way. 

The narrative structure and SML suggested in this 
paper have following strengths, compared to exiting 
interactive storytelling systems.

First, the previous studies left much to be desired in 
relation to languages due to undue stress given to 
applications. On the other hand, this paper studies on 
languages, increasing expansion possibility of the system 
that can be combined and linked.  

Second, the narrative structure of this study can add 
or delete the components as occasion demands, and even 
new narrative structure can be applied. For example, the 
narrative structure which is an application of data flow 
system using token can be made.

Third, various interactive storytelling systems using 
SML can be developed, thereby applied to games and 
educational multimedia system. 

Currently, this study is expected to proceed in three 
directions; first is to improve the narrative structure and 
the functions of the language, second is to realize an 
interactive storytelling system which can generate the 
results not in text format but with various multi medias 
such as picture and animation by using  the authoring 
tool and the output interpreter, and the last is to proceed 
in developing the script language and the control system 
that can control actions of NPC (Non Playable character)
in MMORPG ( Massively Multiplayer Online Role 
Playing Game) by applying SML, in cooperation with a 
domestic game company. 

As shown in this study, SML shows a possibility to 
be the language that could be widely applied to the areas 
of game and multimedia.
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In this paper, a novel 3D Bending Invariant Correlative Features (3D BI-LBP) is used for 3D face recog-
nition to overcome some of the unsolved problems encountered with 3D facial images. In this challenging
topic, large expression and pose variations along with data noise are three major obstacles. We first ex-
ploit an automatic procedure regarding face area extraction, and then process it to minimize the effect of
large pose variations and effectively improve the total 3D face recognition performance. To overcome the
large expression variations, the key idea in the proposed algorithm is a representation of the facial surface,
by what is called a Bending Invariant (BI), which is invariant to isometric deformations resulting from
changes in expression and posture. In order to encode relationships in neighboring mesh nodes, 3D LBP
is used for the obtained geometric invariant, which own more potential power to describe the structure
of faces than individual points and effectiveness in characterizing local details of a signal. The signature
images are then decomposed into their principle components based on Spectral Regression (SR) resulting
in a huge time saving. Our experiments were based on the CASIA and FRGC 3D face databases which
contain large expression and pose variations. Experimental results show our proposed method provides
better effectiveness and efficiency than many commonly used existing methods for 3D face recognition
and handles variations in facial expression quite well.

Povzetek: Razvita je nova metoda za prepoznavanje 3D obrazov.

1 Introduction
Information and Communication Technologies are gradu-
ally entering all aspects of our life. They are also opening
a world where people unprecedentedly interact with elec-
tronic devices embedded in environments sensitive and re-
sponsive to the presence of users. These scenarios offer
the opportunity to exploit the potential of faces as a non-
intrusive biometric identifier to not just regulate access to a
controlled environment but also to adapt provided services
to the preferences of a recognized user.

Automatic human face recognition is an important re-
search area within the field of biometric identification.
Compared with other biometric features, face recognition
has the advantages of pro-active, non-invasiveness and
user-friendliness and has gained great attention during the
last decade [1]. While, currently, most efforts are devoted
to face recognition using 2D images, they continue to en-
counter difficulties in handling large facial variations due to
head pose, lighting conditions and facial expressions. 2D
face recognition systems have a strict constrain on improv-
ing accuracy. So far it is still quite difficult to build a robust
automatic human face recognition system.

Many researchers are committed to utilizing of three-
dimensional information to overcome some of the diffi-
cult issues associated with face recognition. Range images

which contain texture and shape information are very effec-
tive for recognition of a face image, when comparing one
face with another face. There is evidence that range images
have the potential to overcome problems inherent in inten-
sity and color images. Some advantages of range images
are explicit representation of the 3D shape, invariance un-
der change of illumination, pose and reflectance properties
of objects.

In view of the shortcomings of the 2D approaches, a
number of 3D and 3D+2D multi-modal approaches have
recently been proposed. We extensively examined the prior
literature on 3D face recognition, which can be catego-
rized into methods using point cloud representations, depth
images, facial surface features or spherical representations
[2]. A priori registration of the point clouds is commonly
performed by ICP algorithms with 92.1% rank-one identifi-
cation on a subset of FRGC v2 [3]. Based on depth images,
Faltemier et al. [4] introduced concentrate dimensional re-
duction based on the fusion of results from group regions
that have been independently matched. Facial surface fea-
tures, such as curvature descriptors [5], have also been pro-
posed for 3D face recognition.

Alternatively, spherical representations have been used
recently for modeling illumination variations [6,7] or both
illumination and pose variations in face images [2,8]. In
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addition, Kakadiaris et al. [9] used an annotated face
model to fit the changes of the face surface and then ob-
tained the deformation image by a fitting model. A mul-
tistage alignment algorithm and advanced wavelet analy-
sis resulted in robust performance. They reported a best
performance of 97.0% verification as a 0.1% FAR. Face
recognition combining 3D shape and 2D intensity/color in-
formation is a developing area of research. Mian et al. [10]
handled the expression problem using a fusion scheme in
which three kinds of methods, spherical face representa-
tion (SFR), scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT)-based
matching and a modified ICP were combined to achieve
the final result. Their results showed the potential of
appearance-based methods for solving the expression prob-
lem in 3D face recognition. Because of the extremely high
dimensionality of the Gabor features for depth and intensity
images, Xu et al. [11] proposed a novel hierarchical selec-
tion scheme with embedded LDA and AdaBoost learning
for dimensionality reduction. With this scheme an effec-
tive classifier can be built. However, some details in these
approaches are ignored on how depth and intensity infor-
mation contributes to recognition with expression and pose
variations.

In this paper, we address the major challenges of 3D
field-deployable face recognition systems. We propose a
novel framework for expression-robust 3D face recogni-
tion. The flowchart is shown in Fig.1. Our method can
be divided into feature extraction, dimension reduction and
classification sections. For all sections, because expres-
sion variations and data noise are major obstacles to good
system performance, we preprocess the raw 3D data and
extract the face area which is least affected by expression
changes. In the feature extraction section, the Bending In-
variant and its statistical codebook analysis of correlative
features are used to describe the intrinsic geometric infor-
mation, denoted as 3D BI-LBP. This procedure very ef-
fectively eliminates the effect of the expression variations.
With dimensional reduction based on Spectral Regression,
more useful and significant features can be produced for
a face than can be produced by current methods, resulting
in a huge saving in computational cost. Finally, we achieve
face recognition using Nearest Neighbor Classifiers. The

Figure 1: The Framework of 3D Face Recognition

rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we de-
scribe the automatic face registration process that permits
alignment the 3D point clouds before analysis in section 2.

Section 3 describes the Bending Invariant Correlative Fea-
tures (3D BI-LBP) used in our framework. Section 4 intro-
duces Spectral Regression (SR) for reducing dimensions
and classifier construction. Section 5 reports the experi-
mental results and gives some comparisons with existing
algorithms. Finally, the paper is concluded in section 6.

2 Automatic preprocessing of 3D
face data

In this paper, one face is described by one 3D scattered
point cloud from one 3D laser scanner as illustrated in
Fig.2. The preprocessing scheme is based on three main
tasks, respectively the extraction of the facial region, the
registration of the 3D face, and the acquisition of the nor-
malized depth and intensity images. They are fully auto-
mated; handling noisy and incomplete input data are im-
mune to rotation and translation and suitable for different
resolutions.

The main purpose of face extraction is to remove irrel-
evant information from the 3D point clouds, such as data
corresponding to shoulders or hair, and spikes obtained by
a laser scanner. First in face extraction, we estimate a verti-
cal projection curve from the point cloud by computing the
column sum of the valid point’s matrix [2, 12]. Then, we
define two lateral thresholds on the left and right inflexion
points of the projection curve for removing data points on
the subject’s shoulders beyond these thresholds. We further
remove the data points corresponding to the subject’s chest
by thresholding of the histogram of depth values. Finally,
we remove outlier points that remain in regions discon-
nected from the main facial area and treat only the largest
region as the facial region.

After extracting the main facial region from a 3D scan,
registration (pose correction) is performed. We present a
multistage approach for automatic registration that offers
robust and accurate alignment even in the presence of fa-
cial expression variations. First, we compute the orthogo-
nal eigenvectors, v1,v2,v3, of the covariance matrix of the
point cloud, as the three main axis of the point cloud. We
rotate the point cloud so that v1,v2,v3 are parallel to Y-,
X- and Z- axis of the reference coordinate system, respec-
tively. The nose tip obtained by [13] rests on the origin of
the reference coordinate system. This permits construction
of an average face model (AFM), by computing at each
grid point the value across all training faces. The AFM
is used as a reference face model, and all face signals are
further aligned by running ICP [14] to avoid the unwanted
influences of the mouth and the jaw. Finally, there is a re-
finement step that employs a global optimization technique
[15] to minimize the z-buffer distance. This effectively re-
samples the data independent of the data’s triangulation and
removes all irrelevant information that may have been left
over from the previous preprocessing steps.
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Figure 2: Main steps in facial region preprocessing.

3 Feature extraction

3.1 Bending invariant
The core of our 3D face recognition framework is the repre-
sentation of a facial surface which is invariant to isometric
deformations, by bending invariants (BI) [16, 17]. This pa-
per extends our previous work [18-20]. The class of trans-
formations that a facial surface can undergo is not arbitrary,
and empirical observations show that facial expressions can
be modeled as isometric (or length-preserving) transforma-
tions [21]. Therefore, we introduced an efficient feature for
constructing a signature for isometric surfaces, referred to
as a bending invariant. The Bending Invariant is a poly-
hedral approximation of the facial surface obtained by per-
forming an Isomap on a reduced set of points and interpo-
lating on the full set of points.

Given a facial surface M(x,y,z)∈ R3, the bending invari-
ant IM(x,y,z) ∈ R3 is the output of an Isomap algorithm. A
geodesic isometric is formally a mapping ψ : M → M′ such
that

dM(x,y,z) = dM′(ψ(x),ψ(y),ψ(z)),
∀(x,y,z) ∈ M3 (1)

One of the crucial practical requirements for the con-
struction of the invariant feature of a given surface, is an
efficient algorithm for the computation of the geodesic dis-
tance on the surface, that is, dM(x,y,z). Computation of the
geodesic distance can effectively reflect the facial shape in-
formation and overcome some of the unsolved problems
encountered with 3D facial images, such as large expres-
sion and pose variations along with data noise. A numer-
ically consistent algorithm for the computation of the dis-
tance between a surface vertex and the rest of the n sur-

face vertices on a regular triangulated domain in O(n) op-
erations is referred to as fast marching on triangulated do-
mains (FMTD) [16]. After distance computation, we can
obtain an approximation of the geodesic distance by sam-
pling the continuous surface on a finite set of points and
making discrete the metric associated with the surface.

The metric is invariant under isometric surface deforma-
tion, depending on an arbitrary ordering of the points. We
would like to obtain a geometric invariant, which is both
unique for isometric surfaces and allows using simple rigid
surface matching to compare the invariants.

Based on the discussion above, this is equivalent to find-
ing a mapping between two metric spaces, φ : (M,dM)→
(Rm,d);φ(pi) = xi which minimizes the embedding error,

ε = f (|dM −d|);d =
∥∥xi − x j

∥∥
2 (2)

d is the distance to embed the surface into a low-
dimensional Euclidean space Rm based on Isomap [21].
The m-dimensional representation obtained is a set of
points xi ∈ Rm(i = 1, ...,n) corresponding to the surface
points pi.

The embedding in Rm is performed by double-centering
the matrix ∆:B = − 1

2 J∆J (here J = I − 1
2U , I is an n× n

identity matrix, and U is a matrix consisting entirely of
one’s). The first m eigenvectors ei, corresponding to the
m largest eigenvalues of B , are used as the embedding co-
ordinates

x j
i = e j

i ; i = 1, ...n, j = 1, ...,m (3)

where x j
i denotes the j − th coordinate of the vector

xi. Eigenvectors are computed using a standard eigen-
decomposition method. Since only m eigenvectors are re-
quired (usually, m = 3), the computation can be done effi-
ciently.

Through an Isomap, 3D face samples are mapped to a
lower dimensional feature space from a higher dimensional
observation space via non-linear mapping, thereby build-
ing a mutual mapping between the higher dimensional data
manifold space and the lower dimensional representative
space. This brings out intrinsic lower dimensional struc-
ture hidden in the higher dimensional observational data.
This has many positive benefits, such as compressing data
thereby reducing storage requirements, removing unneces-
sary noise, extracting effective features for recognition and
providing visualization of higher dimensional data.

Finally, interpolation is used to obtain a geometric in-
variant on the full set of points. The primary property of
bending invariants is that up to rigid motion, IM they are
invariant to geodesic isometrics.

IM(x,y,z) = ν +UIM′(ψ(x,y,z)),
U ∈ O(3),ν ∈ R3 (4)

The Bending Invariant (BI) preserves the local neighbor
structure of a 3D facial shape and increases global discrimi-
nant information. Combined geodesic distance and Isomap
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sampling can nicely inherit the ability of local preserva-
tion and at the same time increase separability, which over-
comes expression and pose variations to some extent.

Next we can describe the Bending Invariant (BI) of each
mesh point using the following vector,

BI = {b1,b2, · · ·,bn} (5)

where bi is the Bending Invariant of each mesh point i.
Then all Bending Invariants are normalized to [0, 255].
This vector is a representation of the surface that is invari-
ant under geodesic isometrics, effectively extracting the in-
formation about rigid objects and overcoming the problems
associated with facial expression variations.

3.2 Correlative features
Local Binary Pattern (LBP) operator is first proposed by
Ojala et al. [22] for texture analysis and has been success-
fully applied to 2D face recognition by Timo et al. [23].
Based on the LBP operator, only encoding signs of the
Bending Invariant differences of mesh nodes is not ade-
quate for describing 3D faces. This is because different
Bending Invariant differences on the same point of a facial
surfaces distinguishes different faces. For example nose
tips with depth 255 [24]. As a result, if two facial regions
of different persons on the same place have the same trends
of Bending Invariant variation, we further encode the ex-
tract values of differences into binary patterns as shown in
Fig. 3. To obtain local correlative features of facial sur-
face, 3D Local Binary Patterns (3D LBP) is introduced to
3D face recognition. 3D LBP not only enhances local prop-
erties and details the texture information of facial images,
but also extracts local details effectively improving recog-
nition, in addition to being intensive to expression, pose
and illumination variations.

First, the Bending Invariant of each node in 3D face
mesh model is subtracted by their neighbors and the dif-
ferences are converted to binary units: 0 or 1 according to
their signs. Then, binary units are arranged clockwise and
a set of binary units as the local binary pattern of the node
is obtained.

According to our statistical analysis, more than 91% of
the Bending Invariant differences between points are small
than 7. Three binary units ({i2i3i4}) can correspond to the
binary number of the absolute value of the Bending Invari-
ant difference (DD): [0, 7] and are assigned to Layer 2,
Layer 3 and Layer 4 respectively. The head binary units (i1)
is the original LBP codebook. Four binary units are divided
into four layers and each of them is assigned clockwise.
The binary pattern of each layer is further transformed to
decimal number: P1,P2,P3,P4 at each node point as its cor-
relative feature representation. Finally, histograms of the
four maps are concatenated as geometric statistics of cor-
relative features for recognition.

i1 =
{

1,DD ≥ 0
0,DD < 0 ,

|DD|= i2 ·22 + i3 ·21 + i4 ·20
(6)

The method also enhance image low-level features like
edges, peaks, valleys, and ridges, which is equal to enhanc-
ing key facial element information such as the nose, eyes,
and mouth plus local characteristics like dimples, melan-
otic nevus and scars. They not only preserve global facial
information but also enhance local characteristics. When
the pose, expression and position of a face change, local
changes are smaller than global changes, resulting are a
very effective face representation.

Figure 3: The Flowchart of 3DLBP

4 Spectral regression (SR)

In learning section Spectral Regression is adopted to learn
principle components from each 3D facial image based on
3D Bending Invariant Correlative Features (3D BI-LBP)
and these components are stored into the corresponding
sub-codebook. Suppose we have m face range images.
Let {xi}m

i=1 ⊂ Rn(n = 1024) denote their vector representa-
tions. Dimensionality reduction aims at finding {zi}m

i=1 ⊂
Rd ,d ≪ n, where zi can "represent" xi. In order to reflect
the relationship of 3D face data among different samples
better, Spectral Regression (SR) is introduced to reduce di-
mensions [25]. The algorithm divides into two steps.

The first one is regularized least squares. Find c−1 vec-
tors a1, ...,ac−1 ∈ Rn(k = 1, ...,c−1) is the solution of reg-
ularized least square problem

ak = argmin
a

(
m

∑
i=1

(aT xi − yk
i )

2 +α∥a∥2) (7)

where yk
i is the i− th element of yk. It is easy to check that

ak is the solution of linear equations system:

(XXT +αI)ak = Xyk (8)
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where I is a n×n identity matrix. The canonical Gaussian
elimination method can be used to solve this linear equa-
tions system [25]. When X is large, some efficient iterative
algorithms (eg., LSQR [26]) can be used to directly solve
the above regularized least square problem.

The second one is SR Embedding. Let A = [a1, ...,ac−1],
A is a n× (c− 1) transformation matrix. The samples can
be embedded into c−1 dimensional subspace by

x → z = AT x (9)

Computational complexity is shown [25] that Spectral
Regression decreases the complexity from cubic-time to
linear-time which is a huge speed-up. The dimensionality
reduction process and subspace projection based on Spec-
tral Regression preserve the discriminated facial informa-
tion which is able to capture salient facial characteristics
and is further enhanced for improved recognition perfor-
mance by effective matching in the reduced space.

5 Experimental and analysis
In this paper, we present our results evaluating the perfor-
mance of our framework using the Face Recognition Grand
Challenge (FRGC) data corpus, which is organized in 2004
by NIST [12]. FRGC data contain a variety of facial ex-
pressions. Therefore it allows design of additional experi-
ments to evaluate the effect of such variation. In this sec-
tion, we demonstrate the excellent performance of our pro-
posed scheme by comparing experiments in terms of differ-
ent algorithms and different reducing dimension schemes.
All of our experiments have been implemented in Matlab
7.5 and run on a P4 2.1 GHz Windows XP machines with
2GB memory.

5.1 Experiments with different algorithms
In this experiment, we make detailed comparisons with
some existing methods for 3D face recognition to show the
performance of the proposed algorithm. The considered
features include surface curvature (SC) [5], point signature
(PS) [27], Learned Visual Codebook (LVC) [28], UR3D [9]
and our proposed framework for 3D face recognition. The
different features are extracted for each node. In the FRGC
verification, three mask are defined over the square simi-
larity matrix which holds the similarity value between all
subject sessions. Each mask produces three different Re-
ceiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves, which will
be referred to as ROC I, II and III. In ROC I all the data
are within semesters, in ROC II they are within the year,
while in ROC III the samples are between semesters. The
FRGC data corpus can be divided into two disjoint sub-
sets, depending on whether the subset has a neutral facial
expression or not. Table 1 shows the verification rates for
ROC I, II and III.

From these results, we can draw the following conclu-
sions: The highest verification rates is up to 96.2% which

Table 1: Verification Rates (%) for ROC I, II and III
(FAR=10−3)

Group 1 SC PS LVC UR3D Ours
ROC I 49.5 43.1 91.2 95.2 96.2
ROC II 43.2 41.5 88.4 94.8 95.3
ROC III 42.8 41.3 86.2 94.4 94.6
Group 2 SC PS LVC UR3D Ours
ROC I 39.6 35.8 80.2 80.4 80.7
ROC II 32.7 29.4 77.4 79.2 79.4
ROC III 29.3 27.8 75.1 77.9 78.1

group 1: 5 images with only neutral expression
group 2: 10 images with non-neutral expression

was obtained by our framework. Shape variation is the im-
portant information for characterizing an individual and the
depth feature vector reflecting shape variation improves the
verification rates distinctly in Table 1; Expression varia-
tions affect performance strongly and BI, a novel feature
can obtain a representation of the surface which is invari-
ant under geodesic isometries and decrease the influence
of expression effectively; Statistical codebook analysis (3D
LBP) can encode relationships between neighboring mesh
nodes and 3D LBP based on BI are likely to be correlated
for nearby nodes. Experiment results show that our frame-
work yields consistently better performance than existing
methods in only neutral. If we increase the node number,
the performance will be improved significantly. Although
due to expression variations, our performance is not better
than UR3D [9], we use a simpler method which spends less
time and memory.

Second, we made a comparison between 3D BI-LBP and
two appearance based methods, which contain local binary
pattern (LBP)[23] and learned visual code-book (LVC)
[28]. LBP is an efficient texture descriptor and has been
successfully used for face recognition. LVC is a method
which chooses K-means clustering to learn basic facial ele-
ments. K-fold cross validation was used on three methods.
Because of the large face database, we did two groups of
experiments. In the first, 10 images of each person consist-
ing of 5 neutral images and 5 images with different expres-
sions were divided into 10 groups and used for K-fold cross
validation. In the second, all of the expression images were
divided into 10 groups for K-fold cross validation. The re-
sults are presented in Table.2. It shows that our method
outperformed other methods.

Our method exhibits the desirable characteristics of 3D
facial structure, captures local structural characteristics of
image local areas in multiple directions and has the prop-
erties of orientation and scalar invariance. It can effec-
tively estimate the intrinsic dimensions of a data set and
preserve local structure information more accurately than
other methods, while being insensitive to the external fac-
tors of expression, pose and illumination.
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Table 2: Comparison of recognition rates using K-fold
cross validation

Size group1(FRGC) group2(FRGC)
LBP 83.32% 85.29%
LVC 91.87% 92.35%

3D BI-LBP 96.75% 97.68%

Size group1(CASIA) group2(CASIA)
LBP 85.17% 88.05%
LVC 93.12% 94.56%

3D BI-LBP 97.08% 98.15%
group 1: 5 images with neutral expression and 5 image

with different expression
group 2: 10 images with different expression

5.2 Experiments with different dimension
reducing schemes

Here, we make detailed comparisons between Spectral
Regression (SR) [25] and PCA [29], LPP [30], OLPP
[31], SRKDA [32] to show the efficiency of our proposed
method for 3D face recognition, especially where there are
expression variations. In view of the recognition accuracy
curves in Fig.4, we can see PCA gives a good representa-
tion, which has a good recognition result in 36 dimensions.
With the increase of dimensionality of the related feature
vector, the recognition rate also rapidly increases. But
when the dimensionality reaches 50 or higher, the recogni-
tion rate nearly stabilizes at a certain level (about 90.4%).
LPP obtained a better accuracy when the dimensions are
more than 50 and with increasing dimensions up to 100
dimensions. This is mainly because in LPP models the
local structure of a face manifold has a better discrimi-
nate. When the dimensions are lower, the representation
ability of LPP is worse than PCA since its basic functions
are non-orthogonal. In order to overcome the limitation of
LPP, OLPP was introduced based on the orthogonal basic
functions. It has better representation and discriminates.
As a result, it shows better recognition performance in the
lower dimensions. On the other hand, OLPP is expen-
sive in both time and memory. The Spectral Regression
(SR) approach solves the optimization problem for linear
graph embedding which reducing the cubic-time complex-
ity to linear-time complexity [25], while Spectral Regres-
sion Kernel Discriminate Analysis (SRKDA) is quadratic-
time complexity. We have performed extensive experimen-
tal comparisons of the state-of-the-art approaches, which
demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our method.

In this experiment, The algorithm SR is analyzed, and
used in 3D face recognition. Spectral methods have re-
cently emerged as a powerful tool for dimensionality re-
duction and manifold learning. These methods use in-
formation contained in the eigenvectors of a data affinity
matrix to reveal low dimensional structure in high dimen-
sional data. SR casts the problem of learning an embed-
ding function into a regression framework, which avoids

eigen-decomposition of dense matrices. From the experi-
mental results, we can intuitively see that the actual 3D in-
formation has no relation to view and illumination. Finally,
compared to 2D face recognition, 3D face recognition has
higher accuracy and can overcome the existing problems
associated with 2D face recognition.
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Figure 4: The Results of Different Reducing Dimension
Schemes

6 Conclusion
In this paper,we propose a novel method for 3D face recog-
nition. We connect a depth feature, Bending Invariant and
its statistical codebook analysis (3D BI-LBP) as an intrinsic
features. Spectral Regression is used for selecting effective
features and combining them to a classification. Experi-
mental results show that our framework reflects the shape
and geometric properties of 3D data and describes the rela-
tional properties of a local shape in a neighborhood. Com-
pared to the existing methods, it has demonstrated excel-
lent performance. All these reasons make face very suited
for Ambient Intelligence applications. Such suitability is
especially true for biometric identifier such as 3D face
recognition, which is the most common method used in vi-
sual interactions and allows recognizing the user in a non-
intrusive way without any physical contact with the sensor.
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A novel comparative research and analysis method is proposed and applied on the Hungarian economic 
sectors. The question of what factors have an effect on their net income is essential for enterprises. First, 
the potential indicators related to economic sectors were studied and then compared to the net income 
of the surveyed enterprises. The data resulting from the comparison showed that the growing 
penetration of electronic marketpalces contributed to the change of the net income of enterprises in 
various economic sectors to the extent of 37%. Among all the potential indicators, only the indicator of 
electronic marketplaces has a direct influence on the net income of enterprises. Two clusters based on 
the potential indicators were indicated.

Povzetek: Predstavljena je primerjalna analiza IKT na Madžarskem.

1 Introduction
The current age is often referred to as the Information 
Age. This concept was first introduced by Manuel 
Castells, the best-known theoretician of the information 
society [1]. The information society is a new, special
variant of the existing societies in which producing, 
processing and distributing information become a 
fundamental source in the economy.

According to the related literature data, the 
Information Age began in the second half of the 1950s 
when, for the first time in history, the number of white-
collar workers (engineers, administrative employees etc.) 
exceeded the number of blue-collar workers ([6]).

One of the main driving forces of the Information 
Age is the phenomenon called Information and 
Communication Revolution. Its significance often 
compared to the agricultural and industrial revolutions 
taken place in the history of mankind. In important fields 
of high-end technology (computer technology and 
telecommunication) not only the robust growth of 
quality, quantity and performance parameters can be 
observed but the approximation of these two fields along 
with the appearance of compound applications can also 
be detected. These phenomena of the information society 
cannot only be seen as one of the results of the 
development of technology but also a coherent system 
affecting the society as a whole ([3]).

2 The characteristics and impacts of 
information and communication 
systems

Information and communication technology can be 
regarded as an universal technological system, which is 
closely linked to all of the previous systems and creates 

new, more complex technological systems. ICT’s main 
characterizing function is to assure acquiring, storing, 
processing, delivering, distributing, handling, controlling, 
transforming, retrieving and using information. ICT has a 
different effect on the actors of the economy, including 
companies, employees and consumers. Nowadays we 
witness a change of paradigm in the operation of 
enterprises. They have become a rapidly changing 
system of independent work groups and projects. 
Enterprises are characterized by flexible operation and 
demand for flexible labour force. In this new situation, 
employees have to leave the traditional patterns and 
develop a new kind of mentality. If they want to stay 
afloat in the labour market, they have to be flexible as 
enterprises are no longer strongly interested in 
developing the professional knowledge of their 
employees. Beside the changes experienced in the 
attitude of enterprises and employees, consumers' 
behaviour has also been changed essentially by the effect 
of ICT. As consumers are freed from their isolation by 
the Internet, they become active and conscious actors in 
the economy. The relationship between buyers and 
sellers has changed, it has become harder for sellers to 
recognize and influence the trends in demand and 
consumers are better informed than ever before.

Information and communication technology has 
brought a deep change in the opportunities for consumers 
compared to the opportunities provided by industrial 
capitalism. This change was as profound as the one 
caused by the Industrial Revolution earlier. The new 
generation of consumers is, first and foremost, well 
informed, collecting and using other consumers' existing 
experiences. Companies (especially corporations) 
previously focused on products and markets, nowadays 
they concentrate on consumers instead. It is not enough 
to recognize consumers' problems, identifying the 
problems in order to solve them is also needed. The 
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opportunities provided by ICT identify actual consumers, 
based on actual problems occurring during the use of a 
product. Companies can keep pace with the speed of the 
development of ICT only by introducing job enrichment. 
The requirement of versatility can be met only by 
employees with high-level general education ([3]). 

The decrease of the number of strict positions along 
with the changing requirements of the remaining ones 
allows employees to acquire new skills but it also 
stretches their responsibility. Cross-trainings are also 
organized for the group of employees in order to enable 
them to perform various tasks. Team-based companies 
have better problem-solving skills, higher productivity, 
more efficient use of human resources, more creativity 
and more innovations when compared to traditional non-
team based organizations. Nowadays, when digital 
information is regarded as the chief mean of production, 
the efficiency of production is highly dependent upon 
obtaining and processing information. Based on the 
achievements of ICT, companies have shaped up the 
infrastructure of obtaining and processing information, 
and help their employees to co-operate by compressing 
time and space. The intention of raising efficiency gave 
room to virtual teams. By being part of a virtual team, 
employees do not have to work under the same roof and 
other employees from outside the company can take part 
in the work of them.

Nowadays, the majority of changes in work 
organization, decision mechanisms and corporate 
organization structures requires enhanced flexibility. 
Flexibility means quick reaction, the removal of strict 
limits and the frequently mentioned job enrichment as 
well as openness for innovations and unconventional 
answers to the newer and newer challenges. The 
environmental impulses do not affect the operators of the 
assembly lines or the workers of call centers through a 
long chain. Companies were operated centrally from a 
single headquarters earlier, nowadays managers and 
workers try to find answers to the current challenges in 
many local corporate decision nodes. The coordination of 
numerous independent units is generated by the company 
as a self-organizing system, and the company's 
philosophy is determined by the self-organization of 
independently operating units based on market 
principles.

3 The aim of the research
Based on the considerations presented above, it is not the 
subject of my paper to answer whether there is a need for 
ICT or creating the necessary conditions for the 
information society. The real subject is to measure what 
economic, social, cultural and environmental effects it 
has on the society. The rich literature of the information 
society discusses these aspects in detail. In my work, we
take the information society as a normative future plan 
for Hungary, and we are looking for the answer of what 
progress has been made in building the information 
society in the Hungarian economic sectors. We examine 
the following issues:

 to what extent we can speak about the information 
society in Hungary nowadays,

 what is the development level of the information 
society in several economic branches and company 
sizes compared to each other and to the member 
states of the European Union,

 how this development level can be measured and 
calculated,

 how the development level of information and 
communication technology increases at certain 
company sizes,

 what trends can be observed in the development 
process in the individual economic sectors and 
company sizes.
My examination extends to the static, momentary 

state of the development level of ICT devices used in the 
economic branches as well as to their dynamic analysis, 
expected pace of growth and their qualification. When 
establishing the aims of the research, there is always the 
question of how to position the individual parts of the 
subject. Should they be positioned in a broader subject or 
should they be selected for further and deeper 
examination? The former possibility means that we aim 
to make suggestions by putting the practical analysis into 
a broader structure. The aim of my research is exactly
this, as the information society means a stage 
representing a new quality, and the changes of the 
information and communication technology can be 
observed in every part of our life nowadays.

4 The method of the research
Similar problems are raised by the quantification of the 
various components of the information society as the 
definition of its concept. There is a wide range of 
variables that can be measured: a great number of 
explanatory variables can be listed from the perhaps 
more easily measurable infrastructural components to the 
more difficult components related to knowledge and 
willingness for using information. That is why most 
analyses use sets of variables and complex indices as 
there is no easily measurable (one-dimensional) index 
that would characterize the information society. The 
examination of the subject is interdisciplinary as it has 
social and scientific references, so a complex approach 
was needed when we started processing the literature. 
We needed to study literature on economics, law, 
sociology and technology connected to the information 
society. In consideration of the complexity of the studied 
subject, we selected several analytical methods and 
approaches. In the phase of data collection, we relied on 
the available Hungarian (related reports issued by the 
Hungarian Central Statistical Office [8]) and 
international data (Statistical Office of the European 
Communities [7]) as well, and we managed to process a 
large amount of secondary information consisting of 
more than 6.000 items. We extended my research to 
printed as well as electronic publications and artifacts 
available on the Internet. The reason for conducting a 
primary research was to reduce some shortcomings 
originated from secondary data sources. In fact, it 
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covered an empirical survey among Hungarian 
companies and enterprises. The questionnaire we used 
for collecting data on the subject was filled in by 554 
respondents altogether, providing nearly 3.000 data 
records.
As Figure 1 shows, the literature on the development of 
ICT distinguishes five development stages.

Figure 1: The development stages of information 
and communication technology [3]

These stages are built upon each other. With the 
help of the elaborated model, we measured the individual 
development stages. By averaging the data of the first 
three development stages, we examined the enterprises’ 
willingness for adaptation. With the help of an own 
model, which comprises five elements, we analyzed the 
development and growth of the size categories and 
economic sectors.
The steps of this procedure are as follows:
- Processing the data of the primary and 

secondary research,
- Assigning single indicators to individual 

development stages, calculating potential 
indicators,

- Calculating the values of potential indicators 
from single indicators,

- Studying potential indicators,
- Determining potential indicators at the 

individual development stages.
Then, with the help of the resulting indicators, we

performed a cluster analysis, a compound regression 
analysis, and finally a discriminant analysis on the 
surveyed economic sectors.

5 The results of the analysis of 
information and communication 
technology

Clustering is the assignment of a set of observations into 
subsets so that observations in the same cluster are 
similar in some sense. The clustering process is 
successful when the subsets are similar to each-other and 
different from the elements of other subsets at the same 
time. Based on theoretical considerations, we decided to 
make groups of economic activity categories from the 
five previously defined potential indicators.

As a summary of the results of the cluster analysis, 
it can be stated that the sectors "Electricity, gas and water 
supply", "Transport, storage and communication", 

“Mining and quarrying“, “Manufacturing” and "Financial 
intermediation" belong to the second cluster by better 
average values. The results of this analysis are presented 
in Figure 2.

1st cluster 2nd cluster
(A) Agriculture, hunting and 
forestry 
(F) Construction 
(G) Wholesale and retail 
trade; repair work
(H) Hotels and restaurants 
(K) Real estate, renting and 
business activities 
(M) Education
(N) Health and social work

(C) Mining and quarrying
(D) Manufacturing
(E) Electricity, gas and water 
supply 
(I) Transport, storage and 
communication
(J) Financial intermediation

Underdeveloped Developed
relative

Figure 2: Two-cluster model of the national economic 
sectors

We used the path model to study how the potential 
indicators influence one another and what direct or 
indirect effect they have on the average net income of the 
individual economic sectors.

Net sales income 
of enterprises

4. Electronic 
markets

3. Stage of 
transaction

2. Stage of 
interaction/

dialogue

1. Electronic 
presence

Figure 3: The scheme of the path model of the potential 
indicators

As it is indicated in Figure 3, the variables presented 
in the path model are linked with arrows to one another, 
showing the direction of their relationships. We assumed 
in my causal model that the potential indicator of 
electronic presence is the exogenous variable. Based on 
the arrows starting from it, the potential indicator of 
electronic presence has an effect on the other potential 
indicators, also having an indirect effect on the average 
net income of enterprises in several economic sectors. 
These paths are called indirect paths by the literature and 
in my model they show how the effect of the potential 
indicator of electronic presence takes place through the 
potential indicators of interaction/dialoge, transaction 
and electronic markets. The potential indicators of 
interaction/dialogue and transaction became endogenous 
variables. Endogenous variables are variables with causal 
links leading to them from other variables in the model. 
In other words, endogenous variables have explicit 
causes within the model. The dependent variable in my 
model is the average net income of enterprises in 
economic sectors, the arrows starting from the other 
variables point at this one but it has no arrow or link 
pointing back at the other variables.
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The aim of setting up a path model was to divide the 
zero linear correlation between the independent and the 
dependent variables into two parts. The first part is the 
effect that the independent variable directly has on the 
dependent variable, while the second part shows the 
effect being had on the dependent variable caused by the 
independent variable through another endogenous 
variables.

Only the potential indicator of electronic markets 
has a direct effect on the average net income of 
enterprises as it is illustrated in Figure 4. However, the 
effect of the potential indicator of electronic presence is 
significant as it influences the potential indicator of 
electronic markets to a great extent. The value of the 
indirect effect of electronic presence was (87.4%*60.5%) 
56.2%. In the table below, a new arrow also appears with 
a value of 70%, showing the effect of non-specified 
variables from outside the model on the average net 
income of enterprises.

Net sales income 
of enterprises 

4. Electronic 
markets

3. Stage of 
transaction

2. Stage of 
interaction/

dialogue

1. Electronic 
presence

Transaction
costs of 

enterprises

Communication and 
marketing cost of 

enterprises

70%

Figure 4: The final path model of the potential indicators

Electronic presence has no direct effect on the 
potential indicator of transaction. The value of the 
strength of its indirect effect was (64.3%*87.6%) 56.3%, 
according to my computation. The model verified the 
hypothesis according to which electronic presence 
largely determines interaction/dialogue, it has an indirect 
effect on transaction and it has the strongest correlation 
with electronic markets. Before creating the model, we
assumed a direct correlation between transaction and 
electronic markets but we could not verify the existence 
of the relationship between them. However, the new 
result of my research was that there was a direct 
correlation between electronic markets and the average 
net income of enterprises.
In the early phase of my research, we encountered the 
problem that there were no explanatory variables in the 
typology created by cluster analysis. Typologies, 
different clusters are of a low measurement level so the 
explanation of their development status is impossible 
with the formerly used techniques. Discriminant analysis 
is a useful method to explain a low measurement level 
variable with another variable of high measurement 
level. Discriminant analysis is a technique where 
dependent variables are not metric and are classified 
between two or more categories whereas independent 

variables (predictors) are measured on a metric scale. 
The summary of the methods used together with 
discriminanat analysis is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Partial summary of the methods used for 
structure analysis, along with discriminant analysis [4]

After completing the cluster analysis, we found that 
the surveyed economic sectors could be classified into 
two, then four ICT development levels or clusters. The 
resulting four-cluster model is illustrated in Figure 6.

1.2 cluster 2.2 cluster
(G) Wholesale and retail 
trade; repair work
(K) Real estate, renting and 
business activities 
(M) Education

(D) Manufacturing
(E) Electricity, gas and water 
supply
(I) Transport, storage and 
communication
(J) Financial intermediation

1.1 cluster 2.1 cluster
(A) Agriculture, hunting and 
forestry
(F) Construction
(H) Hotels and restaurants
(N) Health and social work

(C) Mining and quarrying

Underdeveloped Developed
relative

Figure 6: Four-cluster model of the national economic 
sectors

The following four economic sectors got into the 1.1 
cluster: 'Agriculture, hunting and forestry', 'Construction', 
'Hotels and restaurants' and 'Health and social work'. The 
average of the potential indicators to electronic presence, 
interaction/dialogue, transaction and electronic markets 
was the lowest in the four clusters.
Four economic sectors were classified into the 1.2 cluster 
as well: 'Wholesale and retail trade; repair work', 'Real 
estate, renting and business activities', 'Education' and 
'Other community, social and personal service activities'. 
Examining the data of this cluster, it could be observed 
that its average values were higher than those of the 1.1 
cluster but were lower than the average values of the 
other two clusters.
Only the 'Mining and quarrying' sector was classified 
into the 2.1 cluster. In terms of electronic presence and 
electronic markets, this sector was the most developed 
compared to the other sectors. This cluster produced the 
second highest ICT values based on the values of the 
other potential indicators.
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'Manufacturing', 'Electricity, gas and water supply', 
'Transport, storage and communication' and 'Financial 
intermediation' could be found in the 2.2 cluster. The 
values of interaction/dialogue and transaction were the 
highest in this cluster comparing to the other ones.

My aim was to get to know the human resource 
demand of enterprises (the number of the employees 
regularly using computers), the cost of ICT services or 
availability (cost of computer-related services) and the 
amount spent on professional training (the total 
expenditure on professional training). These three 
explanatory variables jointly indicate the different ICT 
development stages, in this case discriminant analysis 
predicts whether an enterprise belongs to a specific 
development stage or not. Based on the primary research, 
it can be stated that education expenses have a more 
significant effect on belonging to various clusters. As the 
aim of the discriminant analysis is the classification of 
cases into groups, the classification table is one of the 
most important results of the analysis. The table below 
consists of two parts: the first presents the scores before 
the grouping took place. The chance of being classified 
into a cluster is 25% in each group and each cluster 
weight was different.

Cluster Prior
Cases Used in Analysis

Unweight
ed

Weight
ed

1.1 ,250 36 36,000
1.2 ,250 4 4,000
2.1 ,250 58 58,000
2.2 ,250 82 82,000

Total 1,000 180 180,000

Cluster
Predicted Group Membership

1.1 2.1 2.2 1.2 Total

Original

Count

1.1 19 0 0 17 36
2.1 2 1 0 1 4
2.2 24 0 4 30 58
1.2 30 1 0 51 82

%

1.1 52,8 ,0 ,0 47,2 100,0
2.1 50,0 25,0 ,0 25,0 100,0
2.2 41,4 ,0 6,9 51,7 100,0
1.2 36,6 1,2 ,0 62,2 100,0

Cross-
validateda

Count

1.1 16 0 1 19 36
2.1 2 0 0 2 4
2.2 24 1 3 30 58
1.2 32 1 1 48 82

%

1.1 44,4 ,0 2,8 52,8 100,0
2.1 50,0 ,0 ,0 50,0 100,0
2.2 41,4 1,7 5,2 51,7 100,0
1.2 39,0 1,2 1,2 58,5 100,0

Table 1: Classification Results

The actual hit ratio can be seen in the second part, it 
is given in percentage, its value ranges from 0 to 100. 
Instead of the lowest possible value, it needs to be 
compared to the expected hit ratio. The expected hit 
ration means the hit ratio resulting from random 
categorization, its value is 25% in the case of four 
groups. 

The classification table is suitable for the evaluation 
of the results of the discriminant analysis as it shows the 

ratio of the adequately categorized group membership. 
The rows make up the categories of the dependent 
variables and their initially observed values, while the 
columns of the table constitute the values predicted by 
the independent variables. The table can be divided into 
two parts: the upper part of it shows the inital analysis, 
while its lower part presents the cross validation values. 
The data are presented in the same way in both parts of 
the table, they are expressed either in absolute value or in 
percentage. Analyzing the absolute values of the table, it 
can be observed that only 19 cases got into the 1.1 cluster 
from its original 36 cases, while 17 of them got into the 
1.2 cluster. Expressing this data in percentage it means 
that the rate of the adequately categorized cases is 52.8% 
in the 1.1 cluster, 25% in the 2.1, 6.9% in the 2.2 and 
62.2% in the 1.2 cluster. Consequently, the procedure 
was successful only in the cases of the 1.1 and the 1.2 
clusters. SPSS identifies values as adequate hit ratio on 
the diagonal: if the prediction equals the value of the 
initial sets of observations then the prediction is perfect 
and every value is situated on the diagonal. Enterprises 
were adequately categorized in 41.7% of cases and 
37.2% of predictions based on the given variables.
In summary, it can be stated that the first and the fourth 
clusters are significantly different from the other two 
clusters, as their hit ratio is above 50% in the case of 
three independent variables. Examining the results, it can 
also be observed that these two clusters can hardly be 
divided in the case of three independent variables.

6 Conclusions and suggestions for 
the practical use of research 
findings

The most important step of the cluster analysis is to 
determine the number of clusters. The data show that it is 
expedient to form two clusters based on the potential 
indicators. The first cluster comprises eight, while the 
second comprises five economic activities. As a 
consequence, those economic sectors belong to the first 
cluster that use ICT devices less frequently than the 
national average, while the second cluster contains those 
economic sectors that can be seen as developed ICT-
users.

The multiple regression analysis is the series of 
regression models built upon each other. Using the 
regression model, we studied the direct and indirect 
effect of the potential indicators on each other and the 
companies’ net income in several economic sectors. The 
only potential indicator affecting a company's net income 
is the indicator of electronic marketplaces. However, the 
effect of the electronic presence is significant, since it 
has a great influence on the potential indicator of 
electronic marketplaces. During my primary research, we
found out that the effect of the non-specified variables 
out of the regression model on a company’s net income 
is 70%.

The typology carried out by cluster analysis does 
not contain independent variables. The discrimination 
analysis helps to explain the values of dependent 
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variables with the help of independent variables. With 
the clusters showing the given development stages, my 
aim was to get a better idea on the companies’ needs of 
human resources and on how much is spent on training 
and ICT services by the given company. Exclusively 
training expenses have a more significant effect on which 
cluster a company belong to. It was possible to classify 
the companies into clusters based on the three 
independent variables in 42% of the cases. 

We could not find a reassuring mathematical and 
statistical method for studying the effect of the 
information communication technology on businesses in 
the literature, that is why we proposed a new research 
and analysis method that we also used to study the 
Hungarian economic sectors.

The primary possibility of utilizing the proposed 
method appears in situation report. We managed to 
measure the relative (economic sectors correlated to each 
other) and the absolute (economic sectors correlated to 
the same ones in a different country) development level 
of the information communication technology with the 
help of creating development stages, quality categories 
and the willingness for adoptation belonging to the given 
development stages. 

The secondary possibility for utilization lies in 
following patterns. The development of ICT is different 
in several countries, regions and economic sectors. The 
European Union proposed a strategic framework for its 
member countries. The main aims of establishing a 
strategic framework are:
- a single European information space;
- boosting investment and innovation in ICT 

researches;
- establishing a receptive European information 

society.
The economy of the United States is regarded as a 

model economy where two-third of the employees were 
dealing with information process during working hours 
in 2000. One of the causes of the massive economic 
performance in the United States is the highly-developed 
information processing. If we manage to measure this 
level of development, a strategy can be formulated in the 
European Union and in the individual member states in 
order to catch up with the most developed countries.

The object of the study is generally the national 
economy of a given country. With the help of the method 

we have worked out, it is possible to analyze and assess 
the sections, subsections, divisions, groups and classes of 
a given national economy. Beside the economic sectors, 
company sizes and organization forms can also be 
studied.
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The proposed Cross-Layer scheduling can boost the spectral efficiency of multi-user OFDMA wireless 
systems with heterogeneous delay requirements. The existing designs usually have two important 
assumptions that the users are delay insensitive and Channel State Information at the Transmitter 
(CSIT) is perfect. In practice, users have heterogeneous delay requirements and CSIT usually becomes 
outdated in time varying channel, which in turn leads to systematic packet errors and hence results in 
significant degradation on the throughput. The Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) is a promising 
tool for increasing the spectral efficiency of time varying channel,  while maintaining the target Bit 
Error Rate (BER) and the Packet Error Rate (PER). In this paper,  a novel design problem is formulated 
which combines AMC and CSI at the physical layer and scheduling using queuing theory at the Medium 
Access Control (MAC) layer,  in order to maximize the throughput and spectral efficiency under the 
heterogeneous delay constraints. For the above proposed work, transmissions on Rayleigh fading 
channel including Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) are employed. Simulation results show that 
the proposed scheduler provides robust system performance enhancement over conventional cross-layer 
scheduler with perfect CSIT.

Povzetek: Opisana je metoda razporejanja za OFDMA sisteme s poudarkom na odpravljanju zamud.

1 Introduction
There are quite a large number of existing works on 
cross-layer scheduling design for OFDMA such as [1]-
[4] and the optimal sub carrier allocation and the 
transmitter power adaptation in an OFDMA system 
having users with fixed data rate requirements have been 
studied in [1] & [2] respectively. The authors in [4] & [5] 
provided a general theoretical frame work as well as 
practical algorithm implementation schemes addressing 
the cross-layer optimization problem of OFDMA 
systems.

These cross-layer designs achieve throughput gain 
by exploiting spatial diversity as well as multiuser 
diversity. But these designs were only based on a 
decoupled approach where source statistics and queue 
dynamics were ignored from the physical layer 
information theoretical models. To provide diverse QoS 
requirements in terms of delay performance, some cross-
layer designs were proposed in [6, 7, 8 & 9] to 
incorporate both source statistics and queue dynamics. In 
[6],  a simple on-off physical layer model was assumed 
in [6] and multiple access channel model with 
homogeneous users was studied in [7] & [8] through 
combined information theory  and queuing theory. In [9],  

a heuristic scheduler design maximizes the system 
throughput while providing fairness between users in an 
OFDMA system was proposed. All of these cross-layer 
designs were targeted for system with homogeneous uses 
only. Also they rely on two important assumptions: users 
are delay sensitive and Channel State Information (CSI) 
at the transmitter is perfect. These assumptions are 
usually impractical since next generation networks are 
expected to contain real time users of heterogeneous 
classes with different delay requirements.

Recently more publications are addressing the issue 
of imperfect CSI at the transmitter on scheduler design. 
Generally there are two types of imperfect CSI at the 
transmitter namely “limited CSI” and “outdated CSI” at 
the transmitter. Limited CSI refers to the incomplete 
knowledge of CSI at the transmitter whereas outdated 
CSI refers to the partial knowledge of CSI at the 
transmitter.  Under outdated CSI, systematic errors occur 
whenever the scheduled data rate exceeds the 
instantaneous mutual information rate. Therefore it is 
very important to control the packet error probability of a 
lo level for reasonable system throughput and delay 
performance. To our best of knowledge there are only a
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few works considered the outdated CSI at the transmitter 
[10, 11, 12]   considering single user OFDM systems. In 
[10, 11],  the authors had addressed the issue of outdated 
CSI at the transmitter and those designs were applicable 
to delay-insensitive applications. In [12], the authors 
proposed a delay sensitive sub carrier allocation strategy 
which obtains a substantial throughput gain.

In this paper, our objective is to design a cross-layer 
scheduler for OFDMA systems consisting of users with 
mixed traffics and heterogeneous delay requirements. To 
achieve this objective, priority levels are assigned at the 
MAC layer using the partial knowledge of the CSI  
obtained from the physical layer and also by using the 
Queue State Information (QSI) at the MAC layer. Then 
based on the priority levels sub carrier allocation is 
made. To improve spectral efficiency, adaptive 
Modulation and Coding (AMC) mode of transmission is 
considered at the physical layer. By including the link 
adaptation procedure along with the methodology 
proposed in [12] in our work, we are able to achieve the 
enhanced spectral efficiency. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. 
Channel model which includes downlink channel model 
and CSI at the transmitter estimation model is explained 
in Section 2.  Multiuser Physical layer model for 
OFDMA systems with AMC is discussed in Section 3. In 
Section 4, Scheduler design at the MAC layer model is 
described. The simulation results are presented in Section 
5. Finally concluding remarks are given in section 6.Text 
of the introduction.

2 Channel model
The cross-layer system model considered for multiuser 
wireless   systems is shown in Fig. 1. Before the 
scheduling operation is performed, the cross-layer 
resource scheduler first collects the QoS (delay) 
requirements of all users. In the beginning of each 
scheduling interval, the scheduler obtains the partial CSI 
and QSI by observing the number of backlogged packets 
in all these user’s buffers. The resource scheduler then 
makes a scheduling decision based on this information 
and passes the resource allocation scheme to the 
OFDMA transmitter. The updates of scheduling decision 
process are made once for every time slot.

Figure 1: Cross-Layer System Model.

2.1 Downlink channel model
An OFDMA system containing K users with frequency 

selective channel model consisting of  cfBWL  / i.e.,   
[Signal Bandwidth/Coherent Bandwidth] resolvable 
paths is considered. For simplicity, uniform power delay 
profile is adopted, i.e. each path has normalized power 
given by 1/L. Thus the channel impulse response 
between the transmitter and the   j-th user at the time slot 
m,  hj(m), can be modeled through a L-tap delay line 

channel model,  i.e.
      

  1
0 , /L

l ljj wlmmhmh 
, where 

 ljh , are modeled as independent identically distributed 
(i.i.d.) circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random 
variables with distribution CN (0, 1/L). The channel is 
assumed to be quasi-static within each time slot m,  but 
slowly time varying across time slots according to Jakes’ 
model where the scheduling slot duration ts will be very 
much less than the doppler spread fd  of the channel. The 
scheduling duration is considered within 2 ms. It is 
reasonable assumption for users with pedestrian mobility 
where the coherence time of the channel is around 20 ms 
or more.

With NF point IFFT and FFT in the OFDMA system,  
equivalent discrete channel model in the frequency 
domain (after the length-L cyclic prefix removal) is

ijijijij ZUHY 
         (1)

where (i denotes subcarrier index and j denotes user 
index) Yij is the received symbol,  Uij is the data symbol 
from the transmitter / BS to user j on sub carrier i ,   Zij is 
the noise distributed with 
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l

Nlij

ljijz
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0

/2

,

2 ,,0 
is the complex channel 

gain of the ith sub carrier for the jth user. Zij is a zero mean 
complex Gaussian noise with unit variance i.e. i.i.d. for 
different users but correlated within user j. The 
transmitter power allocated to user j through the 

subcarrier i is given by  
2]] ijij UEP 

. We define 

subcarrier allocation strategy as 
 ijxKN SS

F


,  where      
sij =1 when user j is selected for subcarrier i,    otherwise 
sij =0. The average total transmitter power is constrained 

by Ptot,  i.e. TotPP  ,  where 

    
 K

j

N

i ijijF

F PSNEP
1 1

/1
and TotP   is the available 

average power in the transmitter.

2.2 CSIT estimation
Assuming that proposed system is using Time Division 
Duplex (TDD) with channel reciprocity, the downlink 
CSI at the transmitter could be obtained by channel 
estimation based on uplink preambles given by the 
transmitter. However, due to duplexing delay between 
uplink and downlink, the estimated downlink CSI at the 
transmitter will be outdated. Thus the estimated 
downlink CSI at the transmitter in frequency domain 
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 ijĤ for all users over all subcarriers at the transmitter 

accounting the outdatedness can be modeled as:

ijijij HHH ˆ
(2)

where  ijĤ is the CSI error at the transmitter with zero 

mean noise distribution.

3 Multi-user physical layer model 
for OFDMA systems with AMC

We consider the information theoretical capacity [7] as 
the abstraction of the multi-user physical layer to 
decouple from specific implementation of coding and 
modulation schemes. In general, packet error is  
contributed by two factors, namely the “channel noise” 
and the “channel outage”. In channel outage case, the 
effect is systematic and cannot be eliminated, because the 
instantaneous mutual information between transmitter 
and user j in ith subcarrier 

 zijijij Hpc 22

2 /1log    is contributed by two 

factors, namely the “channel noise” and the “channel 
outage.” In channel outage case, the effect is systematic 
and cannot be eliminated, because the instantaneous 
mutual information between transmitter and user j in ith

subcarrier 
 zijijij Hpc 22

2 /1log 
  is a function of 

actual CSI Hij, which is unknown to the transmitter. So 
packets will be corrupted whenever scheduled data rate 
exceeds instantaneous mutual information. To take 
account of the packet error due to channel outage,  the 
instantaneous goodput of the jth user (which measures the 
instantaneous data bits/s/Hz successfully delivered to 
user j) as

gj = 



FN

i
ijijij crIr

1

],[                                 (3) 

where  











ijij

ijij

ijij crif

crif
crI

,0

,1
is an indicator 

function,  and ijr
is the scheduled data rate of the jth user 

on the ith subcarrier.

3.1 Design of AMC at the physical layer
The Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) is the 
technique to maximize the data rate and to utilize the 
bandwidth efficiently under a prescribed Packet Error 
Rate (PER) performance at the Physical layer. This AMC 
scheme matches the transmission parameters to the time-
varying wireless channel conditions adaptively [13] and 
has been used by many standard wireless network 
specifications, such as IEEE 802.11/15/16 [14].

Let N denote the total number of transmission modes 
available at the wireless link between transmitter and 
receiver (say N=6 for IEEE 802.16).  As in [15], fixed
power transmission is assumed and partition the entire 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) range in N+ 1 non-
overlapping consecutive interval, with boundary points 

denoted as  1

0





N

nn . The transmission mode n is chosen 
when, 
           

   1,  nn      for n = 1, 2,  . . . , N                (4)         
    

To avoid deep-channel fades, no data are sent    

when 10     which corresponds to the mode n = 0,  
with rate R0 =0 bit/symbol. The design objective of AMC 

is to determine the   boundary points  1

0





N

nn .
To simplify the AMC design, the PER expression for 
AWGN channels is approximated to give   
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where n is the mode index and γ is the received SNR.  
Exact closed-form expressions for PER and BER are 

not available for transmission modes with 
convolutionally coded modulations. Hence, the exact 
PER and BER is obtained through Monte Carlo 
simulations [15]. From that the mode parameters an,  gn,  

and pn in (5) are obtained by fitting (5) to the exact 

PER via Monte Carlo simulations.  Using the 
approximate yet simple expression (5) facilitates the 
mode selection. The mode fitting parameters for each 
transmission modes are provided in Table 1.

The region boundary (switching threshold) n is set 
for the transmission mode n which is the minimum SNR 
required to guarantee Ptarget. With the boundaries 

  1

0




N

nn specified by (6), one can verify that the AMC 

in (4) guarantees that the PER is less than or equal to Po.
To obtain the region boundaries the general PER 

expression is inverted as in (5), 
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   and 1N                                               
Based on CSI acquired at the receiver,  the AMC 

selector determines the modulation coding pair (mode),  
which is sent back to the transmitter through the 
feedback channel. The AMC controller at the transmitter 
then updates the transmission mode. Coherent 
demodulation and maximum-likelihood (ML) decoding 
are used at the receiver. The decoded bits are mapped to 
packets, which are pushed upwards to the data link layer. 
When mode n is used, each transmitted symbol will carry 

 ncn MRR 2log information bits for the mode adhering 

to a nM -QAM constellation,  and a rate cR FEC code. 
Therefore,  the average spectral efficiency (bit rate per 
bandwidth) achieved at the physical layer without 
considering possible packet retransmission is

  
N
n rnPhysicale nPRS 1, ,     n=0,1,2…                (7)
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where Pr(n) is the probability of choosing the 
transmission mode n.

4 Scheduler design at the MAC 
layer model

The system dynamics are characterized by system state          

χ =( KFNH 
ˆ , γ, KQ ) , which composed of channel state 

the ][
2

ijxKFN hH  and SNR value from physical Layer 

and Queue State Information (QSI) QK from MAC Layer 
User’s buffer, where kQ =[qj] is a K x 1 vector with the 

jth component denotes the number of packets remains in 
user j’s buffer. The MAC Layer is responsible for 
scheduling at every fading block on the current system 
state χ. Based on CSIT and QSI obtained, the scheduler 
determines the subcarrier allocation from the policy 

 QHP KFN ,ˆ
 for the selected users (ie.,) the users having 

the scheduling rate less than the mutual information rate.

5 Simulation results 
In the simulation an OFDMA system with total system 
bandwidth of 5 MHz with carrier frequency of 2 GHz 
consisting of 192 data subcarriers and 5 pilot subcarriers 
and 5 users,  is considered(users are specified by arrival 
rate and delay requirements). Each user is having 
different information field size. Results are obtained with 
the frame duration of 2.5 milliseconds. The channel 
model is constructed to simulate the multipath fading 
channel. The multipath fading is modelled as a tapped 
delay-line with 8 taps with non uniform delays. The gain 
associated with each tap is characterized by a distribution 
Rayleigh with a K-factor=0 and the maximum Doppler 
frequency of 25 Hz. For each tap,  a method of filtered 
noise is employed to generate coefficient with the 
specified distribution and spectral power density. For our 
simulation, Matlab and the simulink models are 
considered.  

The main function of the AMC design is to adopt the 
transmission modes according to the channel conditions. 
The transmission mode selection is based on the obtained 
SNR values by fitting them into the estimated SNR 
boundaries or thresholds. The corresponding mode is 
selected for the next transmission. As per IEEE 802.16 
fixed Wimax standard, six transmission modes along 
with new modulation of BPSK are considered. From the 
Fig 2, we depict that in a low SNR regime (below 4 dB) 
the throughput achieved is lower when the user 
requirement is more stringent. This is because more 
urgent users with heavy traffic loading will have higher 
chances of seizing subcarriers, causing losses in degree 
of freedom in exploiting throughput maximization by 
other users with better CSI at the transmitter. In a high 
SNR regime,  (above 4 dB),  the throughput performance 
is the same regardless of the value of the imposed delay 
requirement of that user thi is because in a high SNR 
regime,  the service provision are the same for all users 
and thus the optimal subcarrier allocation reduces to the 

conventional scheduling. Also when we see the effect of 
transmission modes in AMC, Mn-ary QAM modulations 
are providing high throughput.

Figure 2: Performance in terms of Throughput for 
various modes

From Figs. 3 & 4, it is understand that the Bit Error 
Rate (BER) and Frame Error Rate (FER) measures 
obtained from the simulations are verifying the 
throughput achieved shown by Fig.2.

Figure 3: Performance in terms of Bit Error Rate for 
various modes

Figure 4: Performance in terms of Frame Error Rate 
for various modes
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MODE 1 2 3 4 5 6
Modulation QPSK QPSK 16QAM 16QAM 64QAM 64QAM
RS code (32, 24, 4) (40, 36, 2) (64, 48, 8) (80, 72, 4) (108, 96, 6) (102, 108, 6)
CC Code Rate 2/3 5/6 2/3 5/6 3/4 5/6
Coding rate 1/2 3/4 ½ 3/4 2/3 5/6
Rn(bits/symbol) 1 1.5 2 3 4 4.5
an 232.9242 140.7922 264.0330 208.5741 216.8218 220.7515
gn 22.7925 8.2425 6.5750 2.7885 1.0675 0.8125

)(dBpn 3.7164 5.9474 9.6598 12.3610 16.6996 17.9629

Table 1: Transmission modes Specified in IEEE 802.16 standard

From the above all figures, the truth of achieving 
high throughput or low BER /FER at high SNR 
regime or when the active channel condition is proved.    

When we consider only AMC at the physical layer 
without the inclusion of queue state information from 
the MAC layer for scheduling (conventional method), 
the spectral efficiency gain achieved seems to be 
slightly lower than cross-layer design with 
combination of AMC and queue state information. 
This shows the significance of cross-layer approach of 
scheduling. The corresponding average packet error 
rate is tabulated and given in Table 2.

Table 2:  Analytical Results

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a delay sensitive cross-
layer scheduler for OFDMA systems with 
heterogeneous delay requirements and outdated CSI at 
the transmitter. The cross-layer design problem is 
formulated by taking into account ot the outdated CSI 
at the transmitter, source statistics with 
implementation of AMC and queue dynamics of the 
OFDMA systems. The optimal delay sensitive 
subcarrier allocation is obtained and the proposed 
scheduler gives a very good balance of maximizing 
the throughput and providing QoS (delay) 
differentiation of the mixed heterogeneous users. 
Further the work may be extended by including 
retransmission procedures to reduce the error rate 
which in turn to increase the throughput.
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In this paper, we present a control system based on embedded system according to the features of 
humanoid robot.  First, the image captured by the vision system is recognized through the improved 
look-up table method.  And then with a smooth gait planning of turning motion for humanoid robot 
presented, the next several motions for the robot can be proposed by the local motion planner based on 
the minimum of energy dissipation. After that, a control decision is made for the humanoid robot to plan 
the motions by the method of gait generation off-line and adjustment on-line according to the rules of 
marathon held in FIRA. In this way, simulations for image processing and experiments on real 
humanoid robot HIT-2 are present.

Povzetek: Predstavljen je sprotni sistem za načrtovanje gibanja humanoidnih robotov.

1 Introduction
With the development of technology, Omnidirectional 
locomotion is not restricted to wheeled vehicles. 
Spenneberg and Kirchner developed omnidirectional 
locomotion on the robot with eight legs[1]. Hengst et al.. 
described an approach to generate omnidirectional 
walking for the Sony ERS-110 Aibo dogs[2]. Behnke
planned the gait using walking direction, walking speed 
and rotational speed and he has tested the proposed 
approach on humanoid robot Jupp[3]. A gross motion 
planner utilizing graphics hardware has been proposed to 
generate humanoid body motion on a flat ground in real 
time[4].

Recently, FIRA (The Federation of International 
Robot-soccer Association) is paying more attention to 
humanoid robot competitions. In the events of humanoid 
robot, the basic event is the heptathlon such as marathon, 
sprint, weight lifting, basket ball, lift and carry, obstacle 
race, penalty. During the process of these events, only 
vision can be used for the object recognition. Hong 
presented a fast and effective visual tracking and location 
prediction algorithm for cooperative multiple soccer 
robots playing a soccer game. The picture image is 
captured by the system and the image is selected as a 
template and 2D color image pattern is extracted from 
the incoming image[5]. Kuo proposed a middle size 
soccer robot based on intelligent vision fusion sensing 
architecture. The proposed autonomous soccer robot 
consists of the mechanical platform, motion control 
module and omni-directional vision module[6]. Lu [7] 
used an omnidirectional vision system to provide middle-
size robot with a tracking capability for dealing with the 
image process control. The panoramic image is installed 
by matching the convex mirror and CCD lens. The 
experimental works are conducted to illustrate the 
effectiveness of the neural fuzzy system on the image 

color recognition and tracking the ball. Zhang [8] 
presented a method of color image segmentation based 
on multi-valued characteristic. A superset of the 
objective sample is constructed in color space, and multi-
valued characteristic function is employed to describe 
objective clustering, which ultimately implement the 
division of color image. Experiments show this algorithm
is preferable in both functionality and speed of image 
processing. 

In the field of Robotics, recognition of a working 
environment using a vision system is critical for an 
autonomous vehicle. Kim [9] presented a robotic 
wielding system for closed block assembly. A three 
dimensional laser vision system is developed based on 
the optical triangulation technology in order to provide 
robots with work environmental map. The algorithm 
architecture for the welding environment recognition is 
divided into two parts. The first one is the conventional 
3D scanning module, and the second one is the plane 
generation module utilizing a Hough transform. Suzuki 
[10] presented a corridor recognition method using 
unprocessed gray-scale image, termed here as a raw-
image, and a genetic algorithm, without any image 
information conversion, so as to perform the recognition 
process in real-time.

The potential market in the entertainment humanoid 
robot has been attracted by scholars. Many different 
types of humanoid robot have been developed. Among 
these studies, motion planning from the starting point to 
reach the target point for an autonomous robot is always 
a challenging work. Because humanoid robot with 
multiple degrees of freedom of its own properties often 
become very complex planning issues. In the continuous 
process of research, there appeared a variety of different 
control methods. Setiawan et al. [11] realized online 
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control of forward and backward walking by connecting 
motion patterns generated in advance. Kajita et al. [12] 
realized generation of online walking pattern applying 
Three-Dimensional Linear Inverted Pendulum Mode to 
humanoid type robot. Lim et al. [13] proposed “quasi-
real-time” walking pattern generation using FFT based 
dynamically stable motion construction method online.

In this paper, we design a system based on 
embedded vision for humanoid robot, and present an 
improved looking-up table algorithm for image 
recognition. Meanwhile, motion of turning for robot is 
planned and smoothed. A trajectory of the next steps for 
robot is generated by the local planner and finally, 
according to the rules of marathon for humanoid robot in 
FIRA, a decision is made and experiments on real 
humanoid robot HIT-2 are shown.

2 Design of embedded vision system 
and image recognition 

2.1 Structure of vision system
The entire system adopts principle of hierarchical control 
and gets the image by the single camera. The information 
of image is processed in the PDA (Personal Digital 
Assistant) and the decision system which is also running 
in the PDA will get the information and other feedback 
from sensors and then call the motion system executing. 
The framework of embedded system is described as 
shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: Picture of framework of embedded vision 
system.

In Figure 1, the camera named Logitech Pro 5000 is 
worked as the image sensor, it captures the image for 
recognition. The PDA gets the image from camera and 
executes the image recognition. It also runs the decision 
for motion and gives the orders for motion control 
system. Motors and others sensors such as tilt sensor are 
controlled by motion control system. Information 
exchanges between the PDA and motion control system.

2.2 Clustering based on improved variable 
thresholds seed fill algorithm

In RGB color space, since the values of R, G, B have a 
strong correlation, RGB color space is not suitable 
directly as image processing.

HSI color space is widely used in machine vision 
research areas [14]. Where HSI respectively represents 
Hue, Saturation and Intensity. RGB to HSI conversion 
formulas [15] is a non-linear reversible.
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By equation (1) we can get that the value of hue H is 
ranged from [0,2π]; Saturation S represents the depth or 
purity of a color, whose range is [0,1]. I, the general 
range of intensity I is [0,255]. In the case of S = 0, the 
value of I is growing from 0 and the color is from black 
to white varying in gray-degree. With the value of 
saturation S, influence on that pixel by value of hue and 
intensity can be obtained. By equation (2), we also can 
get that when the value of s is bigger than ( )satTh I , the 

value of H is going to be as the main feature of that pixel 
and vise verse is the value of I, where a is an empirical 
value. 

Clustering method commonly used requires repeated 
image scanning, which can not meet the real-time 
requirement based on the embedded vision system. Seed 
fill algorithm is commonly used in a class of interactive 
graphics filling algorithm. It can generate all the 
clustering just scanning the image for once. The most 
advantages of this algorithm are fast and the ability of 
filling the region with variable complex boundary.

If the light is uniform and the color of object is 
purity, the application of this method can be a very good 
effective recognition. However, if the light is not 
uniform, the effect of recognition will be worse. 
Although adjusting the threshold of hue can improve the 
effect of recognition under this bad situation, if the 
threshold of hue is changed to lower, only partly object 
can be recognized or even misrecognition. Vice verse, if 
the threshold is higher, interference color blocks is going 
to affect the accuracy of recognition. Therefore, an 
improved clustering seed fill algorithm based on variable 
threshold is proposed. In the robot game, target objects 
are solid. When the algorithm scans the initial pixel of 
image, lower threshold of hue Thl is adopt and when 
clustering starts, higher threshold of hue Thh is used. 
The numbers of pixels belonging to lower and higher 
threshold of object are recorded, and the value 
 described in equation (3) is used to filter the 
interference region. If the value  is lower, this means 
the number of pixels in the lower threshold is smaller 
than in the higher threshold, and the probability of result 
belonging to the interference region is higher. Vice verse, 
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if the value  is higher, this will bring to the higher 
probability of the object. The value  can be gotten
through experiments described in table 1 bellow. 

, ;Numbers Numbers Thl
Thl Thh

Thh

N
N Thl N Thh

N
         (3)

Table 1: The lower bound table of filter algorithm

2.3 Recognition of the colour space based 
on improved Look-up table

Suppose the visual system needs to identify the N kinds 
of different colors, and each kind of color represented 
by iCOLOR is corresponding to an interval of HSI, 

which represented as

      , , , ,i i i i i iHMIN HMAX SMIN SMAX IMIN IMAX

, this equals a ‘box’ with its length, width and height are 
, ,i i iH S I   . Where -i i iH HMAX HMIN  , 

-i i iS SMAX SMIN  , -i i iI IMAX IMIN  . N kinds 

of colors are corresponding to N ‘box’. Clustering of 
pixels based on color is to judge whether the 
coordination of every pixel in the color space is just in 
some ‘box’. For instance, if a pixel represented as iP is in 

the iBOX , iP belongs iCOLOR .Commonly used 

method of clustering is to compare value of H, S, I for 
each pixel with N kinds of color corresponding to the 
HSI interval determining whether in the interval or not. 
For every pixel, the times of comparison operation for 
clustering operation need to be N × 6 integer variables. It 
is inefficient if the same clustering operation to all the 
pixels of the color images is implemented, which affect 
the real-time target recognition. In the HSI color space, 
hue is one of the biggest variable differences among the 
various objects. Therefore, the equation of hue is 
unchanging. When the HSI color cone changes along the 
radial orientation, its saturation of color changes, the 
color attributes are the same, but a change in purity, 
which is by the color cone color, in the outer part of the 
net is bright comparison with close to the center part 
being impure, and gradually moving gray. In fact, if the 
purity of an object is relatively high, only lower bound of 
saturation is considered to filter out variegated instead of 
defining the upper bound. Therefore, only value of I is 
considered to define to prevent from judging by mistake. 

By this method, only N × 6 integer variables need to be 
comparison for execution of every pixel.

As we known, using look-up table approach can 
further speed up the clustering speed. This approach 
adopts operation of array indexes instead of N×4 times 
comparison operation, which greatly improves the 
efficiency of computing for clustering algorithm. 
However, the disadvantage is its too much storage space. 
According to this problem, an algorithm based on 
improved look-up table is present to complete the color 
space clustering.

The use of projection transformation can project the 
pixels of image in the color space corresponding to the 
coordinates onto the three axes of color components 
respectively. Thus, the number of dimensions of 
clustering an array of look-up table reduced to one 
dimension. J kinds of color space can be expressed by 
three arrays of unsigned integers with j-th bit. 
(HClass[0…255], SClass[0…255], IClass[0…255]). 
Where array ‘HClass, SClass and IClass’ represent each 
value of color respectively. The j-th bit of elements in 
every array denotes the binarization results of the j-th 
color. The clustering of pixels is achieved through 
bitwise AND operation for arrays. 
The nature of approach of improved look-up table 
present in this paper is based on the multi-threshold for 
color image segmentation. There are two advantages of 
this approach.

1. By adopting j-th bit of unsigned integers to 
represent the elements of array, only two times for 
bitwise AND operation can determine the color category 
of pixels, which greatly increased the speed.

2. By projecting three-dimensional color space onto 
a one-dimensional axis, only three one-dimensional 
arrays can express the color space and predefined color 
category, which greatly save the memory space.

2.4 Fast goal-find algorithm
In robot soccer, the goal is horizontally placed, so we can 
regard the goal as a horizontal rectangle. If the robot is 
not in the middle of the field, because of the influence of 
large near far smaller, the goal in the image will be a 
slight tilted rectangle. Although the goal is tilted, the 
inclination angle is negligible. In addition, in the current 
humanoid robot soccer, the ball will not be kicked off the 
ground. the tilted rectangle will just affect the 
computation of height, but not affect the computation of 
width. The goal-finding process is shown in figure 2.

A (Ax, Ay) B (Bx, By)

C (Cx, Cy)

D (Dx, Dy)

 (Ax, Cy)

 (Ax, Dy)

 (Bx, Cy)

 (Bx, Dy)

P

Figure 2. The schematic diagram of rectangle detection.

In this figure, p is seed point, from p cast four rays 
toward left, right, up and down intersect the boundary at 

Numbers of pixel for 
higher threshold

 (Ratio of lower 
threshold)

20 0.15
40 0.25
80 0.45

160 0.5
320 0.5
640 0.45

1280 0.4
2560 0.4
5120 0.35
10240 0.3
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A, B, C, and D. Assume that the coordinate of A is (Ax, 
Ay), the coordinate of B is (Bx, By), the coordinate of C 
is (Cx, Cy) and the coordinate of D is (Dx, Dy). Using 
these four coordinates, we can compute the four 
coordinates of vertex. The coordinate of upper left vertex 
is (Ax, Cy), the coordinate of lower left vertex is (Ax, 
Dy), the coordinate of upper right vertex is (Bx, Cy) and 
the coordinate of lower right vertex is (Bx, Dy). In order 
to improve the precision and avoid the noise interference, 
we can cast numbers of rays towards one direction (such 
as upward side), get many boundary points, we remove 
the points whose difference are high and compute the 
mean of coordinates.  

3 Motion planning for humanoid 
robot

3.1 Motion planning for turning
Assuming the n -th location for foot     ,n n

x yp p can be 

expressed as shown in equation (4)
 16( ) ( 1) ( )

( 1) ( )( 1)

n n n
x x x
n n n n
y y y

p p s

p p s





   
          

     (4)

Where 
( )n
xs

is the step length on forward direction of 

humanoid robot, and 
( )n
ys

is the step length on lateral 
direction. n represents the n -th step. When the robot 
turns, the parameters  of its gaits can be described as 

Figure 3.    , 1,2,3i
lP x y i 

is the location of left of 

humanoid while    , 1,2,3i
rP x y i 

is the location of 
right. When the robot walks straight, the angle between 

left turning foot and the horizontal line
(1)
lS should be 

changed according to the equation (4).  

Figure 3: Sketch map of parameters of turning for 
humanoid robot

From the figure 3, we can get the equation of parameters 
of turning gait as shown in equation (5)
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Constraint equation 

is
    

1
2 2 2

min max( ) ( ) ( ) ( )n n n n
y l r l r yS P x P x P y P y S    

where

 n
lP x

,  n
lP y

is the location of left foot of humanoid 

robot while  n
rP x

,  n
rP y

is the right 

foot.
1n

lSx 

,
1n

lSy 

represent the displacement of left foot 

and 
1n

rSx 

,
1n

rSy 

represent the right foot. minyS
and maxyS

are the least and largest step length respectively.

3.2 Smoothing for the complex gaits
The connection of complex gaits is a question worth 
studying. If the connection failed, the completely 
complex gaits may fail. To smooth the connection 
between two gaits, suppose the i as the degree of joint in 

time i , so the next degree of joint is 1i  . If the i is 

passed and the time 1i  is coming, so the current degree 
of joint is 1i  , and the next degree of joint is 2i  . For 

the smoothly connecting from i to 1i  , we adopt the 

trigonometric function to time difference. Suppose the 
beginning time is iT and the ending time is 1iT  , the 

transition angle  t and be obtained from the 

following equations:

  1

1

sin
2

i i i
i

i i

t T
t

T T
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And the angular velocity can be get by equation (7):

  1

1 1

cos
2
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Since the  t
is derivable between iT and 1iT  , the 

connection curve is smoothing.

3.3 Local motion planner
We must evaluate the reference trajectory to search for 
the best one. The reference trajectory, which needs lower 
energy is better. We give the evaluation function 
involved the average power avP , average deviation 

power avD and average torque LP .

The average power is a key factor for power analysis 
of motion. Supposing the torques not doing negative 
work, and absolute value of power is obtained in every 
moment. The average power  avP with the model of HIT-

2 can be obtained by equation (8) as follows:

   
2 6

, ,0
1 1

1 T

av i j i j
i j

P t t dt
T

 
 

             (8)

Where  is the torque of motor,  is the angular velocity 
of the joints. 
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Although the avP is the key factor for optimizing the 

energy consumed by the robot, during the process of 
motion, there is a situation that the instantaneous power 
is approaching infinity, however, the average power may 
be little. This instantaneous power may damage to the 
system under some situations. Therefore, according to 
this situation, another factor to evaluate to the consumed 
energy should be built, which is the average deviation 
power avD . The avD can be achieved by following 

equation (9) and (10):

     
2 6

, ,
1 1

i i j i j
i j

P t t t 
 

                   (9)
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0

1 T

av i avD P t P dt
T

                (10)

Where iP is the instantaneous power of robot.

The average torque LP can be get from equation (11):
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Therefore, the total energy consumed equation can be 
described as followed:

min min minmin av av LE P D P                    (12)

Global scanning an unknown environment using vision 
will take considerable time, and motion planning for 
humanoid robot under unknown environment is a 
complex project. Therefore, we design a local motion 
planner, which can be defined as finding a feasible 
locomotion for the next n steps based on minimum of 
energy dissipation using equation (12). We design some 
basic motions off-line including of forward one-step, 
backward one-step, left one-step, right one-step, turn 
right and turn left. These motions, which stored in the 
motion library of robot are test on the flat floor and 
executed stably. The local motion planner can use these 
basic motions for planning the locomotion. 

The local motion planner plans the local locomotion 
via the information of itself and captured by the vision 

system. A sequence  1 2, , nM M M M
composed of 

basic motions can be gotten according to the trajectory. 

Let  , , , ,iM k t d e
denote the basic motion, where k is 

the number of motion, t represents the time needed to 

finish the motion, d is the distance from the projection of 
centre of gravity of robot under the former pose to the 

next pose after finishing this motion,  denotes the 
shifting angle between the former pose of robot to the 
next pose completed by this motion, and the e means the 
energy consuming during this motion, which is test by 
the experiments. The planner can generate a feasible 
trajectory according to the principle of least energy 
consumption. First, the planner installs the whole 

motions iM and computes the distance from initial 

location initq and goal location goalq
. Then, selects the 

motion by random and execute motion. If the goalq
equals 

the rq obtained from executing the motion, then return a 

feasible sequence, else goes back to select another 
motion. The pseudocode of planning algorithm is 
described as follows: 

Step 1. Install iM in M ,  ,goal goal initD Compute q q

Step 2. Select    , ;r r r rM Rand M M q Exec M 

Step 3.  ,gr goal rD Compute q q

Step 4. IF gr goalD D then

Step 5.     ,goal goal r rD D d E E e    ,Goto Step 5

Step 6. else Goto Step 2

Step 7. IF  r goalq q then

Step 8.     Return a feasible sequence of qrM

Step 9. else Goto Step 2
The algorithm described above can generate several 

feasible sequences of motions. The minimum energy 
consuming of sequence will be selected to execute. Since 
we select the basic motion in the library by random, the 
computational complexity will increase exponentially by 
the increase of basic motions. The local planner just 
plans the two or three steps next to robot in order to 
eliminate the time of computing. 

When the robot executes the sequence of motions, 
the information gathered by the vision system and 
information gained by the tilt sensor can help the robot to 
adjust its location and keep stable.

The strategy program structure diagram of 
controlling the motion of robot can be described as in 
figure 4. 

Figure 4: The strategy program structure diagram

Compared to normal dynamic foot planning for 
humanoid robot [17], the elapsed time in the motion 
planning presented in this paper is minor. Although 
normal foot planning can meet the requirement of motion 
planning for tasks, it is not a real-time planning because 
of the complex dozens of degree of freedom of humanoid 
robot.  The motion planning algorithm present in this 
paper can call the basic motions online. Complex 
motions are designed off line and are stored. Therefore, 
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the time consumed on foot planning in real-time matches 
can be greatly saved. Moreover, in this paper, smooth 
gait planning takes the place of left-right motion, which 
saves time in the walking process and ensures that the 
robot can finish the match in a shortest time to get a 
better result.

3.4 Control decision for marathon
The aim of marathon held in FIRA is to test the 
robustness and endurance of humanoid robots. The task 
is for the robot to track a visible line as quickly as 
possible. The rules of marathon are that a robot is not 
allowed to leave the track. A robot is considered to have 
left the track if the distance between the current position 
of the robot and the closest point on the centre line to that 
position is more than 50cm. According to these rules, we 
have made the decision as follows. The Figure 4 has 
shown the schematic diagram of control strategy for 
marathon. Where A, B, C, D, E, F, G are the locations of 
robot may occur, and d1, d2, d3, d4 mean the vertical 
distances between the robot to centre of visual line. α1, 
α2, α3 are the angles between the robot and next two 
locations.  

As shown in Figure 5, the white line is visible for the 
robot to track. The left of the picture is a straight line 
while the right is a curve. The robot should walk forward 
by tracking the line and not be far away from the line. 
The locations of green circles in the figure 3, which 
marked R1, R4 and R5, are the ideal for the robot to walk 
and the red circles, which marked R3, R8 and R9, are not 
allowed for the rule and should do some adjustments to 
get close to the visible line. When the locations of robot 
become yellow circles, which marked R2, R6 and R7 
should get some warnings. 

With the feedback of vision, the robot can adjust the 
location online by using the basic motion.

Figure 5: Schematic diagram of control strategy for 
marathon held in FIRA

The decision is made following according to the rule of 
marathon:
Step 1. Initialize the vision system and start the robot;

Step 2. Execute the basic motions generated by the 
local planner according to the information from 
vision system;

Step 3. If the distance d between the center of visible
line and the projection of center of gravity of robot 
is more than 50cm, go to Step 5;

Step 4. If the visible line is a curve with the judgment of 
α, go to Step 6;

Step 5. The robot runs a turning for left or right motion 
according the shift distance. Go to Step 7;

Step 6. The robot adopts the curve motion planning and 
go to Step 3;

Step 7. Forward motion is executed by the robot;
Step 8. If the robot touches the finishing line, stop 

motion is arrived, else go to Step 2

4 Simulations and experiments
The images captured by the vision system are under 
processing by the method present this paper, which can 
be finished in a short time. The visible lines included 
straight and curve are shown in Figure 6 and the results 
of processing is also shown in the bellow of this figure, 
where we can conclude that the lines can be easily 
recognized by the vision system. The color space 
selected in this paper is HSI, where H means Hue, S 
means Saturation and the I represents Intensity. The 
simulation results based on HSI color space are shown in 
Figure 7. Where (a) and (b) are the H value, (c) and (d) 
are the S value while (e) and (f) are the I value of line 
and curve respectively. From the (b) of Figure 5, for 
instance, vertical axis is the number of pixels 
corresponding on the Hue value of horizontal axis, and 
most values of Hue are in the interval of [140,150], 
therefore, we select 145 for the value of Hue. 
Experiments for running along the circle are achieved on 
real humanoid robot HIT-2 and the snapshots of the 
experiments are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 6: Pictures of effect of recognition for lines
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                   (a)                                         (b)

                    (c)                                       (d)

(e)                                        (f)
Figure 7: Pictures of results of simulation based on HIS

From the Figure 7, we can know the H value and S 
value are more concentrated in dealing with recognition 
of curve than line. And the I value is better in recognition 
of line than curve.

The experiments are implemented on real humanoid 
robot HIT-2. The parameters of HIT-2 are list in table 2.

Table 2: Parameters of HIT-2
Components Parameters
Weight 3.53 KG
Height 0.45 M
Degree of Freedom 24
Type of Motor HSR-5990TG
Processor Acer n300 PDA
Main controller C3024
Camera Logitech Pro5000
Other sensors Infrared, Tilt sensors
Battery Li-ion 7.4 V

It takes 1 minute and 2 seconds to finish the circle 
lengthened 6.2 meters. Eight snapshots of every 7 

seconds of video are shown respectively, where picture 
1, 2 and 6 are the motions of walking straight while 
picture 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8 denote the motions of walking on 
curve. All the pictures have shown that the robot can 
walk along the visual line successfully and quickly. 

5 Conclusion
Sports and entertainment humanoid robot has always 
been the strong development in FIRA, and the key 
technology of humanoid robots has been applied and 
developed during the races. In this paper, we designed a 
humanoid robot based on vision system according to the 
characters of marathon in FIRA. The information of 
feedback of vision system could be adopted as the chief 
sensor information for the decision system. Motion 
planning for the local environment was achieved by the 
local motion planner and the decision was made for the 
marathon.

Using the method present in this paper, it can speed 
up the process of motion planning during the match. 
Turing motion is obviously faster than the normal turn 
left or right motion because it reduces the time consumed 
for feedback of signal and the balance of robot. 

In the future, motion planning in complex 
environment should be considered and the complex 
motions for humanoid robot such as step on or step over 
obstacles will be designed.

Figure 8: Snapshots of experiments on humanoid 
robot HIT-2 of running along the circle.
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Vibrations analysis is one of the main surveying methods in maintenance and fault detection of 
machines in the industry. This method has unique advantages and disadvantages relating to surveying 
and fault detection of the machine. Objective of this research is to show the relationship between 
vibrations analysis and fault detection. The major problem of the vibration analysis is using the sensitive 
aural of the vibration sensors by human experts. On the other hand, human fault is time consuming 
which shows the position of the proposed method that by removing the human factor and increasing the 
speed and accuracy of the fault diagnosis course to increase the performance of the proposed method. 
Faults detection of the equipment is one of the most suitable ways of caring about the device when the 
equipment is on. Predictive repairing methods are new types of preventive repairs which use modern 
measurement and processing techniques for accurate fault finding and accessing technical conditions of 
the devices during exploitation and specification when maintenance and repairing operation are 
needed. In order to study the vibrations in pumps and to find its fault, different conditions of pump 
(sound and defective) were investigated. By putting sensors in a horizontal and vertical direction, the 
information was recorded and data vector activity was done for several times. Data gathering process 
was performed on the sample of centrifuge pump for its fault diagnostics through spectrometry. The 
results of analysis were able to distinguish between sound and defective data by studying on its 
acceleration range but there were analyzed and studied for ensuring data of different rounds which was 
selected randomly. This method is compared with Multilayer Perception Artificial Neural Network form 
terms of the processing time and accuracy that the result shows the superiority of the proposed method. 
Time data spectrum which had range 8000 N/mm and higher was sound and in interval between 1000 
N/mm and 2000 N/mm, there was a need to repair and in interval 1000 N/mm and lower, it was 
defective.

Povzetek: Predstavljena je metoda diagnosticiranja črpalk na osnovi vibracij.

1 Introduction
Some of the phenomena which occur in the nature are 
specified well with statistical means and for this reason; 
one should have statistical look at random changes in 
such signals [7]. For example, self-correlation function of 
random process in time domain and its Fourier 
Conversion which are called power density spectrum are 
of the applied tools for analyzing these signals. On the 
other hand, there is an important class of signals such as 
static random process which doesn’t have limited energy 
and as a result Fourier Conversion. Such signals have 
limited average power and are specified with power 
density spectrum. 

For machinery pump fault diagnostics, centrifuged 
pumps in repair and maintenance section of Idem 
Company have been selected. For studying faults of 
machinery pumps which are one of the integral parts of 
installations of each plant, firstly it is necessary to 
specify the importance of this part of plant and secondly 
how sensitive the Fault diagnostics of such parts is [1]. 
For this reason, we will refer to predictive net systems 
which have been commissioned in most plants and such 
systems removes need for studying fault diagnostics in 
machinery equipment such as centrifuge pumps.
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2 Maintenance and repair methods 
(MaR)

Since early 1970s, changes in the industry have led to 
important movements in MaR. Changes which led to 
industrial mutation can be classified into three fields 
[3]. 
1. The formation of new requirements
2. New research 
3. New MaR techniques 
Nowadays, one can show the applied changes by 
commissioning the following 

2.1 Methods in plants
Among mentioned methods, only part 3 is discussed 
which is stronger in application. American Production 
and Inventory Control Society is kind of preventive 
repair and maintenance on the basis of definition 
which denies MaR activities [2]. This MaR uses 
unnecessary statistical analyses (and even destructive) 
and predicts the time which preventive MaR activities 
should be executed on devices and equipment. 

Detection of faults of the equipment is one of the 
most suitable ways of caring about the device when the 
equipment is on. Predictive repair methods is new type 
of preventive repairs which use modern measurement 
and processing techniques for accurate fault finding 
and getting access  to technical conditions of the  
devices during exploitation and specification when 
MaR operation is needed [6]. 

Predictive MaR techniques such as vibrations 
analysis, infrared heat images, X ray, ultrasound fault 
diagnostics and something like these have allowed 
predicting the conditions of the device and decision 
about necessary repairs [4]. 

One can specify the position of Fault diagnostics
using vibrations analysis and other methods in terms of 
application in the plants in case of commissioning such 
systems with suitable efficiency. 

After this stage, it is necessary to perform a data 
gathering phase for recording vibrations from the 
sample of the selected pumps. With regarding the 
applicability of the plan, the samples were selected 
with special criteria [5]. For this purpose, one sample 
of the pump out of the sound pumps, one sample of the 
pump out of the defective pumps and one sample of 
the pump out of the sound pumps with long term 
function which have been used due to lack of defects 
are selected. 

In averaging method, we consider time pulse of a 
round (on the basis of the shortest time of a round) on 
the basis of the shortest time by using this frequency 
and the obtained signals for the rounds with the longest 
time are renovated on the basis of the shortest time.

In this way, the problem of the asynchrony of the 
signals is solved to some extent. Then time averaging 
is done on these signals [10]. In this method, 
accelerometer has been put on the pump and the outlet 
signal is recorded from it in a time interval equivalent 

to time of a round of circulation of the pump. Another 
example in the next time interval is averaged. When 
this process was done with the use of frequency 
sampling, the effect of the parameters relating to tested 
pump such as strokes resulting from collision of the 
vane in average signal increased and the specifications 
relating to other pumps and other factors such as noise 
were excluded from the average.

For distinguishing between the intervals, a 
tachometer is used for the creation of the pulses or 
frequencies equivalent to reference shaft rotation 
frequency. Then, this pulse frequency is changed on 
the basis of ratio of the speed which is obtained 
according to the number of vanes of the engaged pump 
in such a manner that the limited length of the 
sampling is considered to be equivalently to a round of 
pump. The results are recorded as a diagram of average 
signals in which the number of signal equals to the 
number of rounds of the pump. 

2.2 Data spectrometry
Analysis techniques in the area of frequency for the 
vibration of signals and their related processing as well 
as results related to spectrum analysis give us clear 
information about rotary sets fault detection [8].

Therefore, by using of this method, one can 
separate important faults from each other and identify 
them:   
- Imbalance 
- Failure of vans
- Failures of ball bearing resonance 

Studying on the performed research shows that ball 
bearing clearance decreases the range of vibration in 
the frequency and will increase its harmony [7]. In this 
paper, peer to peer frequency results of pump signals 
are studied with the reference signals which have been 
used. Regarding the fact that it is possible to change 
the speed of the pump from revision to revision, in 
signal time field averaging method, peer to peer study 
will not be possible. As a result, for doing such direct 
comparison between signals, Fourier Conversion of the 
time field average signals is calculated.  This method 
and other methods which are common in industry may 
detect only the fault and do not give enough 
information about the place and degree of fault [9]. 
More importantly, computer software's and systems for 
faultfinding the simple machines such as pumps; ball 
bearing and etc. have been designed more widely and 
used in industry but research continues on some more 
complex systems faultfinding such as pumps. 

3 Machinery pump and a 
possibility to provide data 
gathering medium 

Data gathering system is pulse type and sensor used for 
accelerating the body of the pump which has been 
made of Danish Company with 4 channels of B&K, 
type 4508 and is installed in ball bearings which are 
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two channels for tachometer and two channels for 
acceleration. Tachometer is also the type 0023 made of 
the same company. Totally 20 seconds were 
considered for each one of them and the analysis was 
done in terms of time. This was done by the 
cooperation of Idem Plant and University of Tabriz 
and Faculty of Mechanics by conclusion of a contract. 
Before data gathering, we need to signal synchronous
by averaging. In Figure 1 we can see the Averaging 
process of two signals.

Figure 1: Averaging process of two signals.

Figure 2: The position of the sensor on output shaft of 
centrifuge pump (right side) and an indicator which is 
sensitive to a laser (left side).

Figure 3: Data gathering manner with the related 
software and pulse device

As shown in Figure 2, two sections of the photo 
have been shown with a white color and on the right 
side is an acceleration sensor and on the left side is a 
label sensitive to the laser light which indicates 
rotation of the tachometer. In Figure 3, pulse device, 
tachometer, a computer the laser tachometer and the 
manner in which b they are positioned are shown.  The 
software which is recording data is completely 
specified.

In Figure 4, the position of tachometer (opposite to 
label sensitive to laser) is shown clearly.

Figure 4: Tachometer positioning manner for 
recording output shaft speed.

After performance of data gathering phase, it is 
necessary to take an action regarding the reduction of 
noise on it and data averaging is one of the methods 
which are used as follows:

3.1 Stages of doing research on samples 
of machinery pump

1. Performance of a data gathering phase for samples 
of machinery pump

2. Studying data and if necessary the performance of 
noises reduction methods.

After performing data gathering stage, data was 
prepared for doing different studies. In each stage data 
gathering was done 100 times. On the other hand, it 
entered spectrometry stage. We can see some samples 
of raw data with different rounds in the flowing 
figures, Therefore, raw data entered in data analysis 
program.
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Figure 5: The representation of raw data relating to sound pump.

Data relating to sound pump with a high function was 
given of which 30 rounds have been shown in Figure 

5, 6 we can see raw data relating to sound pump with 
one round of tachometer.

Figure 6: The representation of raw data relating to sound pump with one round of tachometer.

By comparing this data with mean data and calculating 
their kurtosis in figure 7, we find out a failure to
perform noise reduction stage to some extent

.

Figure 7: The representation of mean data sound pump with one round of tachometer.
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4 Signals analysis
According to the procedures of pump fault diagnostics
studies, a program was designed for its data analysis 
and also the spectrometry of pump data for its program 
in three selected samples with different rounds, one 
can archive desirable applications.

These results can be explained with the obtained 
figures. 

Figure 8, shows 30 rounds of sound pumps raw 
data. 

Figure 8: The representation of raw data relating to sound pump with 30 rounds of tachometer.

Figure 9 shows the result of spectrometry from the first round of this data (Sound) which frequency analysis includes 
applied results by comparing its range and interval.

Figure 9: The representation of spectrometry of a round of pump

By observing Figure 9, data spectrum frequency 
interval up to 0-2000 Hz has a range of 2500 N/mm 
and in interval of 2000-4000Hz; it has a range of 8000 
N/mm. This result shows its efficiency for sample of 
the pumps with different functions by studying the 
next rounds spectrometry (these results have been 
studied for different rounds in different intervals of 
which only some rounds are referred).

In Figure 10, 11 we can see the sound pump (with 
short term function) by data analysis for four different 
rounds.
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Figure 10: The representation of a sound pump round spectrometry #1, 2 (with a short term function).

         

Figure 11: The representation of a sound pump round spectrometry # 3, 4 (with a short term function).

In Figure 12, 13 we can see the sound pump (with a long term function) by data analysis for four different rounds too.

Figure 12: The representation of a sound pump round spectrometry # 1, 2 (with a long term function)
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Figure 13: The representation of a sound pump round spectrometry #3, 4 (with a long term function)

For comparing the sound and defective pumps, in this section (Figure 14, 15) we show the defective pump (with a 
long term function) by data analysis for four different rounds.

Figure 14: The representation of a defective pump round spectrometry #1, 2

Figure 15: The representation of a defective pump round spectrometry #3, 4
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Considering the presented diagrams for the pumps 
including sound with low function, a sound with a long 
term function and defectiveness and their data analysis 
in different rounds, the following results are obtained:  

1- In data analysis, if the interval of their acceleration 
frequency has a range 10000 N/mm and higher 
between 0 Hz and 2000Hz and 8000 N/mm and 
higher between 2000 Hz and 4000 Hz, the related 
pumps will be considered a sound and there will be 
no need to repair and study. 

2- If their acceleration frequency between interval of 0 
Hz and 2000 Hz has a range of 2000 N/mm and 
lower and between interval of 2000 Hz and 10000 
Hz, it has the same range or lower and close to 0 
N/mm, the related pump will be considered 
defective but they can continue operating (in case 
that predictive MaR system has been 
commissioned, such pump will be subject to 
revise). 

3- In case that acceleration infrequency is wider and 
has a range of 1000 N/mm and lowers between 
interval of 0 Hz and 2000 Hz and the same range 
between intervals of 2000 Hz and 4000 Hz, the 
related pump will be considered defective and will 
not be able to work. 

The obtained results have been studied on the applied 
basis and are used and we can see them in table 1.

It is necessary to note that there is no need to 
prepare of training by using of artificial neural 
networks and other techniques and Fault diagnostics
due to clarity of the results obtained from data analysis 
in spectrometric method. 

Table 1: Results obtained from data analysis

5 Compare the proposed method 
with MLP artificial neural 
network

This method is compared with MLP artificial neural 
network form terms of the processing time and 
accuracy that the result shows the superiority of the 
proposed method. The artificial neural network used in 
this paper is multilayer perception with 15 hidden 
layers that the result, compared by the proposed 
method is as bellow. In this paper we used the 
vibration analysis that can detect the sound and 
defective pumps in less time and high accuracy. The 

amplitude of the signals that obtained from the 
tachometer in the terms of the sound and defective 
pumps is very deferent, thus the proposed method can 
detect the sound and defective pumps in higher speed 
and accuracy that result show in figure 16 and Table 2.

Figure 16: The representation of MLP Neural Network 
and mean square of its error.

Time needed 
for  detecting 

by MLP 
Neural 

Network

Time needed 
for  detecting 
by proposed 

method

Accuracy 
in MLP 
Neural 

Network

Accuracy 
in 

proposed 
method

582.8 sec172.6 sec94.583100
Table2: The Results of the proposed method and 
MLPNN comparison.

6 Conclusion
By studying spectrometric data in different intervals, 
the following results were obtained from it: 

- In case that the range of the acceleration obtained from 
analysis is about 8000 N/mm and higher, the pump 
will be considered sound. 

- In case that the range of the acceleration obtained from 
analysis is between 1000 N/mm and 2000 N/mm, the 
pump will have no need for repair but it will work. 

- In case that the range of the acceleration obtained from 
analysis is about 1000 N/mm and lower, the pump will 
be consider defective.
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Pervasive computing applications, such as video surveillance and robot control, involve diversified op-
erations on physical devices. We call a sequence of operations on a device an action and study how to 
schedule real-time actions on the devices in pervasive computing. We identify a number of novel charac-
teristics of this pervasive action scheduling problem and develop a dynamic, heuristic algorithm for the 
problem. The algorithm performs priority-based action scheduling whenever some device becomes free
and does not reply on any system-defined scheduling interval. We have implemented our proposed ac-
tion scheduling algorithm in a pervasive query processing system named Aorta and evaluated its per-
formance using actions in a pervasive lab monitoring application. Our simulation results demonstrate 
the algorithm ensures small dropping rate of actions and has tiny computation cost.

Povzetek: Opisan je izvirni sistem Aorta, kjer je akcija opisana kot povpraševalni operator.

1 Introduction
In pervasive computing [27], many types of devices are 
embedded in the physical world and execute real-time 
actions for the applications [22][24]. Example devices in 
pervasive computing include sensor nodes, network cam-
eras, programmable robots, and handheld devices such as 
PDAs and phones. Here we define an action as a pre-
defined sequence of operations to be executed on a de-
vice that is encapsulated in a user-defined function [1][8]. 
Due to the real-time requirement of action executions, 
action scheduling on the devices among multiple applica-
tions is a crucial problem in pervasive computing. For 
instance, in a lab surveillance scenario a number of con-
current applications may require the cameras and robots 
deployed in the lab to take photos or perform tasks at 
different locations from time to time. A photo taken or a 
task performed will become obsolete and useless if it 
cannot be scheduled and executed timely on some device 
of the corresponding type. In this paper, we address this 
action scheduling problem in the framework of a perva-
sive query processing system Aorta that we have devel-
oped [29][30].

The problem of job scheduling on parallel machines 
[16] and its variants [3][5][11][13][17][18][19][20][23]
[25][26] have been widely investigated in the literature.
The action scheduling problem we study can be regarded 
as a new variant of this classic problem in the pervasive 
computing scenario. This is because an action execution 
for an application is often not fixed to a specific device 

but can be performed on any device that satisfies certain
condition. Take the lab surveillance scenario as example 
again. Whenever a sensor node installed in the lab de-
tects abnormally high noise readings lasting a period, 
which are likely caused by the loud conversation of 
people around the node, a robot is automatically con-
trolled to move to the location of the node and issue a 
warning to ensure the quiet working environment in the 
lab. Every robot in the lab is a candidate device for this 
action execution and it is sufficient to operate one but not 
all of them to perform the task.

Our action scheduling problem inherits several cha-
racteristics of the classic parallel machine scheduling 
problem, including unrelated devices, device eligibility 
restrictions and deadlines of non-preemptive action ex-
ecutions [16]. In addition, our problem has a unique cha-
racteristic that is the interaction between actions and de-
vices [29] in pervasive computing. More specifically, the 
actions often change the physical status of the devices 
that execute them. Such change in turn affects the future 
executions of succeeding actions on the devices. The 
physical status of a device is represented in Aorta as the 
current values of a set of status attributes defined in the 
virtual table for the type of device [30]. Example status 
attributes in different virtual device tables are voltage,
freeRAM for sensors and phones; pan, tilt, zoom for cam-
eras; loc, angle for robots.
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Figure 1: The noise_rejection query for lab surveillance.

Figure 2: Devices in the pervasive lab.

The scheduling model we face in our problem is dy-
namic rather than the static model adopted in the classic 
problem. The action executions to be scheduled on the 
devices are dynamically arriving at the system over time. 
In contrast, the classic problem takes a static set of jobs 
as input and assumes all kinds of job information, e.g., 
the start or processing times of the jobs, are known a 
priori before the scheduling [16].

We summarize all these characteristics of our action 
scheduling problem and propose a dynamic, heuristic 
algorithm to solve the problem. Whenever a device be-
comes free, the algorithm selects an action request 
queued in the system that has the highest priority to be 
serviced on the device. We define an action request as 
the request for an action execution from an application 
with instantiated values for the input parameters of the 
action. The priority of an action request on a device is 
computed using the response time of the request on the 
device, the deadline and the candidate device number of 
the request, as well as the current eligibility and reliabili-
ty of the device. We have implemented the algorithm in 
our Aorta prototype and seamlessly integrated it with 
other mechanisms in the system [30].

The effectiveness of declarative queries to task net-
works of devices has been illustrated by lots of recent 
work in both database [12][31] and networking [10][21]
communities. Following this programming paradigm, 
Aorta uses SQL-based continuous queries having actions
embedded [29] to express the processing logics of perva-
sive computing applications. We call these queries action-
embedded queries. With this abstraction for applications, 
the process of action scheduling in Aorta is encapsulated 
into the adaptive group optimization of multiple concur-
rent queries running in the system. Although in this paper 
we present and evaluate our action scheduling algorithm 
based on these system implementation details of Aorta, 

the algorithm is generic and is indifferent to the particu-
lar application interface.

We have designed the syntax and semantics of action-
embedded queries to accord with the requirements of 
action scheduling. An optional DEADLINE clause is 
provided in Aorta’s query interface for applications to 
tell the system the deadline of an action request from a 
query, which is defined as the interval between the time 
when the request is issued and the time when the request 
is serviced on a device (i.e., the action execution has 
been finished). Moreover, when the WHERE clause of 
an action-embedded query is evaluated as true and a set 
of candidate devices is determined for the action request, 
the request will be scheduled and serviced only once on a 
selected device among these candidates [29]. As an ex-
ample, Figure 1 shows a noise_rejection query in Aorta 
that abstracts the robot patrol application for lab surveil-
lance we have described previously.

We have built a case study application on our Aorta 
prototype to monitor the pervasive research lab in our 
department. The lab is equipped with desktops having 
removable hard disks, notebooks, and various types of 
devices including Crossbow motes [4], AXIS 2130 net-
work cameras [2], ER1 personal robots [6], PDAs and 
phones (Figure 2). This pervasive lab monitoring appli-
cation is used as an illustrative example throughout the 
paper as well as in our performance evaluation of the 
proposed action scheduling algorithm.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
We describe the Aorta system model for action schedul-
ing in Section 2. We identify the characteristics of our 
action scheduling problem in Section 3 and present a 
dynamic, heuristic algorithm for the problem in Section 
4. In Section 5, we perform simulation studies to evaluate 
the effectiveness of our proposed scheduling algorithm 
using actions in the pervasive lab monitoring application. 

CREATE AQ noise_rejection AS
       SELECT   warn(r.id, s.loc, “messages/warning.txt”)
       FROM sensors s, robots r
       WHERE 600 < (SELECT winavg(ss.noise, 5, 5, minute)
                    FROM   sensors ss
                                    WHERE every(10, second) AND ss.id = s.id)       
       DEADLINE 30 seconds
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We discuss related work in Section 6 and conclude the 
paper in Section 7.

2 System model for action scheduling
In this section, we describe the model we implement in 
the Aorta system to effectively support the action sched-
uling on devices.

2.1 Actions and action operators
Aorta only supports actions that operate a single device. 
We focus our study on single- device actions due to three 
main reasons: (i) they are prevalent in real-world applica-
tions [1][8][22][24], (ii) they are more practical and 
manageable in implementation, and (iii) in combination 
with action or query nesting, they can be used to com-
pose many multi-device actions that have simple com-
munication logics between devices [29].

For every action in Aorta, we require the identity of 
the device that the action is executed on to be not fixed in 
the function code block. In contrast, the device should be 
explicitly or implicitly identified by the instantiated pa-
rameter values for the action at run time. As a typical 
example, the first input parameter of the warn action in 
Figure 1 determines the robot on which a specific execu-
tion of the action will be executed. The necessity of this
restriction stems from the “black box” nature of actions. 
Being a UDF, an action is registered to Aorta as a com-
piled code block and it is impossible for the system to 
modify its implementation details. Consequently, if the 
identity of the device to execute an action is fixed in the 
code block, there is little room for action scheduling on 
the parallel devices. In this case, our problem degener-
ates to a single-machine scheduling problem [16] on in-
dividual devices.

Aorta makes an action embedded in a query a first-
class operator in the evaluation plan of the query. An 
action operator contains the following information about 
an action: (i) the name, (ii) the specifications of input 
parameters, (iii) the pointer to the function code block to 
be invoked. Furthermore, all queries having an action on 
the same type of device share a single action operator 
among their query plans. Every query plan is connected 
to the shared action operator via a common input queue 
of the operator. The action operator maintains corre-
sponding information about the action embedded in each 
query so that it can use the correct information to sched-
ule a specific execution of an action for a query.

An action operator is created when the first query 
embedded with an action on the type of device is regis-
tered to Aorta. Subsequent queries having actions on the 
same type of device are connected to the operator by an
update of the information maintained in the operator. 
These shared action operators give the Aorta query opti-
mizer a global view of the current action workload on 
individual types of devices in the system. Rather than
being optimized separately without coordination, multi-
ple queries are grouped and the action executions for
them are adaptively scheduled as a whole.

2.2 Scheduling model
Figure 3 depicts the scheduling model for every action 
operator in Aorta’s query processing framework. In the 
figure, dj (1  j  m) denotes all devices of a type in-
volved in the Aorta system that the operator is in charge 
of action scheduling on, e.g., the set of programmable 
robots. qi (1  i  n) denotes the plan of Query i and Ri the 
streaming action requests issued from the query over time. 
R denotes the whole stream of action requests that arrive 
at the input queue of the action operator and 

n

i
iRR

1
 .

Being the main component of the operator, the 
scheduler implements the dynamic and heuristic action 
scheduling algorithm we have developed. ai (1  i  n) in 
the operator denotes the stored specification information 
about the action that is embedded in Query i.

3 Characteristics of action scheduling
The action scheduling problem we study has a unique set 
of characteristics that is tightly related to the application 
scenario of pervasive computing. We identify all charac-
teristics of the problem one by one as follows.

(1) Action-device interaction. There is a special kind 
of interaction between actions and devices in pervasive 
computing: an action execution on a device may change 
the physical status of the device; in turn, the physical 
status of a device may affect the cost of an action execu-
tion on the device. This interaction is generic to several 
cost metrics for actions in pervasive computing, such as 
the response time, the power consumption and the price 
of service. It makes our scheduling of actions more com-
plex than traditional job scheduling, because the costs of 
an action execution on candidate devices are different
and dynamically changing.
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Figure 3: Scheduling model for an action operator in Aorta.
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Figure 4: The snapshot query in the pervasive lab monitoring application.

To illustrate the interaction, two actions in the perva-
sive lab monitoring application are listed in Examples 1 
and 2. The device physical status related to the action is 
the location of a robot or the head position of a camera, 
respectively.

Example 1. Consider the warn(id, location, text_file) ac-
tion Figure 1 on programmable robots [6]. The action
operates a robot with id to rotate towards and go straight 
to a target location, and play a warning message whose 
content is specified in text_file when arriving at the loca-
tion. An execution of the action changes the location of 
the robot. The response time of the execution is propor-
tional to the distance between the target location and the 
current location of the robot.■

Example 2. Consider the photo(ip, location, directory)
action in Fig on PTZ network cameras [2]. The action op-
erates a camera with ip to move its head to a position 
pointing at location and take a photo. The action then 
stores the photo that the camera takes to directory. An
execution of the action changes the position of the camera
head (i.e., the pan, tilt, zoom values). The response time of 
the action execution depends on the current head position 
of the camera.■

(2) Dynamic request arrival in a global queue. Ac-
tion requests from multiple queries continually and dy-
namically arrive at the single input queue of an action
operator over time. There is no local request queue for a 
device. The system has no prior knowledge about the 
arrival time, deadline or candidate devices of each re-
quest.

(3) Deadlines of requests. Action executions are of 
little use for pervasive computing applications if they 
cannot be finished in a timely manner. An unscheduled 
action request should be dropped when the system de-
tects that the request cannot be serviced within its dead-
line.

(4) Independent and non-preemptive requests. There 
is no message communication between any two action 
requests as they represent separate executions of actions. 
Since the execution flows of actions are encapsulated in 
code blocks and are unknown to the system, an action 
execution on a device cannot be interrupted and multiple 
executions cannot be interleaved on a device. As a result, 
no communication is required in the scheduling to trans-
plant a partially-serviced action request from one device 
to another.

(5) Unrelated devices. The cost of an action request 
on a device is generally not related to those costs of the 
request on the other devices. In other words, the devices 
in our action scheduling model are unrelated [16]. Each 

device services the action requests scheduled on it indi-
vidually.

(6) Device eligibility. The candidate devices for an 
action request often include a subset of all devices of the 
type in the system. For instance, for the snapshot query 
in Figure 4, the set of candidate devices for a request is 
determined by the function coverage(loc1, loc2) in the 
query condition. The function returns true if and only if 
the view range of the camera with location loc1 covers 
the location loc2. This example also indicates the fact 
that the set of candidate devices for multiple action re-
quests of the same query may be different. We say that a 
device is eligible for an action request if it is a candidate 
for servicing the request.

The last four characteristics of our problem can be
mapped to the following characteristics of the classic 
parallel machine scheduling problem [16] in order: (i) 
deadlines of jobs, (ii) non-preemptive jobs, (iii) unrelated 
machines, and (iv) machine eligibility restrictions for jobs. 
Moreover, the first characteristic of our problem is simi-
lar to the sequence-dependent setup time of jobs in the 
classic problem [16]. The major difference is that we are 
facing sequence-dependent response time (in general, 
cost) of action requests rather than setup time. To the 
best of our knowledge, there is no existing scheduling 
algorithm for the classic problem or for any variant of it 
whose design has taken all the characteristics (i)-(iv) and 
the sequence-dependent setup time into consideration.

The second and third characteristics of our problem 
require us to adopt a dynamic model [11][17] for action 
scheduling rather than the static model in the classic 
problem [3][16]. In our previous work, we have devel-
oped two non-real time algorithms for action scheduling 
in Aorta without considering the request deadlines [29]
[30]. The algorithms are based on a static scheduling 
model that divides the system time into a sequence of 
equal-length scheduling intervals and schedules action 
requests arriving in each interval individually. However, 
in our subsequent real testbed evaluation of Aorta, we 
found that these prior algorithms have a major drawback 
when applying to the scheduling of actions with dead-
lines, that is, their performance in practice largely de-
pends on the length of the system-defined scheduling 
interval. If the interval is long, requests that arrive earlier 
in an interval suffers from a large delay and their dead-
lines are more likely to be missed, whereas very few re-
quests can be scheduled together in each interval and the 
static group scheduling becomes less effective if the in-
terval is short.

With a dynamic scheduling model, it has been proved 
that if we do not assume any prior knowledge about the 
arrival times of the continuously-arriving jobs, an opti-

CREATE AQ snapshot AS
       SELECT photo(c.ip, s.loc, “photos/admin”)
       FROM sensors s, cameras c
       WHERE s.accel_x > 500 AND coverage(c.loc, s.loc)         
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mal algorithm does not theoretically exist for a job 
scheduling problem [5]. In comparison, a static model 
makes the design of an optimal scheduling possible as all 
kinds of information about the jobs in a scheduling inter-
val is available before the scheduling starts. Neverthe-
less, such static scheduling problem is NP-hard and too 
computationally expensive to be feasible in our real-time 
scenario [30]. Even a sub-optimal, non-heuristic solution 
for the problem, such as the Simulated Annealing (SA) 
algorithm we have studied before [30], requires large 
computation cost given a small input size.

As a summary, the unique set of characteristics of 
our action scheduling problem in pervasive computing 
makes scheduling algorithms in the literature based on a 
static model inapplicable to the problem, due to their 
significant running time or unconcern for a few charac-
teristics. These negative observations, as well as the ef-
fectiveness of our prior static heuristic algorithms for 
non-real time action scheduling [30], motivate us to pro-
pose a new dynamic, heuristic algorithm for the real-time 
action scheduling in Aorta.

4 Heuristic scheduling algorithm
We present the detailed design of our heuristic algorithm 
for real-time action scheduling in this section. Algorithm 
1 formulates the input and output of the problem and 
depicts the flow of our proposed algorithm. The algo-
rithm is called by an action operator immediately after 
the operator is generated. We developed the algorithm 

based on the List Scheduling (LS) discipline in schedul-
ing theory [16] due to the tiny algorithmic running time 
incurred by the discipline. Whenever a device becomes 
free, the LS discipline schedules a request in the queue 
that the device is eligible for on the device using a heu-
ristic.

Algorithm 1 starts by initializing the status informa-
tion about all devices involved in the scheduling (Lines 1-
3). Such information is dynamically maintained during 
the execution flow of the algorithm (Lines 10, 19). The 
algorithm then enters an endless scheduling loop (Line 4) 
and performs action scheduling on the devices round by 
round. The loop stops only when the system is termi-
nated and the action operator is destroyed.

In each round of the scheduling loop, Algorithm 1 
first examines all requests in the input queue of the ac-
tion operator and removes those requests whose dead-
lines have been missed at this time (Lines 5-6). Next, for 
each device that is currently free, the algorithm computes 
the priority (PRI value) of every request in the queue that 
the device is eligible for using Function computePriority
(Line 14). Function estimateCost(ri, dj, M) estimates the 
current cost of request ri on device dj based on a cost 
model M (Line 12). The algorithm then selects the re-
quest-device pair (rs, ds) having the highest priority (Lines 
15-16) and schedules request rs on device ds in this round 
(Line 18). Note that we regard a request-device pair has a 
higher priority if the PRI value of this pair is smaller.

Algorithm 1: Dynamic and Heuristic Action Scheduling
Input: An action operator P on a type of device and the set of all m devices of the type D = (d1, d2,, dm).

                  The streaming action requests R = (r1, r2, , rn, ) appear in the input queue of P.
            Each riR has a deadline DLi and a set of candidate devices Di  D.
Output: A schedule of R on D. Each riR is either assigned to and serviced by a device d Di, 
               or is dropped due to the missing of its deadline.

1: for each device dj  D (1  j  m) do
2:   dj.nextFreeTime = $now;   /* nextFreeTime indicates the next time when dj will become free */
3: poll and store the current physical status of dj;   /* $now denotes the current system time */
4: while true do
5:   for each action request ri in R do
6:    if ($now >= DLi) then remove ri from R;   /* ri is dropped due to the missing of its deadline */
7:   rs = null;  ds = null;  PRIs = + inf;   /* request rs is to be scheduled on device ds in this round */
8:   for each device dj  D do
9:      if dj.nextFreeTime > $now then continue;   /* dj is currently busy */

10:       dj.nextFreeTime = $now;  update the new physical status of dj;
11:       for each action request ri in R with dj  Di do
12:          costij = estimateCost(ri, dj, M);   /* M is the cost model used to estimate the cost of ri on dj */
13:          if ($now + costij > DLi) then continue;   /* deadline of ri cannot be caught on dj at this time */
14:        PRIij = computePriority(ri, dj, costij);
15:          if PRIij < PRIs then
16:           rs = ri;  ds = dj;  PRIs = PRIij;
17:   if PRIs != + inf then
18:       remove rs from R and service it on ds;
19:       ds.nextFreeTime = $now + the cost of servicing rs on ds;
20:       if $now < min{dj.nextFreeTime} (1  j  m) then sleep until min{dj.nextFreeTime};
21: else sleep until the arrival of a new action request;
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If it happens that no free device is eligible for the re-
quests in the queue, Algorithm 1 is paused to avoid the 
extensive computation overhead of vain loops. The exe-
cution of the algorithm will be resumed by the query 
optimizer later when a new request arrives in the queue 
(Line 21). On the other hand, if the algorithm detects that 
all devices are currently busy, it pauses the execution of 
itself until the nearest time in future when at least one of 
these devices become free (Line 20).

In the following of this section, we present in more 
detail a number of important issues in our algorithm de-
sign. We describe how the algorithm deals with each 
characteristic of the action scheduling problem in Section
4.1. We introduce the model for cost estimation of action 
executions in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, we describe 
how the priority of a request on a device is heuristically 
computed. The assignment of default deadlines to non-
real time requests is discussed in Section 4.4.

4.1 Dealing with action scheduling 
characteristics

We have considered all six characteristics of the action 
scheduling problem in the design of our heuristic algo-
rithm. The algorithm incorporates a corresponding ap-
proach to deal with each characteristic. For the action-
device interaction, Algorithm 1 updates real-time physi-
cal status of a free device (Line 10) before computing the 
priorities of the requests on the device in each round of 
scheduling. The physical status update involves the proc-
ess of sending a request message to the device and pars-
ing real-time values of the status attributes from the re-
sponse message of the device [30].

The LS discipline adopted by Algorithm 1 efficiently 
enables the dynamic model that our action scheduling 
problem requires. No matter what the arrival pattern and 
rate of action requests are, the algorithm performs a 
round of scheduling when and only when a device is free 
and there are requests in the queue that the free device is 
eligible for.

As a real-time scheduling algorithm, Algorithm 1 re-
peatedly examines the deadlines of the action requests in 
the queue and drops a request immediately when it de-
tects that the deadline of the request cannot be caught. 
Moreover, the deadline of a request is considered as a 
parameter in the priority computation of the request in 
Function computePriority (see Section 4.3).

Before a device finishes a previous action request, 
Algorithm 1 will not schedule a succeeding request on 
the device. This ensures that the action requests are ser-
viced on the devices in an independent and non-
preemptive manner. The unrelated environment and eli-
gibility restrictions of devices are handled in the algo-
rithm by examining only the action requests that a free 
device is eligible for and re-computing the cost of each 
request on a free device in every round of scheduling.

4.2 Cost model for actions
To determine whether an action request can be serviced 
timely, Algorithm 1 requires a cost model to estimate the 

response time, and probably the cost values under other 
metrics, of the request on a device (Line 12). For this 
purpose, we have previously developed a cost model for 
actions using response time as the cost metric [29].

Given the physical status of a device, the cost model 
is able to accurately estimate the response time of any 
request on the device. The core component of the model 
is a set of action profiles, each of which specifies the 
composition of an action in Aorta in terms of the sequen-
tial and/or parallel execution of a number of atomic op-
erations. These atomic operations are specific to the type 
of device the action is executed on and are pre-defined in 
our Aorta system. Their costs are obtained from empiri-
cal measurements in our study. The cost of an action on a 
device is then estimated using the action profile, the es-
timated costs of the atomic operations on the type of de-
vice, and the physical status of the device [29]. We have 
implemented the cost model in Aorta and validated its
correctness using actions on real devices including cam-
eras and robots. Unless otherwise specified, when we say 
the “cost” of an action request in the following of this 
paper, we mean the response time of the request on a
device.

Although we use response time as the single cost 
metric in our study, our proposed action scheduling algo-
rithm is general and is indifferent to the specific metrics 
used in the cost model. The cost values in Algorithm 1 
(Lines 12-14, 19) can be evaluated using other cost met-
rics for actions, e.g. power consumption, or the combina-
tion of multiple metrics. The change of cost metrics will 
not affect the applicability of the algorithm at all. The 
only requirement of the algorithm is that a cost model 
with response time as one of its metrics must be avail-
able. In addition, the model may be flexibly designed to 
selectively involve a few other metrics and compute a 
more generic request cost value to be used in the algo-
rithm.

Because we focus on action scheduling in this paper, 
we omit the computation formulas in our cost model and 
refer interested readers to our previous work for the de-
tails [29].

4.3 Priority computation
As a main sub-procedure of the algorithm, Function 
computePriority uses Equation (1) to compute the PRIij

value of a request-device pair (ri, dj) as the multiplication 
of three values: the basic priority of the pair, the current
eligibility degree and the current reliability degree of 
device dj. These three values are denoted as Bij, Ej and Rj

and are computed using Equations (2), (5) and (6), re-
spectively.
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Equation (2) computes the basic priority Bij of re-
quest ri on device dj as the weighted sum of three pa-
rameters: (i) the current cost Cij of servicing ri on dj, (ii) 
the deadline DLi of ri, and (iii) the number of candidate 
devices CDNi of ri. The intuition is that the smaller the 
cost of a request on a free device, or the more urgent the 
request, or the less flexibility to schedule the request on 
the other devices, the higher priority should be given to 
schedule the request on this device. As a result, our 
scheduling heuristic is a weighted combination of three 
simple heuristics under LS discipline in existing work on 
job scheduling: whenever a machine is free, select the 
job with the minimum processing time [3][18], or with 
the minimum deadline [18], or with the least number of 
candidate machines [16] to be first processed on the ma-
chine.

Among the three parameters in Equation (2), we 
choose cost as the base parameter for the weighted-sum 
computation. Our consideration is to use the most dy-
namic parameter as the base in order to make the com-
puted Bij value as specific to the request-device pair (ri,
dj) as possible. Unlike the value of Cij, the values of DLi

and CDNi depend on ri only but not dj and do not change 
along with the physical status of dj.

Rather than setting system-defined static values, we 
use an adaptive mechanism to adjust the two weights W1

and W2 used in Equation (2). When computing Bij in a 
particular round of scheduling, the set of all unscheduled 
requests that device dj is eligible for are identified. De-
note this set of requests as Rj. The values of W1 and W2 in 
this round are then computed using Equations (3)-(4) as 
the sum of current costs on dj of all requests in Rj divided 
by the sum of deadlines or candidate device numbers of 
these requests.

This adaptive setting of weight values roughly maps 
the values of DLi and CDNi into the same magnitude of
Cij. It avoids the problem that the large magnitude of one 
parameter will dominate those of the other two when they 
are added. Moreover, overall information about the three
parameters of all requests in Rj is considered when the 
basic priority of each request is computed. We use a sim-
ple summation to model this overall information to keep 
the computation cost of Equation (2) negligible, so that 
the running time of Algorithm 1 will not be greatly af-
fected by the frequent invocations of such computation. 
We have tried and tested a few alternative combinations 
of the three parameters in Equation (2), such as multipli-
cation and priority-based ordering in a list. By extensive
trial experiments, we found that they all induce worse 
performance on action scheduling than the summation.

The essence of the multiplication of Bij by Ej and Rj

in Equation (1) is to use real-time status of a device to 
adjust the priority of request scheduling on the device. In

Equation (5), the current eligibility degree Ej of a device dj

is computed as one plus the size nj of Rj divided by the 
number n of all requests in the queue. The purpose is to 
give a higher priority to request scheduling on a device 
that is eligible for a smaller percent of the total requests. 
A larger value of Ej implies that the device dj is currently 
eligible for more requests and a lower priority will be 
given to request scheduling on the device.

The current reliability degree Rj of a device dj com-
puted by Equation (6) is introduced because action execu-
tions occasionally fail on unreliable physical devices due
to temporary hardware malfunctions [30]. Consequently, 
it is more desirable to schedule requests on a device that 
induce fewer failures of action executions in history. In 
the equation, FPj is the percentage of action executions 
on dj that has failed. The value is kept track by the Aorta 
query optimizer since the system starts. We assume that 
there is a way for the optimizer to know whether an ac-
tion execution on a device is failed or not, either through 
a system error returned by the invocation of the function 
code block or by a notification message from the applica-
tion. Same as Ej, the larger the value of Rj is the more 
unreliable and unfavourable to schedule a request on the 
device dj.

4.4 Default deadline assignment for action 
requests

Algorithm 1 assumes that every action request has a 
deadline. The deadline of a request is specified in the 
DEADLINE clause of the query that issues the request. If 
this optional clause is not provided for a query, which 
suggests all requests from the query are not real-time, 
Aorta uses a simple scheme to assign a system-default 
deadline to the requests.

In the scheme, we let the evaluation plan of a query 
that has no DEADLINE clause dynamically maintain the 
average request arrival rate Sa of the query. Suppose T is 
the interval between the current system time and the time 
when Aorta starts, and there are Na action requests issued 
from the query within T. The current value of Sa is esti-
mated as Na / T. If a new request is issued from the query 
at this time, its deadline is assigned to be the current sys-
tem time plus 1 / Sa. The motivation of this scheme is a 
previous request from a query should have been serviced 
before the next request from the same query appears.

5 Performance evaluation
We have evaluated the performance of our real-time ac-
tion scheduling algorithm using two actions in the perva-
sive lab monitoring application: the warn action on ro-
bots and the photo action on cameras, whose operations 
have been described in Section 3. We call our algorithm 
DPH (Dynamic, Priority-based Heuristic action schedul-
ing) in the experiments.

5.1 Experimental setup
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Parameter Description
Nd Number of devices

λ
Mean arrival rate of the requests (unit: 
requests/second)

w
Weight parameter indicates the deadline 
range of the requests

f
Maximum failure rate of action execu-
tions on the devices

Sd Dropping rate

Ta
Average service time of a scheduled 
request

Ts Average scheduling time of a request

Table 1: Symbols for an action scheduling workload.

5.1.1 Simulation platform
The pervasive lab only has a small number of real de-
vices. To enable large-scale and controllable perform-
ance studies of our algorithm, we have developed home-
grown robot and camera simulators to simulate the ER1 
robots [6] and the AXIS 2130 cameras [2] in the lab on 
which the warn or photo action is executed.

We tuned the simulators through extensive tests us-
ing the real devices, and made an operation executed on a 
simulated robot or camera has very similar effects to that 
on a real device such as the cost of the operation and the 
change of physical status the operation results in. All 
experiments we present were conducted using the two 
simulators.

5.1.2 Workload generation
We generated synthetic scheduling workloads of warn or 
photo action requests and used these workloads as the 
input traces for our simulation studies. Each workload 
contains totally 1000 requests for an action that arrives 
dynamically over time to be scheduled on a number of 
simulated devices. The arrival of the requests follows a 
Poisson process [11][17] with a mean arrival rate λ. Each 
of the devices was assigned with a failure rate to indicate 
the probability that a request scheduled on the device will 
fail. The failure rate of a device was uniformly picked 
from the range [0, f].  f  [0, 1) is a parameter we set to 
limit the maximum failure rate of action executions on 
the devices.

In a scheduling workload we generated, the cost of 
an action request on a candidate device was randomly and 
uniformly picked from the cost range of the action. In the 
pervasive lab monitoring application, the cost range in 
seconds of a warn action is [8.32, 43.73], and that of a 
photo action is [0.41, 8.87]. The deadline of a request 
was uniformly picked from the range [avg_cost, w *
avg_cost]. avg_cost denotes the cost of the action execu-
tion on a device in the average case and its value is 26.03 

sec for warn or 4.64 sec for photo. The weight w is a pa-
rameter we set to examine how the tightness of request 
deadlines affects the performance of various heuristic 
scheduling algorithms we compared in the experiments.

The distribution of candidate device numbers of the 
requests in a workload was one of two kinds: (i) the can-
didate device number of each request was uniformly and
independently picked from the range [1, Nd], or (ii) the
candidate device numbers of all requests were picked 
from [1, Nd] and follow a Zipfian distribution as a whole. 
Nd is the number of devices involved in the scheduling. 
For brevity, we call the workloads with these two kinds 
of distributions the Uniform and Zipfian workloads in the 
experiments. To be more specific, in a Zipfian workload 
many requests have only one candidate device, fewer 
requests have two, even fewer have three and so on. As a 
result, a large portion of the requests in a Zipfian work-
load are skewed on a small subset of the devices.

5.1.3 Performance metrics
The performance metrics we studied for an action 

scheduling workload include: (i) the dropping rate Sd, (ii) 
the average service time of a scheduled request Ta, and 
(iii) the average scheduling time of a request Ts. The 
dropping rate is defined as the percentage of action re-
quests in the workload that are dropped in the scheduling 
due to deadline missing. The average service time of a 
scheduled request is defined as the average response time 
of the scheduled requests in the workload. The average 
scheduling time of a request is defined as the average 
computation cost that the algorithm spends on scheduling 
one request in the workload.

A good algorithm for our real-time action scheduling 
problem must first achieve a small dropping rate of the 
action requests over time. In other words, the dropping 
rate should be considered as the primary performance 
metric for our problem. Under a stable dropping rate, it is 
desirable that on average the scheduled requests are ser-
viced as fast as possible so that applications requiring the 
action executions are responded rapidly. Furthermore, 
the running time of the algorithm must be negligible to 
ensure the scheduling process will not add considerable 
delay to the requests waiting in the queue.

Table 1 summarizes the symbols we used in the ex-
periments to denote the parameters and metrics of an ac-
tion scheduling workload.

5.2 Comparison of various scheduling 
heuristics

The core of our DPH algorithm is the scheduling heuris-
tic that computes the priority of a request on a device as 
the weighted sum of three parameters: the cost on the 
device, the deadline and the candidate device number of 
the request. In this section, we validate the choice of us-
ing cost as the base parameter in the weighted-sum com-
putation of our heuristic and demonstrate the perform-
ance benefit of our heuristic over existing dynamic 
scheduling heuristics in the literature.
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Figure 5: Dropping rates of seven scheduling heuristics with different request arrival rates.
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Figure 6: Dropping rates of four scheduling heuristics with different w parameters.
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We compared our heuristic with three heuristics 
widely used for classic job scheduling: (i) shortest re-
quest first [3][18], (ii) earliest deadline first [18], and (iii) 
least flexible device with least flexible request first [16]. 
In the experiments, we replaced our heuristic with one of 
these heuristics in DPH while keeping other sub-modules 
of the algorithm unmodified. The consequent algorithms 
are denoted as SRF, EDF and LFD-LFR, correspond-
ingly. We picked the three heuristics for performance 
comparison with ours because they have been illustrated 
to be effective for different variants of the parallel ma-
chine scheduling problem under a number of perform-
ance metrics [16]. Moreover, they can be easily used with 
the LS discipline to enable a dynamic scheduling model 
as our heuristic.

Whenever a device becomes free in a round of 
scheduling, SRF, EDF and LFD-LFR select a request in 
the queue to be serviced on the device if and only if the 
request has the smallest cost on the device, the earliest 
deadline, or the least number of candidate devices. If 
multiple devices are free at the same time, SRF first 
schedules the request-device pair with the smallest cost, 
EDF first schedules the request with the earliest deadline 
on any free candidate device, and LFD-LFR first sched-
ules a request on the device that is eligible for the least 
number of requests in the queue.

To verify the correct design of our heuristic, two 
variants of it using deadline or candidate device number 
as the base parameter in the weighted-sum computation 
were also included in the performance comparison. We 
denote DPH with these two variant heuristics as DPH-
DL and DPH-CDN. As the baseline of performance 
analysis, we included a RANDOM algorithm in the com-
parison. Under the LS discipline, the algorithm randomly 
schedules each request on one of its candidate devices.

We first examined the dropping rates achieved by 
different scheduling heuristics. Figure 5 shows the metric 
values of the seven algorithms with varied request arrival 
rate. For each action scheduling workload in this experi-
ment, the values of Nd and w were fixed to be 20 and 2.0, 
and the failure rate of every device was set to be zero 
(i.e., f = 0.0). Each value in the figure is the average of 
ten independent runs of the experiment. This is the same 
for all figures and tables shown in the following. We 
used different λ values for the warn and photo workloads 
in the figure due to the different cost ranges of the two 
actions. The values in the figure were subtly picked to 
demonstrate the performance differences between the 
algorithms from the situation that the devices in a work-
load were slightly underloaded to the situation that they 
were heavily overloaded by the requests in the workload.

In Figure 5 we see that, all algorithms dropped a lar-
ger percentage of requests when the requests were arriv-
ing at a faster rate. With the same λ value, the algorithms 

dropped more requests under Zipfian workloads than 
Uniform workloads. This was because the requests in a 
Zipfian workload were skewed on few devices and these 
skewed requests had a higher probability of being 
dropped due to the overloading of their limited candidate 
devices. The figure shows that DPH consistently dropped 
fewer requests than DPH-DL and DPH-CDN under all 
kinds of workloads, although the performance differ-
ences between them were not very large. This result veri-
fies we have chosen the correct base parameter for our 
heuristic. In the meanwhile, our heuristic has a nice 
property that its performance is indifferent to the base 
parameter chosen.

DPH had a significant better performance than EDF, 
LFD-LFR and RANDOM in Figure 5. The performance 
difference between DPH and these algorithms got large 
when the request arrival rate increased. Among the three, 
the performance of EDF was as bad as RANDOM and 
LFD-LFR always performed better than both of them. 
The result indicates that EDF is not suitable for our ac-
tion scheduling problem, because the dynamic costs and 
candidate device numbers of action requests have be-
come the dominating factors to the performance of an 
algorithm for our problem.

The performance of SRF in the figure was much 
closer to DPH compared to LFD-LFR. It was even better 
than DPH-DL and DPH-CDN in several cases. This was 
because cost is the most dynamic parameter in our prob-
lem and the cost of an action request on a device will 
change dynamically in the scheduling process with the 
physical status updates of the device. As a result, an un-
scheduled request that currently has a larger cost on a 
device has the opportunity to get its cost on the device 
decreased after the physical status of the device is 
changed. This effect makes the minimization of the cur-
rent request cost on a free device more beneficial in our 
problem than in classic job scheduling.

DPH still outperformed SRF noticeably as shown in 
Figure 5, especially when the devices had a moderate 
load in the middle part of each sub-figure. The perform-
ance benefit of DPH over SRF was larger under Uniform 
workloads than Zipfian workloads, and was larger under 
warn workloads than photo workloads. This indicates 
that when requests are skewed or the cost range of action is 
small, the performance of two reasonable scheduling heu-
ristics gets closer and the opportunity for performance 
improvement is lowered. More specifically, DPH 
dropped 3%-30%, 3%-24%, 8%-14% and 1%-10% fewer 
requests than SRF in Figure 5(a)-(b), respectively.

Figure 6 shows the dropping rates of DPH, DPH-DL, 
DPH-CDN and SRF when the w parameter for request 
deadline generation varied. We still fixed Nd = 20 and f = 
0.0 in this experiment, and set λ = 1.0 for the warn work-
loads and λ = 8.0 for the photo workloads. No matter 
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how w is varied, EDF, LFD-LFR and RANDOM per-
formed much worse than the other four algorithms the 
same as in Figure 5. As a result, we do not include the 
results for these algorithms in Figure 6 in order to make 
the performance differences between the other four algo-
rithms more apparent.

As expected, more requests were dropped by every 
algorithm when the deadlines of requests got smaller. 
DPH consistently outperformed the other three no matter 

how the value of w was changed. Figure 6(a)-(b) indicates 
under Uniform workloads the performance difference
between DPH and SRF increased when the request dead-
lines were large. For example, DPH dropped 11%, 30% 
and 38% fewer requests than SRF when the value of w 
was set to be 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 under the warn Uniform 
workloads. In comparison, the performance difference 
between DPH and SRF remained nearly constant under 
Zipfian workloads, as shown in Figure 6(c)-(d).

          Algorithm
Workload DPH DPH-DL DPH-CDN SRF EDF LFD-LFR RANDOM

warn
Uniform 19.77 20.12 20.21 18.17 23.12 23.16 22.94

Zipfian 17.92 21.11 21.47 17.44 22.83 22.54 22.68

photo
Uniform 2.58 2.66 2.58 2.27 4.2 4.07 4.19

Zipfian 2.64 2.95 2.95 2.24 4.05 3.98 4.24

Table 2: Ta achieved by different scheduling heuristics (unit: second)

          Algorithm
Workload DPH SRF EDF LFD-LFR RANDOM

warn
Uniform 0.291 0.279 0.246 0.268 0.252

Zipfian 0.266 0.257 0.237 0.252 0.241

photo
Uniform 0.113 0.110 0.075 0.080 0.076

Zipfian 0.100 0.101 0.076 0.082 0.077

Table 3: Ts achieved by different scheduling heuristics (unit: second)

We next investigated the average service time and 
average scheduling time achieved by different scheduling 
heuristics. The results are listed in Tables II and III. The 
parameter setting we used in this experiment was Nd = 
20, w = 2.0, f = 0.0, λ = 1.0 for the warn workloads and λ 
= 8.0 for the photo workloads.

In Table 2, SRF achieved the smallest Ta among the 
seven heuristics under all kinds of workloads. This was 
because SRF always picked the request currently in the 
queue that had the smallest cost on a free device to be 
serviced in each round of scheduling. Considering the 
unknown arrival pattern of action requests and the dy-
namically changing costs of them on devices, we ex-
pected SRF would have the best possible performance on 
Ta in practice. Our DPH achieved the second best Ta

among the heuristics compared. EDF and LFD-LFR per-
formed as bad as RANDOM in this experiment due to 
the inconsideration of the request cost in these heuristics. 
The result further proved that the performance benefit of 
DPH over its variants DPH-DL, DPH-CDN and the exist-
ing EDF, LFD-LFR heuristics for our action scheduling 
problem.

The difference between DPH and SRF in Table 2
was consistently smaller than 0.5 seconds indifferent to 
what kinds of workloads we used. This difference is in-
significant to the warn action but non-negligible to the 
photo action, considering the different cost ranges of the 

two actions. The result implies that DPH can perform as 
well as SRF in Ta when the average cost of the action to 
be scheduled is in the magnitude of tens of seconds or 
larger.

Table 3 shows that the average scheduling time of 
DPH was about the same as that of SRF under all kinds 
of workloads. On average DPH only required 1-12 milli-
seconds more computation cost than SRF in each round 
of scheduling. Since SRF is one of the existing schedul-
ing heuristic requiring the simplest processing logic, the 
result indicates that the computation cost of DPH is neg-
ligible. The average scheduling time of DPH-DL and 
DPH-CDN are not shown in the table because they were 
almost the same as that of DPH in the experiment. The 
small scheduling time of EDF, LFD-LFR and RANDOM 
in the table was due to the fact that these algorithms had 
a much larger dropping rate than DPH or SRF as shown 
in Figures 4-5, so that fewer requests are remained to be 
selected from in each round of scheduling.

We have run a number of additional experiments us-
ing different settings of Nd, w and λ values in the work-
loads. All these experiments came up with results that are 
consistent with those revealed by Figures 4-5 and Tables 
2-3. We omit the details here.

In summary, our DPH algorithm significantly out-
performed existing EDF and LFD-LFR heuristic algo-
rithms for action scheduling on the dropping rate and the 
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average service time of a scheduled request. In compari-
son with SRF, DPH performed better in the dropping rate 
and performed equally well in the average service time 
when the action cost magnitude is not smaller than tens 
of seconds. When the cost magnitude is small, DPH per-

formed a little worse than SRF in the average service 
time but still dropped noticeably less requests than SRF 
in the scheduling process. With a similar dropping rate, 
the scheduling time of DPH was as small as those re-
quired by existing heuristic algorithms.
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Figure 7: Dropping rates of DPH with and without reliability estimation on devices.

5.3 Effectiveness of reliability estimation
We validate the effectiveness of involving device reli-
ability estimation in the priority computation of our heu-
ristic in this section. We modify Equation (1) to exclude 
Rj from the multiplication and denote the consequent 
variant of our algorithm DPH-WRE (Without Reliability 
Estimation). For each workload in this experiment, the
parameters other than f were fixed to be Nd = 20, w = 2.0, 
λ = 1.0 for the warn workloads and λ = 8.0 for the photo
workloads.

We varied the value of the parameter f from 0.1 to 
0.5 in the experiment and the dropping rates of DPH and 
DPH-WRE under Uniform workloads are shown in Fig-
ure 7. Because our results showed that the average ser-
vice time and scheduling time were hardly affected by 
the existence of reliability estimation, we omit the results 
for these two metrics.

In Figure 7 we see that, compared to its counterpart 
without reliability estimation, DPH was able to reduce 
the number of dropping requests by 6%-19% under both 
the warn and photo workloads. We have tried Zipfian 
workloads and other parameter settings of the workloads. 
The experiments all had very similar results to those in
Figure 7.

6 Related work
There have been a number of publications in pervasive 
computing that study using sensor readings to actuate the 

operations on different types of devices, such as sensor 
nodes [12], cameras [24], phones [22], vehicles [28] and 
lights [7]. The EnviroTrack system [1] tracks and in-
vokes pre-defined computations in response to environ-
mental objects like vehicles over networks of sensor 
nodes. Flinn et al. proposed a remote execution system in 
pervasive computing named Spectra [8]. Their idea of 
best execution plan selection for an application has a 
similar goal to our scheduling of an action request on the 
best candidate device.

User-defined functions have been widely supported 
in commercial DBMS products [9][14][15]. These func-
tions run outside the core of the DBMS and their side 
effects to data (e.g., updates) are never considered during 
execution. In Aorta, we put actions as query operators 
and effectively schedule their executions on the devices. 
Our action scheduling algorithm considers the effects of 
action executions on the devices. The physical status 
change of a device incurred by an action execution is 
examined before the next execution is scheduled on the 
device.

Braun et al. [3] have compared the performance of 
eleven static heuristics for parallel machine scheduling 
under various kinds of task workloads. Their results 
show that in most cases the simple Min-min heuristic 
performs better than other complex heuristics such as
Generic Algorithms, Simulated Annealing and A*. Most 
heuristics studied in the paper require a complete knowl-
edge about a static task set before the scheduling is per-
formed so they are inapplicable to our dynamic scenario. 
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Moreover, the Min-min heuristic the authors identified to
have a generally good scheduling performance is essen-
tially the same as the SRF algorithm that we have studied 
in the experiments. Our results have illustrated that our 
proposed algorithm noticeably outperforms SRF on the 
dropping rate of dynamically- arriving action requests.

Previous work on multiprocessor scheduling in real-
time systems [13][18] takes static sets of tasks as the 
scheduling input and aims at enhancing the schedulabil-
ity of these task sets. Their proposed scheduling algo-
rithms are based on a branch-and-bound tree search with 
backtracks and a weighted-sum heuristic integrating the 
deadline and the earliest start time of a task. These algo-
rithms are too running time-intensive to be adaptable to 
our scenario and no approach is applied in them to adap-
tively fix the weight value used in the heuristics as our 
algorithm. The resource requirements of tasks other than 
CPU processing time or the parallelization of a task on 
multiple processors have also been considered in this 
scheduling work. These issues are not related to our ac-
tion scheduling problem.

Many load balancing approaches have been pro-
posed in distributed systems for the non-real time sched-
uling of jobs on an interconnected network of computers
[11][19][20][25][26]. Each job first arrives at the local 
queue of a computer and then transmitted to be processed 
by another computer if the original one has been over-
loaded. In comparison, in our action scheduling problem 
all devices of a type share a global queue of action re-
quests and there is no communication among devices in 
the scheduling process. The scheduling model in this 
distributed computing scenario is dynamic as ours. How-
ever, the computers are all regarded as identical rather 
than unrelated and there is no job deadline involved in 
the problem.

Reliability-driven job scheduling in parallel and dis-
tributed systems has attracted many research efforts in 
the literature [17][23]. A reliability model that assumes 
the independent failures of jobs on the computers follow-
ing a Poisson probability distribution is proposed to drive 
the scheduling process combined with the job costs. In 
comparison, in our heuristic action scheduling algorithm 
we estimate the reliability of an action request on a de-
vice in a much simpler way based on computing the av-
erage failure rate of requests on the device in history.

7 Conclusion
We have presented the design of the new dynamic and 
heuristic algorithm for real-time action scheduling in our 
current prototype of Aorta, which is a query processing 
system for pervasive computing. We make actions as 
query operators in Aorta and share a single action opera-
tor among the plans of multiple concurrent queries hav-
ing actions on the same type of device. Each action op-
erator adaptively performs the process of action schedul-
ing on all devices of the type using the scheduling algo-
rithm we propose.

We identify all characteristics of the action schedul-
ing problem we study and apply corresponding ap-
proaches to handle each characteristic in our algorithm. 
The heuristic we develop for action scheduling is based 
on the priority computation for each unscheduled action 
request that a free device is eligible for and selecting the 
request with the highest priority to be serviced by the 
device at this time. The priority of a request on a device 
incorporates many parameters involved in the schedul-
ing: the cost of the request on the device, the deadline 
and the candidate device number of the request, the cur-
rent eligibility and reliability degree of the device.

We have performed simulation studies to compare 
our priority-based heuristic with three heuristics for dy-
namic scheduling in the literature. The results demon-
strated the performance benefit of our heuristic over 
these existing heuristics. We have also conducted ex-
periments to validate our choice of using cost as the base 
parameter in the weighted-sum computation of our heu-
ristic as well as the effectiveness of the reliability estima-
tion on devices in the heuristic.
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This article is an extended abstract of a doctoral dissertation on chess evaluation function tuning with dif-
ferential evolution (DE) algorithm. DE is adopted for efficient chess evaluation function tuning, extended
with an opposition-based optimization and a new history mechanism. Experimental results show that the
algorithm is efficient and can be applied to the chess evaluation function tuning that has more or less
knowledge.

Povzetek: Prispevek predstavlja razširjen povzetek doktorske disertacije s področja uglaševanja šahovske
ocenitvene funkcije. Pri uglaševanju so uporabljeni algoritem diferencialne evolucije, mehanizem nasprotij
in mehanizem zgodovine.

1 Introduction
Almost all chess knowledge of chess programs is defined
in the chess evaluation function. This knowledge is pre-
sented with many arithmetic expressions and parameters.
The problem is how to set the values of these parameters.
With conventional approaches this becomes a very chal-
lenging task and, as such, requires a lot of time and work.
To solve this problem, researchers used automated tuning
or ”learning“. The most successful methods were temporal
difference learning [1, 2] and evolutionary algorithms [3].

In this paper we present an approach which is based on
differential evolution (DE) algorithm [4]. We adopted this
algorithm for efficient chess evaluation function tuning. It
was extended with an opposition-based optimization [6]
and a new history mechanism [7].

2 Tuning algorithm
This section contains a short description of our tuning algo-
rithm. First, it describes differential evolution algorithm as
the basis of our algorithm. Then follows a description of an
opposition-based optimization and the history mechanism
which are integrated into our algorithm.

DE is a simple yet powerful evolutionary algorithm for
global optimization and it has recently been used in a wide
variety of real-world applications with impressive results
[8]. This is the reason why we used DE for the chess eval-
uation function tuning. In our problem individuals are vec-
tors of chess evaluation function parameters. The DE algo-

rithm employs mutation and cross-over operations to gen-
erate new individuals and selection operation to select in-
dividuals that will survive into next generation. Before se-
lection operation is employed, individuals have to be evalu-
ated. In our case individuals are evaluated according to the
games they have played. Therefore individuals play a spe-
cific number of games in each generation and individuals
with greater efficiency survive into the next generation.

The opposition-based optimization was used because it
improves efficiency of the DE for noise problems. The
main idea of this optimization is to estimate a certain in-
dividual and its opposite individual at the same time, in
order to achieve a better approximation for the candidate
solution. The efficiency of the tuning process depends on
the distance between the solution and the individuals of the
initial population. Therefore, initialization operation gen-
erates opposite individuals according to the randomly ini-
tialized individuals. Then the selection operation is per-
formed and selected individuals are probability closer to
the solution which accelerates convergence. In the similar
way this mechanism is with some probability performed in
the rest of the evolutionary process [6, 5].

History mechanism is a new mechanism that enables po-
tentially good individuals to remain within the evolutionary
process and it reduces noise in the evaluation of those indi-
viduals. It also reduces the possibility of overfitting and it
consequently improves the efficiency of the whole tuning
process. This mechanism consists of two parts: history up-
date and history injection. The first part adds a potentially
good individuals into the history population or updates its
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information about the efficiency. The second part injects
individuals from the history population, according to the
efficiency, back to the evolutionary process [7].

3 Experiment
With the proposed tuning approach, we tuned the chess
evaluation function of BBChess chess program. Tuning
was done with and without expert knowledge. When we
tuned the parameters without expert knowledge, because
the search space was huge, we tuned only a few param-
eters. After 500 generations of the evolutionary process,
the value of parameters convergence to the values that re-
lationship were approximately equal as known from the
chess theory. When we tuned the parameter values with
expert knowledge, the tuning intervals of parameter values
were set around the approximate values and the number of
tuned parameters was 190. The obtained results show that,
our approach was successful. Efficiency of the tuning is
dependent on the number of games that were played into
the evolutionary process and on the defined tuning inter-
vals. With larger tuning intervals obtained improvements
were better but tuned individuals had smaller rating. We
did some experiments without the history mechanism. The
obtained results show that the history mechanism improves
the tuning process by 155.2 rating points, on average.

4 Conclusion
This paper proposes an approach for the tuning of a chess
evaluation function based on a DE algorithm, which in-
cludes an opposition-based optimizations and a new his-
tory mechanism. The tuned approach was tested and the
obtained results show that our tuning approach was effi-
cient and that the introduced history mechanism improves
the efficiency of the tuning process.
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This paper is an extended abstract of a dissertation which is concerned with analyzing outputs from 
complex simulation models from the area of ecology with machine learning. The dissertation proposes a 
methodology that combines simulation outputs, background knowledge, and machine learning, to obtain 
new and interesting knowledge about a problem of interest.

Povzetek: Članek povzema doktorsko disertacijo, ki se ukvarja z analizo rezultatov kompleksnih 
simulacijskih modelov iz področja ekologije s strojnim učenjem.

1 Introduction
Simulation models can be used to study situations in 
which it is impossible to conduct real experiments, or 
when the process of generating real-life data is very slow 
and expensive. However, the simulation models can 
easily grow very complex and extracting new knowledge 
from their outputs can become a difficult task. 

The dissertation [4] proposes a new methodology for 
analyzing complex simulation models in the area of 
ecology. The methodology relies on the use of symbolic 
machine learning methods that produce comprehensible 
predictive models.

The problem of interest is the co-existence issue 
between genetically-modified (GM) and conventional 
crops (oilseed rape and maize) in different field 
scenarios. For this purpose, three different simulation 
models were used: GENESYS [2], MAPOD [3] and IBM-
OSR [1], that simulate the crop growth and rotation in a 
large-risk field plan, in a field-to-field scenario and in a 
within field scenario, respectively. We used different 
machine learning techniques to analyze the outputs from 
these simulation models.

2 Simulation models
The three models, GENESYS [2], MAPOD [3] and IBM-
OSR [1], are concerned with a different aspect of the co-
existence issue between GM and non-GM crops. 
GENESYS is a simulation model that ranks cropping 
systems according to their probability of gene flow from 
herbicide-tolerant winter oilseed rape to rape volunteers 
and neighbor crops, both in time (via seeds) and in space 
(via pollen and seeds). The model integrates the effects 

of crop succession and crop management at the level of a 
region and works for seed, as well as for crop production.

The simulation model MAPOD is a deterministic 
model, especially designed to predict cross-pollination 
rates between maize fields in a spatially explicit 
agricultural landscape under varying cropping and 
climatic conditions. It estimates the effects of farming 
practices on the levels of in-field contamination and 
simulates pollen exchange between GM and non-GM 
maize crops.

While GENESYS and MAPOD are population-based 
simulation models that describe the population dynamics 
of GM oilseed rape and maize, respectively, at different 
field scales, IBM-OSR is an individual-based simulation 
model. It is designed to help understand how the life-
history, agronomic and environmental processes 
determine the persistence of GM oilseed rape. The model 
was constructed to represent a population of oilseed rape 
individuals in a single arable field. 

3 Methodology
This dissertation proposes a new methodology for the 
analysis of results of ecological simulation models with 
machine learning that takes into account background 
knowledge about the problem of interest. The 
methodology consists of the following steps:

1. Select an appropriate simulation model for the 
system of interest;

2. Select a set of inputs for the simulation model 
and generate simulation outputs (a 
representative sample for the system under 
study);
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3. Define background knowledge for the problem 
of interest;

4. Select an appropriate machine learning 
technique, which combines the background 
knowledge and data, and apply it to generate 
models of the problem of interest;

5. Interpret the models with the help of a domain 
expert.

For the analysis of the outputs of the different 
simulation models and modeling different aspects of the 
co-existence issue between GM and non-GM crops, we 
used different machine learning techniques that take into 
account background knowledge: relational classification 
trees to learn co-existence rules for GM and conventional 
crops in a large region (output from GENESYS); equation 
discovery to model the outcrossing between two 
neighboring maize fields (output from MAPOD) and to 
induce explanatory models of oilseed rape population 
dynamics from individual-based data (output from IBM-
OSR), and linear regression and models trees to validate 
and compare the results obtained with equation 
discovery. 

4 Results and conclusions
When studying the co-existence between GM and non-
GM oilseed rape in a large region, we used the output 
from the GENESYS simulation model and applied 
relational classification trees to it [7]. The goal was to 
assess the influence of the neighboring fields on the 
contamination of a given field with GM material. The 
results indicate that the most important parameters that 
influence the adventitious presence of GM material in a 
field are its cultivation and management parameters. The 
neighboring fields also have an influence on the GM 
contamination of the field, but this information is less 
important and only adds up to the management and 
cultivation information about the target field.

In the second case, the outcrossing between two 
maize fields was modeled using equation discovery [5]. 
For this purpose the output from MAPOD was used. The 
background knowledge was given in the form of a 
context free grammar. These analyses resulted in highly 
accurate equation-based models of the outcrossing, 
modeled as a function of the distance between the fields, 
the wind influence, time lag and the area of the fields.

The last part of the study was concerned with 
learning explanatory models of oilseed rape population 
dynamics from individual-based data (IBM-OSR) [6]. 
Again, we used background knowledge encoded in form 
of a grammar and applied equation discovery to generate 
equation-based models. We carried out four different 
equation discovery experiments, one for each 
combination of the stage the oilseed rape population can 
be found in (yield/seed rain and seedbank). The structure 
of the produced models, although consistent with domain 
expertise, is complex and needs further modification and 
improvements to reach the needed level of simplicity for 
interpretation.

The proposed methodology generates ecological 
knowledge by analyzing the outputs from simulation 
models by machine learning. The unique aspects of this 
methodology include the use of domain knowledge and 
learning methods that employ expressive formalisms and 
domain knowledge. The methodology can deal with 
different simulation models and domains, so the 
principles of our work can be applied to other simulation 
models in agriculture and in ecology in general. 

Finally, this study poses several challenges for the 
development of new machine learning methods in 
relational learning and equation discovery, such as
complex aggregates in relational learning and generic 
models in equation discovery.
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